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Abstract
This thesis addresses the question: What implications do ICTs, and their related technosocial contexts, have on expanding the scope of collaborative research and information
sharing in oceanography? It does so by looking at data curation within the
oceanographic community using a mixed methods approach that triangulates the results
of three case studies. Oceanography, in its basic form, is the science of the oceans that
combines several scientific disciplines to understand earth’s hydrosphere and its
interaction with the atmosphere. It is an interdisciplinary science that requires
multidisciplinary collaboration to address global challenges that can benefit from the
utilization of ICTs. This research examines parameters of information and
communication practices within this community where there has been little attention to
date as to the intersection of current ICTs and oceanography. In the scope of seven
chapters, the research objectives are intended to 1) inform on information practices in
multidisciplinary research contexts; 2) contribute to the understanding of the relationship
between socio-technical and socio-ecological contexts; 3) provide an assessment of
Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) usefulness in mediating between
various stakeholders.
Section 1 establishes the theoretical and methodological framework covering the
historical connection between technology, oceanography, and ICTs. The methodology
details a mixed methods design for data collection and analysis, expounding on
approaches adopted to combine Social Network Analysis (SNA) and ethnographic semistructured interviews and observations. In three consecutive chapters, section 2 describes
each of three case studies, detailing study methods and findings. Section 3 draws on the
studies in a discussion that interweaves conceptualization and practical application with
current events, future direction, limitations, delimitations, and further research.
Key findings revealed that Charmazian (2006) Grounded Theory is a successful approach
for conducting a pilot study on information practices at a project meeting-based level, and
that combining Engeström’s (2001) AT with Latour’s (1996) Actor-Network Theory,
through the use of case studies and SNA, yields successful outcomes for the study of
Communities of Practice (Wenger, 2008) within organizational settings. The SNA
findings also uncovered fragmentation in the online oceanographic community, via
Twitter data analysis. Overall, the research demonstrates the value of treating
oceanographic data as “complex” rather than “big” data as the community expands from
a data production to a data management community, and that ICTs do have a mitigating
role in developing the scope of collaborative research surrounding these complex data in
ways that could facilitate data ingestion and sharing within and beyond the community.
Finally the research reveals stark difference between data scientists’ objectives and those
of data users and provides recommendations for organizations, individual researchers,
and funders to address these gaps and enhance data management and ICT utilization. The
research thus contributes to the field of information science and oceanography and will
be of interest to practitioners and stakeholders interested in the interdisciplinary
intersection of computational technology and other specific research domains.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
I NFORMATION P RACTICES I N O CEANOGRAPHY
What implications do ICTs, and their related techno-social contexts, have on expanding
the scope of collaborative research and information sharing in oceanography? In this
chapter the research domain is introduced to address this question. It presents a brief
introduction of the history of the use of information and communication technologies
(ICTs) as it relates to oceanography, demonstrating the interaction of research in this
area with technological developments. Oceanography, in the most basic sense, is the
science of the oceans and how they interact with the atmosphere and with sea floor
sediments. This chapter presents the research background and expounds the research
problem by situating the impact of technology on shaping and reshaping this
interdisciplinary science. It describes the hypotheses informing the research questions
and sub-questions for the ensuing case studies and presents an overview of the
following chapters.

1.1. Research Background
An eye for detail on a stroll down any London road can remind us of one of the
Victorian age’s greatest legacies—the telegraph. Every block or so, one can spot the
occasional “POST-OFFICE TELEGRAPHS” manhole (Figure 1), unostentatious amidst
a plethora of the city’s assortment of manholes. Compared to earlier forms of
communication, the telegraph, which was the first to separate communication from
transportation, was the product of modern science. Although the science that would
eventually lead to its inception began as early as the late 18th century, it was only in the
mid-19th century that the first transoceanic cable was laid across the Atlantic (Czitrom,
1982: 4-5)—a “breakthrough into modern communication” (Czitrom, 1982: 4), and an
emblem for “great communication networks” (Czitrom, 1982: 3).
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Figure 1. Telegraph manhole in London, UK

As with all technologies, there are always apprehensive critics. Technology has
always been the subject of controversy for as long as people explored and innovated it 1,
and ever since modern science began organizing itself around theories that informed
their use. In 1858 (Winston, 2002: 225), when the first attempt to lay the transatlantic
cable failed, many questioned why a transoceanic telegraph cable was necessary
(Winston, 2002: 224; Czitrom, 1982: 11). At the time, transcendentalist Henry David
Thoreau wrote in his book Walden,
Our inventions are wont to be pretty toys, which distract our attention
from serious things. They are but improved means to an unimproved
end, an end which it was already but too easy to arrive at; as railroads
lead to Boston or New York. We are in great haste to construct a
magnetic telegraph from Maine to Texas; but Maine and Texas, it may
be, have nothing important to communicate. Either is in such a
predicament as the man who was earnest to be introduced to a
distinguished deaf woman, but when he was presented, and one end of
her ear trumpet was put his hand, had nothing to say. As if the main
object were to talk fast and not to talk sensibly. We are eager to tunnel
under the Atlantic and bring the old world some weeks nearer to the
new; but perchance the first news that will leak through into the broad,
flapping American ear will be that the Princess Adelaide has the
whooping cough. (Thoreau, 2009: 34)

Technology in the 19th century was referred to as art (see Reidy, 2004: 22; Czitrom,
1982: 4), and still is in patent law. Joseph Henry and William Whewell 2, both referred

1

And, more relevantly today, commercialized it: consider for example the four largest tech
conglomerates, Apple, Amazon, Facebook, and Google. The competition between them is high: (e.g.
Amazon video and music v. Apple’s iTunes and Apple TV v. [arguably] Google’s Youtube). Google has
concentrated on search, web browsing, advertising, and high-resolution images and mapping. It attempted
to compete with Facebook through Google+. Facebook leveraged people’s social lives, and memories
(Instagram and Whatsapp), Amazon dominated online commerce and entertainment, and Apple
dominated the post-PC market with state of the art devices, operating systems, and point-of-sale payment
(Greenfield, 2017: 273-299).
2
The British Victorian “tidal theorist” William Whewell was the first to coin the term “scientist.” He is
credited for having a significant impact on “evaluating and defining the nature of science” (Reidy, 2004:
22) and as being “the cartographer of the various scientific disciplines” (Jack Morrell in Reidy, 2004: 22).
He is also known for focusing on using data as opposed to collecting it, and upholding strict boundaries
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to it as art, the first lauded the telegraph as “‘the application of abstract science to the
useful arts,’” (in Czitrom, 1982: 4), whilst the latter emphasized it as distinct and
subordinate to theory-based science. Oceanography’s reliance on technology to
construct knowledge however, has promoted its interdisciplinary scientific problemsolving designation through the significance of various approaches and instrumentation
to measure and calculate the oceans’ physical and chemical traits (see Cundy &
Kershaw, 2013; Benson & Rehbock, 2002; Rozwadowski & Van Keuren; 2004)—
“practitioners from any discipline can, and do, work on the sea” (Benson et al., 2004:
xxii). It requires a diverse group of scientists, engineers, technicians, data processors,
amongst others, to design and evaluate the measurements and observations collected
about the ocean such as temperature, salinity, tides, currents, and other ocean-related
events. Examples of such data, sampled from the participants of this research’s case
studies, include bathymetric contours and one-minute interval grids. Most datasets are
available online as end products for data originators and users alike such as on the
BODC.ac.uk website. Data types vary depending on projects but can be categorized as:
acoustics, bathymetry and topography; currents with horizontal or vertical velocity;
Langarian currents and water transport rates; meteorology data from radiosonde and
data buoys; optical properties such as pigments, turbidity, and irradiance; sea level,
water column temperature and salinity; water chemistry including nutrients, carbons and
oxygen; wave statistics and spectra (BODC, 2015). This information can be retrieved in
netCDF, ASCII or ODV (Ocean data view) format for download and usage. Some
datasets, which have not been reviewed in this research, include similar formats in
CDROM format that are generally distributed to data originators and managers. Both
Studies I and II participants rely on these data formats to organize and manage their
data. Involved participants can be categorized as data producers, data users, and data
managers.
Both Benson and Rehbock (2002) and Rozwadowski and Van Keuren (2004)
have shown how technology, technological tools, and scientific appliances were not
only important for oceanography as it is known today, but also in shaping how this
discipline has developed over time based on the needs that supported and funded it. As
will be further shown in this research, this has involved everything from exploration,
defense and security, and climate studies. Oceanography after all

between science and technology, which first appeared in the 17 th century between natural philosophers
and “mechanical” artisans (Reidy, 2004: 24).
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[I]s the science of the oceans, their interaction with the atmosphere
above and with the underlying sea floor sediments and oceanic crust,
their chemical and biological components, their physical properties and
motion, their geology, their creation, past history, and development,
their present state, and their future (Thorpe, 1996: 5).

Oceanography brings together physics, biology, chemistry, geology, and mathematics to
produce knowledge about the oceans (Thorpe, 1996). Thorpe (1996) further suggests
that oceanographic problems are interdisciplinary in nature, “so their solution demands
a breadth of knowledge that crosses conventional scientific boundaries and requires
multidisciplinary team collaboration” (Thorpe, 1996: 5). Oceanography was, and still is,
heavily reliant on technology (Thorpe, 1996), and is thus, arguably, shaped and
reshaped by it.
Consequently, “oceanographic institutions and oceanographic platforms
represent classic and contrasting study sites for interdisciplinary integration,
collaboration, and contestation” (Benson et al., 2004: xxii). The definition of varying
integrated disciplinary research has been debated in literature extensively and examined
for their methodological potential to address human-induced global challenges (e.g.
Stock & Burton, 2011; Choi & Pak, 2006; Tress et al., 2005; Stember, 1991). A single
discipline has “identifiable idols in their subject, heroes and mythology and sometimes
artefacts peculiar to the subject domain” (Terras, 2010: 176) 3 . Combining several
disciplines at once results in several integrated possibilities.
According to Stember (1991), there are five types of integrated studies that are
hierarchically ordered, where intra- is at the base and trans- is at the top of the
hierarchy (

Figure 2). Intra-disciplinary indicates collaboration or work done within

a discipline (e.g. the study of waves, tides, and currents geophysics). Crossdisciplinary
involves “viewing of one discipline from the perspective of another” (Stember, 1991: 4)
(e.g.

Palaoceanography

or

the

study

of

the

geo-history

of

the

ocean).

“Multidisciplinary” asserts Stember, “is a level higher and involves several disciplines
who each provide a different perspective on a problem or issue” (Stember, 1991: 4;
original emphasis maintained). This means several cross-disciplinary groups coming
together. This is why oceanographic collaboration is deemed multidisciplinary. It brings
together palaoceanographers, chemists, physicists, geophysicists, chemical engineers,

3

This means that “the community is defined and reinforced by being formally accepted as a university
subject, but also instituting a publication record and means of output, and, more implicitly, by ‘the
nurturance of myth, the identification of unifying symbols, the canonization of exemplars, and the
formation of guilds’. Any ‘new’ academic subject has gradually to be accepted into the university
pantheon, with much discussion along the way regarding whether they actually are disciplines in the first
place.” (Terras, 2010: 176)
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biologists, data scientists, technicians, biochemists, climatologists, geographers,
hydrologists…etc., in the study of the hydrosphere.
Stember (1991) defines two more forms of integrated studies called inter- and
trans-disciplinary. The first, “[i]nterdisciplinary integration brings interdependent parts
of knowledge into harmonious relationships through strategies such as relating part and
whole or the particular and the general” (Stember, 1991: 4). It “describes a specific type
of nondisciplinary effort that is distinguishable from other nondisciplinary approaches
to research and education” (Stember, 1991). Although multidisciplinary describes
oceanographic collaboration, interdisciplinary is different from multidisciplinary in two
senses: the first is that interdisciplinarity requires “integration” and sometimes
“modification of disciplinary contributions” (Stember, 1991: 5). The second necessitates
partakers to take into account complex disciplinary interrelationship between their
disciplines in building a holistic picture (Stember, 1991). Hence, oceanography is an
interdisciplinary science that requires multidisciplinary collaboration (Thrope, 1996: 5).
Finally, though not fully elaborated on, Stember explains that “transdisciplinary, [is]
concerned with the unity of intellectual frameworks beyond the disciplinary
perspectives” (Stember, 1991: 4). It implies a sort of theoretical and epistemological
integration.
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Figure 2. Illustrated Types of Integrated Studies
Original illustration by Kinda Dahlan.

The idea that technology impacts the discipline of oceanography is not new4. As
Reidy (2004) asserts in a historical account of the use of tide gauges, “the instrument
conditioned the thinking of the scientists; they changed the character of scientific
investigations in early physical oceanography, allowing for different research objectives
and approaches” (Reidy, 2004: 2). Notwithstanding, the role of “instrument makers and
inventors,” or what can be equated to today’s engineers and technologists, was seen to
be a “subordinate and diminishing role” where the demarcation between science and
technology was strictly maintained.

4

Refer to Appendix 1.1 and 1.3 for a more detailed history on the development of technology in
Oceanography.
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The telegraph project took several years—eight to be exact—to complete before
a consistent successful transatlantic transmission was established (Winston, 2002: 225).
It did not involve only scientists. Instead people from industry, universities,
government, private funders, and fine artists 5 all took part (Czitrom, 1982). Decades
later, laser-fibre optic cables were installed in the early 1990s with the ability to carry
more than a million times more conversations than the telegraph (Rosenberg, 1998).
Like the telegraph, it too was received with apprehension and was not immediately
patented, “on the ground that such an invention had no possible relevance to the
telephone industry” (Rosenberg, 1998: 19). In considering the digital era of today, the
role and impact of Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) is, arguably,
still being shaped and reshaped.
Most ICTs of today, analogous to repurposed early instruments of
oceanography, are not specifically designed for practical application in oceanography.
In their resourcefulness, oceanographers can and do find ways to integrate new (and
old) technology in their field. It was clear by the late 19th century that data were
necessary for oceanography to progress as a science (Mills, 2004: 40). It was also clear
that data usage determined by theory, not collection, was at the heart of this progress.
Technological agency does impact how data are collected, formed, shaped, and thus
theorized as the research will move on to show. It will attempt to show how ICTs have
changed how oceanographic data have been managed, stored, and shared, in turn
changing the direction of theory with it.
The importance of data sharing, and the potential of ICTs, can be attributed to
situations where data, due to technical difficulties or deficiencies, were not abundant to
observe major events. For example, the difference between the response to the 1997 and
1982 El Niño events had to do with scientists’ ability to access, process, synthesise, and
convey data in a timely fashion to relevant authorities. Their ability to do so in ‘97
saved civilians and spared the economy from millions of dollars in loss (Cushman,
2004: 133). In ’82 scientists failed to track the onset of El Nino in the pacific due to a
volcano eruption in Mexico that disturbed satellite calibration and blocked remote
observers (Cushman, 2004). The available data was scarce, unreliable, and inaccessible
in a timely manner. This catalysed a series of events that eventually lead to the

5

Morse, a key influential character in the development and laying of the transatlantic cable was a painter
who self-taught himself to work with electricity in order to sustain his art (Czitrom, 1982). Other
accounts (Silverman, 2010: 10-11) suggest that he dabbled in electricity after receiving late news
regarding the health of his wife, Lucrece; and later the devastating news of her death. However, as
Czitrom revealed, his interest in electricity began before this unfortunate event.
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installation of a network of buoys all over the Pacific Ocean, which ultimately lead to
the successful tracking of the ‘97 event (Cushman, 2004).
ICTs are also significant in an increasingly globally-connected world. The
importance of context for how ICTs impact different settings has been examined in a
variety of ways. The role of ICTs has been studied widely, epistemologically, and
ontologically as will be delineated later in the literature review. The experience of
information making using such technologies however, is not well understood in the
context of abundant oceanographic data.
As one study shows, ICTs are associated with complications that resulted from
technical incompatibilities because the context that brought them into existence was not
taken into account (Green et al., 2005: 818). Theories have looked at what these
technologies enable, from displacing space, to new affordances, and political agency.
For example, digital anthropologists discerned that one of the main abilities of digital
technologies is to qualitatively provide new ways to produce, replicate, and share data
(Knox, 2017: 356). This invariably resulted in struggles to define data, to whom it
belongs, and how it should be managed.
No one knew exactly why connecting two continents would be useful. But it
was—for reasons not yet clear to those that anticipated its value then. Arguably, it can
at least be said that laying the transatlantic cable helped Britain and America achieve
their mutual goals and solidify their relationship. Reidy and Rozwadowski contend that,
Facing each other across the Atlantic, Britain and the United States
pursued knowledge about the entire ocean, from the tides on its outer
rim to the dark water at its greatest depths. They did so vigorously and
systematically, with the aim of achieving a holistic view of global-scale
oceanic phenomena. They sought to harness the methods of science and
the powers of technology to define an ocean space that would enable
them to traverse the immense ocean unimpeded by nature or politics.
(Reidy & Rozwadowski, 2014: 340)

As Broome Williams (2004) and Reidy (2004) show, new technology helped foster new
groups of oceanographers, and Reidy and Rozwadowski (2014) revealed that the ocean
has been conceptualized in a manner commensurate with its conceptualization
objectives: imperial, commercial, industrial, environmental, scientific (Reidy &
Rozwadowski, 2014: 340). Early oceanography sought to understand the impact of tides
on ships and dockyards, turning sailors, dockyard workers, and harbour masters into
inventors, data collectors, and theorist (Reidy, 2004).
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The two World Wars promoted oceanography for military, naval and
intelligence purposes6 resulting in new technologies and the incorporation of otherwise
excluded populations7 (Broome Williams, 2004). After the Cold War, military funding
slowly dwindled from the discipline of oceanography, directing it towards new avenues
of exploration. By the 1960s-70s, scientists, through satellite coverage of the earth from
space, were able to produce visualization of large areas of the ocean that revealed, for
the first time, the influence of currents on climate—once more redefining and
expanding the objective of ocean studies away from its military legacy (Conway, 2006).
By the late 70s, through into the 80s, sociologists and historians of science began
looking at knowledge making in earth sciences, no longer able to separate history from
the physical study of the world (Westermann & Rohr, 2015; Worster, 2008; Iriye,
2008).
By the 1990s, the recognition of early forms of ICTs (Hesse et al., 1993; UN,
1992), the importance of communication for scientists (National Research Council,
1992), and the use of computational models meant ICTs were ubiquitous in
oceanography. With the rapid and increasing power of technology, new avenues became
opportune. This period saw yet another turn in the development of the field with the
initiation of NASA’s TOPEX/Poseidon project lasting until 2002, and which measured
the topography of the ocean surface (Conway, 2006; Le Traon, 2013; OSNRCB, 2000).
Following this trend, the new millennium, with the commercialization of the Internet,
presented researchers with new opportunities to study the impact of new digital
technologies on oceanography, as is intended by this dissertation.
At the start of the 21st century, the ability to connect technical systems and
databases within a network independent of geography, gave birth to new struggles.
Europe once more was at the forefront heralding this new era through the promotion of
“infocities” pioneering the way in interconnecting cultures, education, economies,
government, health, transportation systems, and so on. ICTs, through the promotion of
“the public sector in Europe […] have become as much a part of political place making
as other transportation and communication in the past” (Green et al., 2005: 805). With
these new efforts, new challenges were faced when networking these cities proved less
than straightforward.

6

See Rozwadowski & Van Keuren (2004).
Mostly women and scientists. In the U.S. it was considered inappropriate for women to take part in the
military until it was no longer avoidable. Scientists were considered security risks due to their proclivity
to have overseas connections and collaborations (Broome Williams, 2004).
7
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ICTs, as it turns out, required “middleware” (Green et al., 2005: 811) to deal
with

“incompatibilities

within

information

and

communications

technologies

themselves—the very technologies that were supposed to deal with other types of
incompatibility in the world” (Green et al., 2005), shifting the challenge from hardware
to software. Technology-based networks are a representation of the world; they help
construct them, reshape them, and model them (Green et al., 2005: 817-8). But more
importantly, they dislocate places and redefine space, resulting in the creation of
“connections (often in unpredictable, fragmentary, and nonauditable ways and not
always mediated by information and communications technologies)” (Green et al.,
2005: 818).
In the context of oceanography, Reidy and Rozwadowski (2014) argue that
“oceans had to be created as known and legitimate ‘places.’ A good general definition
posits that place is space to which meaning has been ascribed; it is therefore a historical
and social creation” (Reidy & Rozwadowski, 2014: 339). This assertion is very
important in response to the notion of ocean as space, as will be tackled further into this
research. By ascribing it a history, scholars are lending ocean the embodiment of
perspective, placing it in time. But in order for it to be “place,” it must occupy time and
space. Oreskes (2003) asserts that “weather involves spatial ambiguity” (Oreskes, 2003:
20), making it impossible to create a benchmark for measuring climate. Knox (2014)
elaborates,
Climate change has not so much been a scientific ‘discovery’ as an
ongoing process of fact-making that has transformed hypotheses about
anthropogenic global warming from marginalized theories to the basis
of international environmental policy, carbon markets, and emerging
technological and administrative frontiers for local policy makers and
entrepreneurs. (Knox, 2014: 410)

“Alternative facts”8, “fake news”9 and uncertain science10 has plagued media, seeping
into the public consciousness, creating doubt about the fortitude of research and science
in an increasingly collaborative world. Amidst this are budget cuts and policy changes
that impact the trajectory of how future research has and will be addressed. It is not
absurd then, nor is it novel to say that information and communication practices are core
factors that aid in the challenges we are faced with in the 21st century.

8

Coined by 45th U.S. President Donald Trump’s Counsellor, Kellyanne Conway on January 22nd, 2017.
A phrase often repeated by president Donald Trump. See Hunt (2016).
10
See Merchants of Doubt: How a Handful of Scientists Obscured the Truth on Issues from Tobacco
Smoke to Global Warming by Oreskes & Conway (2012).
9
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Watching critical global changes on both the environmental and political fronts
has been headline news in an alarming way: the unmistakable impact of war in the
Middle East on world economy (Lawder, 2016; Saade, 2016, Rother et al., 2016); the
depletion of the great barrier reef (Knaus & Evershed, 2017; Climate Hot Map, 2017;
Normile, 2017), and a trend of new highest temperature records each year since 2014
(Hancock et al., 2017; Dean, 2017; National Centers For Environmental Information,
2018; Weather Company, 2018); U.S. withdrawal from the Paris agreement (Zhang et
al., 2017; Bailey, 2017); the unavoidable economic ramifications bound to occur in the
aftermath of the UK’s Brexit (Ebell & Warren, 2016; Busch & Mattes, 2016;
Organisation for Economic Co-operation & Development, 2018; Amadeo. 2018). With
these in mind, this research was carried out with the goal of looking at the social,
organizational, and digital aspects of information production in oceanography, which
include the production, dissemination, and archiving of data.
Information is at the heart of communication. To date, not much research has
been done on oceanographic communities on social media (see Sahu, 2015; Belter,
2014; 2013, for information science research in oceanography). Additionally, to the
knowledge of the researcher, there is no research integrating three case studies using a
mixed methods approach that utilizes Grounded Theory in the study of a group of
oceanographers during their project meetings; Activity Theory in the study of an
oceanographic data centre; and social media analysis to examine a digital community of
oceanographers online. Together, these case studies explicate the impact of ICTs on the
discipline of oceanography at a time when new technologies are being adopted and
where oceanographic data is ever so vital. It describes current information practices
from the viewpoint of several practitioners from an organizational, transnational
collaborative project, and online perspective. It begins from general to more specific
and looks at the overall community, based on community members partaking in the case
studies.
This research is a stepping-stone towards initiating this type of study within the
broader field of information studies, with the hopes that it may benefit oceanographers
and information scientists aiming at studying the use of ICTs in interdisciplinary areas
to enhance their practice and research. This research is of interest to scientific bodies,
research institutes, funders, policy makers, data centres, and members of
interdisciplinary projects that are seeking to understand how scientific data benefits
from collaborative research in addressing global problems such as climate change. By
shedding light on current information and communication practices, the hope for this
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research is to highlight the value of improving information and communication
practices; adopting, adapting, and developing ICTs for oceanographers, and to help
justify funding for digital data curation and communication activities for both
information studies and oceanography projects overall.

1.2. Research Approach
The writing of this dissertation varies slightly from the way it was conducted. Initially
the researcher conducted a formative study (Study I) using a grounded theory method to
gather information about the thoughts, views, and approaches of a group of
oceanographers within the context of an international collaborative project: ODIP. This
group of oceanographers, representing various key organizations in oceanography, came
together to implement an interoperability project that seeks to make data more
accessible between scientists at a local and transnational level across Europe, America,
and Australia. Once this case study was completed, the researcher then began to contrast
the findings to existing literature to determine how to design further studies.
This is because data managed by participants in both Study I and II are the same.
Reiterating from earlier, they are available online as end products for data originators
and users alike such as on the www.BODC.ac.uk and www.ODIP.eu website. Data
types vary depending on projects but can be categorized as: acoustics, bathymetry and
topography; currents with horizontal or vertical velocity; Langarian currents and water
transport rates; meteorology data from radiosonde and data buoys; optical properties
such as pigments, turbidity, and irradiance; sea level, water column temperature and
salinity; water chemistry including nutrients, carbons and oxygen; wave statistics and
spectra (BODC, 2015). This information can be retrieved in netCDF, ASCII or ODV
(Ocean data view) format for download and usage. They are collected by different users
from different projects and sources and then organized and managed by data centres
such as BODC. Some BODC datasets, which have not been reviewed in this research,
are available on CDROMs that are generally distributed to data originators and
managers. The size of data are not necessarily large (for example terrabytes) but rather
can be small byte sized files that contain data in a spread sheet. The complexity of such
datasets is in part due to variety and complexity rather than size, although some datasets
do come in large sizes such as audio or images such as from wave spectra for example.
Both Studies I and II participants rely on these data formats to organize and
manage their data. Involved participants in this research can be categorized as data
producers, data users, and data managers. Study I involved a mix of all of these
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categories. However, Study II involved data managers that help data originators
maintain their data for sustainability and reuse over long periods of times and changing
formats.
Study I utilized grounded theory to explore the researcher’s own professional
observations, having worked as a process and technology analyst for marine researchers
at a higher education institution, which allowed her to be more familiar with their
practices. Although Grounded Theory requires the researcher to begin his/her work
without a hypothesis—as will be discussed in chapter 3 and 4—and to have no prior
assumptions about the subject or interactions with literature, the researcher’s
professional observations constituted a point of origins for this research. This is justified
in that there were no academic studies available on the subject. As so, Study I acts as
the foundation on which the entire dissertation was designed. The researcher
approached this study without prior assumption, having only known, through her
profession, that some marine researchers rely heavily on technology in general, and
increasingly more on ICTs. The initial pursuit can be captured in the context of the
following question: What implications do ICTs have on expanding the scope of
collaborative research and information sharing in oceanography?
However, after conducting the initial study, the researcher was able to enhance
the framing of the problem as: What implications do ICTs, and their related technosocial contexts, have on expanding the scope of collaborative research and
information sharing in oceanography? And by adding further sub-questions that
address the gaps emerging from Study I. Once a more concrete foundation was
established based on these findings, the researcher designed her project to validate
further findings by triangulating research results on both epistemological and
methodological planes. To achieve this, several hypothesis were drawn, as delineated in
the following section, and a framework of multiple theories supported by a mixed
methods approach were utilized to achieve these goals. That is, each case study, as will
be delineated further in the literature review chapter (2) and the methodology chapter
(3), uses a combination of different theories and methods in order to surmise whether or
not 1) ICTs do have an impact on oceanographic information practices; 2) how different
theories frame various parts of the research, and 3) whether or not different approaches
result in similar findings.
To make this research more navigable and replicable for readers and future
researchers, the researcher followed a classic research writing style that describes each
segment of the research not in the order in which it was composed. This is to ensure that
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the findings from this research are understood in relation to one another rather than to
document the process of research sequentially.

1.3. Research Problem
Established channels of distribution—namely, authoritative outlets such as government,
media, educational institutions…etc.—are challenged by the development of
increasingly collaborative technologies, citizen science, and predictive modelling
among other technological advances. On one hand, such parties no longer have the
authoritative role of mediating between scientists and the public. On the other, the wide
availability of data are disadvantaged by lack of central governance that ensures and
protects the value, merit, and delivery of data to the most appropriate recipients. There
is a perceived reclusion of information between scientists and scientific groups
(Borgman, 2012; Wallis, 2014), not to mention the public. The main aim of this
research is to expound on information practices of oceanographers, which involves
examining the role of technology in data curation, management, collection, processing,
archiving, retrieval, and sharing within and beyond the discipline of oceanography.
A critical aspect of this research involves understanding information practices
through a thorough review of existing literature and executing case studies designed to
explore current oceanographic data activities. There are three underlying objectives for
this research. The first is to 1) ascertain information practices for multidisciplinary
research collaboration; second, 2) enhance the understanding of the relationship
between socio-technical and socio-ecological factors, and third 3) to expound the
usefulness of Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) in mediating
between scientists, the public, and various stakeholders in multidisciplinary marinerelated research.
Green et al. (2005) provide the following definition for ICTs: “the broad range
of networked computer-based technologies including personal computers, server
technologies, the Internet, mobile telephones, and digital TV;” it also refers “to
computer-mediated communications in the form of Internet, Intranet, and World Wide
Web technologies” (Green et al., 2005: 805). To achieve my research objectives, whilst
sustaining validity and reliability, required finding a methodology that explores
information practices in different settings. As delineated in the previous section, the
application of this methodology is slightly different than its description in this report to
ensure that the relationship between each case study is articulated clearly and
cohesively.
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The settings chosen for this research are of a defined group of experts during an
international multidisciplinary meeting, within an organizational setting, and an online
community. Expounding the relationship between socio-technical and socio-ecological
factors creates a theoretical plane on which practical questions of how to enhance the
understanding of, and interaction with, the environment (namely the oceans) can be
raised vis-à-vis ICTs in these settings. It also accounts for the various referential
differences between involved parties (e.g. data scientists vs. scientist).
In order to achieve the primary aims of this research, secondary objectives were
drawn to improve methodological design. Secondary objectives help determine whether
or not ICTs play a mediating role between scientist and stakeholders concerned with
oceanography, as groups or individuals, online and offline. Two case studies,
augmented by a Social Network Analysis (SNA), were conducted to address the
following hypotheses in the scope of seven chapters as delineated in the upcoming
overview section (1.4): 1) in multidisciplinary fields, information contributors are not
harnessing the potential usefulness of ICTs (Study I); 2) the reclusion of information in
science occurs despite the aid of ‘tool or technology’ (Study II); and 3) the
decentralization of information that coincides with the emergences of ICTs challenges
the value, merit, and delivery of information to the right recipients (Study III SNA).
Adhering to an earlier positivist Grounded Theory (GT)11 approach (Charmaz,
2006: 8-9), distinguished as “Glaserian” GT (Stray et al., 2016: 8), the pilot case study,
Study I, was examined through a general interest in the topic—without predefined
research questions or prior assumptions. This case study was the initial point of research
that helped establish the objectives for this study. The researcher, beyond a general
interest in technology and oceanography, conducted Study I in order to create a research
plane for further research and triangulation.
Moreover, the GT method applied for data collection and analysis was
implemented with the knowledge that “how researchers use [GT guidelines] is not
neutral; nor are the assumptions” that emerge as a result (Charmaz, 2006: 9). This
Charmazian approach fits well with “twenty-first century methodological assumption
and approaches” (Charmaz, 2006: 9) critical of both positivist and interpretive
paradigms alike. Secondary objectives informing the research questions were derived
from the initial coding of data resulting from Study I, coupled with a review of

11

See Methods (Chapter 3.5), and ODIP case study profile section (3.5.1) for an explanation of this
approach.
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literature. These hypotheses emerging from Study I contextualized the research
questions for each case study thereafter.
This is an information studies research project because it is primarily concerned
with the social impact of data collection, processing, and dissemination. It also belongs
in Digital Humanities because it is concerned with the study of human information
practices; it is primarily critical, speculative, and significantly historically embedded.
This is in congruence with Alan Liu’s description of Digital Humanities, which
suggests that it:
[S]pecializes in making creative use of digital technology to advance …
teaching as well as to think about the basic nature of the new media and
technologies … The digital humanities are increasingly integrated in
the humanities at large. They catch the eye of administrators and
funding agencies who otherwise dismiss the humanities as yesterday’s
news. They connect across disciplines with science and engineering
fields. (Liu, 2012)

This study aims at examining the parameters of information practices amongst
oceanographers. What this means is that research on data are necessary to understand
how information is created and shared within and beyond the discipline of
oceanography today.

1.4. Research Questions
The overarching research question for this thesis is: What implications do ICTs, and
their related techno-social contexts, have on expanding the scope of collaborative
research and information sharing in oceanography? As indicated in section 1.2, the
foundation for this research was designed on a formative research presented here in the
form of Study I. Study I was informed by the researchers own professional observations
as a process and technology analyst and then translated into a viable research in the
form of this dissertation.
The findings from Study I helped revaluate the aforementioned research question by
allowing the researcher to identify several avenues for more in-depth research, of which
three were selected and described in the form of three hypotheses detailed in the
previous section. Each of the case studies in this research therefore corresponds to one
of these hypotheses to address and re-examine the overarching question from a different
angle, which in turn helped answer further sub-questions. Although each case study is
also designed around specific sub-questions, as listed below, the findings from these
studies are very much relevant to cross-answering each of the case studies’ respective
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research sub-questions simultaneously. These additional questions are put into context
as follows:

1.4.1.Case Study I Questions
Case Study I, or Study 1, served as a formative exploratory investigation to frame the
rest of this research. It was designed to answer the following question: What does data
sharing and accessibility look like for multidisciplinary and collaborative projects in
oceanography? Are ICTs utilized? Study I began with a brief literature review on the
history of oceanography as expounded. Once the first round of data collection and
analysis was complete, further relevant literature was discovered and examined on
group meeting observation methods, on multidisciplinary information practices, and on
the epistemological background that situates science and technology sociologically.
Study I was based on a Grounded Theory (GT) approach that utilized mixed methods of
data collection and analysis as will be delineated further in this research.

1.4.2.Case Study II Questions
Study II was selected based on opportunity and convenience accessible during Study I.
Some key members from Study I were also members of a leading organisation in the
UK specifically, and in EU collaborative projects generally: The British Oceanographic
Data Centre (BODC). Case study II was thus chosen after refining the methodological
approach from the pilot study. It was designed to answer the following sub-questions:
How do resource and responsibility allocation in organizations dealing with
oceanographic information influence information practices? How do they factor into
the utilization of ICTs for collaboration? As part of the research agenda, this study
also aims to answer a methodological question: Can Engeström’s (2001) Activity
Theory model be used effectively to look at oceanographic data management in an
organizational setting? Can this approach be adapted and adopted by other
disciplines? By framing this case study in this way, an in-depth look into the role of the
organisation, as well as the role of the individual within the organisation, can help
ascertain whether or not the reclusion of information in science occurs despite the aid of
‘tool or technology.’ It sheds light on the methodological feasibility of whether or not
Engeström’s (2001) model can be used to study information practices in other
disciplines similarly.
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1.4.3.Social Network Analysis Questions
The Social Network Analysis (SNA) case study, or Study III, is designed to
complement the previous two case studies. The results from this study help triangulate
all of the data collected and to locate both case studies within a broader digital
community. As such, the research question for Study III is: What do the results of the
SNA tell us about oceanographic communities online? What is the status of Study I
and Study II within this community? Which organizations are benefiting from ICTs?
Similar network studies in the form of surveys have been conducted on scientists
working together using ICTs in the past (Hesse et al., 1993). Study III seizes the
opportunity revisit dated research and to utilize existing social media to gauge these
raised questions within an ANT framework. In so doing, new avenues for further
research are created. The results from this analysis can potentially be compared to
findings describing other networks, and other metric indicators, such as citation counts
and publication numbers.

1.5. Thesis Overview
This dissertation is organized into three sections. The first section delivers a historical
conceptualization of oceanography in terms of technology as it relates to data collection
and management. The second section delineates further on the above-mentioned
theories and concepts and on findings from other studies with similar objectives. This
approach opens up new avenues to discuss several theories that relate to data and users
during each timeframe, the associated classifications, and lastly, what challenges to
expect when prototyping for oceanographic tools. Finally, section three, before drawing
up an analysis in the conclusion, highlights any evidence of a correlation between
efficiency of information practices and the ensuing benefits on data dissemination,
accessibility, and usability by examining previous studies and existing models. The
conclusion in this chapter begins with a discussion of how these varying threads of
knowledge intersect, presenting how the case studies in the subsequent chapters can be
better understood.
Section I begins with Chapter 1, Introduction, which describes the context of the
thesis at hand, the research problem and objectives, research questions, and an overview
of the structure of this dissertation. Next, Chapter 2 covers the literature review, which
establishes the epistemological framework. Chapter 2 begins with a review of extant
literature covering the historical connection between technology and the development of
oceanography. It ends with a Science and Technology Studies (STS) exploration of the
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relationship between science and society broadly, and scientists and Information and
Communication Technologies (ICTs) more specifically.
Chapter 2 is divided into five sections. The first is concerned with the
conceptualization of the ocean as a subject of study. Next, section 2.3 delineates the
theoretical framework that situates the subject of the ocean within social studies. It
draws on several epistemological schools of thoughts to lay the groundwork for further
conceptualization of data and technology within the discipline of oceanography. Section
2.4 follows with a conceptualization that corresponds with each of the case studies.
Section 2.4.1 tackles the concept of oceanography as a Community of Practice (COP),
drawing on Wenger (2008) and Engeström (2001). Section 2.4.2 tackles the concept of
information as practice, how it can be studied, and the significance of ICTs to changing
practices. Section 2.4.3 tackles the concept of technology as mediating artefacts,
detailing specifics for oceanographic objects and revisiting McLuhan’s (1994; 1967) the
medium’s the message concept, before contextualizing them for this study. Section 2.4.4
brings together these conceptualizations in a discussion about the potential role of data
to bridge the gap between nature and culture for oceanography, whilst section 2.5
concludes the chapter.
Chapter 3, Methodology, is also divided into five sections that details the
methodological rationale behind using a mixed multiple methods approach and case
studies. It provides a justification for a critical constructivist analysis approach for the
overall research design. The next section, 3.3, describes the theories used in the analysis
of case studies I and II. Next, section 3.4 describes the research design choices taken to
select and organize the case studies, elaborating on why Grounded Theory (GT) was
selected to conduct a pilot case study (I). Finally, Chapter 3 ends with section 3.5, a
description of the methods utilized for each case study by covering data collection and
analysis processes. This includes observation, memo-ing, and unstructured interviews
for Study I; semi-structured interviews for Study II, and data scraping details used for
the Social Network Analysis in Study III.
Section II consists of three chapters dedicated to each case study. Chapter 4
covers Study I, a pilot study on the meeting of the Ocean Data Interoperability Platform
(ODIP) project, providing details about the data collection and analysis methods, the
importance of this formative study to the overall research, and the findings that
emerged. It ends with a discussion on the current state of data sharing and accessibility
in oceanography as well as the role of ICTs.
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Chapter 5 is concerned with Study II semi-structured interviews conducted at the
British Oceanographic Data Centre (BODC) in Liverpool, UK. The chapter presents the
case background along with a description of how Engeström’s (2001) Activity Theory
model is applied to analyse interview transcripts. The findings are presented in the form
of activity system examples, both single and intertwined, and participant synopsis of the
role of ICTs in their day-to-day professional lives.
Section II ends with Chapter 6, a report on SNA process and results. The chapter
describes and argues for the usefulness of using Latour’s (2014, 2010, 2007, 2004,
1996, 1995, 1991 and 1987) Actor-Network Theory in the assessment of data scraped
from Twitter. It defines user-selection criteria, data processing and organisation
methods, data visualization and analysis process, before expounding a graph statistics
and topology and situating Study I and III within the mined digital oceanographic
Twitter network.
Due to the massive size of data that emerged from the three case studies, each
chapter is designated with an appendix at the end of this dissertation. These appendices
cover technical details that—should the reader seek further information—may prove
useful for replicating this study. This includes everything from contextual data that,
though interesting, do not speak to the main research question at hand, to step-by-step
descriptions of how to conduct a Social Network Analysis.
Finally, Section III consists of Chapter 7 and a bibliography of cited and
consulted works. Chapter 7 presents a summary of research as well as a discussion on
the findings of each case study in answering the main research question. It brings
together all of these facets into one discussion that interweaves the conceptualization
and practical application with current events, future direction, limitations, delimitations,
and further research recommendations. As such, this research sits at the intersection of
information, ethnographic, and environmental studies. The aim of this mixed methods
approach is to understand and facilitate new knowledge in information and
communication studies. Some of the key findings include an assessment of how
collaboration, engagement, and knowledge exchange took place between various
stakeholders.
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CHAPTER 2. Review of Literature
O CEANOGRAPHY A S R ESEARCH S UBJECT
2.1. Chapter Overview
This chapter lays out the theoretical groundwork to examine the main research question:
What implications do ICTs, and their related techno-social contexts, have on expanding
the scope of collaborative research and information sharing in oceanography?
Answering this question requires an investigation of what ICTs are, what collaborative
research entails, and how information flows (who receives it, who sends it, through
what medium). It provides context for the conceptualization of oceanography as a
scientific discipline and historical subject. This research treats the concept of science as
an activity resulting from social interaction and the tools that mediate them rather than a
method to conduct empirical tests. The following sections detail the premise for this
logic to set forth the framework for the reset of this research. It delineates several key
epistemological and ontological ideas to critique a selection of perspectives.

2.2. Framework & Other Research
The framework for this research can best be summarized by Krishna (2014) who
describes how, beginning in the early 1990s, globalisation, industrial and post-industrial
policies, and the impact of climate change and sustainability have had significant
bearing on the relationship between science and society (Krishna, 2014: 137). He argues
that rapidly changing socio-economic and political contexts have been influenced by a
shift from a post-war public good ethos to a transnational economy-oriented market
good (Krishna, 2014: 141). This has propelled a profound change in the nature of
scientific institutions and their practices.
Notions of public ignorance for example, which historically lent science its
exclusivity, have been displaced by models of Public Understanding of Science (PUS)
12

, the rise of regulatory government bodies, and Citizen Science13 (Krishna, 2014: 147).

The involvement of PUS with new global concerns revolving around climate change

12

See Bauer (2009) and Raza et al. (2009) for more on the concept of Public Understanding of Science
(PUS).
13
See Newman et al. (2012), Conrad & Hilchey (2010), Dickinson et al. (2010), and Haklay (2013) for
more on the concept. See Moore (2010) for an STS critique on the democratization of science and public
participation.
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have also introduced further complicated political realities and dynamics that are
beyond scientific and technological contexts (Krishna, 2014).
At least for international relations (IR), Fritz (1999) proposes that “scientific
knowledge about the physical world and its influence on human relations, and vice
versa [are] essential elements not only of environmental politics, but also most aspects
of economic and social development, technological innovations and their impact” (Fritz,
1999: 767). Their manifestations occur in the discourse of international committees
surrounding energy laws, scientific intellectual property rights (IPRs), patents,
sovereign jurisdiction, international development, and technology transfers (Krishna,
2014: 150). These issues define the overarching parameters that contribute to the
epistemological settings of this research that combine both the social and the scientific.
First, this chapter intends to appropriate views about science and the scientific
culture in order to elucidate attitudes through historical progress and development in
oceanography. It is important to keep in mind that the subject of the sea has been
expressly explored in other disciplines including science, literature, political economy,
and industrial contexts as summarised in Appendix 1.
Second, bearing in mind a somewhat philosophical definition of science as
tackled in the next two sections—which erroneously assumes some type of unity under
the confines of a “scientific institution”—this chapter aims to set the groundwork for
exploring whether or not ICTs can facilitate an interaction between various subjects
(between scientist and non-scientists and other partakers of different disciplines) that
transcend these confines. To do so requires consideration of the interplay between
institutional practice, organizational culture, the production and dissemination of
information, the fostering of communities, and the development and adoption of
technology as covered in the rest of this chapter.
For instance, studying information needs of other “communities of practice,”
borrowing from the words of Wenger (2008) and Adams et al. (2005: 1), has been
extensively explored in different ways in relation to technology. One research by
Harding (2013) conducted a qualitative study on geographic information (GI) and
usability, where semi-structured interviews resulted in similar findings to Study I. In
one instance, Harding (2013) conceptualizes the parameters of GI as the “categories of
content, structure, quality, metadata, which might equally be applicable to the provision
of any type of information, for example text based or numerical information in web
pages or databases” (Harding, 2013: 946). She further narrows her definition of GI
categories to include interrelated features such as “geometric representation,
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classification schemes, semantic and numerical identifiers” (Harding, 2013),
highlighting the main difference between GI and non-geographic information.
As so, this research is informed by the theories delineated in the methodology
chapter (3) and does not relay technical attributes of modern oceanographic technology
and what it has helped reveal or solve respectively. Instead, this is an account of how
certain social forces, be they academic, political, or economic, necessitated the
development of an organized and unified scientific discipline. There are many
innovations to cover that exceed the scope of this dissertation, and as such only some
notable ones were touched upon in Appendix 1.3. By no means is this a comprehensive
account of all significant technologies, standards, or events 14 . It provides necessary
historical and disciplinary context for oceanography as a research subject.
It begins with an explication of the concept of science as culture, benefiting from
several theorist including Kuhn and Hacking (2012), Putnam (1975), Dupré (1993),
Wilson (1998), and Foucault (1986; 2008; 2012). It draws on several theories outlined
in the upcoming methodology chapter, Actor-Network Theory (ANT) and Activity
Theory (AT), in the scope of Communities of Practice (CoP). This is justified through
oceanography’s multidisciplinarity, which consists of many sub-disciplines. The aim is
to contextualize this study in three areas: oceanography as a community of practice,
information as practice, and technology as mediating artefacts, to inform research
design and method appropriation.

2.3. Conceptualizing the Ocean
This section can be recapitulated as an examination of the properties of an applied
digitized/digital-born ocean15 and its effects on the study of the ocean16. Like dry land,
the ocean is a subject of many areas of human life. It is culturally 17, economically,

14

For a masterfully written historical account of oceanographic technologies refer to Helen M.
Rozwadowski and David K. Van Keuren’s The Machine in Neptune’s Garden: Historical Perspectives on
Technology and the Marine Environment (2004).
15
Here, the ocean is treated as a subject or concept—an essence of a tangible, identifiable, map-able, and
physical environmental space rather than the comprehensible reality of two thirds of earth’s hydrosphere.
It is a filter lens that can be examined as subject rather than object. This idea has been examined in Mentz
(2009). Here, the ocean is a digitally produced simulacra, borrowing from the ideas of Baudrillard
(1983), an assessment, a perspective, and a notion.
16
The ocean refers to earth’s hydrosphere, consisting of a large expanse of sea(s), river, and lakes—the
entire physical fluid surface of the planet. In this reference it is treated as object that can be named,
defined, and experienced with the senses.
17
Refer to Appendix 1.1 and 1.2 for various cultural contexts pertaining to the sea.
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politically, and scientifically framed. It is central to human activity, creativity, travel,
sustenance, and recreation.
Conceptualizing “the ocean as ocean can open up new analytical frames”
(Mentz, 2009: 997-8). This concept of ocean has been examined in the context of
history, and in anthropology18, archaeology19, science20, as well as in literature21. In
fact, the English language is full of expressions that originate from maritime culture as
well as symbolic and metaphoric phraseologies that developed from people’s
relationship with the sea (Mack, 2011; Isserlis, 2008, Graham, 1998). The Internet itself
is parsed with language referring to the sea (Schober, 2014: 10)—streaming, surfing,
and piracy (Izwaini, 2003). Nonetheless, the ocean has not been extensively examined
within the context of digital space.
With this in mind, one of the theoretical strands informing the framework for
this research is founded on Michel Foucault’s ideas on language. In summary, Foucault
(2008) suggests that the way we construct meaning of the world is heavily dependent on
the way in which we use language. Although the cause and effect link between language
and meaning is relatively ambiguous, Foucault demonstrates that ultimately the
relationship is a thesis-antithesis-synthesis production of information, resulting in
further synthesis-synthesis relationships.
Since English is often hailed as the modern “language of science” (Young et al.,
2002), it is not unusual that over the past twenty years, the maritime vernacular has
crossed over, merging and evolving with the developing language surrounding the
World Wide Web. Expressions such as “online pirating,” “streaming,” and “surfing”
that clearly derive from ocean-related vernacular, coupled with constantly emerging
terms such as “Googling” or “emailing” or “blogging” as a result of online practices and
people’s need to express these new processes, reveal that “the expanding lexicon of the
Internet […] is not only replete with, but actually constituted by, the use of geographical
metaphors” (Graham, 1998: 166).

18

See Dana Jr. (1869), Macleod (1907), Chaudhuri (1985), Raban (1992), Braudel (1995), Horden &
Purcell (2000), Bentley, Bridenthal & Wigen (2007), Mack (2011), Abulafia (2012), and Helmreich
(2014).
19
Refer to Erlandson & Rick (2010), Moffat (2011), Sullivan et al. (2015), and Jett (2017).
20
Oceanography is interdisciplinary and includes many fields such as marine biology, chemistry, and
physics; climate change, geography, geology, acoustical oceanography and marine engineering among
other fields; all of which produce their own models and datasets.
21
Some of the Western world’s most renowned writers who have tackled the sea thematically include
Herman Melville, Earnest Hemmingway, John Steinbeck, Joseph Conrad, and Jules Verne to list but a
few.
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Digital space has been assessed in the context of education and academia22; as
place 23 , of gatherings; of exchange (as social networks and virtual communities),
policy 24 , and advocacy 25 ; as political (e.g. e-governance; online piracy laws), as
economics (digital marketing), and within organizational contexts. It has not been
widely observed as ecological or environmental26, or more precisely, as a lens or filter
to interpret environmental space. Generally, as pointed out by DiMaggio et al. (2001),
the main ideology associated with the digital is that it complements erstwhile epoch
technologies rather than displace them. Following this chain of thought, the ideation of
ocean as digital space is framed by Michel Foucault’s conception of space, or
heterotopia27.
Foucault asserts that "the anxiety of our era has to do fundamentally with space,
no doubt a great deal more than with time" (Foucault & Miskowiec, 1986: 23): Data
space, outer space, physical space, burial space and so on. But what about ocean space?
The innovations of the digital age, namely the Internet, complement an existing array of
established media, technology, and society by extension—similar to how the coast
complements the ocean (Mack, 2011).
John Mack (2011) describes how most human understanding of the sea as space,
place, and artefact is relative to terrestrial references. Most accounts of the sea are
iterated in relation to land (Mack, 2011: Loc. 146-150; Mentz, 2009). Google provides
an excellent modern digital example of how this was captured in the development of its
products, Google Maps and Google Earth 28 . Both products have expanded from a
terrestrial-centric view of landlubber-friendly maps to tools that enable users to explore
the depth of oceans, seas, and lakes directly from within them.

22

See Warwick et al. (2012), Meyer et al., (2011), and Terras (2009).
See Horan (2000).
24
See Coleman & Gotze (2001).
25
See Nyerges et al. (2013), Kirchhoff et al. (2013), and Lemos et al. (2012).
26
Refer to Scolari (2012) for a theoretical discussion on this subject.
27
It is worth noting that Edward Soja’s (1996) concept of thirdspace is also applicable in this scope.
28
Google Maps is web-based, while Google Earth is a stand-alone program. Historically, Maps offered
2D visualization while Earth provided 3D mappings of earth. Today both offer 3D visualization and are
integrated to one another (clicking the earth button on Google Maps takes you to the Google Earth
download page). In 2009, Earth introduced Ocean view, which allowed users to explore some locations in
the oceans as well as the great lakes. In 2011, the Google Earth team expanded this segment by
collaborating with various academic oceanographic institutions. To find out more about the Google Earth
expansion, visit the Google blog for their official description at http://googlelatlong.blogspot.co.uk/2011/06/see-seafloor-like-never-before-on-world.html. In early 2014, Google
Maps also partnered with the Catlin Seaview Survey group and launched Google Underwater Street View
which has several locations streaming from underwater, including the Australian Great Barrier Reef. For
more on this, visit http://googleblog.blogspot.co.uk/2012/09/dive-into-great-barrier-reef-withfirst_25.html.
23
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In retrospect, the whole domain of cartography and map production is another
example that reveals how our understanding of the sea, which is historically placed in
relation to terrestrial factors and social paradigms, has shifted over the years. Perhaps
the most vivid illustrative instance of the latter is al-Idrisi's 12th century land-centric
map of the world (Figure 3). This map is thought of as one of the first comprehensive
world maps, if not the first.

Figure 3. Al-Idrisi’s map of the world

The medieval map was part of Moroccan-Spanish geographer al-Idrisi’s book,
commonly known as the “Geography”, and commissioned by the Sicilian Court of the
Norman King Roger II (Tolmacheva, 1995: 142). What stands out about it is its
orientation to the south, placing today’s north visually at the bottom. Particularly
interesting too is that this map, and its more elaborate sequel the Tabula Rogeriana, was
created almost solely based on anecdotal accounts that Al-Idrisi collected from
encounters with Norman sailors and Arab merchants (Beestons, 1950).
This method of representation, though relatively accurate in its placement of
landmarks and reference points for navigational purposes—albeit “upside-down”
relative to modern cartography—is symbolic of the ideological shift that took place
during Western scientific exploration29. This change in paradigm facilitated the equally
accurate reorientation of the map by European cartographers.
Thomas Kuhn’s ideas in his seminal The Structure of Scientific Revolution
(Kuhn & Hacking, 2012) explains how new paradigms increase analytical accuracy, and
that the role of the scientists is not to assume that this accuracy is by any means the
“truth” (Kuhn & Hacking, 2012: 52). To Kuhn, the only reason that modern maps

29

Refer to Appendix 1.3 “The Social Shaping Of Technology”
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remain oriented north is because the surviving paradigm surpasses its predecessor in
solving “puzzles” more effectively, and not only because it represents reality more
accurately:
A scientific theory is usually felt to be better than its predecessors not
only in the sense that it is a better instrument for discovering and
solving puzzles but also because it is somehow a better representation
of what nature is really like. One often hears that successive theories
grow ever closer to, or approximate more and more closely to, the
truth. (Kuhn & Hacking, 2012: 206)

The question to be asked then is what happens when the placement of the ocean is
removed from the perspective of the land? A construction of a perfectly new heterotopia
in Foucauldian terms? Or an utter antithesis or deconstruction of existing ideologies?
The only physical relation to the land that remains is that of the person. Baudrillard’s
(1983) idea of Simulacrum, “an uninterrupted circuit without reference or
circumference” (Baudrillard, 1983: 5), provides a possible answer to these questions.
What is meant by it is the production of meaning, words, a reference or a copy,
without an original. He explains that simulation is the process of simulacra in action.
Simulacra in turn, refer to objects or “images” that are simulated. “Simulation”
furthermore,
is no longer that of a territory, a referential being or a substance. It is
the generation by models of a real without origin or reality: a
hyperreal. The territory no longer precedes the map, nor survives it.
Henceforth, it is the map that precedes the territory - PRECESSION OF
SIMULACRA. (Baudrillard, 1983: 3)

The data collected from and about the ocean is a simulation, a “map,” in the same way
that maps of historical places that no longer exists, exist without their original
reference. For science, Baudrillard explains that it “ostensibly masters the object, but it
is the latter [the object] which deeply invests the former, following an unconscious
reversion, giving only dead and circular replies to a dead and circular interrogation”
(Baudrillard, 1983: 7).
As Mack (2011) proposes, human accounts are either autobiographical in nature
or largely anthropological, and therefore highly tied to the land. This land-centric
viewpoint, despite the majority of people living by or close enough to a coast or body of
water (Field, Hempel, & Summerhayes, 2002), is because the sea is often viewed as
mysterious, unpredictable, and “evil” (Macleod, 1907).
The very nature of the physical ocean (as fluid, deep, relatively cold,
uninhabitable, unexplored, unpredictable, and unstable) is an issue of distance and
accessibility. As so, what if the “relations of propinquity” (Foucault & Miskowiec,
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1986: 23) ceased to exist and human accesses was no longer an issue? Foucault
examines the ship as space in this context as follows:
[T]he boat is a floating piece of space, a place without a place, that
exists by itself, that is closed in on itself and at the same time is given
over to the infinity of the sea and that, from port to port, from tack to
tack, from brothel to brothel, it goes as far as the colonies in search of
the most precious treasures they conceal in their gardens, you will
understand why the boat has not only been for our civilization, from the
sixteenth century until the present, the great instrument of economic
development (I have not been speaking of that today), but has been
simultaneously the greatest reserve of the imagination. The ship is the
heterotopia par excellence. In civilizations without boats, dreams dry
up, espionage takes the place of adventure, and the police take the
place of pirates. (Foucault & Miskowiec, 1986: 27)

Heterotopia thus is a place of otherness; a place that is not like the land. The placement
of the ship in the sea, and the creation of the ship as a place of dwelling mimics land but
is not land. It also brings together a group of people of different backgrounds together.
Such simulation, according to Baudrillard (1983), takes place as a result of one or more
things: media (Baudrillard, 1983: 14-17), economy and globalization, and/or language
and ideology (Baudrillard, 1983: 10-15), all of which impact the process of meaning
making.
Following this understanding of the ship, as a vessel on both ocean and the
oceans, can various technologies be treated similarly: the ship and map in the
exploration ages? Sonar in post-industrial civilizations? Satellite in the space age? And
the Internet through the digital revolution? Can we consider these technologies as
vessels or other spaces? Can they occupy dual roles? And does the history of oceanrelated technology affirm or deny these assumptions? These epistemological questions,
as well as a general overview of the supporting theories, historical developments, and
applications will be addressed in the following sections.

2.4. Epistemological Framework
Science is not static. It is ever changing as society transforms, language evolves, and as
different realities encounter one another. Its dynamic nature highlights the political
interplay between science and society, begging the question: “what brought about this
great change in the economy of concepts, analyses, and demonstrations [?]” (Foucault,
2012: 197). Before addressing this, it is crucial to understand the undercurrents of how
social realities confront one another.
According to Clarke and Star (2008: 113), social worlds expand, merge and
“crisscross” over time. When this happens, new “conflicts, different sorts of careers,
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viewpoints, funding sources, and so on” emerge (Clarke & Star, 2008), only to demand
new disciplines and, sometimes, multiple disciplines to address them. Oceanography is
one example30. It is indisputably interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary because it is,
[A] hybrid, a mixed science—probably more so than any other branch
of the natural sciences. It cannot be said to be a single scientific
discipline, at least in the sense that physics or biology are thought of in
this way. Rather, it is an aggregation of approaches, involving the full
spectrum of the physical, biological, and earth sciences, in their formal
empirical and applied manifestations, intended to yield an
understanding of a portion of our particular planet. (Rehbock &
Benson, 2002: IV).

Multidisciplinary science merge “multiple worlds organized ecologically around issues
of mutual concern and commitment to action” despite varying epistemologies (Clarke &
Star, 2008: 113). For oceanography, chemistry, physics, biology, and geology come
together with the ocean being central. In this case, this interweavement of disciplines
came together to form the discipline of oceanography relatively seamlessly. But as a
parent subject to the discipline of climate studies (along with meteorology), it must be
noted that successful multidisciplinary enterprises do not always come together
seamlessly.
The result of drawing on scientific and non-scientific disciplines for instance (say
political economy and oceanography), do not guarantee the cohesion and compatibility
of methods across “worlds.” Addressing this problem requires a step back to understand
varying interpretive processes and their underlying philosophical notions as tackled in
the following sections.

2.4.1.Social & Scientific Interpretive Processes
Generally speaking, for concepts to be scientific their interpretive process, or
disciplinary methods, must be universally consistent (Putnam, 1975: 531). Universality
involves non-epistemic concepts (social, political, historical)31, raising the question, is it
possible to apply these processes outside of science? Putnam examines this
controversy—of transferring and applying “universal” concepts outside of physical
science and into social and political contexts (Putnam, 1975: 533)—asserting that for
transfer to work, both interpretive processes must have “logic [that] is true given the
precisely specified operational meaning of the logical connectives” (Putnam, 1975:
531)—i.e. contextual dovetails.

30

Refer to Appendix 1.3 “The Social Shaping Of Technology” for more on the history of the
development of oceanography as a discipline.
31
Or does it? Refer to Hackett et al. (2008:33) for an argument on this.
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Putnam (1975) proposes that if this was not the case, then the same application of
mathematics and physics that predict a rocket’s trajectory to the moon should also
predict election outcomes (Putnam, 1975: 533)—or fittingly, human effect on coral
reefs. Feder (1990: 19-24) supports this view through an assessment of how following
exact methodical steps do not always yield identical conclusions in varying contexts32,
and that the combination of method and context become variables in multidisciplinary
activities. So why is this, epistemological cohesion, not the case? The answer lies in the
fundamental differences between the transferability and application of interpretive
processes between disciplines.
Putnam (1975) suggests, that some disciplines such as physics and math, share
operational logic uniformity. This is not the case outside of physical science. For a
given discipline, transfer of method (epistemology: how) does not guarantee transfer of
operational logic (ontology: what/why), and the application of the same method
(methodology: device) does not stipulate the application of the same logic. Foucault
(2008) attributes this to the changing nature of disciplinary discourse, influenced by
actors and conditions—in other words, practitioners. He argues that language is what
leads to the creation of disciplines:
For a discipline to exist there must be the possibility of formulating –
and of doing so ad infinitum – fresh propositions. […] A discipline is
not the sum total of all the truths that may be uttered concerning
something; it is not even the total of all that may be accepted, by virtue
of some principle of coherence and systematisation, concerning some
given fact or proposition. (Foucault, 2008: 322)

This means that disciplinary discourse must have structure and perhaps rules that can
ensure consistency for its practitioners. This also means that there could be several
disciplines tackling the same objectives or topic independent of one another in different
contexts, using different methods.
For scientific disciplines, epistemologies are comparable to one another. But even
so, Bijker (1997) argues that “Nature” is a social construction of a scientific culture.
One explication of scientific concepts as social constructions, as opposed to natural
facts, comes from Oreskes (2003). She argues that “[a]ll [scientific] models are open
systems. That is to say, their conclusions are not true by virtue of the definition of our
terms, like ‘2’ and ‘+,’ but only insofar as they encompass the systems that they
represent.” (Oreskes, 2003: 17; emphasis maintained). Models are open with respect to
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One example would be our understanding of the causes of diseases over time, such as before and after
the discovery of bacteria.
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conceptualization (or how a problem is framed), “empirical adequacy of the governing
equations (how well […] mathematical representations map onto natural processes),”
and “input parameterization (how well numerical variables represent elements of the
system)” (Oreskes, 2003: 17-18).
Even so, like Foucault, Wilson (1998) asserts that each discipline “has its own
practitioners, language, modes of analysis, and standards of validation” (Wilson, 1998:
10). The unification of knowledge can occur “by the linking of facts and fact-based
theory across disciplines to create a common groundwork of explanation” (Wilson,
1998: 8). Here, “fact” can be understood as shared objectives (ontological process),
while “fact-based theory” implies a harmony of interpretive processes (epistemological
process), methods, and instruments involved.

2.4.2.The Role of Ontology & Epistemology
Bhaskar (2010) distinguishes epistemology as a branch of philosophy that addresses the
question ‘how do we know that we know?’, while ontology depends on causation and is
non-optional tackling existence and the way the world is—or “the philosophical study
of being” (Bhaskar, 2010: 1). Ontology thus is a branch of study of being and the way
the world is—it can be understood as an emphasis on objects knowable and
unknowable, or ‘what do we know?’ The difference is that epistemology is the study (or
“philosophy”) of what knowledge is.
Ontology is concerned with knowledge, paradigms, and theories; epistemology
with how to gain this knowledge or prove or disprove theories and paradigms.
According to Wilson (1998) “fragmentation of knowledge and resulting chaos in
philosophy are not reflections of the real world but artifacts of scholarship” (Wilson,
1998: 8)—they are social constructs. This moves the discussion about interpretive
processes to philosophy in order to understand how such constructs came to be and
why.
In one case, Dupré (1993) takes the idea of fragmentation and argues for the
disunity of science. Despite an emphasis on biology, he provides thought-provoking
arguments that dissect, perhaps debatably 33 , reductionism and essentialism and the
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Refer to Khalidi (2013: 200-222) for a thought-provoking discussion on the difference between natural
and human kinds. In his book, he argues that the problem for realism is not epistemological (“world
dependence”) but rather ontological (“mind-independence”), and that natural kinds can be known when
the pursuit of scientific knowledge is epistemic rather than non-epistemic.
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taxonomical problems that arise from scientific classification when comparing
disciplines such as biology and chemistry for example34.
Like Wilson (1998) and Kuhn and Hacking (2012), Dupré (1993) drew on the
significance of social values to address, and potentially influence, the issues that spring
from disciplinary differences. He describes how knowledge should not be regarded “in
terms of the true scientific method, but one in terms of social worth” (Dupré, 1993:
263). Social worth for multidisciplinary knowledge stems from its ability to frame and
address important social problems.
On this note, Bhaskar et al. (2010) provide an explication of this epistemological
debate, elevating the discussion further. They offer a practical examination of climate
change through a critical realism lens. In Chapter 1, Bhaskar (2010) argues that relying
on epistemological or ontological resolution separately is not enough to address
multidisciplinary phenomena. Instead he offers 5 necessary considerations to account
for when examining multidisciplinary subjects from interdisciplinary perspectives.
These factors are:
1 Disambiguation of ontology and epistemology;
2 Anti-reductionism;
3 The idea of explanation in terms of a laminated totality;
4 What may be called the holy trinity of interdisciplinary research:
metatheoretical unity, methodological specificity and theoretical
pluralism and tolerance;
5 The dissolution of career, administrative and financial barriers to
interdisciplinary research. (Bhaskar et al., 2010: 20)

The first two points are addressed on a philosophical plane, where meaning, goals, and
methods must be discussed and clarified between practitioners of different backgrounds
prior to research. The third and fourth points, which are adopted in the construction of
this research through theoretical multiplicity and triangulation, can be thought of in
terms of education, training, or otherwise pedagogical practice that converts points 1
and 2 into applicable practical methods incorporating all epistemological and
ontological views. That is, this research through the use of case studies that apply
various theories ascribed to different paradigms, were designed to triangulate the
findings to address the multidisciplinary research problem at hand. Finally the fifth
point highlights context and background (e.g. resources and responsibilities
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Consider the species problem in contrast to the periodic table of elements.
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conceptualized in this research), to be able to understand their impact and legacy on
future activities.
One way to account for these considerations is through a sociotechnical
framework. Balmer and Rappert (2016) argue that the coproduction of science and
technology is possible under a new “mode”35 that integrates the social. Similarly “the
coproductive politics of nature is about facts and artifacts [i.e. information and
technology], whereas the politics of the social [i.e. context…] is about the diversity of
culture and power that bring them about, keep, assess, value, multiply, govern, and
change them” (Foucault, 2008: Part II, Mode-2 analysis, pr. 7). Merging both
exacerbates an “increasing demarcation of clear and distinct disciplinary boundaries and
related fields of practice” (Foucault, 2008: pr. 1). It results in the production of “crossdisciplinary research agenda” (Foucault, 2008: pr. 4).
Critical realism, established by Roy Bhaskar in the 70s, refutes predictive
theories on the premise that they exist within closed systems (Bhaskar et al., 2010). As
pointed out earlier by Oreskes (2003), scientific models are open systems (section
2.4.1) in the same way that social sciences are argued to exist in open systems. This is
why interpretive processes are difficult to transfer between disciplines as delineated
above. Mir and Watson argue that critical realists “pay greater attention to the power of
extrinsic and intrinsic contingencies that lead to the correlation between observed
phenomena” (2001: 1171). This understanding informs how this research approaches
the subject of information practices in oceanography from a sociotechnicalsocioecological perspective and the methodological design surrounding it. It builds on
the findings from three different case studies using several ontologies and
epistemologies to address the constructivist and realist tensions that exist within a
system, by applying different theories in different approaches to examine a phenomena
in multiple contexts; the latent and explicit meaning-making process for participants in
different situations; and avoids correlation and causality issues by emphasizing the role
of replication through a detailed delineation of used methods. This insures the validity
of this work under the framework of a critical realist framework that does not refute
constructivism within the specifics of a case study, but instead, views it as a method to
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Both Wilson (1998) and Balmer and Rappert (2016) refer to the importance of new “modes” of
analysis. Multimodality “originally inspired by linguistics” and “has become more interdisciplinary” in
recent years (Leeuwen, 2011: 551). Although not directly related to this research, there is an extensive
body of work (see Kress, 2010; Pauwels, 2011; Leeuwen, 2011; and Jewitt, 2016) dealing with
multimodal research methods on embodied and spatial aspects of environment, usually relating to visual
representation and communication.
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test whether or not generalizability is possible from each case study. In the following
sections however, various viewpoints will be discussed to further this decision and
develop this framework..

2.4.3. Critique on Disciplinary Authority & the Tension Between
Critical Realism and Constructivism
For “science as culture”, and oceanography by proxy, Krishna (2014) highlights two
Kuhnian ontological forms of science: internal—the substance of scientific
knowledge—and external—the social activity that scientists take part in with one
another and with the rest of society (Krishna, 2014: 135). Neither can exist without the
other, as Krishna (2014) contends. The conception of an ideal autonomous scientific
institution cannot exist without “ideological moorings and political orientations”
(Krishna, 2014: 139)—that is, without acknowledging the Foucauldian relationship
between truth and power (Foucault, 2008).
Scientific knowledge is “often metonymical for credibility, reliable sources, and
accurate reality” (Gieryn, 1999: 1). Jackson (2014), like Gieryn, argues that its
invocation is an attempt “to reshape how inquiry is conducted,” privileging “some
modes of inquiry at the expense of others” (Jackson, 2014: 10)—such as constructivism
vs. critical realism for example. But “science” as a concept is not accurate. It has been
defined in a number of ways; as “sceptical attitude [… a] formalist method, and [… as]
an epistemic goal”—none of which characterize a scientific discipline perfectly
(Jackson, 2014: 3).
Metonymical authority is often the result of scientific institutions gaining
credibility through discourse (Foucault, 2008; 2012). Foucault (2008) suggests that the
action of meaning making applied to the world around us is heavily dependent on the
way language is used. He argues that “the highest truth no longer resides in what
discourse was, nor in what it did: it lay in what was said” (Foucault, 2008: 318).
The cause and effect link between discourse and meaning is relatively
ambiguous, depending on “historically constituted division” (Foucault, 2008: 318), and
is recursive at best. Foucault (2008) explains that power is exercised through scientific
discourse as follows: “the great mutations of science may well sometimes be seen to
flow from some discovery, but they may equally be viewed as the appearance of new
forms of the will to truth” (Foucault, 2008: 318), where “great mutations” or change in
scientific methods leading to discoveries are endemic of Kuhnian paradigm shifts (Kuhn
& Hacking, 2012).
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The “will to truth” is framed and reinforced by institutional practices such as
peer-review, publishing, libraries and so on (Foucault, 2008: 319)—all of which rely on
discourse. The “‘epistemic authority,’ [or] the legitimate power to define, describe, and
explain bounded domains of reality” (Gieryn, 1999: 1), or disciplines, is embedded in
social constructs. The formation of disciplines thus “constitute a system of control in the
production of discourse” (Foucault, 2008: 324; 333-334). Discourse helps construct a
discipline’s identity and rules (Foucault, 2008).
To resolve the tension between critical realism and constructivism, worldviews
that are both tackled in this research, it is important to highlight that they differ on an
ontological level not on an epistemological plane as delineated in the previous section.
Given the explication in the above paragraphs, this research highlights that while
constructivist argue for a constructed reality (people create truth), critical realist argue
that (truth exists beyond people’s ability to construct them). Addressing these
worldviews are necessary if only to establish the weak philosophical linkage between
collecting information through the use of multiple methods and the validity of
triangulating their results.
With this in mind, this research is concerned with addressing epistemological
questions about data management not with ontological ones (e.g. whether or not climate
change exist…etc.). This is not to say that ontological claims are not made, as for
example the relationships described between various nodes in Study III. Gieryn (1999)
suggests that the constructions of disciplines occur outside of labs and scientific
experiments. They occur in “courtrooms, boardrooms, newsrooms, and living rooms”
(Gieryn, 1999: 4). Disciplinary “boundaries” are dependent on who draws the figurative
map of science and society and why (Gieryn, 1999).

2.4.4. Reaching Consilience: An Argument For Data and Methods
With change in discourse, as discussed in the previous sections, comes a change in
epistemology, in that how a subject is framed determines how it is understood or
examined. Arguably, over time there has been a shift from the Western polymath
learned-scholar of the enlightenment and scientific revolution (16th-18th century) to the
highly specialized researcher of today (19th-21st century), accompanied by a change or
development in rational inquiry and discourse surrounding it. Rational inquiry has
transformed from assorted skillsets and scholarly knowledge (Individual, e.g. Da Vinci),
to the collective experiences of scientists and domain experts (Discipline, e.g. research
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groups in physics or biology...etc.), towards a subject-focused social and collaborative
process that involves the mediation of technology (Subject, e.g. Energy).
Thomas Kuhn (2012) defines the highly specialized modern scientist as a member
of a group with “shared training and experience, [who] must be seen as the sole
possessors of the rules of the game or of some equivalent basis for unequivocal
judgments” (Kuhn & Hacking, 2012: 210-211; also see Appendix 1.1.C). He suggests
that the modern Western paradigm of science, in comparison to previous paradigms,
should not be compared in terms of correctness or soundness.
As discussed earlier in section 2.3, Kuhn argues that a prevailing paradigm is
necessarily more accurate in its pursuit for truths given the time and context in which it
operates and for how long. Its pervasiveness, compared to preceding methods of
inquiry, lends itself to achievements—in terms of progress—as opposed to a pursuit of a
singular universal truth (Kuhn & Hacking, 2012: 209-210). With this in mind, it seems
fitting that the enlightenment scholars excelled at various subjects, centring on the
individual’s investigative ability, and given the vastness of what was yet to be explored.
Enlightenment scholars often possessed knowledge on philosophy, mathematics,
astronomy, medicine, and alchemy or any combination of these simultaneously.
Modern scientists in contrast, are trained and skilled to address “problems of
detail” (Kuhn & Hacking, 2012: 210), giving birth to scientific domains including
physics, biology, chemistry, and earth sciences. The onset of this scientific revolution
brought with it scientific realism; an organized empirical and methodical process of
inquiry that formulates success in a no “miracles” based way (Putnam, 1975: 73).
Putnam (1975) states that realism “is the only philosophy that does not make the
success of science a miracle” (Putnam, 1975). The significance of this is maintained by
accepting that theories, produced within the context of an active paradigm, and
concepts, which must refer to similar concepts in differing theories, are approximately
true—in other words, consistent and essential.
Additionally, these statements are not necessarily a truth or truths. They operate
instead as the only explanation of the success of science at present (Putnam, 1975).
Taking this into account, it is, arguably, why classification—vis-à-vis these realist and
essentialist ground rules—has created an ostensible fragmentation of knowledge, taking
shape as domains, specializations, fields, disciplines and so on.
Respectively, as previously stated, Wilson (1998) argues that the “fragmentation
of knowledge” is in fact “artifacts of scholarship” (Wilson, 1998: 8) or social constructs.
Dupré (1993) takes this one step further and argues for the disunity of science given this
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premise. He proposes social values to address, and potentially influence, theoretical
construction and choice to remedy the issues that spring from social construction.
Although highly conflicting with the seemingly neutral empiricism of scientific
ontology, Dupré, like Kuhn (2012), suggests that knowledge should be considered “in
terms of social worth” (1993: 263). This argument compliments Wilson’s (1998) idea of
consilience and Bhaskar et al.’s (2010) critical realism.
In his book, Wilson (1998) describes consilience as the “jumping together” of
knowledge (Wilson, 1998: 8). He argues for the bringing together of knowledge across
various disciplines, bridging between natural science, social science, and the
humanities. In addressing the resulting knowledge fragmentation that occurred as a
result of modern scientific methodology, he asserts that:
[D]isciplinary boundaries within the natural sciences are disappearing,
to be replaced by shifting hybrid domains in which consilience is
implicit. These domains reach across many levels of complexity, from
chemical physics and physical chemistry to molecular genetics,
chemical ecology, and ecological genetics. None of the new specialties
is considered more than a focus of research. Each is an industry of
fresh ideas and advancing technology. (Wilson, 1998:11)

In this way, Wilson (1998) sets the premise for a new paradigm shift from disciplinecentric knowledge production to technologically-facilitated social knowledge exchange.
He also explains how these various disciplines can be understood. He illustrates his idea
by giving an example about the intricate interconnectedness between environmental
policy, ethics, biology, and social science. The relationship between all four is such that
“the rational inquiry in one informs reasoning in the other three” despite standing
undeniably “apart in the contemporary academic mind” (Wilson, 1998: 9).
In one aspect, Wilson (1998:10) advocates for an educated public. In another, he
promotes the unity of concepts, asserting that because each discipline “has its own
practitioners, language, modes of analysis, and standards of validation” this will
ultimately result in confusion (Wilson, 1998: 10). On this note, not dissimilar to
Dupré’s (1993) arguments against the unity of science in favour of social values,
Wilson asserts that the unification of knowledge occurs “by the linking of facts and
fact-based theory across disciplines to create a common groundwork of explanation”
(Dupré, 1993: 8), and as discussed earlier, it is an epistemological and ontological shift.
This supports the previous section’s argument that highlights the weak philosophical
linkage between collecting information through the use of multiple methods and the
validity of triangulating their respective results.
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Conclusively, the analysis of Study I examines the potential of technology to
address these gaps. For starters, computer-enabled predictive analytics, founded on
theories of Big Data have produced a fascinating array of new information in
commerce, public health, media and entertainment. Utilizing technology, individuals
from all disciplines have been able to incorporate innovative new ways to access,
generate, and interact with data. Besides the policy-oriented “top-down” pressure on
data producers to share their information (Wallis, 2014: 99)—in an effort to engage
with the public—there is an added unique advantage to this for oceanographers in
particular, and geographers and earth science researchers in general. More than
anything, research in these areas is highly tied to space and time, such that data are not
static or fixed to one location or another at any given time.
A Big Data approach seems advantageous in understanding the oceans as a whole
more so than to isolate each area of research under a given field (chemistry, biology,
geology…etc.) as suggested earlier. Both research institutions (Akers & Doty, 2013)
and policy-making organizations (Haklay, 2003) are shifting towards finding new
approaches that enable them to share information and data in a cross-disciplinary multinational fashion.

2.5. Conceptualization
The 1990s has had a major impact on the development of oceanography as will be
delineated in the following sections. Interest in information management as well as
various types of information (including social and organizational history) gained
traction. Notwithstanding, change in science and society relations also emphasized the
role of technology in enhancing oceanographic research. The following sections
establish the conceptualization for oceanography as a community of practice, what
information practice entails for this community, and the role of technology mediating
this process.

2.5.1.Oceanography as Community of Practice
The concept of oceanography as a community of practice (CoP) is informed by
Wenger’s (2008) original conception of communities of practice (CoP) and
contextualized for the purpose of this research. In order to understand it, the terms
community and practice must be tackled separately first before delving further into
other segments of this chapter’s conceptualizations. This section begins with the
concept of community and then tackles the concept of practice.
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The Concept of Community
According to Cox (2005: 527), it is important to establish the “conceptualizations of
community, learning, power and change, diversity and informality” as it will be used in
research, to avoid the ambiguity associated with various reapproprations of the terms
community and practice. Cox further identifies four views surrounding the concept of
community of practice including the first conceptualization by Wenger ([1998] 2008),
who Cox argues is the only one to supply “a clear definition of a community of
practice” (Cox, 2005: 528; 531). All of the views however, stress the importance of
“situated negotiation of meaning and the importance of identity in learning” (Cox, 2005:
538).
Wenger distinguishes between a community and a community of practice in
Chapter 2 of his book Communities of Practice: Learning, Meaning, and Identity
(2008). In it, a community of practice is distinguished through two features: “1) It yields
a more tractable characterization of the concept of practice – in particular, by
distinguishing it from less tractable terms like culture, activity, or structure” (Wenger,
2008: 72), and “2) It defines a special type of community – a community of practice”
(Wenger, 2008).
Communities of practice (CoP) differ from organizations and institutions along
three dimensions. A community of practice (1) negotiates its own enterprise even
though it could conform to institutional rules; (2) CoPs also arise, evolve, and dissolve
according to their own learning—a concept described a little later in this section—but
could also be in response to institutional events. Finally, (3) CoPs shape their own
boundaries, even though this could happen in congruence with institutional boundaries
(Wenger, 2008: 241).
Designed organizations could be in the form of corporations, NGOs,
departments, business units, scientific disciplines, a research group…etc. (Wenger,
2008: 241-2). Wenger explains how an organisation is twofold. In one sense, it is
designed while in another it is the practice that exists within it (Wenger, 2008).
Communities of practice thus “give life” to designed organizations or institutions and
are often conceived as a result of organisation(s) (Wenger, 2008).
Wenger (2008) describes one last important defining characteristic of CoPs and
that is of its temporality. He argues that “what defines a community of practice in its
temporal dimension is not just a matter of a specific minimum amount of time”
(Wenger, 2008: 86). Instead, its definition becomes a “matter of sustaining enough
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mutual engagement in pursuing an enterprise together to share some significant
learning” (Wenger, 2008).
Returning to the first dimension of CoPs, the concept of learning can be
understood from both Wenger (2008) and Engeström’s (2001) explications. For Wenger
(2008) “communities of practice can be thought of as shared histories of learning”
(Wenger, 2008: 86; original emphasis maintained). He categorizes CoPs in three ways
(Wenger, 2008: 228), comparable to Engeström’s three learning styles (2001): potential,
active, and latent communities of practice.
Potential CoPs are possible communities that can manifest from the interactions
of people who are in some way related, and who gain from their sharing and developing
a practice together. Active CoPs function by “pursuing an enterprise, negotiating their
forms of participation, and developing their own histories” (Wenger, 2008: 228).
Finally, Latent CoPs “exist as a kind of ‘diaspora’ among people who share past
histories and can use these histories as resources” (Wenger, 2008).
Correspondingly, Engeström (2001) identifies three types of learning borrowed
from Bateson (1972, as cited in Engeström (2001)): Learning I, or the explicit rules and
terms defined by an organisation that members of the organisation must be familiar
with. In Learning I, learning is based on explicit rules set forth for an activity. Learning
II are the implicit learned rules that are the result of an activity (practice) that may not
be designed; that is, Learning II means that rules are picked up by persons performing
an activity36.
Lastly, Learning III occurs as a result of the first two, and is where people begin
to redefine the context of their organisation through their activity (Engeström, 2001:
138). It results from the previous types of learning as “a person or a group begins to
radically question the sense and meaning of the context and to construct a wider
alternative context” (Engeström, 2001: 139). It is through Learning III that CoPs begin
to form and define and redefine itself.

The Concept of Practice
Although more will be discussed about practice in the following section, this section is
concerned with the concept of practice as it relates to CoPs. Practice in this contexts,
according to Wenger (2008: 77), can be thought of as “a source of community
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e.g. students learning a lesson (L1) vs. learning the rules about pleasing the teacher or how to get good
grades (L2).
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coherence.” It acts as a sort of adhesive for a community to form in three ways: mutual
engagement (a), joint enterprise (b), and shared repertoire (c).
In a mutually engaged setting, a community exists because its participants
“sustain dense relations of mutual engagement organized around what they are there to
do” (Wenger, 2008: 74). It means “being included in what matters” (Wenger, 2008), in
order to contribute to “community maintenance” and decision making. Joint enterprise
results from “a collective process of negotiation that reflects the full complexity of
mutual engagement” (Wenger, 2008: 77). It is defined by the participants, and involves
their actions beyond a stated goal; thereby creating mutual accountability that is integral
to their practice where there is no agreement or consensus that is not “communally
negotiated” (Wenger, 2008: 78).
Lastly, shared repertoire refers to the “routines, words, tools, ways of doing
things, stories, gestures, symbols, genres, actions, or concepts that the community has
produced or adopted in the course of its existence, and which have becomes part of its
practice.” (Wenger, 2008: 83). This final part is the subject of the next two sections and
will be delineated further later in this chapter.

Figure 4. How Wenger’s (2008) dimensions of practice apply to each case study.
Dimensions of practice as the property of a community. Adapted from (figure 2.1 in
Wenger, 2008: 73)

Figure 4 reflects how Wenger’s concept of CoP is applied to each of the case
studies with respect to the three cohesion elements discussed above. Study I is
concerned with how a group of EU-lead oceanographers mutually engage to
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interoperate37 different systems towards a joint enterprise of making data available and
accessible to oceanographers globally. Study II is concerned with understanding the
tools, artefacts, rules, and responsibilities that member of an oceanographic organisation
use in their day-to-day practice. Finally, Study III examines an oceanographic
community of practice online to further understand the relationships and connections
that sustain a joint enterprise for their practice.

The Concept of Learning
Learning is an important concept in Wenger’s construction of a community of practice.
It is a characteristic of practice (Wenger, 2008: 86). For Wenger (2008: 233), learning
cannot be designed; it is a result of design. Designed communities involve two types of
affordances to create meaning: securing the artefact, tools, rules, and projects, and
securing the people that catalyse the activity using these artefacts (Wenger, 2008: 2312). As Wenger points out, although “[l]earning cannot be designed” it can be “facilitated
or frustrated” (Wenger, 2008: 229).
Design for Wenger (2008) is “a systematic, planned, and reflective colonisation
of time and space in the service of an undertaking. This perspective includes not only
the production of artifacts, but also the design of social processes such as organisation
or instruction” (Wenger, 2008: 228). Organizations are socially constructed or
“designed” to evoke practice (Wenger, 2008: 241). As such, design is not just an
undertaking to create new technologies or artefacts. It includes the design of social
processes (Wenger, 2008: 228).
Moreover, "[w]hen it concerns practice and identity, design inevitably confront
fundamental issues of meaning, time, space, and power" (Wenger, 2008: 231). It
comprises the decisions, plans, and actions taken against issues that a CoP has no
control over, as well as making use of resources that are available to them. Ghobadi
(2013) further adds that “[l]earning in communities of practice is participatory and
separated from neither the activity nor the meaningful social arrangements in which the
activity takes place.” (Wenger, 2008: 2). That is, members of a community of practice
are always learning, and meaning is created and recreated, as they partake in their
activities. Hashim and Jones (2007) further explicate that the “relation between the
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Refer to Green et al. (2005) for an ethnographical insight on EU imperative to adopt ICTs to develop
interoperability between member state systems, networks and databases, and for examples on ensuing
metadata and interoperability challenges.
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individual and their environment is considered through the component of community”
(Wenger, 2008: 6).
As such, learning, in “whatever form it takes” (Wenger, 2008: 226), is vital to
produce such actions. It is a product of design but is not designed. It is embedded in the
environment, artefacts, and social interactions of a CoP. It changes the members’
“ability to participate, to belong, to negotiate meaning. And this ability is configured
socially with respect to practices, communities, and economies of meaning” that shape
their identities (Wenger, 2008). However, Wenger (2008: 125-6) also points out that
community members do not necessarily reify the CoP to which they belong to through
their “discourse.” Instead, there are indicators that can help identify a community of
practice beyond its participants:
[I]ndicators that a community of practice has formed would include:
1) sustained mutual relationships - harmonious or conflictual
2) shared ways of engaging in doing things together
3) the rapid flow of information and propagation of innovation
4) absence of introductory preambles, as if conversations and
interactions were merely the continuation of an on-going process
5) very quick setup of a problem to be discussed
6) substantial overlap in participants' descriptions of who belongs
7) knowing what others know, what they can do, and how they can
contribute to an enterprise
8) mutually defining identities
9) the ability to assess the appropriateness of actions and products
10) specific tools, representations, and other artifacts
11) local lore, shared stories, inside jokes, knowing laughter
12) jargon and shortcuts to communication as well as the ease of
producing new ones. (Wenger, 2008: 125-6)

As will be explicated in the chapter on Study I and II, the studies on members of ODIP
and BODC exhibited several of these features. Since the pilot case study was conducted
following a Grounded Theory approach, analysis using Wenger’s (2008) indicators will
be tackled more thoroughly in other chapters including Study II.

2.5.2.Information as Practice
Reiterating from the overview of this chapter, this section is concerned with drawing on
literature towards an understanding of oceanographic information practices. This
involves an exploration of 1) the influence of context in which members of a
community of practice (CoP) interact with their data in three settings (project-based,
within organizational settings, and online), 2) the activities, roles and rules involved in
the engagement of members of a community of practice, and 3) the mediating artefacts,
resources, and tools that factor into these activities, which influence collaboration,
networking, and community building within the oceanographic domain.
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What is Information Practice?
Wenger (2008) defines practice as “a process by which we can experience the world
and our engagement with it as meaningful” (Wenger, 2008: 51). Practice is more than
“the mechanics of getting something done” (Wenger, 2008: 51) in that it involves
understanding activities beyond coordination of people, ideas, and application. It
considers all of the above in terms of “meaning” ascribed to “the motions of bodies and
the workings of brains” (Wenger, 2008). Furthermore, “practice is about meaning as an
experience of everyday life” (Wenger, 2008: 52), involving “the negotiation of
meaning” through “participation and reification” (Wenger, 2008). It is in this sense that
Activity Theory (AT) and Actor-Network Theory (ANT) become useful in studying
practice.
Information practices therefore can be defined as a process by which a group of
people can interact and engage with information in a meaningful way. Looking at the
history of the concept of information practices, Savolainen (2007) suggests that
historically the term has been used as an “alternative to the dominant concept of
information behavior” (Savolainen, 2007: 119). Talja (2010) further suggests that
information practices refer to a “sociologically and contextually oriented line of
research” (Talja, 2010: 123), and are “affected by factors such as degree of inter- and
multidisciplinarity” (Talja, 2010: 124).
The accepted definition of the term used in this research is compliant with AT and
CoPs. In this definition, information practices “‘assumes that the processes of
information seeking and use are constituted socially and dialogically, rather than based
on the ideas and motives of individual actors. All human practices are social, and they
originate from interactions between the members of community’” (Tuominen, Talja,
and Savolainen (2005: 328); as cited in Savolainen (2007: 120)).
Moreover, the definition of information practices in the field of Library and
Information Studies (LIS)—also referred to as Information and Library Studies (ILS)—
is also informed by Wildemuth (2009). LIS is “broadly defined as that which is
concerned with information seeking, determining people’s information needs, and
information use” (Julien & Duggan, 2000: 291). This definition of LIS “assumes a close
interaction between the following:
- Information content, that is, the substance of the information being
created, communicated, stored, and/or transformed
- The people who interact with the content, including the creators of
information, recipients of information, or intermediaries in the
communication process
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- The technology used to support the creation, communication, storage,
or transformation of the content (Wildemuth, 2009: 3)

To study information practices in this way, says Wildemuth (2009) can “improve
practice in the information profession” (Wildemuth, 2009: 3). Savolainen (2007) also
adds that this approach emphasizes “the role of contextual factors of information
seeking, use, and sharing, as distinct from the individualist and often decontextualized
approaches that are seen as characteristic of assumptions of information behaviour”
(Savolainen, 2007: 121).
Context is important because how and why oceanographers manage their
information is of equal importance. Spink (2010) argues that “information organizing
behavior is the sub-process of analysing and classifying materials into defined
categories” (Spink, 2010: 68) and that this differs from one field of study to another
(Spink, 2010; Savolainen, 2007; Talja, 2010) where problem solving and decisionmaking are lumped together (Case, 2012: 98-9). Contrasting examples include
psychology and economics. Case (2012) defines decision making as the “activity of
evaluating and choosing among alternative actions to take in response to a problem”
(Case, 2012: 98). Framed under AT and ANT, this helps conceptualize the role that
individuals and organizations play with regards to their data.
Through a mixed methods approach as delineated in the methodology chapter,
this research explores how a group of oceanographers determines pressing issues and
chooses solutions to encourage data sharing. Stray et al. (2016), who examined three
case studies similarly, explained that using a mixed methods approach helped reduce
researcher bias because a mixed method approach facilitates triangulation, producing
findings that are consistent with reality.

What to Study When Studying Information Practices?
Oceanographic data are large, abundant, and versatile. Understanding earth’s oceans
necessitates research from various scientific fields. So far, the literature suggests social
and political contexts must be taken into account when examining multidisciplinary
subjects (Wilson, 1998: 13-15; Levine et al., 2015). Literature on information practices
in oceanography specifically was scarce and sporadic. Only one article published by
Tao et al. (2008) tackled the intersection between oceanography and information studies
with no further follow-up research articles.
Tao et al. (2008) described their application of Semantic Web technologies to
interoperate oceanographic observation data systems from their host institution. Another
article by Wallis (2014) conducted a study on the (climate) modelling community only
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to reveal a shortage in information practices research in earth sciences. Wallis (2014)
notes that data are limited to disciplinary boundaries.
ODIP classifications, arguably, were based on such disciplinary boundaries (e.g.
chemistry, biology, physics), not subject (e.g. salinity effects on marine mammals in
warm seas). According to Wallis (2014) data sharing between fields “occurs less
frequently than anyone would care to admit” (Wallis, 2014: 101). Initially, post pilot
study, two books framed information practices in this study: Case’s Looking for
Information (2012) and Spink’s Information Behavior (2010).
Case (2012) argues that collaborative information sharing occurs in “knowledgeintensive work […] such as interdisciplinary research” (Case, 2012: 128) and frames
information in different sociological contexts (Case, 2012: 1974-192). Spink (2010)
provides an integrated explanation of various human information behaviour (HIB)
models. Literature on methodologies to examine information practices and cultures was
also explored, including: Limberg & Sundin (2006), Tuominen et al. (2005), Paré
(2002), Meyer (2000), Devadason & Lingam (1997), and Harvey & Myers (1995).
According to Tuominen et al. (2005), technology can be socially shaped. They
argue that the “social shaping of technology (SST)” is important because “it extends the
scope of research from social issues of information seeking and technology use to the
formation and nature of technical artefacts” (Tuominen et al., 2005: 330). This is
implied in concepts such as Big Data (Howe et al., 2008; Cukier and MayerSchonberger, 2013), Human Interactive Computing (Card et al., 1983; Haklay, 2003;
2008; 2009; 2010; 2013; Brown et al., 2013; Iivari & Iivari, 2011; Jirotka et al., 2013)
and Social Network Analysis (Rainie & Wellman, 2012).
Researching information practices involves so many sub areas that shed light on
a group’s practice. For example, Hashim and Jones (2007: 11) define the “human side
of Information Systems” as “Human Computer Interaction”. They suggest that “this
interaction involves the juxtaposition of the computer and its suite of supporting tools
such as software applications and communications tools such as the Internet to ease and
improve human working activities and communication processes” (Hashim & Jones,
2007). Another definition of HCI suggests that it is concerned with investigating “the
quality of interaction between humans and computer systems within the physical,
organizational and social aspects of the users’ environment, in order to produce systems
that are usable, safe and functional” (Preece et al. 2007; cited in Jones, Haklay,
Griffiths, and Vaughan, 2009: 1078). HCI experts thus study how people interact with
computers and programs in areas such as programing, design, and usability.
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Another area of study popular in oceanographic information research is data
curation and bibliometric research. Belter (2014: 2) defines it as “a collection of
activities that include preserving, describing, and providing access to datasets.” Brown
et al. (2010) define it as “‘active management and preservation of digital resources over
the life-cycle of scholarly and scientific interest, and over time for current and future
generations of users’” and it involved “‘maintaining and adding value to a trusted body
of digital information for current and future use;’” (From Digital Curation Centre
website; as cited in Brown et al. (2010: 1)).
According to Belter (2014) bibliometric studies has resulted in a “growing
movement focused on the development of a standard method of citing data sets in
academic publications” (Belter, 2014: 1). Bibliometric studies use mathematical and
statistical methods to measure the quantity and quality of different publications. One
study “found that physical and life science researchers now value access to raw datasets
as much as academic papers” and that “use of supplementary material in journal articles
will redefine what academic literature means in sciences” (Meyer et al., 2011: 17).
However, Belter’s (2014) research reveals that a lot of oceanographic datasets are
cited indirectly in the form of data papers rather than original datasets. His findings
show how oceanographic scientists and researchers (de)value data curation. He argues
that although bibliometric indicators and peer reviewing go hand in hand with the
evaluation of research, this process is devaluating to other non-academic activities
including, but not limited to, policy reports, manuscripts, workshop participation
results, and public education material amongst other things.
Belter (2014) further asserts that few of these activities, if at all, are considered in
bibliometric evaluations, given that they do not result in formal publications. Thus, less
people are inclined to take part in these non-academic activities or share their work via
alternative channels. In congruence with these pre-existing inclinations, scientists
specifically are less likely to pay attention to curating38 their data since doing so will not
lead to scientific journal articles and career development, and also because many may
have not received the training necessary (Belter, 2014).

38

It is important to highlight here the difference between the inclination to curate data and the
willingness to share it. The research in Akers and Doty (2013) confirms that of the participants studied,
scientists were more likely to share their data, but were not trained or unfamiliar with resources that help
make the process easier. However, the research matches the finding in Belter (2014) and Wallis (2014) in
so far as there is no incentive to curate the data.
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Ahalt et al. (2015) provides an alternative explanation suggesting that researchers
will not share if they believe they “might not get credit for their work” (Ahalt et al.,
2015: 14). De Boer et al. (2012) also argues that some experts are reluctant to share
their datasets and methods for fear that their expert work may not be needed anymore.
Despite this, Belter (2014) also found that the number of citations one dataset
received is highly correlated with its public access and availably. The more publically
available it is, the higher the article referring to it is cited (Belter, 2014: 2). This points
to another area of study: Open Education Resources (OER) and Open Access (OA)
technologies and policies. According to Mahony et al. (2012), “‘the world’s knowledge
is a public good’” (Smith & Casserly, 2006. Cited in Mahony et al., 2012: 168), and
ICTs have the potential to make this knowledge accessible to all.
Yet when it comes to sharing, collaboration, and credit, there is no doubt that
technological advancement is closely tied to rapidly changing research norms. Teams,
as opposed to individuals, reflected in the increasing numbers of co-authored scientific
publications, are conducting research that is no longer bound by geography,
government, or institution (Cummings & Kiesler, 2014: 1-2).
Since “oceanography is an empirical data-dense science” (Hesse et al., 1993: 92),
with many sub-disciplines, and a variety of data that, literally, span the globe,
collaboration has always been a key feature in the development of this “hybrid” science
(Rehbock & Benson, 2002: IV). In this regard, examining computer technologies to
understand and promote collaboration is not a new research avenue for the discipline of
oceanography. But given the changing nature of disciplines (Foucault, 2008: 322), and
paradigms (Kuhn & Hacking, 2012: 209-210), and the emergence of new (Meyer et al.,
2011) and disruptive (Greenfield, 2017) technologies, it is of value to consider the
impact of changing social conditions that prompted, and still prompt, reassessment of
resources and accessibility.

ICTs & the Changing Nature of Information Practices
Krishna (2014) asserts that scientific research saw a major transformation in the 1990s
due to a change in science-society relations. In the early 90s, oceanographic
practitioners, stakeholders, and policy makers alike, recognized the significance of ICTs
in enhancing research collaboration and productivity to address developing socioecological concerns (Hesse et al., 1993; National Research Council, 1992; UN, 1992,
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Commission on Physical Science & National Research Council Staff 39 (CPSNRCS),
1993). This comes in part from oceanography’s “interdisciplinary nature, and its
international character” (Benson et al., 2004: xviii).
Up until the early 1990s, empirical research did not establish the impact of
computer technologies on productivity in any discipline (Hesse et al., 1993: 90). Yet the
importance of scientific collaboration in oceanography using computer technologies
was still regarded as a potentially prosperous and significant enterprise (CPSNRCS,
1993; Hesse et al., 1993).
In 1993, new plans for a collaborative project, championed by the National
Research Council40, were underway (CPSNRCS, 1993). SeaNet41, a project chaired by
Columbia University 42 and Woods Hole Oceanography Institution (WHOI) 43 among
other institutions, was intended to facilitate knowledge exchange for oceanographers
remotely by integrating different resources and technologies (CPSNRCS, 1993: 7). Two
decades later, this “facilitation” was realized as a communication system that extended
the Internet to offshore computers, linking more scientists with access to this system.
Like satellite (Conway, 2006), the advent of the Internet imposed new ways of tackling
data and information and thus how research is done. Data collection in some sense
became a ‘live’ practice, producing denser data, for more individuals than ever before.
As so, the nature of what scientists study influences how they carry out their
work as well as how they organize (Hesse et al., 1993: 92) and share their data
(Borgman, 2012). However, given the many disciplines involved, what are these data?
According to Borgman,
Neither the producers of data nor the agencies that require
sharing can agree on what are the data. Data take many forms,
both physical and digital. They are much more than numbers in
a spreadsheet: Data can be samples, software, field notes, code
books, instrument calibrations, archival records, or a myriad of
other information objects, none of which may stand alone.
(Borgman, 2012 :1072)
ICTs therefore can just as well be part of the data that oceanographers share. Other
factors such as why they study their subject matter, to what ends, and by what means

39

Here on out cited as CPSNRCS (1993).
http://www.nationalacademies.org/nasem/
41
See http://www.divediscover.whoi.edu/tools/seanet.html for more recent updates on SeaNet, which is
NOT to be confused with SeaDataNet, http://www.seadatanet.org/,
42
http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/
43
http://www.whoi.edu/
40
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are also important factors that can reveal what kind of resources are needed, but also
how data can be shared and used.
Arguably, the emergence of SeaNet was influenced not only by the socioecological needs of the time but also by changing sociotechnical developments. These
forces were determined by several factors as the literature will continue to show: the
emergence of climate change and globalization, the temporal nature of data (Oreskes,
2003: 21); the volume of satellite, ground-based, and offshore data; the availability of
instruments; the immediacy of collected data; the reliance of complex data analysis on
multidisciplinary expertise; and the cost of data production and management.

2.5.3.Technology as Mediating Artefacts
On Framing Oceanographic Objects
The concept of Social Construction of Technology, or SCOT, is closely related to ANT
and AT. Despite its relevance, it has not been applied to oceanographic artefacts and
objects. This account attempts to connect the two using the works of Bijker (1997) and
Helmreich (2014) to frame the production of oceanographic information.
Bijker (1997) argues that technology is shaped by societal structures and power
relations as well as by human ingenuity. Human ingenuity, he asserts, is also socially
and technologically shaped (Bijker, 1997: 4)—hence his “sociotechnical” framing. This
social shaping is what lends technological creativity its historical and cultural context.
Similar to ANT, societal processes in SCOT involve actors, both human and nonhuman, that act or are made to act to effect change.
Expounding his point, Bijker (1997) contends that like in Engeström’s activity
systems, “[m]achines ‘work’ because they have been accepted by relevant social
groups” (Bijker, 1997: 270). Furthermore, artefacts are “gradually constructed in the
social interactions between and within relevant social groups” (Bijker, 1997). Social
groups can be in the form of CoPs, whose instruments, tools, and artefacts are
instrumental parts of their cohesiveness as a group. In this regard, “sociotechinal”
change is impacted by both social interaction and mediating artefacts as stipulated by
AT. It is not surprising that AT is implied in Bijker’s argument. As Hashim and Jones
(2007: 11) suggest, “1990s researchers began to recognise the importance and relevance
of Activity Theory to the study in Information Systems and Human Computer
Interaction.”
Bijker (1997) also puts forth an interesting argument that can be directed at ANT
as a critique. He insists that “[s]ociety is not determined by technology, nor is
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technology determined by society. Both emerge as two sides of the sociotechnical coin
during the construction processes of artifacts, facts, and relevant social groups” (Bijker,
1997: 274). It is a critique in that ANT places the emphasis on actants to catalyse
change, where Bijker insists it is not as straightforward. In Bijker’s view, social change
impacts actants towards change. The relationship therefore, in ANT terms, is such that
the network impacts the actants and vice versa.
To further explicate, CoP artefacts are described by Bijker (1997: 282) as having
two roles. First, they occupy “exemplar” roles. This means that technology is fixed in a
network of that social group. Exemplar technologies are obdurate, or resistant to change
and instead impact change. This is because the CoP in question has “invested so much
in the artefact that its meaning has become quite fixed” (Bijker, 1997). In this role, the
artefact is a key actant in determining social development.
The second artefact role is that of “boundary objects” (Bijker, 1997: 283). They
have the role of merging two social groups or determining the inclusion or exclusion of
non-fixed artefacts. Examples of this include the incorporation of satellite reception
(boundary) technologies in research vessels (RVs) (exemplar), which merge both
offshore and on-shore groups through the output and input of live data. The alternative
is for offshore scientists to conduct their work aboard the RV and not share data
instantly with their counterparts on land for simultaneous processing. This ostensibly
splits both groups, or creates a boundary between their respective tasks—hence the
inclusion or exclusion of a group.
Furthermore, an artefact can be both a boundary object and an exemplar object.
In its first role it is utilized by non-CoP members 44 , who for example take up a
technology and adapt it for their own use out of its original context. In the latter, it has a
role within the activity system of a CoP, say for example a computer for developers and
programmers.
One important observation is that boundary objects stipulate a “take it or leave
it” (Bijker, 1997: 281-285) approach that regulates inclusion into an established CoP.
The findings from the SNA show a thriving “wider” community on Twitter. Despite
this, interviews from Study II reveal that not all participants were included in that
community. In this regard, ICTs have a boundary role. It is not surprising therefore that

44

See for example Sullivan et al. (2015) who reported on a group of sociologists and scientists working
with GIS data; Sprinkel & Kent (2008) for an example of how geologists use digital tools in the field
compared to traditional methods, or Engeström’s (2001) case studies on different organizations and their
merging activities.
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there are macro and micro CoPs thriving within the broader confines of the
oceanographic community. They may be part of a CoP but their interactions, their
decisions to adopt boundary artefacts, and the boundaries that define their social groups
are very much influenced by the artefacts that they make use of.
Practically, Helmreich (2014) gives an account of the history of waves. Waves
can be said to be both exemplar and boundary objects for the groups that study or are
impacted by them. Helmreich (2014) provides a lucid explication of why, for the most
part, the “history of waves,” falls under the reductionist assumption “that [waves as]
scientific facts had to turn out the way they did because that is the way Nature dictated
them to be” (Bijker, 1997: 14). But as Bijker contends, this (the reductionist framing) is
not a fruitful way to examine such objects. Helmreich, moreover offers a more complex
account that tackles both epistemological and ontological historical accounts of waves
and their science.
Helmreich (2014) explains that “[h]uman engagements with waves might no
longer be imagined as a straightforward encounter of culture with nature” and that
[w]aves have become hybrids of nature–culture” (Helmreich, 2014: 86). They are in this
sense both “historical and cultural objects” (Helmreich, 2014: 87), that can be studied
using the same approach outlined by Bijker (1997). For Helmreich (2014), some objects
“are new epistemologically: newly discovered or characterized. Some may be new
ontologically: new things in the world” (Helmreich, 2014: 83).
In this way “artifacts can have different shades of obduracy for actors with
different degrees of inclusion; but when the boundary of a technological frame is
passed, the character of this obduracy changes fundamentally” (Bijker, 1997: 285). By
“boundary of a technological frame” Bijker means context. For example, the transition
from examining the ocean as a natural phenomenon, to studying climate change as a
global problem that is impacted by change in ocean conditions. This context, or “the
history of the sea” (Helmreich, 2014: 87) is what lends oceanography its oscillating
natural and cultural “futures,” built on both modelling (the future) and forecasting (the
past). As Oreskes (2003) cautions, it is important to avoid depending heavily on one
approach over the other, as for example “eschew[ing] long-range deterministic
predictions [modelling/the future], which are likely to be erroneous and may damage the
credibility of the communities that generate them” (Oreskes, 2003: 13).

Understanding the Medium
Echoing previous sections, the purpose of this research is to ascertain the prevalence of
ICTs in information and communication practices in oceanography. This section is
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concerned with technology rather than information practices. It outlines how such a
study can be conducted by drawing on and expanding on Marshall McLuhan’s concept
of “the medium is the message” (McLuhan & Fiore, 1967). More specifically, this
section aims to provide the theoretical framework that ties Study III (SNA) with
previous case studies, I and II. It describes how data collection and analysis are
conceptualized for the SNA, since it is rooted in the exploration of individual and
organizational presence online via the study of Twitter communities.
It further explicates community as it manifests in the physical and digital world
and the use of technology as an arbitrator between these two presences. It tackles the
conceptualization of a digital sphere (oceans) in relation to a natural one (the ocean) 45,
in order to help expand non-traditional applications of data collection in social science.
This is carried out iteratively, in contrast to traditional data collection methods utilized
in case studies I and II.
The first notion to conceptualize is where information practices take place:
Where and how is information produced? Where do information exchanges take place?
How can we learn about them? Arguably, people exchange information within the
digital46 and/or natural47 world. The duality between these two spheres can be framed in
terms of technology. As such, thinking about how technology impacts information is a
necessary part of advancing this theoretical framework.
The basic premise for this duality according to McLuhan (1994; 1967), is that
content (text, video, dataset, measurements…etc.) is not the only significant source of
information. Although content is more explicit, McLuhan argues that the channel in
which the content is carried or/and transferred is just as vital. Its significance however,
is more implicit.
In history, there have been four observable media cultures 48 pioneered by novel
technologies in each period (McLuhan, 1994; 1967). Each historical stage had a
dominant form of media visibly different from its predecessor and which impacted
human senses unfavourably (Fuchsberger et al., 2013: 2854). These differences can be
gaged in terms of what a medium does—intrinsic attributes such as the production of
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Refer to Footnote 15.
e.g. Twitter via an iPhone…blogs, emails, social media, Power Point presentations…etc.
47
e.g. face-to-face at a café… office, lab, classroom…etc.
48
Fuchsberger et al., (2013) explain that “McLuhan separates four stages of cultural history: a primitive
tribal culture, an audile culture, using the oral technology of speech, the ‘Gutenberg Galaxy’, i.e., a visual
culture, using the mechanical technology of printing, and finally the electronic age of television and
computers” (Fuchsberger et al., 2013: 2855).
46
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sound or images, or both audio-visual—and/or in terms of what it is afforded by
humans—extrinsic teleological functions assigned to a medium such as being
informative, entertaining, motivating…etc. (Fuchsberger et al., 2013: 2856; Norman,
2013: 11).
Norman (2013) captures the interplay between extrinsic and intrinsic
technological characteristics in the concept of affordances. Affordances are the
“relationship[s] between the properties [attributes] of an object and the capabilities
[function] of the agent that determine just how the object could possibly be used”
(Norman, 2013: 11). One can concede that technological attributes exist independent of
what people make of the technology (exemplar objects), and vice versa for functions
(boundary objects).
Furthermore, the duality of the digital and the natural world arises from a
discrepancy between attributes and functions. In an instance, one’s cognitive, visual and
auditory senses can be immersed in the digital, while our physical presence remains in
the natural world (Fuchsberger et al., 2013: 2856). What this means is that while sight
and sound receptors are stimulated, the rest of one’s body is not.
To explicate this in more practical terms, consider the use of technology in
classrooms, and how history influences the adoption or integration of new technology
within that same context (see Figure 5). One classic example is Microsoft PowerPoint49
(Audio-visual technology). It is modelled after overhead transparencies and flipcharts
(visual technology). Though function for both PowerPoint and transparencies are
related, their intrinsic attributes are drastically different.
On one hand, PowerPoint can be edited instantly, one can “copy/paste”
information into slides, and the design is impacted by the addition or subtraction of
sound and animation. On the other, transparencies require planning if printed, or
markers if not. They involve physical handling where the sheets are inserted or replaced
into the overhead machine to project images onto the wall. Both PowerPoint and
transparencies have similar functions in classrooms. If we consider affordances to be the
relationship between function and attribute, then each technology lends its adopter
differing affordances (Table 1).

49

Official website: https://products.office.com/enGB/powerpoint?legRedir=true&CorrelationId=d6cb11ed-c475-420a-a64b-03ce1b592e27
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Table 1. Examples of Linked Affordances

Facebook message

Email

Handwritten letter

Google Documents

MS Word

Typewriter

Facebook group

listserv

Print memo

Google Hangouts

Skype

Boardroom meeting

Tweet

Blog

Suggestion box

Instant message

SMS

Passing notes

Twitter backchannel

Email

f2f conference

Spotify

iTunes

Record player

Adapted from Rey & Jurgenson (2013)

McLuhan (1994) ascertains that it is important to examine and understand the
context surrounding new technology development, while concurrently recognizing
potential and constraints of new technology affordances within an established context.
In terms of education for example, both Boyer et al. (2015) and Fuchsberger et al.
(2013) emphasize the need to reconsider the education system rather than integrating
technology into an existing model. This may be because traditional educational systems
can be isolating—exclusive or promoting “exclusion” in Bijker’s (1997) terms—in
contrast to the collaborative (or “inclusive”) nature of ICTs (Parsons, Willis, & Holland,
2011: 171; as cited in Mahony et al., 2012).
For Boyer et al. (2015) there is an added element of differing learning processes.
Fuchsberger et al. (2013) further adds that in choosing to integrate, there is a risk of
ascribing new technologies with affordances inherited from their antecedents. They
argue that interacting with digital material “in the tradition of physical materials will
withhold maxing out the possibilities it would provide due to its immediacy (e.g., direct
feedback), dimensionality (e.g., hyperlink structures), and especially multimediality and
multimodality (e.g., addressing various senses)” (Fuchsberger et al., 2013: 2859).
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Figure 5. Attributes of Educational Technology Over Time (A, B)

A

Attributes of educational technology in the classroom changed drastically over the past 50 years. Did the functions they are afforded change as well?
Copyrights (c) Kinda Dahlan 2017.
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B

.
Should the education system be reassessed? Does classroom presence really mean attendance? Copyrights (c) Kinda Dahlan 2017
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The premise outlined thus far is congruent with the adopted Actor-Network
Theory (ANT) approach. ANT emphasizes an understanding of networks in terms of
their actants (see Figure 7). By combining ANT with McLuhan’s conception of
technology as media (1967, 1997), which possess both attributes and functions; it
becomes easier to draw on both concepts—McLuhan’s and Latour’s—in the study of
an online social network for oceanographers (e.g. illustrated in Figure 6).
To do so necessitates an operationalization of the network’s actants as
individuals, organizations, unconscious design assumptions, extrinsic functions, and
historical contexts framing a network composed of nodes and edges. Additionally, it
becomes evident following this premise, that communicating information cannot exist
outside a medium, and is therefore, an affordance of that medium50.

Figure 6. An ANT illustration of an oceanography network
Actor-Network Theory does not distinguish between actants. In this case, tool, technology,
individuals, the ocean itself, all have agency and roles within a network.

50

For more on the idea of technological affordances consult Gibbs et al. (2013), Leonardi (2014);
Leonardi & Treem (2012), Leonardi (2017), Rey & Jurgenson (2013), Rice et al. (2017), Scolari (2009),
Treem et al. (2015), and Treem & Leonardi (2013).
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Figure 7. Practical Examples of Applied Actor-Network Theory (ANT)

A

B

The figures illustrate how ANT can be applied in the scope of studying information practices in oceanography (A), and in a hypothetical scenario that
examines the factors influencing class attendance (B). As can be seen in B, the factors that can account for 90% of the observed behaviour take into
account many independent variables such as the professors (popularity, strictness…etc.), schedule (early morning class, late evening…etc.), and
location (accessible venue, lecture hall, class room, computer lab…etc.). Even things as simple as the door being locked or unlocked have agency in
determining class attendance for some students. That is, if a few students rush from one class at the very opposite of campus to this seminar only to
find the door locked or perhaps they forgot their student ID and cannot swipe in. Studying one of these independently will only explain a small fraction
of the phenomena.
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The Importance of Artefacts for Oceanographic CoPs
In 1967, the American Documentation Institute voted to change its name to the
American Society for Information Science. According to Borko (1968), the institute felt
that the original name did not properly convey the diversity of its members or the wide
scope of their work (Borko, 1968: 3). Information science research was beginning to
expand the context in which documented and recorded information were handled and
researched. As Borko (1968: 4) suggests “the tremendous growth in science and
technology and the accelerated pace at which new knowledge becomes available and
old knowledge becomes obsolete” was one contributing factor in revising the methods
for exchanging information at the time. This section attempts to bring together the
various theoretical strands discussed thus far in framing the role of artefacts in an
oceanographic community of practice. In tying the above explication with the previous
discussion on information practices, the role of technology is evident in information
practices within an AT framework.
As so, the significance of artefacts can be said to “lessen or increase the impact
of a community on the manifestation of any activity” (Ghobadi, 2013: 3), just as it can
“gradually change the nature of an activity and influence the mental processes through
which this activity occurs” (Ghobadi, 2013). Reiterating from Belter’s (2014) findings
discussed in the information practices section, it is worth taking a closer look at how
citation activities are impacted by new technologies. Highly cited articles were directly
correlated to the availability and accessibility of datasets publically and that, on
average, raw datasets are cited less frequently. Through the dataset samples analysed,
Belter determined that datasets required “2-5” years longer to reach peak citation than
did journal articles. He explains that,
This delay may be due to the media in which each successive version of
[datasets] was distributed. The 1982 climatological atlas was
distributed via magnetic tape and personal communication, the 1994
and 1998 editions were distributed via CD-ROM, the 2001 version was
distributed via DVD, the 2005 was distributed via DVD and online
access, and the 2009 version was distributed online. Each successive
version made the data more accessible and usable, possibly leading to
quicker incorporation of the data into scientific articles. (Belter, 2014:
4; Bold emphasis added.)

The 2005 edition (distributed on DVD and online), followed by the 2009 edition
(online) received the most citation. This is in part due to the growing frequency of
updates facilitated by the convenience of web-based technology. As will be seen later in
the findings, this is also captured by one of the participants, P4 of Study II.
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Knauss (2002: 351) argues that “what makes oceanography different today from
fifty years ago is the technology.” It is not therefore accurate to describe oceanographic
information practices today without tackling technologies that mediate their production.
He also asserts that many questions oceanographers can ask today “were beyond the
ability to formulate fifty years ago” since awareness of oceanographic phenomena were
limited and partial to the instrumentation of that period (Knauss, 2002: 351).
Oceanographic research breadth and depth has expanded but the questions
remain the same (Knauss, 2002). Whereas some observations were achievable using
different instrumentation 51 (epistemologically new), some were not 52 (ontologically
new). Much like a computer advanced in terms of computing capacity and memory
compared to basic function of early computing, enhanced versions allow for more data
production (Knauss, 2002: 353). As pointed out in Borko (1968), data have also become
more abundant requiring more human and technical resources for synthesis.
Keeping this in mind, Oreskes (2003: 16) argues that “[o]ver the course of
history, the kinds of equipment and instruments that have been used in science have
tended to become progressively more sophisticated and complex” and that “our tests
have become progressively more complex” (Oreskes, 2003). Failure of scientific theory
could be the result of technological and/or human failure to understand the limitations
of artefacts (Bijker, 1997; Oreskes, 2003).
Technical

failure

could

include

“storage

failures

and

technological

obsolescence” (Cox & Pinfield, 2013: 2), whilst human shortcomings could be due to
logistical issues or data sensitivity requiring the appropriate management 53 and security
measures (Cox & Pinfield, 2013). Such issues are further detailed in Study II findings
(e.g. P4’s listed issues about vocabulary management and software issues). Moreover,
in conducting research on information practices in physical science, Meyer et al. (2011)
illustrate how today’s astrophysicists depend on the strength and speed of their state-ofthe-art technology (Meyer et al., 2011: 30-37), a resource not readily available in the
past.

51

e.g. path of water from the Atlantic to the Pacific on the basis of salinity temperature and oxygen levels
more than 50 years ago, compared to the same conclusions made based on natural trace elements such as
Carbon-14 not measurable at the time.
52
e.g. age and composition of deep-sea waters could not be measured in the past without today’s tools.
53
For clarity, “management is a term that denotes the software supported handling, e.g., storing,
administering, updating and retrieving of (business) objects when used in connection with information
and communication technology (ICT). Examples are data base management systems or document
management systems” (Maier, 2007: vii).
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2.5.4.Data: Collapsing the Divide Between Nature & Culture
Data, Technologies, Resources, & Responsibilities
Harald Sverdrup, once director of the Scripps institute in California, is a founding father
of oceanography and one of its most iconic key figures (Friedman, 2002). Frustrated
with the lack of access to a research vessel to conduct work, he wrote a letter to
colleagues in Norway capturing the importance of data production on the formalization
of oceanography: “to be a geophysicist without being able to get hold of the data one
wants results in leading an uncertain and doubtful existence” (Quoted in Friedman,
2002: 23).
Data in the context of this research refers to data from the oceans or other water
bodies. Data in general are defined “as real world facts that are processed by users to
become information (Hayes, 1993; cited in Brown et al., 2013: 856). Brown et al.
(2013) however, define geographic data “as the raw co-ordinates and geometry that are
collected by a surveyor; GI refers to these underlying data and the associated attributes
that adds meaning to the data” (Brown et al., 2013: 856). GI in this sense is referred to
as metadata.
It is safe to say that oceanographic data are often heavily mediated by the
technologies used to produce and store them (Hesse et al., 1993: 92; Benson et al.,
2004: xviii; Day, 1995: 102). Because of this dependence, oceanography “afford[s] a
scholarly opportunity to study the relationship of science and technology” (Day, 1995:
102). For this research, technology and artefacts are used interchangeably. The assigned
definition is borrowed from Bijker (1997) who defines artefacts as “all products of
technology” denoting “machines as well as technical processes, hardware as well as
software” (Bijker, 1997: 291), as well as Hashim and Jones (2007) who explain that
“tools, or artefacts, include instruments, signs, language, machines and computers.”
(Hashim & Jones, 2007: 6).
In many cases, oceanographers and other physical scientists require data from
remote areas (Hesse et al., 1993) or other institutions, highlighting the importance of
community resource accessibility and long distance collaboration. Hesse et al. (1993)
define resources and what it means to have access to them as follows:
[R]esources can be apparatus, databases, services, or colleagues.
Access can vary in the degree to which it is direct, readily available,
and free. Access is direct if not mediated through third parties such as
service bureaus (or even graduate students). It is readily available if the
scientist has access from any location. It is ‘free’ if the costs are
subsidized or not charged to the scientists. (Hesse et al., 1993: 91)
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Issues of resource availability and access are complicated by the blurred line between
scientific goals and external priorities (e.g. funding agencies); and between public (e.g.
universities, government, military) and private research agendas (e.g. commercial,
industrial) (Cummings & Kiesler, 2014: 3). Besides team dynamics and structure, not
much is known about how research collaboration is carried out nor the strategies and
norms in such team processes (Cummings & Kiesler, 2014).
Applying AT as a framework can be useful for conceptualization. Resources
encompass AT artefacts (tools, technology, platforms, software, hardware, portals,
objects, instruments), rules (directives, code of conduct, project requirements),
community (who the data are for, who originated it, who manages it, who uses it, what
context is it within), and roles (which also mean division of labour [DoL] and can
indicate the human resources available to the subject and the tasks assigned to complete
the activity).
According to Hashim and Jones (2007), “[t]he relation between the individual
and their environment is considered through the component of community” (Hashim &
Jones, 2007: 6), while “[t]he relation between subject and community is mediated by
rules” (Hashim & Jones, 2007). Finally, “the relationship between object and
community is mediated by the division of labour” (Hashim & Jones, 2007). These
social interactions constitute how members understand and realize their responsibilities.
Responsibilities of a subject as such are derived from the three nodes in Engeström’s
(2001) activity system: roles (what you need to do in relation to the object, subject, and
other roles), rules (requirements and directives), and community (what’s expected;
domain framework).

Collaboration & Big Data
As suggested by Cummings and Kiesler (2014), one way of examining
multidisciplinary and geographically dispersed team members is to investigate how they
“integrate knowledge when learning is mostly local but collaboration is mostly nonlocal” (2014: 6). This speaks to the relatively weak ties that form when researchers,
despite their extensive networks, collaborate across institutions and/or borders. These
ties are challenged by knowledge sharing efficacy as a result of basic organizational
differences (time differences, semester schedules, intellectual property, metadata
standards, technology transfer, institutional goals and orientation…etc.).
With this in mind, ICTs have been shown to have the potential to impact and
transform the ways in which information is shared and produced and to facilitate an
understanding of the social context in which they are used (Tuominen et al., 2005;
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Newman et al., 2012; Krishna, 2014; Baron & Gomez, 2016; Balmer & Rappert, 2016;
Lamb & Davidson, 2005). The adoption of ICTs within the context of research, for the
purposes of data management and sustainability, supports “the notion that many of the
transformations in research practices have more to do with speed and ease of access to
information, rather than evidence that disciplines are engaging in completely new
research information behaviours” (Meyer et al., 2011: 49).
So although multidisciplinary and collaborative research has gained traction
over the past two decades via the use of technology, oceanographic institutions remain,
as Bigelow (1931) and Conway (2006) proclaimed, major contenders in the allocation
of resources and the development of research, interdisciplinary or otherwise. For
successful collaborative research to occur, members of a community—applicable to
oceanographers—must be able to work with various practitioners in different settings
(Mahony et al., 2012: 169).
Up until the 20th century, observations about oceans had been random and a “byproduct of imperialistic and commercial interests of the mercantile nations of western
Europe […] and the curiosity of the educated class” (Jones & Jones, 2002: 94) traveling
on board more advanced vessels. Syntheses of these relatively sporadic data were
relatively simple. By the 20th century, more structured and systematic observations were
facilitated mathematically giving way to theories on movement and physics of the
water. In addition, more attention was paid to how scientists work together as well as
the role of the institution in capturing the history of the discipline (Conway, 2006).
One notable observation made by Conway (2006) was that “a significant
unexamined development in the history of recent science is the creation of scientific
institutions whose primary purpose is not research but the production of data for study
by others” (Conway, 2006: 129). By the time the Internet came about, consensus
amongst researchers, due to the collaborative nature of the discipline, was already
focused on facilitating open access54 (OA) to vital data transnationally (Field, Hempel,
& Summerhayes, 2002; Conway, 2006; Belter, 2014).
During the 1990s, scientific institutions became interested in tracking both
historical development of science and their very organizations (Day, 1995; Conway,
2006). Through this, it became possible to consider the shortcomings and possibilities

54

This is a brief list borrowed from Conway (2006: 135) of institutes that rely on NASA satellite data:
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute, Scripps Institution for Oceanography, American Petroleum
Institute, US Geological Survey, US Coast Guard, Navy’s Fleet Numerical Weather Center in Monterey,
NOAA
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of oceanography. Existing archives55 focused on the beginnings of oceanography (Day,
1995: 102)—namely European exploration; the voyages of the HMS Challenger; the
circumnavigations of Captain James Cooke, and the discoveries of Darwin. These
resources are good places to learn parts of history, but as Day (1995) asserts, lack the
universalism needed to make the most out of oceanographic information

56

.

Notwithstanding, oceanographers have always been pioneers in dataset open access, as
exemplified in NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) SeaSat program (Conway,
2006: 141)57.
Data and OA to such information holds the potential to bridge the gap between
nature and culture and encourage collaboration. According to Johnston (2017a), “data
includes a wide range of information, and data repositories retain this information for
reuse” (Johnston, 2017a: 4). She argues that “the goal of data curation is to prepare
research outputs in ways that make it useful beyond its original purpose, ensure
completeness, and facilitate long-term citability” (Johnston, 2017a: 5).
Yet in an age where research is rapidly encouraged to leave behind the
established scientific exactness, accuracy, and precision of sampling towards an
economic-oriented, big, messy, and seemingly chaotic analysis of more data, it may
seem sensible to be imprecisely right than to be precisely wrong. At least in the way that
Cukier and Mayer-Schonberger (2013) frame their argument.
In Cukier and Mayer-Schonberger’s book Big Data (2013), they explain how
analysis of large bodies of information reduces inherited empirical preoccupation with
exactitude. The authors explain that this change shifts research attention from a search
for causality (why), to one fixated on how things happen. The authors suggest that
though this produces discrepancies, the overall benefits exceed the drawbacks.
In theory, Big Data promises ease and versatility in the way humans manage
large amounts of information, beyond the scope of the average mind (Cukier & MayerSchonberger, 2013). In practice, Big Data are messy, full of redundancies, and subject
to many errors attributed to technological inaccuracies (Cukier & Mayer-Schonberger,
2013). Messiness, in effect, is the result of human involvement.

55

Some of the oldest examples of institutional archives include the Scripps Institution of Oceanography’s
archives, the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution’s Data Library and Archive, The National
Oceanography Center’s Data Center and the British National Oceanographic Library.
56
The Smithsonian Institution, as part of its Environmental Awareness Program, launched one of the
most expansive exhibitions on oceanography, Ocean Planet, in April 1995, lasting until 1999 as a touring
exhibit. It is the first of its kind, and the largest. For more information, visit the exhibit’s website.
57
Refer to Appendix 1.3.
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Still, up until the early 90s, scientists still maintained their data on their own
personal computers using spread-sheet databases (Hesse et al., 1993). This has since
changed drastically with the introduction of open access policies 58 on governmentfunded research, super computing, and “the cloud.” Johnston (2017a) insist that the
challenge for data curators in this day and age “is to apply the archival principles of
library and information sciences to a wide-variety of complex data objects from all
disciplines and prepare them for ingest, access, and long-term preservation within an
environment […] that facilitates discovery and access while not diminishing their
context, authenticity, and value” (Johnston, 2017a: 4).
But it goes without saying that the variable is human activity, and that this
understanding is elemental for an enterprise aiming at standardizing large chunks of
data for access. Human error is inevitable as discussed previously, and as Oreskes
(2003) points out: “if a theory fails its test, we cannot be certain whether the fault lies in
the theory itself or in one of our other assumptions” (Oreskes, 2003: 16).
Oceanographers collect and produce data in a variety of ways (Appendix 1.3):
e.g. modelling; remote sensors and orbiting satellites; moored instrumentation (long
term); surface drifters, broad-scale global array of temperature and salinity monitors
like Argo and gliders (economic solution), and/or Shipboard surveys (costly) (Smith &
Johns, 2012). At first glance, standardization and tuning human error seem like
misaligned tasks. The premise of this research revolves around understanding this
misalignment, and to explore the notion that messiness, contrary to Cukier and MayerSchonberger (2013), should not be a feature of complex data and the tools that are
associated with it. To do so, more needs to be understood about the relationship
between technology and human agency.

58

e.g. A significant amount of the datasets housed at BODC are mandatorily submitted by government
funded researchers. In 2013, the United States’ Office of Science and Technology Policy has made it
mandatory for federally funded research to be open access within a year of publication and for
“researchers to better account for and manage the digital data resulting from federally funded scientific
research” (visit http://www.whitehouse.gov/blog/2013/02/22/expanding-public-access-results-federallyfunded-research for more, and for details on the policy
https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/sites/default/files/microsites/ostp/ostp_public_access_memo_2013
.pdf. For updates on the agencies that have since implemented this visit:
https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/blog/2016/10/28/federally-funded-research-results-are-becomingmore-open-and-accessible.) Likewise, the UK
(http://www.rcuk.ac.uk/documents/documents/rcukopenaccesspolicy-pdf/) and the EU
(http://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/en/h2020-section/open-science-open-access) have done so
a year previously in 2012.
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Human Agency
In his article Haklay (2003) argues that “sound knowledge, reliable information and
accurate data are vital for good environmental decision-making” (Haklay, 2003: 164).
In order to understand the value of GIS data for example, it is crucial to better
understand its audiences, its practitioners, or the individuals directly involved with data
and associated decision-making processes (Haklay, 2003).
The findings from Haklay’s (2003) research reveal that there is still “a
considerable gap between the conceptual framework that a would-be user of
environmental information can hold and the current state-of-the-art in environmental
provision” (Haklay, 2003: 174). He insists that the issue of public access and
engagement “should not be examined from infocentric perspectives” alone (Haklay,
2003: 175). Oreskes (2003) further proposes that the “alternative is to shift our focus
away from specific quantitative predictions of the future and toward policy-relevant
statements of scientific understanding” (Oreskes, 2003: 27).
Furthermore, Fugui (2008) explicates on these discrepancies as consequences of
technology shortcomings, and describes the problematic ways in which people use
information due to issues that include ownership rights and credibility. Another
counterargument is found in the research by De Boer et al. (2012), which suggests that
the remedy to data management and public outreach is technological in nature. In both
cases, the gaps between technology and users stress the importance of taking into
account the connectedness of technical, social, and political contexts before any
solutions can be made, and before a shift towards consilience can be facilitated. Hashim
and Jones (2007) argue for this by saying:
Due to the fact that the tools which have been incorporated into the
social system have been created and transformed by humans during the
development of the activity itself they will carry with them remnants of
the cultural and historical evolution, mediation through tools and
technology is therefore not a neutral process, the tools will have an
influence over the interaction between the subject and the object [of an
activity system]. (Hashim & Jones, 2007: 6)

Bijker (1997) further supports this as follows:
If scientific facts are dictated by Nature, rather than constructed by
humans, then any given scientific controversy (for example, about the
risk of radiation) will necessarily be resolved only when it is shown that
one party to the debate is ‘right’ and the other ‘wrong.’ If we accept the
idea that the debate is only about Nature, then it is quite reasonable for
citizens to react by standing on the sidelines and saying ‘let the
scientists sort that out among themselves.’ Likewise, if we do not foster
constructivist views of sociotechnical development, stressing the
possibilities and the constraints of change and choice in technology, a
large part of the public is bound to turn their backs on the possibility of
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participatory decision making, with the result that technology will
really slip out of control. (Bijker, 1997: 281)

What both indicate is the same as what was established for technologies earlier in this
chapter. That is, that technologies shape social structures—which involve human
agency—and that social structures shape technologies. The relationship between both is
intricate and complex: what scientists can and cannot do is heavily mediated by the
objects they use to perform their tasks. The construction of facts and theories, the very
concept of “Nature” (Bijker, 1994) is facilitated by such scientific processes.
By proxy, policies and directives are also associated with such processes. The
role of technology for policy makers is a boundary one as dubbed by Bijker (1994).
Oreskes (2003), echoed by Cornell (2010), suggests that “[q]uantitative model output
has […] been put forward as a basis for decision making in socially contested issues
such as global climate change and radioactive waste disposal” (Oreskes, 2003: 15) Their
boundary object role however has made them “open to question whether such models
generate reliable information about the future, and therefore in what sense they could
reasonably inform public policy” (Oreskes, 2003).

What Makes Data Useful and Open?
Useful data should in essence be interoperable, adequately described by a formal set of
metadata, and accessible for reuse (Belter, 2014: 2). Belter (2014) proposes four rules
that make data usable, speculating on why the WOA/WOD datasets were highly cited.
The first factor is accessibility and availability to potential users. Second, data
reliability, trustworthiness, comprehensiveness and their global significance add value
and promote their citability. Third, he suggests that access consistency from the same
source over time is vital. Finally, maintenance and quality control to guarantee the
previous factors is imperative (Belter, 2014: 5), for, as Mahony et al. (2012) explicate,
investing “in the creation of resources will be wasted if a relatively small amount is not
set aside for sustaining and maintaining them” in the long run (Mahony et al., 2012:
174-175).
One advantage of open access data is the possibility of merging similar datasets
towards a “comprehensive, overarching data product that can be queried for analysis at
local, regional, or global disciplinary scales” (Belter, 2014: 5). This has the potential of
turning data repositories into interdisciplinary research resources that optimizes the use
of limited resources (Belter, 2014: 7).
Nevertheless, setting such potential ambitions aside, the fundamental issue with
curating interdisciplinary data is data variation. Oreskes (2003) upholds that “the more
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we strive for realism by incorporating as many as possible of the different processes and
parameters that we believe to be operating in the system, the more difficult it is for us to
know if our tests of the model are meaningful.” (Oreskes, 2003: 19).

2.6. Conclusion
This chapter has set out to frame the theoretical underpinnings informing this research.
It began by framing oceanography as a research subject embedded in the social
construction of science as culture. It tackled the epistemological and ontological
premise on which this idea is built and laid out an argument by which they can be
understood through a framework that sits between a spectrum of critical realist and
constructivist thought, benefiting from a methodology that triangulates three different
theory-based methodological approaches as will be described in the following section.
The following sections then outlined the conceptualization for this research by relating
Wenger’s Communities of Practice to Latour’s Actor-Network Theory and Engeström’s
Activity Theory—the latter two further established theoretically in the following
chapter on methodology.
This has led to several theoretical interweavements that brought together the
sociotechnical with the socio-ecological. As so, several inferences can be made: First,
that the study of information practices can reveal how individuals address an issue is
equally important to why they do (Hesse et al., 1993: 92). Second, studying CoPs and
their activities through their tools results in the revelation of both “tacit and explicit
actions” (Hashim & Jones, 2007: 8). Hashim and Jones (2007) suggest that “Activity
Theory is able to clarify the nature of the collaborative activities, and indicate how
people can socially participate while interacting with the technology.” (Hashim &
Jones, 2007: 15). Third, by exploring the role of history of technology it is possible to
ascertain some of the social, economic, and political change over time. Fourth and
finally, it is evident from the extant literature that a reductionist approach to the study of
oceanographic information, by looking at the data alone, does not allow for the level of
details that ethnographic research enables. This is because ethnography is a form of
description that changes in relation to the thing it aims to describe.
Framing oceanography as a research subject using the theoretical framework
delineated in this chapter is useful for several reasons. One reason is that this kind of
research has not been conducted on oceanographic information and communication
practices before. Another is, as Wenger (2008) argues, CoPs are often not self-contained
and “develop in larger contexts – historical, social, cultural, institutional – with specific
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resources and constraints” (Wenger, 2008: 79). These resources and requirements that
they need, along with their responsibilities are often explicit. But some are implicit, yet
no less binding and significant to their practice (Wenger, 2008). Understanding how
they can be uncovered is important in the development of the research design of each
case study. Furthermore, by interweaving several theories and concepts, it is possible to
cover both conditions that are outside the control of the oceanographic CoP as well as
their daily reality. After all, “[i]t is their response to their conditions, and therefore their
enterprise” that shapes their community of practice (Wenger, 2008: 79).
In conclusion, it is important to point out that although “[n]atural scientists may
be inclined to discount results from the social sciences” (Oreskes, 2003: 26), it is worth
noting, as did Wenger (2008), that CoPs, including oceanographers, belong to a wider
network that encompasses other disciplinary epistemologies. Their power “is always
mediated by the community’s production of its practice” (Wenger, 2008: 80) and the
extended community as the Engeström (2001) Activity model suggests. They did not
create oceanography but are active in transforming it, albeit not in a “dramatic fashion”
(Engeström, 2001: 79). This transformation is their own; “[i]t is only as negotiated by
the community that conditions, resources, and demands, shape the practice” (Wenger,
2008: 80). Studying their practice through their interactions and tools is thus justified
and advantageous for a community that is expanding from a practice of data aggregation
to a practice of data curation and management. The extant literature reveals that
oceanographers do seek ways to improve their use of ICTs amidst a deluge of data and
that this thesis is a stepping stone towards fulfilling this gap.
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CHAPTER 3. Methodology
A C ASE F OR M ULTIPLE C ASE S TUDIES
3.1. Chapter Overview
This chapter describes the methodology utilized in this research. The chapter benefits
from the theoretical framework developed from the outcomes of the pilot case study on
which the theoretical framework in the previous chapter was developed. Given the
objective of this research to understand information practices in multidisciplinary
oceanography, the following methodology utilizes a qualitative mixed methods
approach. It begins with section 3.2, a discussion on research rationale and
methodological approach. Next, section 3.3, tackles the theories used to inform the
methodology, while research design is covered in 3.4, elaborating how validity and
reliability is attained using a combination of methods. Finally, the chapter ends with a
section on ethical considerations, 3.5, and chapter conclusion, 3.6.

3.2. Methodological Rationale
This section draws on Actor-Network Theory (ANT), Activity Theory (AT), and
Communities of Practice (CoP), since oceanography is multidisciplinary and consists of
many sub-disciplines. The aim of this chapter is to contextualize this study under three
contexts, science, ethnography, and technology to inform research methodology.
Multidisciplinary research aims to “address important social problems in
domains such as health, national security, and agriculture” (Cummings & Kiesler, 2014:
6). As the literature suggests, social and political contexts must be taken into account
when examining multidisciplinary subjects (Wilson, 1998: 13-15; Levine et al., 2015).
Besides global and political factors, this includes assessing resources, historical and
local knowledge, thought and intellectual systems.
To do so qualitatively requires an understanding of the kind of “symbolic
interaction”59 that is taking place (Berg, 2007: 9). Feder (1990: 10) suggests, that there
are two methods to derive meaning—direct and indirect—whereby each requires a set

59

Berg’s Symbolic Interactionism (2007) was first coined by social scientist Herbert Blumer in the mid
20th century. It is based on two ontological ideas that suggest 1) people give meaning to objects and 2)
people assign these meanings based on their social interactions and interpretation. Also see Feder (1990)
and Foucault (2008, 2012) for more on meaning.
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of different approaches. The mixed methods approach for this research refers to a new
body of work that questions the traditional application of mixed methods, which
integrates qualitative and quantitative instruments of data collection and analysis
(Tashakkori & Creswell, 2007; Mingers, 2001).
Mixed methods have the potential to coalesce epistemological paradigms into
new theoretical spaces that relate to, and are informed by, philosophical underpinnings
of individual methods60. In this way, the epistemological framework for this research is
drawn from Science, Technology, and Society studies (STS)61 and organizational theory
to examine data and information processes in organizations 62 . These fields of study
inform the following sections.

3.2.1.Rationale for Multiple Methods
One cannot speak about methods without speaking about methodology. For this
research, methodology “is a structured set of guidelines or activities to assist in
generating valid and reliable research results” (Mingers, 2001: 242). This methodology
is informed by, and justified through, several epistemological paradigms. Epistemology
is the philosophical study of knowledge. It is concerned with understanding the nature
of knowledge and how it can be attained, its biases, scope, and possibilities, which help
shape learning and understanding processes. Ontology is concerned with what things
are—or in other words, what is existence, what are the principles that govern it, and/or
what is the nature of the world or the universe (Bhaskar et al., 2010: 1).
Extant

literature

suggests

different

disciplines

adhere

to

different

epistemological paradigms to answer complex research questions 63 . This research
however, adopts what Mingers (2001) describes as “critical pluralism.” He explains it as
follows:
[Critical pluralism] can encompass multiparadigm research
combinations […] It emphasizes an acceptance of plurality at many
levels—philosophical, social, methodological—but also grounds this
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See Braun & Clarke (2006) for an example of how the reverse is applied: an analysis method is
adapted and used as an approach.
61
See Krishna (2014), Raza et al. (2009), Bauer (2009), Baron & Gomez (2016), Gieryn (1999), Feder
(1990), and Jackson (2010).
62
See Cummings & Kiesler (2014), Case (2012), Spink (2010), Spink & Cole (2006), Limberg & Sundin
(2006), Tuominen et al. (2005), Paré (2002), Meyer (2000), Dervin (1999), Devadason & Lingam (1997),
Hansen & Kautz (2005), and Harvey & Myers (1995).
63
See Creswell (2013); Mingers (2001); Lawrence (2007); Schwandt (1994); Chapman & McNeill
(2005); Gray (2013); Wildemuth (2009); Gerring (2004); Berg (2007); Gorman et al. (2004); Bloor &
Wood (2006); Yin (2009), Paré (2002), and Corbin & Strauss (2008).
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from a perspective that adopts a critical stance towards the necessity
and validity of current social arrangements. (Mingers, 2001: 248)

To contextualize this approach, Mingers (2001: 246) examined several information
system (IS) journals to understand the prevalence of different methods and paradigms in
IS research. For IS, and analogous to the study of oceanographic information practices,
“other more specific research methodologies, such as participant observation, Grounded
Theory, or soft systems methodology, were almost entirely absent” (Mingers, 2001:
246).
Due to ICTs occupying a fundamental role in society, which includes
oceanography, Mingers (2001) argued that “IS as a discipline must concern itself with
the general evolution of human communication” drawing from other disciplines such as
“technology, psychology, economics, sociology, mathematics, linguistics, semiotics—
that encompass very different research traditions” (Mingers, 2001: 240) through the
utilization of different methodologies. In this way, method multiplicity is needed to
address the research problem outlined.
Traditionally, mixed methods are “the combining of different methods within
the same study design” (Bloor & Wood, 2006: 116). For example, Creswell (2013)
emphasizes that mixed methods combine qualitative and quantitative research
procedures to triangulate results in order to ensure validity and reliability. But as
mentioned earlier, multiplicity can be in the form of multiple theoretical frameworks
rather than adhering to different paradigms (namely quantitative scientific method vs.
qualitative social science approach). Mixed methods can be “additive” or “interactive”
(Bloor & Wood, 2006: 116). This study follows an additive approach "with different
methods addressing different sub-topics (often sequentially)” (Bloor & Wood, 2006).
For this research, qualitative research methods are beneficial because they can
result in “descriptions or typologies, along with expressions from subjects reflecting
how they view the social world” (Zhang & Wildemuth, 2009a: 309). As Stake (1995)
asserts, “to the qualitative scholar, the understanding of human experience is a matter of
chronologies more than of causes and effects” (Stake, 1995: 39). It can be argued
therefore, that using multiple qualitative methods can “generate information about
different aspects of the world” and that this “information is used to construct theories
[…] which in turn condition our experience of the world” (Mingers, 2001: 243). A
qualitative methodology thus “pays attention to unique themes that illustrate the range
of the meanings of the phenomenon” being examined (Zhang & Wildemuth, 2009a:
309).
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3.2.2.Case Studies as Framework
Mixed qualitative methods are framed within a setting of case studies to address
“research context[s that are] too complex for experimental or survey research.” (Bloor
& Wood, 2006:27). As opposed to quantitative case studies, qualitative case studies
treat “uniqueness” or context particularities of each case study “as important to
understanding” (Stake, 1995: 39).
To properly draw on multiple methods benefits, this research adopts a “CrossCase synthesis” approach designed for multiple case studies (Yin, 2009: 156). This
“technique treats each individual case study as a separate study” (Yin, 2009) and
focuses on interweaving study outcomes. This strategy “will rely strongly on
argumentative interpretation, not numeric tallies” (Yin, 2009: 160).
With this in mind, the adopted definition for case studies is more flexible.
According to Choemprayong and Wildemuth, “a case study is defined as a research
study focused on a single case or set of cases” (Choemprayong & Wildemuth, 2009:
51). It is a research approach rather than a research method (Choemprayong &
Wildemuth, 2009). Choemprayong and Wildemuth (2009) list several distinguishing
case study characteristics, four of which are elemental to answering the research
questions. These key characteristics are: (1) that “the phenomenon is examined in a
natural setting”; (2) that “data are collected by multiple means”; (3) that “one or a few
entities (person, group, or organisation) are examined”; and finally (4) that “changes in
site selection and data collection methods could take place as the investigator develops
new hypotheses” (Choemprayong & Wildemuth, 2009: 51-2).
The rationale behind this approach is to account for the inherent weakness of
case studies as lacking “generalizability” (Choemprayong & Wildemuth, 2009: 53-4;
Yin, 2009: 15). Case studies may lack data generalizability but can leverage on analytic
generalization gained from examining particular phenomena (Choemprayong &
Wildemuth, 2009: 53-4; Yin, 2009: 15) through multiple methods such as GT, ANT and
AT. Both authors also agree that a case study can begin with an exploratory study
similar to the pilot conducted in this research (Study I).

3.2.3.Critical Constructivist Analysis: A Rationale for Research Design
One of the advantages of adopting a mixed methods case study research design is
triangulation. Triangulation can occur in so many forms, only two of which are relied
upon in this study: methodological and theory triangulation. The first combines data
collected using different methods (Choemprayong & Wildemuth, 2009: 55)—hence the
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mixed-methods approach. The latter combines multiple theoretical perspectives
(Choemprayong & Wildemuth, 2009).
Though rare 64 , in Information and Library Science (ILS) (Choemprayong &
Wildemuth, 2009: 55), theoretical triangulation is applicable to the specifics of this
research where each case is informed by several theories in an attempt to ascertain
whether or not the research agenda can be achieved using different approaches and
paradigms. This research’s theoretical triangulation draws on several concepts discussed
in the theoretical framework chapter including Charmaz’s (2006) Grounded Theory,
Wenger’s (2008) Communities of Practice, Latour’s (1987; 1991; 1995; 1996; 2004;
2007; 2010; 2014) Actor-Network Theory, and Engeström’s (2001) Activity Theory as
main key theoretical frameworks.
Moreover, multiple case studies can be designed “to pursue two different
patterns of theoretical replications” (Yin, 2009: 54). If the results are as hypothesized,
the aggregate findings “would have provided compelling support for the initial set of
propositions” (Yin, 2009). Basing research design on a rich theoretical framework
therefore makes this a replicable and expandable study in other domains too.
As Yin (2009) explains, a theoretical framework must “state the conditions
under which a particular phenomenon is likely to be found (a literal replication) as well
as the conditions when it is not likely to be found (a theoretical replication)” (Yin, 2009:
54). By so doing, this design becomes “the vehicle for generalizing to new cases” (Yin,
2009). As so, and supported by the advantages of mixed methods (Yin, 2009: 63;
Mingers, 2001), this research deliberately offers contrasting situations (meeting/project
setting, organizational setting, and an online setting) towards an indirect replication
strategy. This as Yin argues, vastly strengthens “findings compared to those from a
single case alone” (2009: 61).
Additionally, by merging multiple cases, the result of each “analysis is likely to
be easier [to interpret] and the findings likely to be more robust than having only a
single case” (Yin, 2009: 156). According to Yin (2009), multiple case study analysis
shows all evidence have been attended to; that all big relevant rival interpretations were
accounted for; that it has addressed the most significant aspect of the case study(s)
critically; and finally that it framed prior expert knowledge to show awareness of
current thinking and discourse about the topic (Yin, 2009: 160-161).

64

Rare but not non-existent. See Mingers (2001), Paré (2002), and Fernback (2007).
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According to Choemprayong and Wildemuth (2009: 52) “no experimental
controls or manipulation are involved” in conducting case studies. That is, multiple case
studies using mixed methods “serves as a learning tool, providing a framework for
discussion” (Choemprayong & Wildemuth, 2009: 51). As so, the epistemological
approach for analysis leans more towards constructivism (Gray, 2013: 20; Schwandt,
1994: 235-243) than interpretivism (Chapman & McNeill, 2005: 183), whereby the
latter tends to involve a level of experimentation to assess results. Interpretivism and
constructivism share a phenomenological legacy (Schwandt, 1994). And though “the
phenomenological-interpretive perspective is now being blended with insights from
constructivist epistemology” (Schwandt, 1994: 245), they both treat knowledge and
reality slightly differently.
Generally, constructivist believe that “truth and meaning do not exist in some
external world, but are created by the subject’s interactions with the world” (Gray,
2013: 20). They insist that it is “not discovered by mind” (Schwandt, 1994: 236); and
they also emphasize that reality is “pluralistic and plastic” (Schwandt, 1994). Reality is
pluralistic because it “is expressible in a variety of symbol and language systems”
(Schwandt, 1994); whilst it is “plastic in the sense that [it] is stretched and shaped to fit
purposeful acts of intentional human agents” (Schwandt, 1994). Social constructivism
further holds that “knowledge is one of the many coordinated activities of individuals
and as such is subject to the same processes that characterize any human interaction
(e.g. communication, negotiation, conflict, rhetoric)” (Schwandt, 1994: 240).
Contrastingly, “interpretivist sociologists argue that in order to understand social
life, we must first examine social interaction and especially the social meanings or
interpretations that people attach to their behavior” (Chapman & McNeill, 2005: 90).
Unlike constructivists, interpretivists believe that truth and knowledge are not created.
Unlike positivists however, they believe it cannot be ascertained objectively and require
a level of interpretation.
Interpretivists argue that knowledge and truth can be captured by adopting
ethnographic methods that “allow researchers access to the ‘lived experience’ of
particular social groups and to think themselves into the perspectives of their members”
(Chapman & McNeill, 2005: 90). They also “do not reject scientific principles
altogether” (Chapman & McNeill, 2005: 183), believing that data reliability can still be
achieved using different methods than positivists approaches.
This research is more constructivist than interpretivists in that it adheres to a
“middle ground” methodology (Schwandt, 1994: 231; 246). Middle ground
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methodology focuses on a “judicious use of method” (Schwandt, 1994: 231). This
approach is further described as a critical constructivist approach in order to judiciously
evaluate the social reality that is being examined and portrayed (Schwandt, 1994: 248).
According to Mingers (2001), “any discipline that researches aspects of the social world
must inevitably have a critical potential” (Mingers, 2001: 243). Social practices,
including information practices, are for the most part “intrinsically value-laden” and
will inevitably require the ethnographer to “question society’s and individuals’ selfunderstandings” (Mingers, 2001).
So although the theoretical framing of the research problem can be addressed
from a critical realism point of view, the methodological underpinnings that inform the
selected methods are, invariably, critically constructivist in essence. As discussed in the
literature review, and illustrated in the following figure (Figure 8), these are not
necessarily in opposition. The following sections further describe how these elements
work in tandem and within the bounds of each case study.
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Figure 8. Research Design illustrated to reconcile between different methods and
paradigms

3.2.4.Ethnographic Justification for Mixed Methods
The aim of this research design is to establish “synchronic reliability” (Gorman et al.,
2004: 57), such that the resulting identified trends in the findings are proved similar or
dissimilar within the context of comparable organizations under equivalent settings.
Since one of the inherent weaknesses of case studies is lack of generalizability
(Choemprayong & Wildemuth, 2009: 53; Yin, 2009:15), it is important to point that
reasoning is inductive, set on understanding multidisciplinary settings generally, rather
than deductive or focused on single disciplinary contexts such as oceanography (Berg,
2007a: 255). As so, it is possible to draw generalizations by comparing and contrasting
results from the case studies with other multidisciplinary research in other disciplines or
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using different methodologies65, or by looking at the extant literature on information
practices66.
In considering the history of ethnography, Harvey and Myers (1995: 17) explain
that the origins of modern ethnography began with Bronislaw Malinowski in Argonauts
of the Western Pacific, which studied a coastal Melanesian community. As such,
ethnographic research in the examination of marine communities and resources is not
new. In a more recent study by Sullivan et al. (2015), GIS was combined with
ethnography to understand and plan ocean space use. The researchers wanted to “gain
[an] understanding of characteristics and use of space and place, compatible and
conflicting uses, economic and social impacts, communication preferences, and
perspectives on mitigation related to potential MRE 67 development” (Sullivan et al.,
2015: 72). To do so, they selected 3 case studies based on influence in the region of
study. The research ethnographers were familiar with key stakeholders and had enough
knowledge of the environment that they were examining.
With this in mind, this research adopts a critical ethnographic framework for the
analysis of socio-ecological and socio-technical case studies. This approach is best
captured as follows:
Critical ethnographic analysis requires a researcher to consider many
different perspectives: to look at the views of the various stakeholders
in an organisation and the real value conflicts that there may be, and to
look at the objective social impacts which may result from the
implementation of new information systems. (Harvey & Myers, 1995:
22)

This account by Harvey and Myers (1995) provides an excellent description of how
ethnography can bridge the gap between various stakeholders involved in information
systems (IS) as well as the different methods applied in each case study. They reveal
how gaps between scholarly researchers and practitioners arise due to discourse (Myers,
1995: 14-15). This Foucauldian disposition reveals that any occurring disparity can be
traced to a divergent methodology adopted by each group in context. These differences
according to the authors are “surface differences” (Myers, 1995: 14), which can be
addressed and relieved vis-à-vis “methodological pluralism” (Myers, 1995: 15). As such

65

See for examples Pinfield (2001); Baker & Chandler (2008); Bartneck & Hu (2010); Meyer et al.
(2011); Akers & Doty (2013); Wells (2014); Holmberg & Thelwall (2014); Birdi et al. (2015); and Roos
(2015; 2016).
66
See for examples Maier (2007); Jirotka et al. (2013); Cox & Pinfield (2014); Mclure et al. (2014);
Wells (2014); Walsh & Lee (2015), and Johnston (2017).
67
MRE: Marine Renewable Energy (Sullivan et al., 2015)
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this approach is in compliance to the multiple method approach described in the
previous sections and illustrated in Figure 8.
In context, information practices vary with time due to continuous progress and
change. However, research in information studies consistently shows that social and
organizational contexts are usually tied to many concerns in information related
research (Harvey & Myers, 1995: 16; also refer to section 2.5.2. on information
practices). Ethnography, originally an approach developed in social science, is no
longer limited to anthropological research, and has “become more widely used in the
study of information systems in organizations” (Harvey & Myers, 1995: 17). This
includes the development of information systems networks as well as understanding
varying uses and forms of information technology (Harvey & Myers, 1995).
Harvey and Myers (1995) adopt a critical hermeneutics approach in studying
information systems (Myers, 1995: 19-20). They argue for the benefits of a “circular”
process involving understanding a phenomena and interpreting its parts (Myers, 1995:
19). Although they make the case that this approach is useful in several areas concerned
with information (socio-technical, organizational, theoretical…etc.), they emphasize the
importance of a critical manifestation of “pure hermeneutics,” arguing that without a
critical lens, only the surface of meaning will be scratched.
One way to address this requirement is by adopting and merging and adapting
Grounded Theory (GT), Activity Theory (AT), Actor-Network Theory (ANT), and
Communities of Practice (CoPs) analysis schemes, which naturally lend themselves to
continuous cycles of interpretation. Given that technology is ever changing and
information constantly produced, altered, edited, enhanced, or reproduced, this
approach is suitable to address the ephemeral conditions of information practices. As so,
the axiology, or values, attributed to this methodology is grounded on a humanistic
critical analysis: of the tools, technologies, resources, and practices of oceanographers
while they manage their data.
Framing these theories under an umbrella term, ethnography, allows the
researcher to code for real situations of existing processes and organizations as opposed
to theoretical or hypothetical scenarios. That is, “the ethnographer observes-the
meaning, the gist, the thought of a speech event” (Schwandt, 1994: 224). S/he is able to
interpret meaning “‘from a passing event, which exists only in its own moment of
occurrence, into an account, which exists in its inscriptions and can be consulted’"
(Geertz, 1973 cited in Schwandt, 1994: 231). The purpose of ethnography for this
research therefore, is “the inscription or thick description of these meanings of human
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action” (Schwandt, 1994: 232), rather than just an act of documentation and
observation. Finally, ethnography compensates for quantitative analysis’s limitation to
account for social risk factors that are otherwise undetected by models limited to gauge
the success of computer-based systems (Paré, 2002: 4).

3.2.5.Triangulation
The main objective for this research was broken down into several questions that are
best answered via the application of various methods framed within case studies.
According to Gorman et al. (2004), “in a mixed method study multiple methodologies
are used [to] address different aspects of the same research question (Gorman et al.,
2004: 12-13). It helps “compensate for inherent weaknesses in each approach”
individually (Gorman et al., 2004). But given the objective of this research, where subquestions are answered to inform the main research question, the case studies are
designed to put “the findings from different methods into dialogue” (Fielding, 2012:
128). The following figure (Figure 9) illustrates the research steps that build up to this
multifaceted triangulation process.
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Figure 9. Research steps leading to triangulation

With this in mind, and as mentioned earlier, the purpose of triangulating case
study results is to “extend the scope and depth of understanding” of the studied
phenomena (Fielding, 2012), rather than to establish its exception. As Veletsianos
(2016) argues, more needs to be done “to study the actual use of innovations as opposed
to their potential” (Veletsianos, 2016: 4). Innovations may refer to the actual
phenomena being studied, but could also be interpreted as the mechanism by which a
phenomenon is studied.
Fielding (2012) comments on the usefulness of mixed methods to establish
“convergent validation” (Fielding, 2012: 127), which assumes that should the findings
from several methods correspond, then they are likely to be valid. However, this does
not account for possible research biases, which if apparent, will result in a
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multiplication of error as a result of a biased design. To address this, a literature review
on theory and application was conducted with similar motifs (e.g. Gorman et al., 2004:
95) as well as on methodological texts (e.g. Tashakkori & Creswell, 2007; Creswell,
2003; and Yin, 2009) to understand how best to apply mixed methods systematically
after an assessment of a pilot case study. Stray et al. (2016), who examined 3 case
studies using mixed methods, explained that using multiple methods helped reduce
researcher bias. Yin (2009) further argues that a mixed methods approach allows
“investigators to address more complicated research questions and collect a richer and
stronger array of evidence” (Yin, 2009: 63). As such, each case study was designed
using its own unique selection of methods for data collection and analysis. The findings
from each study was then triangulated to examine their relevance to the main research
question
Triangulation in this research occurs on several levels: first, it occurs between
various data sources (organizational, project-based, and online) in the form of the three
case studies. Second, triangulation happens between various data collection methods
(observation, interviews, data mining for SNA…etc.). Third, it takes place on an
analytical level in the form of integrating various adopted approaches—i.e. GT, AT,
SNA framed under ANT..

3.3. Adopted Analytical Approaches
The extant literature on the intersection between Actor-Network Theory and Activity
Theory (AT) exists68. Adopting a “Third Generation” approach to Activity Theory, and
treating subjects influencing the activity system as ANT actants, helps sustain the
theoretical triangulation for this research. This section uses both theories to describe the
analytical approach applied to overall research. Coding for themes in this way allows
the researcher to detect implicit and explicit meaning not identified by the participants,
or actant (in ANT terms), or subject (in AT terms).

3.3.1.Grounded Theory
To avoid redundancy, details about the Grounded Theory (GT) approach used in this
research will not be described twice. More details are found in section 4.5., which
details the steps taken to conduct the formative case study at the heart of this research.
The decision for this is further described in section 1.2.

68

See Engeström (2001: 135) for references.
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3.3.2.Activity Theory
Activity Theory, or AT, is an approach that “underpins the complex and dynamic
human problems of research and practice” (Hashim & Jones, 2007: 18). It is “a Marxist
alternative to the prevailing, Western, psychological orthodoxy of behaviourism”
(Wilson, 2013: 9). It finds its roots in the nineteenth century work of Vygotski and
Leont’ev (Engeström, 2001; Hashim & Jones, 2007; Nicolini, 2012; Wilson, 2013).
Hashim and Jones (2007: 1) define AT as “a theoretical framework for the
analysis and understanding of human interaction through their use of tools and
artefacts.” It uses an entire activity system as a unit of analysis (Hashim & Jones, 2007:
5; 7), because, according to Ghobadi (2013), “proper analysis of human activities
requires examining several dimensions such as subjects and objects of activity, tools,
rules, behavioural norms, and the contextual communities in which human activities
occur” (Ghobadi, 2013: 3) simultaneously.
In Vygotski’s activity, considered to be the first generation AT, the subject is the
person being studied, the object is the intended activity, and the tool is what the subject
uses to execute the work. In what is now considered third generation AT, Engeström
(2001) added elements to this basic 3-node model. His modification can be visualized as
a 6-node triangle (Figure 10). These nodes are: artefacts, subject, object, rules,
community, and division of labour. Third generation AT expands Vygotski’s basic
model to allow for two activity systems to interact (Figure 11).
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Figure 10. 6-Node Single Activity Triangle

Figure 11. Two Interacting Activity Systems
Adapted from Engeström’s (2001: 136) modified Activity Theory Model.

The purpose of this expanded design is to capture the overlaps between objects.
Such overlaps capture what Wegner calls the Design and Practice of potential, active
and latent CoPs (Wenger, 2008: 228; refer to page 50 in Chapter 2). Thus, the research
at hand adopts Engeström’s (2001) third generation AT which is based on five
principles:
1) A collective, artifact-mediated and object-oriented activity
system, seen in its network relations to other activity systems, is
taken as the prime unit of analysis
2) An activity system is always a community of multiple points of
view, traditions and interests
3) Activity systems take shape and get transformed over lengthy
periods of time
4) Central role of contradictions as sources of change and
development
5) The possibility of expansive transformations in activity systems
(Engeström, 2001: 136-7).

Given these principles, AT complements and supports Wenger’s (2008: 74-85) concept
of practice as they are characterized by mutual engagement, joint enterprise, and shared
repertoire (refer to page 51 in Chapter 2). Engeström’s AT is similar to Wenger’s CoP
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(2008: 241) in that they arise, evolve, and dissolve through the interactions of subject
and object. Hashim and Jones (2007) endorse this, arguing that AT “is particularly
relevant in situations that have a significant historical and cultural context and where the
participants, their purposes and their tools are in a process of rapid and constant
change.” (Hashim & Jones, 2007: 1).
As the last two principles suggest, new rules and activities arise from
contradictions and disturbances when subjects confront problems in trying to perform
the activity (Wilson, 2013: 14; Paavola et al., 2004: 568). Contradicting outcomes
resulting from several activities may or may not overlap in some areas (such as division
of labour, rules or community). Examples will be detailed and illustrated further in
Study II.
Not surprisingly, Figure 12, adapted by merging a diagram from Wenger (2008:
73) and Engeström’s (2001) model of AT, depicts how practice characteristics are
visually compatible with the AT model. Subjects are engaged in a joint enterprise using
mediating artefacts to achieve a certain outcome. Although Wenger’s diagram is closer
to Vygotsky’s basic triangular model (refer to an illustration in Engeström, 2001: 134),
Engeström’s modification provides more details by which to expand operationalization
of concepts in this research.

Figure 12. Dimensions of Practice
Adapted from Wenger (2008: 73) & Engeström (2001)
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An Activity Theory framework is useful because it benefits from Wenger’s
established premise but also builds on it. It has also been used to examine information
systems in multidisciplinary settings 69 . As Engeström (2001: 141) revealed, AT is
useful when “a stable locus of control” is not identifiable. Hashim and Jones (2007: 13)
insist that “Activity Theory is not merely a methodology.” Instead, “it is a theoretical
framework valuable in the analysis of human practices on the multiple dimensions of
individual activities and social interaction” (Hashim & Jones, 2007: 13). It provides “a
means for observing the emergence of patterns in human activity in terms of achieving
goals and purposes, awareness, focus of attention and tools” (Hashim & Jones, 2007:
14).

3.3.3.Actor-Network Theory
In developing AT, Engeström borrowed from and built on Latour’s Actor-Network
Theory (ANT) 70. ANT, first devised sometime in the 80s in Paris, France, finds its roots
in Science and Technology Studies (STS) (Cressman, 2009: 1) and is often associated
with three proponents: sociologists Michel Callon and John Law, and anthropologist
Bruno Latour.
Like AT, ANT can also “be used as tools to better reveal the complexities of our
sociotechnical world” (Cressman, 2009: 2). One inherent criticism of ANT according to
Engeström (2001) is that it “turns all the actors […] into black boxes without
identifiable internal systemic properties and contradictions” (Engeström, 2001: 141).
Although he insists that studying activities is more useful than examining a
constellation of actants, ANT is still a useful tool that supports the framework of this
research by providing agency for non-human subjects.
This is because ANT considers phenomena as originating from activities whose
actors may or may not be people. The word “actor” in ANT is not limited to people, but
rather to “non-human, non-individual entities” (Baron & Gomez, 2016: 134). It implies
an entity that has an effect on other entities; it does not have to be “the source of an
action;” and it could be “made to act by many others” (Baron & Gomez, 2016: 136). In
more practical terms, an “actor” could be system architecture or a network of humans
and non-humans affecting one another.
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Refer to Nardi, 1996; Mwanza, 2001; Hashim & Jones, 2007; Ghobadi, 2013; Wilson, 2013; Roos;
2015; 2016.
70
For more on ANT refer to Latour (2014, 2010, 2007, 2004, 1996, 1995, 1991 and 1987), Fernback
(2007), Baron & Gomez (2016), Bijker et al. (1993), and Callon & Latour (1981).
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Another important concept in ANT is of the “mediators” (Baron & Gomez,
2016: 136). These mediators “transform and multiply the differences” in the roles and
interactions of various actors (Baron & Gomez, 2016). Analogically, actors can be
thought of as nodes in a network, while the mediators are the edges or relationships
between these actors. This suggests that social construction is no longer just a human
activity alone. Rather, technology, the environment, people, and the cumulative
entanglement of all of these entities as a whole, in their temporality, play a role in the
construction-deconstruction process of their own respective realities.
Another important point to be made about ANT is that actors are not equal
within a network (Baron & Gomez, 2016: 141-2). For example, the collaboration
requirements needed for a successful multidisciplinary oceanographic research are
dependent on benefits and limitations of different technologies (actors), the nature of the
research (actor), and the roles of oceanographers from varying sub-disciplines (actors).
What is significant is that requirements, implications, and roles are neither homogenous
nor definitive terms. Rather than conforming to taxonomical standards, ANT
recommends, even necessitates, that all actants are taken into consideration instead of
classifying and categorizing them to be studied individually. According to Latour
(2004):
When your informants mix up organisation and hardware and
psychology and politics in one sentence, don’t break it down first into
neat little pots; try to follow the link they make among those elements
that would have looked completely incommensurable if you had
followed normal academic categories. (Latour, 2004: 62-63)

To understand this in sociotechnical terms, there should be no difference in the weight
of the social or the technical in effecting change or action. Latour explains that “to sum
up the contribution of ‘actor-network-theory’: social is not the name of any one link in a
chain, nor even that of the chain, but it is that of the chaining itself” (Latour, 2007: 4).
That said, Cressman (2009) asserts that ANT “is notoriously difficult to
summarize, define or explain” (Cressman, 2009: 1). According to Latour (2004), it is
about how a phenomena is studied not what is studied. It is about how different
“actants” interact with one another and the complex relationship between subjects,
artefacts, rules, resources, technology, existing knowledge, the community, the
environment, and language.
ANT is influenced by the teachings of Foucault (Cressman, 2009; Fox, 2000). It
is an excellent tool that can frame “fuzzy” multidisciplinary subjects (Latour, 2004: 64),
and complements Wenger’s (2008) CoPs (Fox, 2000). In ANT, an event is also
described in terms of change or transformation. These changes are a result of a network
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of influences, or actants that are causing change. The coming together of all of these
actants forms a network (hence, Actor-Network Theory).
One recent and significant study influencing the decision to adopt ANT in this
research is that of Baron and Gomez (2016). In it, ANT is an analytical tool to examine
ICTs in an ethnographic research on social media. This approach facilitated an
examination of the interconnectedness of ICTs and social movements, emphasizing the
value of “the relationships among the performances, the identities and the
communication and information practices within […] networks” (Baron & Gomez,
2016: 143).
According to Baron and Gomez (2016) and Latour (1991), ANT facilitates an
understanding of how power is exerted by technology and its users, fostering a
relationship between the environment, technology, and people (Baron & Gomez, 2016:
129). More specifically, ANT is an analytical approach that provided the flexibility
needed to examine these connections; it is a process of ongoing “re-association and
reassembling” (Baron & Gomez, 2016: 134). It provides a window onto how disciplines
split and merge, and adopt and adapt existing and innovated technology.
The descriptive non-human centred approach of ANT helps develop an SNA
with community analysis in mind. Since the basis of the Social Network Analysis is to
understand different entities within a community, not necessarily as individual (e.g.
organisation, project, data centre, NGO, awareness campaign…etc.), ANT has the
potential to explore networks more thoroughly through ties rather than people.
Christakis & Fowler (2009) explain,
While a network, like a group, is a collection of people, it includes
something more: a specific set of connections between people in the
group. These ties, and the particular pattern of these ties, are often
more important than the individual people themselves. They allow
groups to do things that a disconnected collection of individuals cannot.
The ties explain why the whole is greater than the sum of its parts. And
the specific pattern of the ties is crucial to understanding how networks
function. (Christakis & Fowler, 2009: 9)

By giving ties agency, accorded to individuals without consideration of context,
coupling network studies and ANT can be very useful. In a network, “communities are
defined by structural connections, not necessarily by any particular shared traits”
(Christakis & Fowler, 2009: 13), therefore accounting for ANTs ability to surpass the
actor in exchange for actants.
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3.4. Research Design
This research was conducted over a 3-year period. Data collection was carried out for a
pilot case study in the form of interviews and observation, a secondary semi-structured
interview case study, and supplemented with data analysis from a Social Network
Analysis (SNA) on a Twitter community of oceanographers. The results from the three
studies are triangulated to address the main research objectives. As justified in the
previous section, each case study is unique and required a unique set of methods. This
section details the step-by-step measures taken to bring this research together, followed
by a description of how each method was used in each case study.

3.4.1.Selecting Case Studies & Their Methods
Since the main criteria for selecting the pilot case study was “convenience” and
“access” (Yin, 2009: 93), approaching Study I, the “exploratory” study (Gorman et al.,
2004: 95), with Grounded Theory (GT) deemed useful to ascertain how best to
approach further “explanatory” studies (Gorman et al., 2004). Similar to the way it
benefited Hansen and Kautz (2005), GT offers a way to collect data extensively
“without hypotheses to be verified or invalidated” (Gorman et al., 2004: 2) first, and in
order to approach a phenomenon without already known factors of impact.
This is an open and emergent strategy so that the methodology for ensuing cases
can be revised and developed. Case studies are used to fill in the gaps collectively (Yin,
2009: 54-62). To support this approach, Yin (2009: 93) suggests that in designing a
pilot case study, “the scope of the inquiry” should be less focused due exploratory
purposes. Gorman et al. (2004) describe this emergent approach as a constant
comparative method that is “suited to the collection of data from multiple sites, with
new sites constantly being chosen to broaden the emerging theory and new material in
the theory leading to further data sites being chosen” (Gorman et al., 2004: 53).
Both Yin (2009) and Gorman el al. (2004) agree that a case study is the
application of select methods to a specific setting. The focus of this research is on “a
contemporary phenomenon within a real-life context” (Yin, 2009: 2). This approach is
useful since Study I and Study II sites were based a traveling-distance away from the
researcher, limiting her role in controlling events
These studies were chosen specifically to complement one another. In the first
instance, the preliminary case study, Study I (ODIP) was chosen in order to capture an
overall understanding of what organizations, groups, and individuals from various
corners of the marine and oceanographic community deem important and necessary,
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and whether or not ICTs have a place in that context. In the second instance, Study II
(BODC) was selected as a follow up case study to compare and contrast with the
findings of the initial case study. BODC provides a more in-depth look into one
organisation involved in ODIP.
Study I and Study II are concerned with collating and disseminating
oceanographic information. Although very similar in purpose, the groups are classified
differently. Study I is an EU-lead, international project composed of 47 attendees
representing the numerous partnerships between various entities. Participants (11) from
Study II belong to one organisation, an oceanographic research data centre, funded by,
and based in, the United Kingdom. Despite this difference, it is important to note that
many Study II members were also members of the project in the first study, highlighting
the fluidity of roles within this community.
Another difference between the two case studies is the way their objectives are
constructed. In Study I, the objective of the members was to (a) “contribute to the
removal of barriers hindering the effective sharing of data across scientific domains and
international boundaries;” to (b) “foster the development of common standards,” and
finally c) to “provide a forum to harmonise the diverse regional systems” (ODIP,
2016)71.
In Study II, the organizational objective was to manage and distribute “data
concerning the marine environment” in order to sustain it for future use, facilitate online
access for users, and provide services for projects requiring data storing and
management (BODC, Nov 2015)72. At first glance, it seems like Study I helps realize the
objectives of Study II, but as will be discussed later in this research, there are further
complexities that befall this relationship.

3.4.2.Exploratory Pilot Study: The GT Approach
The pilot study utilized a “middle” Grounded Theory approach (GT) based on the
instructions outlined in Charmaz (2006). Hansen and Kautz (2005) adopted a similar
approach, which also informed this research. Further guiding methodologies that
benefited this study included Paré (2002), Shum et al. (2012), and Stray el al. (2016).
One outcome of using middle GT to investigate information practices through the
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http://odip.eu/content/content.asp?menu=0010000_000000
http://www.bodc.ac.uk/about/what_is_bodc/
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observation of a group meeting, is securing meaningful engagement with practitioners
of a given field. According to Shum et al. (2012):
[M]eaningful engagement covers intellectual and social processes such
as understanding what the project is doing at a general level, grasping
specific concepts (e.g. ‘emergence’; ‘positive feedback’),
comprehending and interacting with visualisations, participating in and
learning from serious games, sharing interpretations of documents,
debating policy implications and contributing data, models and tools.
(Shum et al., 2012: 114).

This description fittingly captures the activities of ODIP members from Study I. Since
no prior assumptions were made embarking on this research, and because the researcher
has no disciplinary background in marine and ocean sciences, Charmaz’ (2006) GT was
thus selected. Given that GT provides detailed steps on data collection but leaves room
for speculation on data analysis (Hansen & Kautz, 2005), a mixed methods approach
was also adopted. This approach is preferred because “studying how information
practices, actors, and technologies are constructed in discourse and conversation
provides a broader sociological perspective for understanding information seeking and
information technology use” (Tuominen et al., 2005: 331). This is well matched with
the parameters of Activity Theory, Communities of Practice, and Actor-Network
Theory which lend both users and technology agency in the (de)construction of
phenomena.
One article in particular proved useful in situating the formative case study.
Devadason and Lingam (1997) outline practical methodological considerations,
preparation advice, and investigation methods to study information needs of
professionals and organizations. They explain the importance of understanding
information needs for better information system design. They define different types of
information needs including “dormant need,” or those that the users are not aware of
(Devadason & Lingam, 1997: 41). Case Study I was designed to assess whether or not
ICTs can or are useful to the group of oceanographers being studies. The article further
provides guidelines for identifying information needs which include several factors:
“the range of information sources available; the uses to which the information will be
put; the background, motivation, professional orientation and other individual
characteristics of the user; the social, political, economic, legal and regulatory systems
surrounding the user; and the consequences of information use” (Devadason & Lingam,
1997: 42). These considerations were taken into account when conducting Study I and
interacting with participants. This article thus proved useful in situating the formative
pilot case study and was consulted again during the analysis period of Study I data.
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3.4.3.Sampling & Analysis
This research is purposive (Neuman, 2007: 247) in that several case studies are selected,
while several individuals will be interviewed about their organisation, their role within
it, and how that contributes to the overall structure of information management. This
research is descriptive and not longitudinal and experimental since the participants are
defined groups within a larger community of experts.
ANT was used in the analysis of the combined findings from each case study.
Each case study utilized different data collection methods depending on the research
question(s) they were designed to answer. The overall case study design is based on
Robert K. Yin’s book Case Study Research: Design and Methods (2009), coupled with
some guidelines from Gorman et al., (2004) in Qualitative Research for the Information
Professional, and Charmaz’s (2006) Constructing Grounded Theory: A practical guide
through qualitative analysis.
According to Lincoln and Guba (1985), “a dozen or so interviews, if properly
selected, will exhaust most available information; to include as many as twenty will
surely reach well beyond the point of redundancy” (Lincoln & Guba, 1985: 235). As so,
Study I suffices with the informal interviews of 16 ODIP members, and Study II with
the semi-structured interview of 11 participants from BODC.
For Study I, the unit of observation was members of an oceanographic
community that were working towards a shared project during one of their workshops.
The operationalization of this comes from the concept of ANT, which indicates that
“actors” can be “human or non-human” agents in the change that is studied (Baron &
Gomez, 2016). The units of analysis are (1) the utilization of Information and
Communication Technologies (ICTs), (2) the production of data, and (3) the expertise
of individuals and institutions. This is also consistent with ANT whereby the actions
(utilization,

production, and

expertise)

of

each

“actor”

(ICTs,

Data,

and

Individuals/institutions) elucidate on the interconnectivity of these actors in a network.
For Study II, the unit of observation is also members of the community whilst
the unit of analysis is their activities as per the AT approach. Finally, for Study III
(SNA), the unit of observation and analysis is the same (the network overall), which
also facilitates an ANT analysis of the overall online community.
It is evident thus that this study is based on a non-probability sampling of
oceanographers in different settings as they curate their data. The in-depth analysis of
participant contribution in Study I will be conducted using an encoding process
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informed by GT. Study II borrows from this established coding process to code
participant interviews. It is then analysed against AT criteria described above.
The benefits associated with such flexibility allows room to cope with complex
data as it emerges, and to facilitate ongoing cross-referencing which in turn helps
uncover unknown themes. Themes according to Braun and Clarke (2006: 10), capture
“something important about the data in relation to the research question, and represents
some level of patterned response or meaning within the dataset.”
Finally, Gorman et al. emphasize how “context is of crucial importance”
(Gorman et al., 2004: 26). Taking this into account, the researcher is aware of her role,
and has voluntarily offered to help the participating organizations via her research. She
is also aware that some situational differences (such as their location) may affect the
data collection process. However, the carefully selected theories and methods, and the
carefully formulated questions for in-person interviews (for Study II) promote the
reliability of the results.
To gain access and interviewing privileges, the researcher has contacted both
entities (ODIP & BODC) with information about the proposed study and details about
the sought after information, in exchange for reporting the full results and
recommendations for each concerned organisation respectively, once trends and
patterns have been identified73.
This research is designed to utilize case studies applying mixed data and
analysis methods. As delineated in the previous section, the formative research applied
a GT approach in examining a multidisciplinary group of professionals during their
project meeting. To further expand this research, benefiting from the findings that
emerged, a second case study was designed using different methods and a more precise
approach. The findings from the pilot study also informed the overall methodology and
theoretical framework turning it into a more robust and developed analysis of literature.
In so doing, this research is afforded a means to address limitations and delimitations
arising from the pilot study, as well as to breakdown the emerging research question
into smaller parts. The importance of multiple case studies coupled with mixed methods
therefore can answer questions highlighted from an exploratory study (Yin, 2009: 5462). It is worth mentioning that although Robert Yin (2009: 59-60) regards such a
research design as one large case study (Yin, 2009), rather than several interrelated
smaller ones, Baron and Gomez (2016: 133) suggests that each of the studies benefit

73

See Appendix 2 for information sheet details.
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from “a complete redefinition of the main unit of analysis” (Baron & Gomez, 2016:
133), emphasizing “sociotechnical” relationships as a unit of analysis.
Furthermore, Yin (2009: 8) explains that a study that casts the question “how” is
designated as a case study. He also suggests that it is possible to design several studies
slightly differently (Yin, 2009: 53). Gorman et al. (2004: 53) describe this as a Constant
comparative method which is “suited to the collection of data from multiple sites, with
new sites constantly being chosen to broaden the emerging theory and new material in
the theory leading to further data sites being chosen.”
Finally sampling for this research is based on a convenience sampling approach.
A snowball method was adopted by expanding on the contacts made during the ODIP
workshop. BODC is a participant in ODIP and a key player in the initiative. It was
selected for its active and important role in the project. The SNA list of initial Twitter
users built on partners of both the ODIP project and BODC partners.

3.5. Case Study Methods
The case studies in this research utilize a variety of qualitative mixed methods, tools and
software. This section details the data collection and analysis methods for each case
study.

3.5.1.Study I (Pilot) Methods
Data Collection
Study I data collection methods involved a mix of ethnographic observation, informal
interviews during break periods, casual focus groups in breakout discussions, and
memo-ing during discussions throughout the four-day workshop. The following
sections detail how they were utilized.

Observation & Memo-Ing
Memo data consisted of notes taken down by the researcher during the event. These
notes capture observations and reflections that capture the relationship of the codes and
data. This approach is consistent with Charmaz (2006: 72-95) and Glaser (1978: 83).
The memos were in the form of written inputs about the type of information and data
the 47 participants were dealing with, system names, tools and technologies, opinions,
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and actions/activities. They were in the form of phrases, questions, or tags on certain
content distributed, spoken, or presented74.
Observation is “the systematic recording of observable phenomena or behaviour
in a natural setting” (Gorman et al., 2004: 40). Along with observation, “non-directive”
interviews were also used. They provide “in-depth information from subjects who know
a great deal about their […] processes and environments” (Gorman et al., 2004: 41).
According to Gorman et al. (2004) observation provides a way “to uncover
patterns of behaviour that both reflect otherwise hidden attitudes or view and
unconsciously affect participants” (Gorman et al., 2004: 40). Non-directive interviews
on the other hand, which were conducted during breaks and breakout sessions, offered
“inestimable value in understanding contexts and creating links that are such key
aspects of qualitative research,” not to mention enhanced understanding in a way not
possible using structured methods. Participant observation complied with Charmaz’
(2006: 21-25) description of GT ethnography. One definition suggests that ethnography
is “more than participant observation alone because [it] covers the round of life
occurring within the given milieu(x) and often includes supplementary data from
documents, diagrams, maps, photographs, and, formal interviews and questionnaires”
(Charmaz, 2006: 21).
A comparative method coupled with the above is useful “1) to compare data
with data from the beginning of the research, 2) to compare data with emerging
categories, and 3) to demonstrate relations between concepts and categories” (Charmaz,
2006: 23). Information recorded while observing meetings included names and roles of
the attendees, type of discussions, leadership and facilitation, communication channel
(in person, phone, or video), the number of participants present in each group, language
and atmosphere. The observer took notes either during the meeting or immediately
after.

Unstructured Interviews
Informal, or “unstructured” interviews were adopted to “elicit people’s social realities”
(Zhang & Wildemuth, 2009: 222-223). Of the 47 attendees, 16 participants volunteered
to chat with the researcher. They are core members of the project and are responsible
for the three main projects in ODIP I. This type of approach is viewed as an extension
to participant observation, complementing data collection in this study (Charmaz, 2006).

74

Refer to Appendix 3.1 for Study I data collection, and to Appendix 3.1.A.i for examples of memos.
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Zhang and Wildemuth (2009) suggest that unstructured interviews allow the researcher
to approach the participants without prior assumptions—in accordance with GT—while
being mindful of the context of participant perspectives.
According to Hashizume & Kurosu (2013: 73) “the application of contextual
inquiry through ethnographic interview is a valuable tool to acquire an effective
understanding of users in a short time with a limited number of observations.”
Compared to the semi-structured interview approach in Study II, which began with
guideline questions, unstructured interviews involve set appointments and questions but
also room for volunteered anecdotal accounts to take place (Gorman et al., 2004: 127).
Keeping in mind that the same information must be elicited from all subjects,
the questions are not formulated with exactness nor are there predetermined answers,
and in fact evolve as the interviews go on (Gorman et al., 2004: 47). To account for this,
new questions that emerged later in the case study were then asked to ODIP members
that were initially approached.

Data Organization
The researcher focused on examining the attitudes, opinions, and understanding of
ODIP members. The members were not classified in any way to adhere to the GT
approach of this research. As so, no distinction was made between members beyond
their technical/computational orientation in contrast to research-oriented professionals
(geologists, biologists, chemists…etc.).
These distinctions were captured and deemed relevant because it was implied in
the way they addressed one another. Age, gender, nationality, and other personal or
identifying information were not taken into account or collected during the process
except where it pertained to a represented whole (organisation, database, funding…etc.).
Once the data was collected, which consisted of the researcher’s recorded notes
during the workshop, meeting materials (impact analysis documents, presentations, or
referenced external material) and minutes75, the information was then compiled into a
finalized report that was reviewed to complete missing information or links where
appropriate76. Missing pieces of information included jargon definitions, identification
of acronym full forms, or to learn more about a referenced resource, system, or platform.
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Final draft of workshop minutes are made available publically via:
http://www.odip.eu/content/content.asp?menu=0400000_000000 (last accessed 16th of September, 2015).
Also see reference: Iona, 2015.
76
See Appendix 3.1.A.i Pages from Notes report
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The added information was made distinct to avoid mixing raw data with follow-up
data77.
The information was cross-referenced with the supplementary material
distributed during the workshop 78 to highlight domain expertise and to ensure the
accuracy of collected data. The organizers supplied additional data about the workshop
activities including minutes, presentations, and documents. These were then mapped to
the report. This data collection process is compliant with the GT methods outlined in
Charmaz (2006), aiding in late conceptualization of themes.

Post Data Collection Literature
To obtain Study I literature, a keyword search was conducted using UCL Library
Catalogue, Web of Science, Scopus, and Google Scholar. Results were prioritized by
dates, where most recent publications took precedence. Relevant studies were identified
using keywords: Information practices In oceanography, marine informatics,
marine/oceanographic data curation; or a combination of any of: Oceanography,
Observation, Group Meeting, Interoperability, Marine Science, Information Practices,
Information

Behaviour,

Multidisciplinary,

Workshop,

Conference,

geographic

information, sharing geographic information, Grounded Theory, case study.
Studies were included if they involved one or more elements similar the scope of
research: Grounded theory approach in geography, case studies examining a group of
people in a workshop/meeting, information practices in science, data sharing and data
curation management, multidisciplinary information exchange.
Much of what was observed and collected in Study I points to a need to explore
a body of literature that relates to organizational culture and business tactics and
approaches. Seemingly the ODIP activities, although heavily technical, are framed
within a business-like context. Discourse Analysis is useful for further research in this
respect. DA offers a process that can shed light on textual representations rather than
behavioural ones (Fairclough, 2001). This can aid in analysing both textual and nontextual constructs in relation to how oceanographers value and treat their data and ICTs,
and given that the workshop produces large numbers of data (in the form of
presentations, documents, reports, minutes…etc.).

77
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See Legend in Appendix 3.1.A.ii and Appendix 3.1.A.iii for Notes and captured quotes
See Appendix 3.1.B workshop material samples
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Overall, the process required several revisions to ensure the validity and
reliability of the widespread data. It is not recommended for more specific, nonexploratory subjects that amass large amounts of information to analyse. It did however
result in the emergence of a framework in which themes, concepts, and ideas can be
woven together. Without the user-situated framework, planning for further research
would not have been feasible.

Data Analysis
Analysis employed GT techniques, following Charmaz’ (2006) description of GT
coding. Charmaz (2006) explains the process as “naming segments of data with a label
that simultaneously categorizes, summarizes, and accounts for each piece of data”
(Charmaz, 2006: 43). This process must follow “the first grounded theory mandate:
Study your emerging data (Glaser, 1978)” (Charmaz, 2006: 47).
GT also mandates the use of “'constant comparative methods' (Glaser & Strauss,
1967) to establish analytic distinctions and thus make comparisons at each level of
analytic work” (Charmaz, 2006: 54; original emphasis preserved). This method has
been applied to various levels of this study’s axial coding. Axial coding breaks down
data into codes/concepts that are reconnected together more coherently. This accounts
for the longitudinal means by which the data was collected. It restructures the
information by relevance as opposed to time. Axial coding also answers questions about
“when, where, why, who, how, and with what consequences” (Charmaz, 2006: 60).
According to Guest et al. (2012), the units of observation and the units of
analysis in a study “are often, but not always, the same thing” (Guest et al., 2012: 28).
The unit of observation is the level at which data were collected, and in this case, the
workshop discussions and conversations. Units of analysis refer to the level at which
data were analysed (Guest et al., 2012), which for this study was broadly framed under
social impact of data and ICTs in the oceanographic community so as not to interfere
with the open GT approach. Collected data were coded based on reoccurrence of
conditions, actions, and consequences that draw on ICTs and data themes. These
categories are specific to axial coding techniques described in Charmaz (2006: 60-61),
and in this case study, can be captured as:
[Problems  attitude  solutions  requirements  new knowledge]
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Data Coding
The coding process was a three-stage process. Initial coding involved a GT line-by-line
coding technique79 (Charmaz, 2006: 50), which was done manually. The information
was then categorized on a day-by-day basis and organized in a spread sheet for the next
phase80. The second phase of data analysis involved sorting the information from each
day under the three main axial categories: conditions, actions, and consequences, which
are based on the coding done in the initial part, and in compliance with Charmaz (2006).
Nevertheless, this phase utilized a combination of Discourse Analysis (DA)
(Fairclough, 2001; 2003; 2007; 2013 Wildemuth & Perryman, 2009; Gerring, 2004;
Schultze & Leidner 2002), and qualitative Content Analysis (CA) tools (Zhang &
Wildemuth, 2009: 308; Berg, 2007a) to prepare for the following coding stage. This
highlights what and how certain topics were being discussed, referred to, and/or
phrased.
Using inductive reasoning, CA coding facilitated the detection of a range of
“unique themes that illustrate […] meanings of the phenomenon rather than the
statistical significance of the occurrence of particular texts or concepts” (Zhang &
Wildemuth, 2009: 309). CA is very useful for “studies where no theories are available”
(Zhang & Wildemuth, 2009: 311). This approach helps with the development of
concepts, and covers the categories and coding schemes that are left out by DA
techniques.
DA involves investigating concepts beyond the literal meaning of text
(Wildemuth & Perryman, 2009: 320). It is useful in “characterizing and evaluating
actions” as well as “events and other phenomena” (Potter & Wetherell, 1987 as cited in
Wildemuth & Perryman, 2009: 321). DA involves analysing the silence and the
hesitations that were conveyed by participants during the workshop.
The DA advantage is the assumption that “people use speech/text to construct
versions of their social world” (Wildemuth & Perryman, 2009: 321; original emphasis
preserved). This approach very effectively reveals how oceanographers make meaning
of their data through their adoption of technical language and other domain-specific
repertoire. Together, CA and DA provide a holistic coverage of emerging themes.
Furthermore, DA matches the Charmazian GT tradition (2006). Fairclough’s (2003;
2004; 2013) approach to DA has three dimensions of analysis. The first dimension is

79
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See Appendix 3.2.A for line-by-line samples.
Refer to Section 5.2.1.b.
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descriptive analysis where the intent is to describe the properties of the textual and
visual elements. The second dimension involves interpretive analysis where the goal is
to examine the contents of language and its functional parts to understand and interpret
the connections between the role of language and the greater social structures it reflects
and supports. Societal analysis, the third dimension, focuses on explanations of larger
cultural, historical, and social discourses surrounding interpretations of the data.

3.5.2.Study II (BODC) Methods
For Study II, BODC data centre, data collection was conducted using semi-structured
interviews guided by predefined questions. These questions were designed to elicit
knowledge from participants whilst maintaining a comfortable flow of conversation.
Luo and Wildemuth (2009) explain that semi-structured interviews are based on
predetermined questions that do not adhere to a specific order to “elicit information on
[the] research topics from each subject’s perspective” (Luo & Wildemuth, 2009: 233).
Despite this, semi-structured interviews are “more organized and systematic
than unstructured interviews in developing the conversation” (Luo & Wildemuth, 2009:
233). To further customize this, and picking up where GT left off in Study I, Charmaz’s
(2006) guidelines for conducting intensive interviews were adopted. Charmaz suggests
that by “creating open-ended, non-judgmental questions, you encourage unanticipated
statements and stories to emerge” (2006: 26).
This approach helps fill pilot study gaps (Choemprayong & Wildemuth, 2009:
53). It backtracks and focuses on one active central entity within the oceanographic
community. It gives a glimpse into the inner workings of an organisation, and how a
group of experts work in their field cross-disciplinarily (Luo & Wildemuth, 2009: 234).
Borrowing from Gieryn (1999), it helps answer “what are some shared common
resources that lead to different things?” and whether or not “they [are] interlinked”
(Gieryn, 1999: 2), by examining partnerships, collaborations, tools, and data.
Study II interviews were recorded and transcribed using the Mac program
Transcriptions81. The transcribed material were then copied and organized into plain
text documents and coded manually. These interviews were crosschecked with notes
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Haselberger (2016). Transcriptions: A rtf-text editor optimized for fast manual transcription of audioor video material on the Mac. Version 1.2 (1.2.5), available at
https://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/transcriptions/id911974149?mt=12.
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made during the interviews 82 . Although methods of analysing raw data exists
(Hauptmann, 2005), the decision to transcribe the data was made in order to implement
the content and textual analysis of the data more accurately. Finally the data was coded
based on the AT model described earlier in this chapter, using both discourse and
content analysis to identify activity system nodes in interview audio and text.

3.5.3.Study III (SNA) Methods
Study III, the Social Network Analysis (SNA) 83 , utilized several tools including
Twitter’s advanced search84, paid service Docteur Tweety TwExList, Microsoft Excel,
Microsoft Access, and Gephi85 to extract, organize and visualize publically available
Twitter data. It involved a lengthy process to prepare the data for analysis. This section
summarizes this process while Appendix 5.1. provides a more detailed account of the
technical aspects of this approach. This section is divided into three subsections that
cover 1) the required technical specs to run the SNA, 2) data collection methods, and 3)
details about visualization and analysis methods.

Data Collection
The Social Network Analysis (SNA) method is designed as a socio-centric approach
that examines a large group of people in a digital network. The aim of this approach is
to explore where power and resources are, or can be, concentrated and which channels
can or are spreading information. This section delineates how to study the patterns and
interactions amongst nodes and their influence on a group. The data was scraped from
Twitter using Docteur Tweety TwExList. This resulted in 3,461,189 connections
between 2,184,989 accounts. The data was further refined, reducing these numbers to
817,159 connections and 96, 898 users.

Operationalization, Visualization, & Analysis
Visualizing a digital community using Actor-Network Theory (ANT) requires
identifying and describing varying actants, or nodes, interacting with one another in a
certain setting as part of a network. The operationalization for this SNA is concerned
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This includes participant drawings and researcher notes. Refer to Appendix 4.2.A and 4.2.B
Vocabulary Management and Tools Impacting Vocabulary Management for an example.
83
“A social network is basically a set of actors and relations that hold these actors together. Actors can be
individuals or aggregate units such as departments, organizations, Actors form social networks by
exchanging one or many resources with each other. Such resources can be information, goods, services,
social support or financial support” (Chung, Hossain, & Davis, 2005: 1)
84
Accessible at https://twitter.com/search-advanced?lang=en
85
Refer to Appendix 5.1 for more details on Study III methods.
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with mapping a community of users interested in marine science and who use Twitter as
a platform, where a list of Twitter accounts, or core nodes (n), was compiled.
For each account, follower (x) and followed (y) information was retrieved.
Followed/following information refers to accounts that core nodes follow (N  Y),
while follower information refers to accounts that follow these core nodes (X  N). The
SNA aims to identify the ties that exist between the aggregated nodes. It then considers
mutual ties between these core nodes, whether they have shared followers, and/or
shared accounts that they themselves follow.
The SNA includes an examination of space and communication channels (the
affordances of technology and media). Since ANT does not see the importance of
categorizing actants independently86 (Cressman, 2009; Latour, 1987; 1991; 1995; 1996;
2004; 2007; 2007; 2010; and 2014), it makes sense to disregard distinctions between the
actants during data collection and visualization and focus on looking at the community
as a network of varying actants (links) interacting with one another in a certain setting
(chain).
The first operationalization of this concept is to regard the digital space as an
extension to the material, physical, or natural space (Rey & Jurgenson, 2013).
Therefore, ICTs are treated as means to help or extend knowledge about a phenomenon.
In fact, studies (Meyer et al., 2011; Gibbs et al., 2013; Leonardi, 2017) do suggest that,
arguably87, ICTs have the potential to extend the amount of information we have access
to, rather than solely changing how we access them. This is how this SNA aims to shed
light on several practical concerns including how an oceanographic community looks
like on social networks: visualize connections occurring across sub-communities;
identifying key nodes, where, and in what context.
The SNA also aimed to identify any outliers in the network as well as how
various nodes compare and differ. More specifically, the visualization of the network
will aid in determining where the case studies conducted sit within a broader
community and what the data can reveal about their location. To visualize these
connections, nodes and edges were defined based on an article by Garton et al. (1997).
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For example only study a group based on their formal designation (researchers, journalist, teachers,
clowns… etc.)
87
See Veletsianos (2016) and Carrigan (2016) for studies that explore alternative positions.
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Nodes and Edges can also be defined in a number of different ways 88. Garton et
al. defines a tie as the connection of “a pair of actors by one of more relations” (1997:
para. 14-15). It is a type of SNA unit of analysis aimed at understanding computermediated communication (CMC). Ties can be simple (one relation; e.g. members of a
research group), or complex (multiple relations; e.g. project partners or conference
members). Ties can be strong or weak, depending on context (Christakis & Fowler,
2009).
According to Garton et al. (1997: para. 16), weak ties are “generally infrequently
maintained, non-intimate connections, for example, between co-workers who share no
joint tasks or friendship relations,” while strong ties involve “combinations of intimacy,
self-disclosure, provision of reciprocal services, frequent contact, and kinship, as
between close friends or colleagues.” Pairs that maintain strong ties are more likely to
share or exchange resources (Garton et al., 1997). However, nodes that maintain weak
ties are more likely to provide a more diverse range of resources due to their varying
social networks (Garton et al., 1997). It is often in these “weak ties” that we see smaller
clusters merging with larger social systems (Grandjean, 2016).

Delimitations
Building on the definition of ties in the previous section, the purpose of the SNA is to
find out which nodes connect these different groups and learn from their success in
connecting various communities. One of the major obstacles confronting the
implementation of this SNA was the choices and decisions that had to be made
regarding what constituted a multidisciplinary community concerning oceans and
climate change. To remedy this, instructions from Latour (2004: 62-63) 89 were
customized.
For the purposes of this study, members of a community can be classified into
thirteen categories, which were applied to the core nodes of the network. Together, they

88

For more studies on Twitter and other social media platforms, refer to: Aharony (2010); Almaatouq et
al. (2014); Blondel et al. (2008); Brems et al. (2017); Bruns & Stieglitz (2014); Campo-Ávila et al.
(2013); Cha at al. (2010); Darling et al. (2013); De Choudhury et al. (2010); Ebrahim (2015); Gabielkov
et al. (2014); Garton et al. (1997); Golbeck et al. (2010); Gong et al. (2015); Grandjean (2016); Greene et
al. (2012); Grosseck & Holotescu (2008); Holmberg & Thelwall (2014); Huberman et al. (2008); Java et
al. (2007); Junco et al. (2011); Karanasios (2011); Letierce et al. (2010); Liu et al. (2014); Mahrt et al.
(2014); Maireder (2014); Maireder et al. (2014); Matzat (2004); Mislove et al. (2011); Mitrou et al.
(2014); Morstatter et al. (2013); Oktay et al. (2014); Ottovordemgentschenfelde (2017); Preoţiuc-Pietro et
al. (2015); Ross et al. (2011); Sloan et al. (2015); Snijder (2016); Stephansen & Couldry (2014); Treem &
Leonardi (2013); Van Noorden (2014); Webb (2016); Weller et al. (2014); Williams et al. (2013); Willis
et al. (2015); and Wu et al. (2011).
89
See Chapter 3.3.2 on Actor-Network Theory.
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form a community of practice (Wenger, 2008) that is interested in matters of the ocean.
The categorisations do not influence or affect the network visualization. Instead they are
used as a comparative reference to understand how the software has grouped the data
and whether or not software grouping matches these classifications. These references
are listed and defined in Table 4.
The issue with such classification, should they be utilized as units of analysis
instead of observation, is that it enables a kind of tunnel vision based on preconceived
notions and research biases, which interdisciplinarity seemingly aims to overcome
(Næss, 2010: 54). Visualizing these data, however, using Modularity algorithms help
transcend these limitations (Blondel et al. 2008) by situating the groups without altering
the research’s focus on examining the entire network as a community of practice.
Due to the many ways Twitter data can be explored90, this research suffices with
the study of connections between various types of accounts of interest. What is not
included in this study involve edges that form between users based on, or surrounding,
content (e.g. who tweets, produces, likes, retweets, and whether there are hashtags to
augment them) 91 . This however, is a consideration for further research, along with
network scope expansion to explore the connections between the aggregated
connections of the core nodes (Tier 2) and their connections’ connections (Tier 3).92

3.6. Ethical Approval & Participant Consent
Ethical approval was granted for this research by the UCL Department of Information
Studies approval process. The research design has been reviewed and approved prior to
its implementation, and was deemed compliant with current professional, departmental
and university guidelines.
All participants have been anonymised to protect their privacy in compliance
with the Data Protection Act 1998. Study I was facilitated by the organizer’s consent
and invitation to take part in the final meeting for ODIP phase I. The organizer was
provided with a Research Information Sheet (Appendix 2.1), Consent Form to sign
(Appendix 2.2), and Invitation to Participate (Appendix 2.4). ODIP members at the
meeting were made aware of the researcher’s attendance and activities during the
meetings and were made aware that participation is voluntary.

90

Refer to footnote 88.
For more on what is possible with Twitter consult refer to footnote 88.
92
For more details on delimitations refer to Appendix 5.2, Delimitations.
91
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Similarly, for Study II interviews, the researcher provided a copy of, and
explained, the Research Information Sheet (Appendix 2.1) and Consent Form
(Appendix 2.3), Invitation to Participate (Appendix 2.4), to each participant. Each
interviewee was urged to take the time to read and sign two copies of the form, one that
they retained for their records. Permission for audio recordings was also sought. The
participants were also reminded that they are free to withdraw their participation at any
time during or after the interviews.

3.7. Conclusion
In this chapter, the scope and approach for the research has been explained, indicating
how a mixed-method approach can be used to triangulate results from three different
case studies on the use of ICTs in oceanography. The historical and theoretical
background for the research has been delineated, and the methodological approach for
each case study described. Further specifics are covered respectively in the following
chapters allocated for each case study.
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CHAPTER 4. Case Study I
O CEAN D ATA I NTEROPERABILITY P LATFORM (ODIP)
4.1. Chapter Overview
This chapter explicates the process of examining information practices of a
multidisciplinary group of oceanographers through their meetings. This research
emerged at the intersection of information, ethnographic, and environmental studies,
with the aim of understanding and facilitating new knowledge in oceanographic
information practices. This study, Study I, details a pilot case study by which further
research is framed and conducted.

4.2. Introduction
In answering the research questions, the chapter begins with a general literature review
on how best to study a group of scientists through their meetings. Next, events,
organizations, and initiatives were tracked and profiled to grasp the current state of data
production and management within the oceanographic community. A diverse group, the
Ocean Data Interoperability Platform (ODIP) initiative 93 , which conducts routine
workshops to carry out their activities, was selected and approached for an in depth case
study.
Almost four decades ago, the directory of the Scripps Institution of
Oceanography commented that the “amounts and kinds of data that will become
available to the oceanographic community from satellites […] are completely foreign to
the experience of the existing academic oceanographic community” of that time
(Conway, 2006: 139-40). Today that experience has transformed significantly with the
introduction of ICTs. Scientists now face different challenges altogether. In one sense,
Oreskes (2003) suggests that inconsistencies will still occur due to the unreliability of
our existing “closed” models, despite the advancement of tools and technologies 94. In
another, the need for multi-, cross-, and trans-national projects is increasing gradually.
The notion that scientific concepts must remain static is necessary for enterprises
aiming at standardizing large amounts of data—as explicated in the literature review.

93

http://www.odip.eu/
See Oreskes (2003: 16-19) for more on the “complexity paradox” (Oreskes, 2013: 19) which describes
how “hypothetico-deductive” (Oreskes, 2013: 16) models are generally open while equipment and
instruments have tended to become more complex and, according to the author, more closed.
94
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Since oceans are not static, data drawn from it must correlate to specific time and
location (Craglia et al., 2012; Oreskes, 2003). Scientific understanding of
oceanography, aside from earlier maritime culture and early oceanography (see
Appendix 1.1 and 1.2), is also technologically mediated, where it is “constructed from
a composite of data sets, presenting [arguably] empirical consistencies over time and
space” (Benson et al., 2004: xvi).
This study aims at examining one group’s experience when it comes to creating
technological resources for ocean data. The intersection of digital technology and
oceanography comes in part from oceanography’s “patronage, its interdisciplinary
nature, and its international character” (Benson et al., 2004: xviii), and the attributes of
digital technology to promote public agency and education.
Based on the literature review, a methodology was designed, whereby Charmaz’
(2006) Grounded Theory was selected as a viable approach. This method was then
refined and combined with Discourse Analysis (Wildemuth & Perryman, 2009),
Content Analysis (Zhang & Wildemuth, 2009), and Knowledge Elicitation (Shadbolt &
Smart, 2015). Finally, findings are presented as case study observations and
methodology successes and limitations.

4.3. Case Study Background & Participant Profiles
Study I, on understanding information needs of a group of oceanographers during their
collaborative activities, was carried out during an Ocean Data Interoperability Platform
(ODIP) project meeting. Along with 41 attendees, and 6 remote participants, the
researcher attended the 4th and final meeting for ODIP Phase I, in Liverpool, UK, held
between 20-23 April 2015 and hosted by the British Oceanographic Data Centre
(BODC). This meeting sought to finalize pending project objectives for the initial
project phase. The main aim of the project was to interoperate oceanographic data
systems worldwide, with the intent on removing barriers that hinder data sharing
internationally and across scientific domains. It also aims to spread best practices and
technology transfer internationally.
ODIP, given its objectives and its international meetings, was an excellent
opportunity to learn about how a diversity of ocean scientists and data scientists use
ICTs for collaboration and what solutions they deemed appropriate for their objectives.
Researcher attendance at the ODIP workshop was facilitated by the event organizers’
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consent and invitation. The attended workshop was the fourth and final workshop in
phase 1 of the two-year project—which, since then, has been extended to Phase 2.95 The
exclusive event96 aimed at bringing a number of activities to a conclusion and to define
and plan for Phase 2.
ODIP involves a partnership between all major EU, US, and Australian
organizations concerned with ocean data management. The project is backed by the
International Oceanographic Data and Information Exchange, and UNESCO
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission. Platforms where ODIP has been
promoted include the Research Data Alliance (RDA) and the Global Earth Observation
System of Systems (GEOSS).97 Project collaboration is organized around international
workshops to see through the development of universal standards and prototypes.
The initiative involves interoperating physical, geological, chemical, and Cruise
Summary Reporting (CSR) datasets. Biological information and modelling data were
not incorporated at this stage. Even so, attendance included several domain experts from
the modelling field. The workshop was designed not only to bring together people
involved with partnered organizations, but also others working towards similar goals
globally. Over four days, domain experts lead keynote presentations, plenaries, and
breakout sessions. Main topics centred around technical solutions, prototype demos,
impact analysis, and latest updates. Some significant issues revolved around metadata,
identifiers, and standardization protocols. Other topics included utilizing existing
platforms to identify researchers: OrcID 98 , LinkedIn 99 , ResearchGate 100 , and Google
Scholar 101 (arguably, all forms of ICTs). There were discussions surrounding user
engagement and data sharing, security, privacy, as well as handling and categorizing
user-inputted information.

95

See http://www.odip.eu/content/content.asp?menu=0010000_000000 (last accessed September, 2015)
for more details on Phase 2 of the project.
96
The researchers’ attendance and privileges as an observer was facilitated by the organizers, who were
in support of this dissertation topic. No other observer was present at the time of the event. However, as
detailed in the findings section, several members conducted small research projects that are tied to the
grand ODIP activities in the United Stats.
97
Refer to the ODIP website for more details www.odip.eu. For more on BODC visit
https://www.bodc.ac.uk/ . For more on GEOSS visit https://www.earthobservations.org/geoss.php, and
for more on RDA visit https://www.rd-alliance.org/.
98
Learn more by visiting the OrcID website at: http://orcid.org/content/about-orcid.
99
Learn more about LinkedIn by visiting https://www.linkedin.com/about-us.
100
Learn more about ResearchGate here: http://www.researchgate.net/about.
101
Learn more about Google Scholar here: https://scholar.google.co.uk/intl/en/scholar/about.html.
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Towards the end of the workshop, topics surrounding citizen science,
educational outputs, and harnessing social science expertise were proposed for the next
stage vis-à-vis a white paper drafting activity. A steady flow of conversations was
sustained between presentations, lunch and tea breaks as domain experts floated
between groups discussing thoughts and ideas with the researcher. Data were collected
using observations and memo-ing, and were coded in 3 phases before being analysed as
conditions, actions, and consequences, complying with the GT Paradigm outlined in
Corbin & Strauss (2014) and Charmaz (2006).

4.4. On The Advantages of Conducting A Pilot Case Study
This formative case study was a critical step in the design and refinement of overall
dissertation methodology. Study I was carried out using Grounded Theory (GT)
utilizing mixed data collection and analysis methods. The methodology was reassessed
and refined for the rest of this dissertation after data analysis.
One major contribution of this approach is that it enabled the development of
further research sub-questions, guiding Study II and III. It also facilitated an opportunity
to assess studying information practices through member meeting observations as a
method of data collection. With this in mind, this chapter is situated at the heart of this
dissertation as it outlines the framework for further investigation.
One benefit of using GT to investigate information practices through the
observation of a group meeting, is securing meaningful engagement with practitioners
of a given field (Shum et al., 2012: 114). Similar research observed organizational
meetings to assess the effectiveness of a meeting technique using GT (Stray et al.,
2016). Another looked at the effectiveness of multidisciplinary team meetings in health
care decision-making settings (Pillay et al., 2016). In Levine et al. (2015), the authors
conducted a comparative study of methodologies “emphasizing research […] applied to
management and policy discussions” in geography within “socio-cultural and sociospatial dimensions” (Levine et al., 2015: 56). This is in contrast with the majority of
geographic methodological contributions, which occur quantitatively (Levine et al.,
2015).
As such, it is useful to (a) observe a group of experts (b) during their meeting,
(c) using a GT methodology, and (d) using mixed data collection and analysis methods.
This opens up new opportunities to qualitatively explore geographical aspects of
oceanographic information and information practices. Each of these elements (a, b, c, d)
have been used independently, or in combination with one more element but not
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simultaneously. Some examples include Sullivan et al. (2015), Levine et al. (2015),
Levine & Feinholz (2015), and Dervin (1999).
Although other research

102

examined scientific group settings (meetings,

workshops, conferences) similarly, this research’s contribution to knowledge is its
unique application of said methods and contribution to the oceanographic community.
Studying and documenting the meeting of an exclusive group, if nothing else, provides
a record of this meeting outside its intended context. It captures the day-to-day
information habits of practitioners. This research hopes to contribute and facilitate the
construction of knowledge for those involved with oceanographic information: data
producers and users.
Given the diversity of research approaches, which may yield a variety of
insightful results, this formative study was developed to better scope the framework,
conceptualization, and methodology of the overall research. Through it, various themes
emerged that help focus the ensuing data collection. In addition, other areas of research
were recognized and defined for further research to be conducted on other corners of
earth sciences or within other communities.
ODIP was chosen for its broad worldwide outreach and inclusion of various
participants. The participation of international partners revealed various aspects of
oceanography including global data exchange shortcomings. Anticipated outcomes for
ODIP include interoperability between existing systems to facilitate exchange across
disciplines. Although the technical aspects of this initiative are beyond the scope of this
study, examining this event was vital for three reasons: 1) It provided an excellent case
for information practice reconnaissance in oceanography; 2) it informed the design for
further and similar research to be conducted; 3) It sheds light on some areas of data
management and sharing; finally 3) it explicates the impact of Information and
Communication Technologies (ICTs) in achieving their objectives.

4.5. GT Data Collection & Analysis
Since no prior assumptions were made embarking on this research, Charmaz’ (2006)
Grounded Theory (GT) was selected.103 Given that GT provides detailed steps on data
collection but leaves room for speculation on data analysis (Hansen & Kautz, 2005), a
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See Stray et al. (2016), Pillay et al. (2016) Paine et al. (2015), Levine et al. (2015)(2015a), Sullivan et
al. (2015), Helmreich, (2014), Jirotka et al. (2013), Hansen et al. (2005), Shum, et al. (2012), Adams et al.
(2005), Meyer (2000), Dervin (1999) Yancey Martin & Turner (1986)
103
See methodology (Chapter 3) for conceptualization.
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mixed methods approach that incorporates discourse and content analysis (DA, CA)
was adopted. This approach is preferred because “studying how information practices,
actors, and technologies are constructed in discourse and conversation provides a
broader sociological perspective for understanding information seeking and information
technology use” (Tuominen, K., et al., 2005: 331).
Given that there are only 50 members that partook in the meeting, some of who
participated with their own point of views while others represented affiliated
organizations, and since attending this meeting is privileged, this research refrains from
naming participants in order to protect them and their opinions and in accordance with
the UK data protection laws. Data collection methods utilized were observation, memoing, and unstructured interviews. 104 The coding and analysis involved a three-tiered
process where the data was coded three times before being classified. The workshop
activities were defined by project members and categorized into three main prototypes,
detailed in the workshop minutes (Iona, 2015) as follows:
1. ODIP Prototype Project 1: Establishing interoperability
between SeaDataNet CDI105, US NODC106, and IMOS107
MCP Data Discovery and Access services, making use of a
brokerage service, towards interacting with the IODEODP108 and GEOSS109 portals;
2. ODIP Prototype Project 2: Establishing deployment and
interoperability between Cruise Summary reporting
systems in Europe, US and Australia, making possible use
of GeoNetwork110, towards interacting with the POGO111
portal;
3. ODIP Prototype Project 3: Establishing a prototype for a
Sensor Observation Service (SOS) and formulating
common O&M and SensorML profiles for selected sensors
(SWE), installed at vessels and in real-time monitoring
systems. (Iona, 2015: 5)

The project also consisted of supplementary activities revolving around these
prototypes. These are defined as “vocabularies/persistent identifiers,” “data publication
and citation,” and “data ingestion” deliverables (Iona, 2015: 5).

104

Refer to Appendix 3.1 for samples of collected data and chapter 4 for more information about
methods.
105
See http://www.seadatanet.org/Data-Access/Common-Data-Index-CDI for further details.
106
See https://www.nodc.noaa.gov/ for more information.
107
See https://imos.aodn.org.au/imos123/ for more about the IMOS portal.
108
See http://www.oceandataportal.org/ for more about the IODE portal.
109
See http://www.geoportal.org/web/guest/geo_home_stp for more about the GEOSS portal.
110
See http://geonetwork-opensource.org/ for more information about the Geonetwork opensource tool.
111
See http://www.pogo-oceancruises.org/ for more on the POGO portal.
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The 4th workshop was the final workshop in Phase 1. Its goal was to “bring a
number of activities to a conclusion” (Iona, 2015: 5). Based on this, the following
conceptualization was adopted from Charmaz’ (2006) description of axial coding
paradigm (conditions, actions, and consequences), which aligned well with the
completion of the first phase. These categories were broken down further once themes
emerged during the initial coding of data. In Charmaz (2006), these categories were
defined as follows:
1) Conditions, the circumstances or situations that form the structure of
the studied phenomena;
2) Actions/interactions, participants' routine or strategic responses to
issues, events, or problems; and
3) Consequences, outcomes of actions/interactions.
(Original emphasis maintained. Charmaz, 2006: 61)

This paradigm is adapted from Corbin and Strauss (2014). The following subsections
describe how these categories were adopted112.

4.5.1.Conceptualization of Conditions
Conditions refer to the project settings, values, objectives, and majority consensus
guiding the members during their decision-making 113 activities. These coded and
analysed conditions were broken down into eight themes:
1) System Assimilation: which tools, data, and projects they aimed at
integrating/conforming
2) Classification & Standardization:
a. Classification: the topics—data, definitions, information, fields, and
other concepts—that they wanted to classify or have already classified.
b. Standardization: the process, properties, and protocols or standards, they
have allocated to classify these concepts.
3) Distinction: Distinctions capture majority or full consensus about differences
that contrasted against standards, agreements, or solutions and concerns. It also
describes what they know they do not know.
4) Insignificance: things that the majority consensus deemed not relevant, useful,
beneficial, or within the scope of the project.
5) Language: usage during the workshop, which contextualized activities and
ensuing actions. This involves anything related to jargons, references, emphasis,
and conveyed attitude.
6) Resources: anything identified as resource such as funding or tools or individual
expertise.

112
113

For details on this process, refer to Appendix 3.2.
See Case (2012: 99) for a definition of decision-making in information studies.
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7) Sustainability: an objective addressed in relation to change over time.
8) Viewpoints: miscellaneous views, beliefs, or value systems voiced during the
workshop.
Initially, Classification and Standardization were coded separately. For the analysis they
were merged given that the relationship between both was further defined such that one
serves as the mechanism by which the other is achieved: classifying data to achieve
standardization.

4.5.2.Conceptualization of Actions
Actions are the activities completed over the span of the project and reported at the 4th
workshop, which marked the final quarter of the 2-year project, were coded based on
how members approached or tackled data problems. These can be further broken down
into four components:
1) Demonstrating data, or showing what domain experts have achieved, the
justification surrounding the decisions behind an approach (why), what solutions
they applied (how), and the outcome of their achievements.
2) Contextualizing data: codes that identified how members contextualized,
scoped, and/or understood data.
3) Discussing data: used language (implicit or explicit) and what feature
parameters they attributed to the data in four settings: 1) users, 2) disciplines, 3)
organizational culture, 4) technical consistency.
4) Using data: themes based on how members chose to proceed with their task.

4.5.3.Conceptualization of Consequences
Consequences describe the result of the actions taken as they relate to the conditions
that were laid. They address any new understandings, perceived significance, or tasks
that the members have identified and expressed. They are broken down into four:
1) New Conditions that were produced by the end of the workshop.
2) Standardization Components are the base concept requirements perceived to aid
in creating standards from classification.
3) Individuals as variables, or the role of people in achieving the goals of the
project.
4) Technology:
a. Limitations, or perceived overall technological shortcomings.
b. Requirements, or what members agreed was needed from the technology,
what features were deemed favourable, for what aims.
Given the axial categorization of codes discussed in the methods chapter, conditions
involved looking for themes that indicate goals, setting, objectives, or the why, when,
how during the workshop. Actions involved highlighting interactions, findings,
problems, solutions, and ideas during discussions and presentations. This included the
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who and how surrounding the activities of the workshop. Lastly, consequences involved
uncovering the resulting conclusions, or the what aspect of agreements, decisions,
choices, and future plans of members. For the third and final stage of the coding
activity, each of these preliminary concepts were broken down further as delineated in
this chapter. These emerging themes are then categorized and presented in this report’s
finding section.

4.6. Findings
The findings have been summarized using the three GT concepts described. They are
conditions, actions, and consequences. More details about the findings can be found in
Appendix 3.3.

4.6.1.Finding 1: Conditions
Conditions are the explanations members believe give the ODIP initiative substance.
According to Corbin and Strauss (2014) conditions are the perceived reasons for why,
when, and how people do what they do. Charmaz (2006) suggests that conditions are
also “circumstances or situations that form the structure of the studied phenomena”
(Charmaz, 2006: 61). There are eight categories that capture ODIP conditions: System
assimilation, classification & standardization, distinction, insignificance, language,
resources, sustainability, and viewpoints. They are detailed as follows:

Condition 1: System Assimilation
This condition outlines the actual platforms, tools, standards, data, and initiatives to
interoperate several systems. The first condition eliciting the ODIP initiative was a need
to interoperate existing systems. This is intended to begin facilitating data exchange
between members before engaging with global parties. Here, the findings consistently
reveal that most platforms are affiliated with ODIP members. Collaborative partnerships
are considered advantageous, expanding the scope of interoperable systems. These
systems belong to one of three regions: The European Union (EU), Australia, and the
United States of America.

Condition 2: Classification & Standardization
Classification and Standardization (C&S) involve the topics—data, definitions,
information, fields, and other concepts—that members categorize, as well as the
process, properties, and protocols or standards, they have allocated to classify them. The
classification activities tackled five different subjects: data, individuals, inputs
(attributes and varieties), outputs (services and platforms), and member responsibilities.
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These are important elements aiding in interoperability, information organisation, and
meeting project objectives. Conditions that members agreed were necessary for C&S
goals include maintaining different citation formats, adopting dynamic data citation
mechanism, and identifying users for data management efforts.

Condition 3: Distinctions
Distinctions capture majority consensus on differences that contrasted against standards,
agreements, or solutions and concerns. ODIP members recognize that small groups are
not represented in their project and that this may pose future problems. These issues
were not considered significant enough to hinder or halt the project.
In the initial days of the workshop, members focused on what were primary
fields and secondary fields. The first are technical and the latter involved non-technical
and more “social” or “user” oriented aspects. Of the fields that were considered
primary, physics, chemistry, and marine geology were documented. Biology was
identified as a secondary field due to problematic taxonomy differences.
Other conditional distinctions involved what will be outside the scope of the
project: non-participants, non-technical domain experts, and in one particular case, a
technical domain expert’s personal point of view. The coded data also revealed that
non-participants were sometimes referred to interchangeably with non-research and
non-scientific communities in general, and for technical domain-experts, users where
thought of as any non-technical individual.
In one instance, one domain expert voiced the importance of technical expertise
before establishing further grounds. Another member made a distinction between
industry and manufacturers, and researchers and scientists as two separate but
interrelated entities, which should be involved in the project. Additionally, foundational
fields (informatics, marine geology, chemistry, and physics) are seen as fluid, without
jeopardizing consistency, thus their foundational status.
Members also seemed to view project management and logistical characteristics
of the projects as by-products of their expertise instead of activities and skills shaping
their initiative. In one example, a technical domain expert emphasized “creativity” and
“flexibility” outside technology, and within the administrative context, only as a means
to secure funding. Those same terms, when that member was prompted for an
elaboration, were viewed as deterring in terms of technical deliverables. Finally, several
participants indicated that they are in some way using or connected to social media on a
personal capacity but do not see how they can incorporate it into their professional lives
or into the project.
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Condition 4: Insignificances
Insignificance captures majority consensus on what subjects are irrelevant to the
project. There were no explicitly identified subjects except for mixed views on users in
distinction conditions. Generally, members agreed to consider and weigh any
opportunities and options before deciding on excluding it. All but one of the
observations made in this category were collected during the first day of the workshop.
Observations were made about how these themes conflicted with some of the
activities and objectives that were later identified and scoped for the second phase of the
project. This includes the irrelevance of users from a technical point. This however, was
not the general participant attitude. Observations from day two indicate that there was
no interest in harnessing user input or engaging with potential platform users. The
definition of users was also loosely given in contrast to member roles. The dominant
view was that technology and achieving interoperability would sort these classification
problems.

Condition 5:Language
The way language was used during the workshop framed project activities and ensuing
actions. This involved anything related to jargon, emphasis, and conveyed attitude.
Jargon use, or the use of technical terms relating to prototype tasks and procedures, was
consistent over four days with a noted increase on day two due to increase in technical
presentations.
Members seemed to be using more specialized discourse during the
presentations on prototypes 1 and 2, which comprised the major activities of the project.
This may owe to an uneven apportion of resources. Some examples include references
to specific research areas such as chronostratigraphy 114 , espoused standards (ISO
19115; 19139), prototype-specific components such as portals (POGO), and computer
mark-up languages (XML), usage of certain technical tools such as RDF123 115 , or
specific terms such as registration 116 that mean differently in the context of their
discussion.

114

Chronostratigraphy is the study of the age of rocks in relation to time. Also, see footnote 140 for a
detailed explanation.
115
RDF123 is a mechanism that converts spreadsheets to RDF data. See
http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=1483193 for more.
116
Registration in the context of the vocabulary and semantic discussion refers to the process of issuing
identifiers.
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The researcher also observed repetitive use of terms and phrases by active
participants during discussions. No significant findings can be delineated about those
that were not actively involved in the discussions, and whether or not they were in tune.
Two domain experts, an active researcher and a professor, expressed the “role of
language” and differing technical references as isolating barriers between various fields
at various degrees (groups, individuals, organizations, countries…etc.), which then
create perceived gaps within the community.

Condition 6: Resources
There are resources that members deemed pertinent or useful for their endeavour. This
included funding, tools, existing models, services, or expertise. These can be classified
as technological, economic, or human resources, all of which were captured at one point
or another throughout the workshop.
In terms of funding, members identified existing and potential funding bodies,
marking their support for the project and the importance of seeking further partnerships
to secure future support. Several domain experts emphasized the role of hierarchal
limitations posed by funding bodies and impacting scientists and initiatives. They
suggest that funding organizations, research groups, or institutions can limit the scope
of individual involvement with large cross-disciplinary projects such as this initiative,
and their limiting influence on project direction and progress.
One technical domain expert voiced conflicting viewpoints about the importance
of securing buy-ins and providing incentives outside technical contexts. This member
emphasized his key role in securing buy-ins from stakeholders before and after the
initiation of projects. Technical resources were referenced either in the form of
platforms (portals and other resources made accessible by the partners), computer
languages, schemas, tools, or other resources that were not accessible for assessment by
the researcher. Significance of transitioning to web services was seen as compliant to
the larger objectives. Participants also highlighted the importance of repurposing
existing resources such as vocabulary. A major attitude towards resources was the
concept of repurposing—the reuse of what is available instead of creating new
solutions.

Condition 7: Sustainability
Sustainability, or objectives addressed in relation to change over time, is captured in
various contexts and throughout demoing activities, impact analysis discussions, and
different prototype updates.
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In the context of this research, there were three prevalent themes. First, the
implication of change over time (data format, software, and hardware issues); second,
issues imposed on data management due to taxonomical standardization contradictions
across sub-disciplines in oceanography, which also include quantity and size of data—
both as collective and dispersed datasets 117 ; lastly, the increasing need to consider
alternative ICT-related solutions, such as multi-purpose engineering and mechanics,
innovated from existing resources (e.g. fishing nets to aggregate data and promote ecofriendliness118). Bounding these points together is accuracy and reliability, which were
considered as the outcome of standardization activities. These concepts were seen as
key factors for sustainability.
Members recognized that a prerequisite for information dissemination is
ensuring its proper input first through consistent metadata. One remark about how to
achieve this was to collect "everything ever made" and then "sorting it later." Members
also recognized the value of user metadata. Aggregating identity (personal information),
affiliation, affiliation history, and attributed data is important to establish and protect
researcher identity with confidence. Discussion surrounding unique user identifiers lead
to an acknowledgment of digital object identifiers (DOIs)119 value for publishers, which
in turn should be valuable to the users and scientists.
Another important factor for sustainability is granularity of definitions. There
was no audible consensus during this discussion. Important ideas were voiced about
potential advantages and restrictions based on vocabulary definition. As a result, one
member suggested ascribing identifiers and citation standards for tools, software, and
research parties and their resources. This captures the entire setting surrounding a given
dataset for future use.
Despite entertaining such ideas, members were adamant about staying close to
the original initiative aims. A domain expert rebutted suggesting that approaching the
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By collective data, the researcher refers to data resulting from updating, versioning, and reproducing
the same set of data. Dispersed data refers to datasets aggregated from different sources, under different
conditions, which may be referencing the same measurement or sample.
118
There is a large body of literature that surrounds the development of less hazardous material to bypass
marine wildlife entanglement including: Moore et al. (2006), Cassoff et al. (2011), and Arthur et al.
(2015), as well as organized funded research initiatives such as the International Smart Gear Competition:
https://www.worldwildlife.org/initiatives/international-smart-gear-competition. In comparison, not much
exists about whether or not such innovations can be employed to develop data aggregation mechanisms.
Since this field is related to biological marine sciences, it is outside ODIP parameters.
119
The DOI system is an international standard conceived as a generic framework to manage content
identification over digital networks. For more information visit the International DOI Federation (IDF)
https://www.doi.org/doi_handbook/1_introduction.html.
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project in an ad-hoc manner would ultimately render its objectives unattainable, and
even obsolete. The ad-hoc approach, as pointed out, was related to the perceived
inconsistencies occurring in data, and the issues surrounding traceability and
authenticity.

Condition 8: Viewpoints
A summary of the main shared viewpoints includes member agreement on
interoperability being the main project value. Interoperability was viewed as dependent
on collaboration and harnessing different skills and knowledge. A majority agrees on
proposing solutions without restrictions. Some agree that ODIP outcomes must inform
policy making. All were pro collaboration, eager to bring new partnerships and
resources.
Other miscellaneous views included recognition of the project’s crossdisciplinary scope and national and international scale. They also recognized project
duality as technical and administrative and that a successful solutions cannot be nontechnical. A domain expert viewed technical literacy as central to solving
oceanographic data discrepancies, including human-related errors. Another viewed
human involvement as a problem with “centralizing governance.” Others tackled how
and why chemistry sets the premise for vocab standardization. Finally, project approach
was step-based: sorting, classifying, outsourcing, theorizing, implementing and testing
outcomes against objectives. Members agreed to project phasing. Most experts had
positive outlooks that progressive change is inevitable.

4.6.2.Findings 2: Actions
Actions, according to Charmaz (2006: 61), are “routine or strategic responses to issues,
events, or problems” that an individual or group of people face. Corbin and Strauss
(2014) argue that the relationship between an issue and a response is not cause and
effect. They suggest that meaning (in the form of a problem or goal) is based on
previously ascribed conditions (Corbin & Strauss, 2014: Chapter 8.3.3, para. 1). The
following section categorizes and describes the actions/interactions detected during the
workshop demos, activity updates, implemented solutions, and encountered problems.

Action 1: Demonstrating Data
Presenters resorted to demonstrating platforms and systems and explaining mechanisms
or protocols. Visualizing and demonstrating (actions) complies with business practices,
serving as a means to transfer information from one meeting to another, and to reaffirm
the objectives of a project. During workshops, they served as a way to explain how
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platforms are connected and to what effect. Demonstrations included displaying markup languages, program interface, and implementation of various systems. This action
encourages buy-ins and promotes collaboration120.

Action 2: Contextualizing Data
Ascribing meaning to data during the workshop involved creating contexts for topics of
interest. These contexts can be summed as eleven categories: (1) spatio-temporality, (2)
digital-born vs. digitized data, (3) tools/platforms, (4) ownership, (5) accessibility, (6)
granularity, (7) ethics, (8) order, (9) simplicity, (10) resources, and (11) social
factors.121
Some data contextualizing problems include resource limitations, technological
shortcomings, data errors, linkage issues, quantity and size of data, sustainability,
authenticity, traceability, unpredictable risks, not achieving the objectives of the project,
and not achieving the potential seen as inherent in open-access data. Such concerns
arise from each category independently or simultaneously. Problems also surfaced after
the role of individuals was included into the scope of the project. This happened
towards the end of the workshop, and mainly concerned ownership and classification.
This is explained further in how members addressed data.

Action 3: Discussing Data
Coding for actions involved understanding how members used language (implicitly or
explicitly) to address data in certain settings. This includes identifying references,
comparisons, and contrasts, which are broken down into four settings to ensure
consistency and comprehensive classification. More details are available in Appendix
3.3.C.

Subject 1: Users and Social Processes
Members contextualized data between a social and technical dichotomy that has been
delineated in the literature review chapter. Members consistently tried to relate or
reduce the role of individuals from technical problems. This detracts from the inherent
social processes involved. Although most members agreed that there should be no
restrictions on how solutions are attained and implemented, in practice, their view of
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For detailed examples, refer to Appendix 3.3.A.
See Appendix 3.3.B. for examples of how these categories were ascribed.
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users contradicted these set ground rules. This caused more blurriness—figuratively—
over the boundaries between the social and technical.122

Subject 2: Disciplines
Discipline-specific jargons were limited to necessity. During the second day of the
workshop, members presented their updates about prototypes (I) and (II). Presentations
contained noticeably more jargon compared to other days. Jargons were supplemented
with acronyms that refer to platform names, databases, types of data, techniques, markup languages, initiatives, and field tasks and activities. Day two was also when most
technical discussions took place. Most members understood these discussions.
Uncertainty exists about individuals that chose not to participate, leaving room to
speculate about the level of comprehension across disciplines.
In some instances, non-technical domain experts erred on the side of caution.
They preferred explaining a certain technique, phenomena, acronym, or process to the
rest of the group during presentations. Others did so to establish a consensus based on
how they wanted to contextualize a topic in order to reduce any ambiguities. In contrast,
some depended on the general baseline conformity, which seems to have developed
over the two years that spanned the project.123 Members were in agreement in terms of
their approach to data. They shared a baseline, although limited to the scope of this
project, transcends beyond field or specialization and is very prevalent in considerations
made about the three prototypes and how best to organize data for citation thereafter.

Subject 3: Organizational Culture
Members adopted business and organizational values during the span of the workshop.
Organizational culture implies the project’s business administrative aspect. During the
workshop members tackled several topics including what makes them a community;
how to address problems between disciplines; encourage collaboration; empower
scientists, small organizations, and research centres. Other topics included possible
incentives to encourage innovation and motivation; project exclusivity; and
collaboration significance, including reaching out to experts outside of science.
As suggested earlier, the consensus is on inventorying first, then organizing a
plan. Ethical considerations were then discussed to avoid possible issues. Finally
educational outreach methods to improve skills where seen as vital to bridge
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Examples are listed in Appendix 3.3.C.i.
For more on how this has been achieved and demonstrated see Appendix 3.3.C.ii.
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information sharing gaps. As an extension, public outreach was also tackled for their
role in influencing policies such as those listed in Appendix 3.3.C.iii.

Subject 4: Technical Consistency
Members not only contextualized epistemological frameworks, disciplinary jargons, and
organizational values, they also contextualized technical specs. During prototype
presentations, use of mark-up languages was consistent, including specific XML
schemas and SPARQL ontology124. These, among other things, were prevalent across
different systems spanning global locations.125

Action 4: Using Data
Members preferred utilizing existing resources towards interoperability. This theme is
concerned with practical implementation, decision making, and problem solving
activities that occurred.126

4.6.3.Consequences
Charmaz (2006: 61) describes consequences as “outcomes of actions/interactions.”
Similarly, Corbin and Strauss (2014) confirm that they are “anticipated or actual
outcomes of action an interaction.” The latter also suggest that “anticipated or actual
consequences […] can be physical, psychological, or social” (Corbin & Strauss, 2014:
Chapter 8.3.3). There are four areas in which consequences can be categorized: New
conditions resulting from the workshop, standardization components that are needed to
classify information, individuals as variables, or the role of people, and technical
requirements and limitations, or technological conditions necessary for the completion
of project goals.127
New conditions described any new views that the members oversaw or missed
initially128. For standardization components, citation activity group members pointed to
several important requirements that include the outcome of the standardization
activities, outlined activity prerequisites and definitions to help them identify what these
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The World Wide Web Consortium (W3) defines the ontology as follows: “RDF is a directed, labelled
graph data format for representing information in the web. The specification defines the syntax and
semantics of the SPARQL query language for RDF. SPARQL can be used to express queries across
diverse data sources.” See www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sprql-query/). Tao (2008: 2) explains this as “The
underpinning modelling language for the semantic web, […] RDF (Resource Description Framework)
[…] is a directed-graph model using XML syntax that can also be expressed in many other forms.”
125
For more details on other technical specs, please see Appendix 3.3.C.iv.
126
For details please consult Appendix 3.3.D.
127
Refer to Appendix 3.3.E for more on Consequence.
128
For more on these findings, refer to Appendix 3.3.E.i.
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are 129 . Individual variables highlighted the important role people play in achieving
project goals 130 . While technology requirements and limitations brought all of these
facets together.131

4.7. Discussion
Overall, the findings suggest that the reclusion of knowledge between varying
oceanographic fields is not due to one cause or another. The emerging themes resulting
from this case study were compared to the literature to address Study I questions.
Reiterating from previous chapters, the purpose of this study is to explore how a
community conceptualizes its practice through a study of their treatment of domain
information and data and the technical development they implement to manage it. This
study is further developed to construct a framework for further case studies to
investigate information practices. Rounding this study back to the main research
objectives, this section summarizes Study I finding and highlights key themes, where
there are five thematic intersections as detailed below.

4.7.1.On The Current State of Data Sharing and Accessibility in
Oceanography
Theme 1: New Literature & Similar Researches
This pilot case study aimed at ascertaining the axiological significance of information
and data for ocean experts in order to understand their needs and promote
interdisciplinary exchange. Reiterating from the methodology chapter, one of the aims
of Study I was to also help locate substantial literature for the broader research at hand.
These findings, following a GT approach, were integrated into the literature review
chapter and helped frame the theoretical and epistemological foundations for this
research.
Relative to the context of Study I, Useful literature included two collections
covering unique identifiers for researchers 132 , as well as Web 2.0 crowd-sourcing
solutions133. The literature review also revealed that no recent134 research has been done
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Appendix 3.3.E.ii details these findings.
Appendix 3.3.E.iii explicates individuals as variables further.
131
Consult Appendix 3.3.E.iv.
132
See Houghton & Gruen (2014), Ferguson (2013), Caul et al. (2015), Adams, Blandford, & Lunt
(2005), and McConnel (1990).
133
See Van Koningsveld et al. (2013). Van Koningsveld et al. (2010), Jensen (2012), Ahalt et al. (2015),
Brown et al. (2013), and Parsons et al. (2011).
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on information practices in the oceanographic community at the time of this case study.
Similar research include Adams et al. (2005) who investigated the role of technology
catering to information needs—more specifically of digital libraries—within four
settings. Three case studies involved clinical settings and one academic. They argue that
technology “can empower or exclude people by determining their access to knowledge;
for example, improved information access that results in process redesign can empower
employees previously trapped in their decision making processes by poor knowledge
management” (Adams et al., 2005: 175). They also suggest that “increased accessibility
does not follow directly from improved availability,” asserting that organizational and
social structures do influences the quality of information (Adams et al., 2005).
In Brown et al. (2013), who examined the outcomes of a workshop on GI,
accessibility is indeed heavily tied to the quality of data and vital to the way users select
and interact with it. They propose that usability, which effects data quality, is critical;
“understanding different user groups’ needs for types of information and levels of detail
is the key to addressing [accessibility] problems” (Brown et al., 2013: 860). Just like
ODIP members, they perceive volume of data, difficulties caused by semantic
differences, professional vs. volunteered data, and data credibility as problematic
elements impacting whether or not data are useful to users.
Actionable plans from Ahalt et al. (2015) are similar to ODIP’s White Paper
draft. These were to be discussed further during ODIP 2. Ahalt et al. (2015) reported on
a (US) National Scientific Foundation (NFS)-funded workshop reviewing norms and
practices for scientific software and data citation—a subject also prevalent in the ODIP
data citation discussions. Some plans included prompting publishers and repositories to
interlink their platforms, universalize standards, and encourage funders to require
Principal Investigators (PIs) to provide OrcID135 as a first choice (Ahalt et al., 2015: 5).

Theme 2: Standardization, Classification, and Citation
Analysis of coded observations and documented remarks reveals that there is a
proclivity to improve data standardization and classification—as opposed to only
improving technical aspects. Additionally, there is an implicit view that standardization
and data management must stem from established taxonomical fields such as chemistry
and geology. This results in the exclusion of marine biology from current prototypes
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The search timeframe for literature specific to examining oceanographer information practices,
extends from 2000-2015.
135
Learn more about OrcID here: https://orcid.org/.
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and workshop activities, since as Dupré (1993) argued, biological taxonomy is complex,
leading to concerns about whether or not they can be assimilated in later phases of the
project.
There is a combination of variables that contribute to seemingly limited
distribution and availability of data across domains. This includes: scientists’ high
technical aptitude to produce solutions and resources without reaching out to other
specialized groups outside of their network; the difference in discourse between
scientists belonging to different scientific disciplines; the distinctive cultures between
research groups and data centres that discourages wide collaborations due resource
limitations; and the discipline-wide propensity to discredit perceived non-empirical
solutions. It is more useful to consider these as interconnected facets rather than
examine each aspect alone.
Theoretically, the benefit of standardization includes the unity of knowledge and
growth of an educated public (Wilson, 1998: 10). In practice, interoperability and
sharing technology exist. But as observed during the workshop, taxonomical issues
must be addressed first. Key workshop activities that reflected this foundational
requirement were seen in definition activities of system-related vocabularies and
identifying best citation practices. The literature in this regard, and as it pertains to GI,
suggests that “Geography Markup Language Encoding Standard (GML), can help
reduce user issues arising from file formats and the need for translation” (Harding,
2013: 946).
Nonetheless, the literature 136 also reveals why some of these objectives are
difficult to meet. In a citation analysis research conducted by Belter (2014) on
oceanographic datasets, findings show how researchers in oceanography undervalue
data curation and why—congruent with Akers and Doty (2013) and Wallis (2014).
Belter’s (2014) research sheds light on current citation practices whereby scientists tend
to cite data indirectly via data publications rather than as original datasets (Belter, 2014:
2). This is consistent with the ODIP members’ concerns and their focus on
standardizing datasets to promote other methods of citation—including research vessel
information, listing involved specialists (as opposed to only PIs), software, and original
datasets.
It is understandable why a sizable amount of ODIP effort is placed on
appropriating universal standards. A major problem for geographic information in
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See Belter (2013) and Belter (2014).
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general is that “uptake and recording of metadata by data producers tends to be low”
(Brown et al., 2013: 860), exacerbating difference between aggregating data and the
process of making it more accessible and useful. Potentially significant to the ODIP
members’ classification activities—which also relates to user and usability concerns—
Brown et al. (2013) recommends that “from a technical and practical point of view the
terminology used needs […] to indicate a mutually exclusive and exhaustive nonambiguous data classification that is intuitive both to trained GI users and those who
have not had formal training” (Brown et al., 2013: 859). This approach simplifies
classification effort as well as alleviates the problems that occur due to volume,
semantic and linguistic difference, professional vs. VGI data, and data credibility.

Theme 3: Policy and Legislation
The closing notes for the ODIP meeting stressed project relevance for policy. This has
been supported by a segment of GIS literature, which explored technology relevance,
public agency, and the importance of GI for policy making. There are several
considerations about this relationship.
Bigelow (1931) confirmed that the growing importance of oceanographic
institutions and initiatives was a result of the rapid economic apprehension surrounding
marine resource depletion—namely for fisheries. The author gives an example of the
looming concern in north-western Europe, which prompted the creation of International
Counsel for the Exploration of the Sea (ICES) in 1902—the oldest international science
organisation (Bigelow, 1931: 10).
The function of data is mainly considered in terms of its potential
“environmental applications such as global climate change environmental protection,
disaster management, natural resource conservation and sustainable economic and
social development” (Craglia et al., 2012: 12). ODIP meets 17.66a (technical) and
17.66c (project collaboration and coordination) of the Rio De Janeiro Report of the
United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UN, 1992). Arguably, it
does not meet the conditions stipulated in 17.66b, which states:
b. Collect and correlate marine environmental data with high seas
marine living resources data, including the impacts of regional and
global changes brought about by natural causes and by human
activities; (UN, 1992: 15)

Although ODIP does not produce data, nor does it deal with marine resources in the
form of “living resources,” it is concerned with designing and producing interoperable
systems that data managers and producers will use to produce relevant data that will
inform policy. Since human activity has an unquestionable impact on the ocean, it goes
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without saying that it is equally important to understand how people presume data about
it.
The literature suggests that, with the utilization of ICTs, technology has the
potential to connect data producers and data user, link large bodies of data, inform the
public, and engage various stakeholders to get involved in making decisions and
addressing pros and cons of various environmental situations (Craglia et al., 2012: 12).
Both research institutions (Akers & Doty, 2013) and policy-making organizations
(Haklay, 2003; Craglia et al., 2012) are shifting towards finding new approaches to
enable them to share information and data in a cross-disciplinary fashion.
This aspect puts more pressure on data producers to ensure data reliability and
accessibility. For example, Fugui (2008) considers climate change and pollution control
policies in China, arguing that “it will be important to create innovative policies and
systems for gathering economic, geographic, institutional, and cultural information and
to carry out interdisciplinary research that will help managers comprehend the intricate
factors responsible for environmental ignorance” (Fugui, 2008: 1655). The article
describes difficulties confronting government using technology to engage the public in
the sustainable resources management.
Fugui (2008) suggests that through technology utilization outside scientific
communities and implementing regulations, there has been a significant development in
pollution control over the past two decades. He further explains that China has used
three different management models over the years to raise public consciousness and
supervision—the most effective being the most current: “environmental information
disclosure strategy” (Fugui, 2008: 1650). The researcher suggests that having a variety
of outreach channels is the most productive catalyst for environmental laws so far
(Fugui, 2008).
Despite the reported successes of this model, the Chinese government still
struggles with its public outreach (Fugui, 2008: 1654). Most limitations were attributed
to technological shortcomings and under-informed users. The article also lists other
reasons including limited funding; inaccuracy and insufficiency in disclosure (of
enterprise reports for fear of penalty and of public outrage); no national standard to
understand the available information; limited or out-dated measuring tools and
equipment; no universal regulation to encourage public participation; no way for an
informed public to supervise government behaviour; and no plans for how governments
should interact with the public (Fugui, 2008: 1653-55).
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Haklay (2010) illustrates another example, illustrating that geographical
information systems (GIS) have been available for more than four decades, yet their
popularity were only widespread after 2005 with the launch of user-friendly
applications—of which Google Earth was a pioneer—(Haklay, 2010: ix). This is
consistent with the remarks of one ODIP member137. In both examples, ICTs have the
potential to reduce the policy-oriented “top-down” pressure (Wallis, 2014: 99) on data
producers to share their information in an effort to engage with the public.
Because oceanographic data are heavily mediated by technology (Benson et al.,
2004: xiii; Oreskes, 2003; Oreskes & Conway, 2010; 2012), interoperating existing
platforms facilitates an opportunity to harness ICTs and Web 2.0 technology. Cukier
and Mayer-Schonberger (2013) suggest adopting semantic web technology and Linked
Data138 tools to harmonize data. Tao et al. (2008) illustrates how “data interoperability
problem in EO [oceanographic Earth Observation] can be improved by adding a
semantic web layer where the ontology based domain reference model is used to enrich
EO resources with standard metadata shared within the community” (Tao et al., 2008:
14).
This approach is beneficial especially considering that the main purpose of early
GIS development was “the delivery of basic functionality and development of methods
to present and manipulate geographical information using the available computing
resources” (Haklay, 2010: ix)—which did not require an understanding of the users or
their usability needs.
Harding (2013) elaborates that “with the growth of semantic web technologies
and linked data practices […] distinctions between geographic and other types of
information are blurring, the emphasis being on identity and relationships between
pieces of data” (Harding, 2013: 947), in contrast to a localized community (Bigelow,
1931), as was in the past. In this way, countries without resources or infrastructure can
benefit from other developed nations, at the cost of providing previously inaccessible
data.
Initiatives such as ODIP are a step in this direction. More research needs to be
done in this area to understand the variables in different countries. This may include
translational, economical, or political hurdles. Following Craglia et al. (2012), the ideal
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characteristics of a model involve an interactive, adaptive, educational, historicallyenabled, dynamic-synthesizing, cultural, as well as scientific system (Craglia et al.,
2012: 13).
Although ODIP prototypes meet some requirements, there are a few limitations
preventing them from being participatory (Craglia et al., 2012: 6)—namely adopting the
“build them-and they will come” approach 139 , which contrasts against usability and
accessibility for public use. The importance of initiatives such as ODIP arises from the
need to enhance the quality of existing data models and information practices. This
influences how useful and functional information becomes. Encapsulated in the remarks
of one ODIP member, there is a false presumption that technology resolved the “deadend” block resulting from print. For example, this domain expert illustrated that “the
best information on [Chronostratigraphic140] is available in PDF.”
On this note, research by Haklay (2003) examined the nature of information and
data made available to the public (Haklay, 2003: 171), producing several practical
examples about GI and its role in environmental decision-making processes. Haklay
(2003) asserts that the value of GIS remains relatively unknown when it comes to
decision-making. He stresses that in order to understand its value, it is crucial to better
understand its audiences (Haklay, 2003).
Although these arguments were made more than a decade ago, the information
needs described by international organizations such as the UN prove their relevance
today. The UN’s Global Geospatial Information Management (GGIM) department
recognized that “inadequate marine environment and space-based information […] is
needed to expand the land information base”141, revealing the usefulness of this missing
data for governance matters. As Craglia et al. (2012) point out, “it is important to ensure
that all can partake in its development and use [directly or indirectly], and that
opportunities142 and threats are recognized and addressed” (Craglia et al., 2012: 13).
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See Warwick et al. (2006) for a research examining this concept.
According to the Generalitat de Catalunya (www.gencat.cat) Institut Cartogràfic I Geològic de
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International Commission on Stratigraphy. The study of Chronostratigraphy is concerned with the history
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reconstructing events, finding oil, and identifying dispositional environments in history.
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4.7.2. On The Utilization of ICTs
Theme 1: ICTs, Social Media, and Data Beyond Academia
As discussed in the literature (Chapter 2.4.3.), scientific data are often metonymical for
credibility. Established information practices tend to devaluate information that exist
outside of research and academia. With this in mind, it is useful to note that during
coding for data conditions, the researcher detected that there was a major discrepancy
between how conditions were ascribed in the first and final two days. The major
difference was the absence of people's active role in conditioning data, which
necessitated the three-tiered coding process to extract this information.
At first glance, data are not considered a manifestation of social interactions.
Social interaction is outside the scope of the workshop, including how it is shared, used,
or conceptualized by users. In most of the demos and discussions, only visitor hits were
mentioned as significant to gauge whether or not a system has been used for instance.
Towards the end of the workshop, more attention was given to the role of people and
social factors in the way data are contextualized and discussed. Mostly in terms of
assessed platform specs such as OrcID, Scopus, and ResearchGate.
This absence was highlighted during a discussion where social media was
referenced in passing. The context of this reference indicated that there is a distinction
between technical function (a quantitative count of “fans” or users) and the social
conditioning they comprised (the qualitative value of these “fans”). Although not
directly addressing a condition of data, the members were able to recognize a problem
with aggregating information outside scientific community parameters, which were
demarcated as non-research resources, or personal websites, blogs, other non-public,
personal, and non-commercial spaces.
This was echoed in Belter (2013), who examined “scientific journal articles
supported by NOAA’s Office of Ocean Exploration and Research” (Belter, 2013: 641).
Bibliometric mapping analysis was conducted revealing the narrow parameters of
captured data to ensure validity. According to the author, this technique is useful in
evaluating “scientific research produced by institutions and grant funding agencies”
(Belter, 2013: 629). Limitations to this approach include reliability of whether or not
analysis captures a holistic view. Funded non-journal publications and relevant social
science publications were excluded in the analysis, outlining a narrow definition of what

versus diversity (e.g. role of international media homogenising popular culture versus the assertion of
inward-looking local identities)” (Craglia et al., 2012: 13).
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is deemed “oceanographic” and the importance of reviewing information and citation
practices and technologies.
Members defined data conditions in terms of ethics, whereby integrity checks,
security, preventative measures and other concerns were tackled. This prompts the need
for new research to examine ethical parameters within the scope of the project. Another
consideration was “alternative” outreach approaches and education. Findings show that
“creative” approaches were advocated to encourage educational outreach and
awareness. Given one member’s remark on video games, similar research illustrated the
potential of their usefulness. Shum et al. (2012) tackled latent utility of gaming data to
yield digital data democratization by producing an infrastructure that can make gaming
communities useful, while also giving back by enhancing a platform from feedback and
analytics.
The Wikipedia model also received significant attention from the members in
this regard. Although majority supported arguments made in Brown et al. (2013),
another article challenged these assumptions. De Boer et al. (2012) tackled the open
access platform, OpenEarth, which is based on Wikipedia’s crowdsourcing model. The
project began as a “social experiment” to investigate crowdsourcing usefulness for
marine studies (De Boer et al., 2012: 97). Their findings show that this indeed is a
productive initiative, resulting in more than 1000 users and 5000 contributions. The
researchers also reveal the platform’s success in helping experts disseminate their data
with little effort and broader outreach. However, what this does not cover is the issue of
standardization and quality control as tackled earlier.

Theme 2: Data Users
The findings reveal two views about users: usefulness of understanding target users, and
the irrelevance of their role in developing systems. Although some ODIP members were
cautious about the level of user involvement in the project, several of the attendees
recognized the value of user feedback. One consideration that has not been addressed by
advocating members was defining and identifying target users accurately.
It is difficult to ascertain who are their target users, what usability needs they
require without limiting accessibility to the platforms or without analytics. This is not in
accordance with the objectives of the initiative, possibly inducing emphasis on various
workarounds, including personal identifiers and eliminating user involvement. The
question however remains: to what degree is usability important for oceanographic
data? Keeping in mind that oceanographic data are used by more than just
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oceanographers (Helmreich, 2014), “data producers at the data creation level will have a
fundamental influence on the overall user experience” (Brown et al., 2013: 856).
Harding (2013) concurs that “decisions made […] by the data provider can have
the most impact on fitness for purpose in the user-task context” (Harding, 2013: 946).
One way in which the literature addressed these usability issues was to consider the role
of users and their feedback. Brown et al. (2013) emphasized how GI is very challenging
when assuming target user homogeneity. Since ODIP members occupy both the
platform developer and designer roles, the literature captures the scope of their
consequential responsibilities and hurdles as follows:
[The] designer of GI, who is responsible for organising and structuring
datasets and associated attributes, may only have a broad knowledge of
who the types of user groups are likely to be. Additionally they may not
know what the users’ specific goal or context of use may be. An
example of this may be that the same dataset may be used by a council
officer with some GIS expertise, or a non-expert viewer examining the
flood risk associated with their home. These two people may be using
the same dataset, but have different goals and be viewing that dataset
using different applications. (Brown et al., 2013: 856)

As such, it is necessary for ODIP members to recognize varying affordances of their
system and data, and the value of usability for building their prototypes. Brown et al.
(2013) further highlighted issues relating to GI data usability. Crowdsourcing, in the
form of “Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI)” of “non-expert users of
geographic tools” (Brown et al., 2013: 857), presented an interesting challenge.
Corresponding to some aspects of Study I findings, Brown et al. (2013) assert that VGI
creates a blur between “data producers, developers and consumers” exacerbating
problems of standardization, metadata, and user needs and control (Brown et al., 2013:
858-863).
This argument for “prosumers,” or “people who produce many of their own
goods and services” (Kotler, 1986: 510) is critical, as it is also an argument for a culture
of presumption—which “involves both production and consumption rather than
focusing on either one (production) or the other (consumption)” (Ritzer & Jurgenson,
2010: 14; emphasis maintained). Ritzer and Jurgenson (2010) have argued that the
advent of Web 2.0143 has been “both the most prevalent location of prosumption and its
most important facilitator as a ‘means of prosumption’” (Ritzer & Jurgenson, 2010: 20).
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“Web 2.0 is contrasted to Web 1.0 (e.g. AOL, Yahoo), which was (and still is) provider- rather than
user-generated. Web 2.0 is defined by the ability of users to produce content collaboratively, whereas
most of what exists on Web 1.0 is provider-generated.” (Ritzer & Jurgenson, 2010: 19)
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Most online digital content is produced by users (Ritzer & Jurgenson, 2010: 19).
Thus, being aware of, and engaging with, users (the prosumer) is indispensable in order
for ODIP to produce a worthwhile resource. As Ritzer and Jurgenson (2010) contend,
the difference between adopting a Web 1.0 approach (e.g. AOL, Yahoo) vs. Web 2.0
(e.g. Wikipedia; Facebook) is that the first produces information while the latter
presumes it. That is Web 2.0 implicates a “co-creation relationship” that accommodates
agency, freedom, and recognition of its users (Ritzer & Jurgenson, 2010: 18) and hence
the blurriness described by Brown et al. (2013). ODIP does not create data; it is
interoperating systems that engage various users. Data producers and consumers can be
distinct or synonymous and taking that into account is critical.
Brown et al. (2013) also emphasized that data being tackled is still GI data
regardless of whether or not it is volunteered. This aspect was identified as beyond the
scope of the ODIP project given the standardization difficulties in both the workshop as
well as in the literature 144 . Not surprisingly, the members steered away from
“Wikipedia-type” solution models. In this regard, Brown et al. (2013) captured the
relevance of their decision noting that:
while making direct links to other crowd-sourced projects such as
Wikipedia is initially tempting, key differences exist. This is most
notable in how Wikipedia is a repository of the crowd’s collective
knowledge, whereas VGI datasets are a repository of crowd
measurements and opinions. (Brown et al., 2013: 860).

Adding to this key distinction, De Boer et al. (2012) ascertained that the critical
problem is not in maintaining data, once they implemented a “Wikipedia” approach visà-vis versioning, but rather in the quantity that is made available—i.e. management
issues. ODIP members, speculative of the Wikipedia approach, recognized the
misalignment of data quality and quantity in terms of sustainability where volume
issues echoed Harding’s (2013) findings.
Most of these concerns are likely to “arise through no specific fault but from the
combination of source information, application and system capacities in the user
environment” (Harding, 2013: 946). She argues that it can be sorted using universal
current standards—e.g. the variety of geographical gazetteers as discovered in the
findings.
Another critical user-centred issue pertains to the amount of user work and the
correlated propensity for sharing data. Comparable to the findings in De Boer et al.
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(2012), Brown et al. (2013), Wallis (2014), Ahalt et al. (2015), and Akers and Doty
(2013), the findings revealed that the main concern for domain experts is the possibility
that standards and technical solutions will prompt scientists to do “more work” (De
Boer et al., 2012: 103) that is “mundane” (Oreskes, 2003: 25). This increases reluctance
to share and prompts the need for further help managing data.
De Boer et al. (2012) revealed that it is possible to reconcile issues that occur
between specialist knowledge and end users in terms of quality control, and therefore
facilitating outreach productively. Brown et al. (2013) also suggest that the quality of
data is relevant to how useful it is when accessed. Akers and Doty (2013: 14-15)
propose that scientists in general would benefit from an increased awareness of methods
and new skills to gain more credit and engage their users effectively.
Parallel to ODIP, these studies did not stress the continuous problems associated
with quality control, sustainability, and reuse of expert information and the mediating
role of technology. Harding (2013) argued that,
knowledge of the underlying base data [i.e. metadata and
infrastructure] and information product specifications is necessary in
order to de-couple usability issues rooted in source information from
those that may be introduced by an application system or interface
(Harding, 2013: 946).

Separating these two issues renders quality control and sustainability problems more
visible to data curators and managers, and therefore easier to address. Remedying
sharing issues however are not so straightforward. As discussed in the findings,
members referred to and advocated the bottom-up approach of collecting everything
first, then sorting and identifying a solution to their data problems.
This approach is problematic when it comes to digital data sharing and reuse. De
Boer et al. (2012), Zimmerman (2008. As cited in Wallis, 2014) listed several obstacles
hindering reuse that include data ownership concerns, lack of incentive, technical
hurdles, and finally costs in terms of time and monetary value (Wallis, 2014: 101).
Wallis (2014) explains how expert reliance on formal training and informal knowledge
is tantamount to how willing they will be to find and validate data from external sources
(Wallis, 2014: 100).
Scientists are more likely to use datasets if they can assess and analyse it using
their expert knowledge. If that does not suffice, then a level of “trustworthiness” and
“personal knowledge” (Wallis, 2014: 100) of data producers is needed. Factoring
standardization problems, Wallis found that data reuse will be impossible and avoided if
experts believe that they cannot depend on their skills, expert or personal, to assess the
quality of data. Akers and Doty (2013) reveal how scientists within an academic sphere
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are more likely to share their data willingly if no major effort is necessary and as long as
they are credited for their work.
Finally, despite being heavily focused on issuing technical solutions, ODIP
members recognize that certain issues do not relate to technology alone, and that there is
a need to explore new ways of 1) making data exchange easier; 2) standardizing and
classifying information for sustainability purposes; 3) making reusable information
reliable, and finally 4) capturing and ensuring the widest data accessibility and user
engagement globally.

4.7.3.Recommendations & Limitations
Although the workshop parameters were limited to scientific and technical solutions
(inventorying existing platforms, interoperability implementation), these parameters
establish groundwork for other platform collaboration to occur. This includes a bridge
between research and industry, scientists and the public, policy makers and NGOs and
other possible collaborative crossovers. The importance of ODIP for this research is to
help expound domain expertise impacting data production and dissemination.
Findings, coupled with literature, indicates that more can be done to support
scientists (Akers & Doty, 2013) and alleviate subsequent issues hindering data
dissemination and recovery for users (Shum et al., 2012). The workshop, being
technically guided, revealed where gaps exist between technology and social
interaction. Since technical aspects were beyond the bound of this study, more can be
determined about information practices, and the support needed to align it with existing
technology, by understanding the technical characteristics of the project.
One prevalent logistical issue involved collecting data from this meeting. Some
distinctions were made about data collection granularity in terms of organizational
culture, individual opinions, and subject matter. As so, the methodology chosen for this
research was a hybrid of several established approaches. This is because the unit of
analysis (ICTs & data) is not the same as the unit of observation (individuals) as
described in the methods chapter. In conceptualizing the research questions for this
study, an overview of some of these areas were looked at and considered. Given that
this is a GT-based study, developed to further focus the broad aims of this dissertation,
several areas with knowledge gaps emerged, which are summarized in Appendix 3.5,
and restructured as questions with proposed methodologies and justifications.
From this preliminary study, it can be said that the current state of
oceanographic information still operates under the boundaries of scientific disciplines
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(chemistry, physics...etc.). More needs to be done to interlink fields and promote inter-,
cross-, trans-, and multidisciplinary exchange. Any exchange occurring between these
disciplines happens within the bounds of expert and professional networks (Wallis,
2014), and usually limited to two areas of exchange.
Although interoperability is a step towards such a cause, the difficulties created
by taxonomically established fields must be addressed first. As mentioned earlier, this
can be remedied using semantic web technologies (Tao et al., 2008: 14). To this effect,
an evaluation of existing representations of networks vis-à-vis social media deems
useful as another case study.
Recommendations to further develop the ODIP project include adding such a
semantic layer, which may complement existing ontologies described during the
workshop. Tao et al. (2008) were able to affirm that “there is a clear distinction between
ontology and semantic annotation, both of which can be represented in RDF” in their
research (Tao et al., 2008: 14). Utilizing both annotations can improve and promote a
multidisciplinary exchange. This is because Semantic Web data management has been
successful in its application in other “single core” 145 disciplines that involve computer
sciences and single areas of study (Tao et al., 2008; Cukier & Mayer-Schonberger,
2013). Making use, or “reusing,” existing ontologies to connect various disciplines as
such is not far fetched.
This facilitation may help counter the dissonance between natural and social
sciences, beyond the “intrinsic unpredictability of human behavior” (Oreskes, 2003:
26), and shift the attention “away from specific quantitative predictions of the future
and toward policy-relevant statements of scientific understanding” (Oreskes, 2003: 27).
Research on the effects of GIS and ICTs on public agency and education is still in its
infancy. One foreseeable advantage is the potential to understand how to surpass the
effects of public doubt.
Oreskes and Conway (2010; 2012) suggest that “scientist are still ill-equipped,
and ill-prepared” to counter what they have dubbed the “merchants of doubt” (Oreskes
& Conway, 2010: 686)—or sceptics that combat scientific ideas such as climate change.
The authors agree that scientists need to communicate and reach out in order to educate
and inform the public. They argue that “being so philosophical about the ‘factual’
nature of climate change doesn’t serve public communication” (Oreskes & Conway,
2010: 687). They also highlight that this is “perhaps in part because this judgment
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requires a broad overview that is difficult for today’s specialized researchers to feel
confident in” (Oreskes & Conway, 2010). Therefore, “if the public is to learn that
science is ‘messy’ and full of uncertainty—which can help to improve public trust in the
system—they should also learn that sensible decision-making involves acting on the
best information available” (Oreskes & Conway, 2012: 687).

4.8. Conclusion
To conclude, this chapter carried out a formative case study using GT to study a
scientific meeting using several minimally intrusive data collection methods. It followed
a three-tiered coding process to analyse collected data, where non-intrusive observations
proved essential to this process since there were no prior assumptions made about the
current status of oceanographic information practices. This is in accordance with GT,
which was a useful approach for the specifics of this study. Findings reveal that there is
a crucial need for scientists to consider and adopt new solutions to engage with potential
partners and users in order to enhance data sharing; it highlighted the importance of
standardization for sustainability and data accessibility; and it showed that user and
usability were under prioritized within the broader community. Therefore, by
conducting a formative GT study, the results helped identify pertinent literature for this
research as well as shape the design for further case studies that seek to explicate how
resources and responsibilities can impact information management in oceanography.
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CHAPTER 5. Case Study II
T HE B RITISH O CEANOGRAPHIC D ATA C ENTRE (BODC)
5.1. Chapter Overview
This chapter details the analysis for Study II, which was conducted using semistructured interviews. Using The British Oceanographic Data Centre as a case study, the
analysis applies Engeström’s (2001) Activity Theory (AT) model to ascertain whether
or not this approach can answer Study II questions dealing with examining resources
and responsibilities within an organisation that handles multidisciplinary information.
One of the modest aims of this study is to find out whether or not AT can help identify
how ICTs are utilized within an organisation. It also aims at assessing whether
Engeström’s model can be used effectively to look at organizational data management
for oceanography using BODC as a case study. The following sections detail methods
used to apply this model to the study, expounding analysis on a selection of the findings
that emerged from this approach, and concludes with a discussion on how this has
benefited the overall research.

5.2. Case Study Background & Participant Profiles
The British Oceanographic Data Centre, or BODC146, is a UK-based data centre that
deals with the management of marine environmental data. BODC looks after and
distributes chemical, physical, biological, and geophysical data via the expertise of a
number of information/data scientists and marine scientists of various backgrounds.
BODC was chosen as the second case study for its role and involvement with ODIP
(Study I). Study I was hosted by BODC and thus there was an opportunity for the
researcher to pursue a case study at BODC, given its leading role and the diversity of
data managed at the centre. It is important to note that of the 11 BODC participants, 3
interviewees were also members of the ODIP initiative. Other ODIP members at
BODC, for one reason or another, did not volunteer to be interviewed. Being an ODIPmember was a key factor in the selection of this organisation as a case study.
Furthermore, BODC was selected for several reasons including its national and
international roles.
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Nationally, it maintains and develops the UK-based National Oceanographic
Database (NODB) at BODC, and the UK tide gauge network147, which records tidal
elevations around UK coasts. It is also one of eight Natural Environmental Research
Council (NERC)-designated data centres
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; and it is one of seven Marine

Environmental Data and Information Network (MEDIN) accredited Data Archive
Centres (DAC)149.
Internationally, BODC is part of UNESCO’s Intergovernmental Oceanographic
commission (IOC), which consists of over 60 data centres from different countries
working towards making data accessible and useful to the widest users possible150. It is
also part of a 35-member project called the International Coastal Atlas Network, where
its role is to develop the ontology that facilitates interoperability between Coastal Web
Atlases151.
Between 14-16th of June, 2016, the researcher embarked on a three-day research
journey to Liverpool, UK, to meet with members of the British Oceanographic Data
Centre (BODC). Participants were conveniently sampled, based on a voluntary strategy.
The researcher coordinated with the director to visit during a specified timeframe. On
those days, a designated representative met with the researcher and liaised with other
members to volunteer for interviews. The interviews took place during business hours
between 9-5 PM, averaging at about 3 interviews per day. The third day cultivated the
most participants at a total of 5 interviews.
During the interviews, the participants were provided with a copy of the
Research Information Sheet (Appendix 2.1) and Consent Form (Appendix 2.2). Each
interviewee was urged to take the time to read and sign two copies of the form, one that
they retained for their records. Permission for audio recordings was also sought. The
participants were also reminded that they are free to withdraw their participation at any
time during or after the interviews.
Finally, before the interview began, they were asked whether or not they would
like a copy of their written and/or recorded interview transcript. Only three members,
whose interviews were the shortest, requested a written copy. One of these three
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members returned their transcripts with corrections. The gender distribution was not
apparent for participants. Of the 11 interviewees, 5 were female and 6 were male. There
was a total of 575 minutes worth of audio-recorded interviews. Further details are
summed in Table 2 and detailed in section 5.2.1.

ID
Role
(section. 5.2.1)

Day 1

Audio
Duration
Transcript
word count

5th
Interview

4th
Interview

3rd
Interview

Total/
Day

P1

P2

P3

Data
manager/
coordinator

Data
manager/
coordinator

Data
manager/
coordinator

26 mins

51 mins

84 mins

166
mins

4,101

7,942

13,992

26,035

ID

P4

P5

P6

Role

Technical
consultant

Intern
(gas & oil)

Data
Scientist

61 mins

53 mins

69 mins

183
mins

7,494

8,687

9,536

25,717

P7

P8

P9

(section. 5.2.1)

Day 2

2nd
Interview

Day / Interview Order

1st
Interview

Table 2. Study II BODC interview audio length & participant details

Audio
Duration
Transcript
word count

ID
Role
(section. 5.2.1)

Day 3
Audio
Duration
Transcript
word count
Total
Recording
& Word
Count

P10

P11

Requests/
user
assistance

Data
Scientist

Data
manager/
coordinator

Data Scientist

Data
manager/
coordinato
r

22 mins

61 mins

65 mins

27 mins

66 mins

231
mins

3,441

10,740

8,918

4,651

11,032

38,782

575 mins & 90,534 words
(Total for all interviews)

The table presents information about the interview in tabular form including the order of the interviews
conducted on each day, word count, audio minutes, and designation of participant.

5.2.1.Participant Roles & Their Experiences
Division of labour (DoL) is the assignment of responsibilities within an activity system.
In a way, DoL can be conceptualized as resources. Responsibilities are usually assigned
to a subject (individual or group) based on skillset. In this way it could be considered
the human resources within an activity. For the sake of writing clarity, responsibilities is
the term chosen to indicate human mediated activities and contributions within an
activity system.
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This section details the roles and responsibilities of BODC staff and scientists.
Based on their accounts, participant roles are categorized into data scientists,
consultants, requests officers, coordinators, and data managers. As the findings reveal,
these titles are formalities that do not adequately reflect the roles and responsibilities of
each individual. From a total of 11 participants, there are 3 data scientists, 1 technical
consultant, 1 coordinator, 1 requests officer, and 4 data managers. The remaining was
an intern from an industrial company working with BODC. More details about their
roles can be found in the following sections.
To summarize, participants (P) 6, 8, and 10 all identified as data scientists. This
role requires a certain level of technical expertise. Where P8 and 10 are junior level data
scientists, P6 was hired as a non-domain expert to help develop data management at
BODC. Participants (P) 1, 2, 3, 9, and 11 all identified as either data mangers or
coordinators. Their roles involve project and data management on either a project or/and
administrative capacity. P11 is unique in so far as s/he is involved in both project and
administrative processes. The remaining participants, P4, 5, and 7 occupy miscellaneous
roles. P4 is a technical consultant. P5 is an intern employed by an external company that
houses its data at BODC. His/her role is to manage this company’s data BODC. Finally,
P7 describes his/her role as a dual role. S/he doubles as a data scientist but also assists
in directing and helping BODC service users

Data Scientists (Participants 6, 8 & 10)
Participants (P) 6, 8, and 10 all identified as data scientists. P6 is a unique data scientist
at BODC whose educational and professional background is in non-oceanographic
related areas. S/he is recruited for his/her technical skills (i.e. resource related). This
participant uses his/her transferable skills to apply semantic web technologies to BODC
data. P6 explains that his/her role is to “check if we do add more predicates if something
breaks“ and “to check what will break— if it will break” (P6). Furthermore, P6 tackles
the domain learning needed to transfer into oceanography, explaining that:
“At first the experience was a bit too […] much information with too
many abbreviations.” (P6)
“It took me awhile, a long while to manage to understand what is of
these abbreviations and different […] terminologies are. […] but now
[…] I need to learn a lot, a lot, a lot more.” (P6)

P6 then explains that his/her role first and foremost is as a researcher, and that
researchers love learning. Other tasks beyond the technical, where users and use cases
are involved in the management of vocabulary are “delegated to the vocabulary
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management team to do” (P6). In total, according to P6, there are 6-7 people managing
vocabulary.
Participant 8 is active in four areas at BODC. The bulk of his/her time is spent
on ARGO152, an international collaborative project between 28 countries sharing “an
array of over 4000 profiles and floats.” P8’s role includes processing the data and
delivering it to global data assembly centres. This involves development work and
support. The support portion includes file encryption or resolving technical problems
and bugs, and system development and enhancement. The role entails relying on both
oceanographic knowledge as well as programing skills, and according to P8, “it’s quite
a taxing activity.” P8 is relatively new to BODC compared to other interviewees and
explains that s/he is “still learning.”
P10 has an educational background in oceanography and marine resource
management. S/he has experience in environmental impact assessment, the oil and gas
industry, and in government environmental work. His/her current position at BODC is
as a data scientist liaising with two UK oceanographic research institutes that produce
ship-based and long-term site monitoring data. P10 explains that his/her work entails
communicating with scientists from different disciplines—“biologist, chemists, [and]
data manager[s]” (P10)—in order to ingest the data into BODC. Perhaps the clearest
description of what data scientists do, P10 reveals that in the past, the data was provided
by the scientists without data management plans. Now, s/he ensures that the data
received is “more robust” and cohesive for usage.
Cohesive data involves correct and consistent metadata for datasets from the
same cruise ship. Once this information is secured, Digital Object Identifiers (DOIs) are
issued “so that [the data] can be […] cited [and] so it can have all the data… fed back to
[the data originator] and then brought in the project itself so that it gets more
appreciation.” For one of the projects, P10 explains that s/he shares the responsibilities
with another team member, due to the size of the project. Both projects entail “building
up a rapport with some of the scientists.”
According to P10, the data are normally ingested via email, and it is up to the
data scientist to ensure its consistency. In case of large datasets, FTP is the preferred
method of transfer. On some occasions, when P10 pays a visit to either assigned
institutes, s/he copies data onto a USB drive instead. In other cases, scientists mail CD-
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ROMs, with new data or “updates.” Both P10’s projects are NERC-funded, and thus
part of a mandatory agreement to be housed at a data centre. P10 is also involved in
some aspects of support for externally funded projects where BODC services are
commissioned. Support includes enhancing data, investigating issues against the
proponents’ quality control measures, and providing necessary “linkages” (P10).
All three participants in this category are involved in several projects. Although
they all share the title data scientist, their responsibilities vary depending on their
respective projects. In some cases, such as for P10, more liaising is necessary, making
him/her part of the management team. For others, such as P6, more technical
development is required.

Data Mangers & Coordinators (Participants 1, 2, 3, 9 & 11)
Participants (P) 2, 3 both identified as data mangers. P1 identified as a data and
stakeholder coordinator for a platform. P9 describes his/her experience as transitional
from data scientist to project management. P11 is a veteran BODC member that is
identified by his/her job description rather than title. S/he is currently involved with data
management projects but is also a data scientists and project coordinator.
P1 is a project coordinator for a collaborative partnerships between UK
organizations that have an interest in Marine Data. His/her aim is “to make it easier to
share marine data” through DIN. This project houses the data from a network of
different data archives, of which BODC data are part of. For privacy reasons, this
project shall remain undisclosed to protect participant 1 and 9. In turn, it will be referred
to as the Data Information Network (DIN). P1 refers to this type of coordination as a
“much more strategic role,” whilst data management—or the direct involvement with
datasets—is outside of the scope of his/her job description. This line of work entails
“networking, and making sure that our partners are willing to follow best practice with
data management […] projects as drawn up, and guidelines for information that needs
to be stored with different types of marine data” (P1). In a way, this is comparable to
P2’s role.
P2 is part of the BODC management team, responsible for “finances and
deployment of resources and making sure projects are resourced.” P2 explains that s/he
has a dual role as a coordinator involved “with the other data centres” to identify
common issues and solutions. P2 has recently stepped up from an administrative
support role and expressed enthusiasm and concerns about new responsibilities. P2
describes this change as “less prodding people for action” and “more actually thinking
about the issues.”
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The new role according to P2 will require being “more informed” even though
s/he “knows a little bit about a lot.” The new role entails learning about the details of
several projects and services at BODC, such as interoperability and “how it works, how
advanced it is, or what the issues are.” To achieve this P2 uses this “big database of new
projects that NERC has funded” in order “to make sure that the different data centres
pick up the [projects] that they should be handling” (P2). This database includes project
titles and abstracts that P2 can go through to familiarize her/himself with current
projects. Additionally, P2 is in charge of ensuring that principal investigators (PIs) of
funded projects are contacted to develop data management plans. Concern however, is
that this is not a change in responsibilities, but rather an addition. The main
responsibility for this new role is “to alert BODC to things that are coming down the
line” (P2).
Working alongside P2, P3 is a project management coordinator. S/he is
responsible for “process improvement at BODC” which entails coordinating and
precipitating the ingestion of data into the BODC system. P3 is also involved with other
general project management activities within the organisation.
P9 works alongside P1 on the Data Information Network (DIN). S/he also works
as the main contact and coordinator for NERC Discovery Science marine grants 153
reporting to P2. Having worked at BODC for over a decade, P9 breaks down how much
time each of his/her responsibilities require: “I am 50% [DIN] and 33% Discovery
Science and the other bits are like the database and stuff.” (P9). S/he adds that each
“could quite easily […] take up 100%” of his/her time (P9).
With the growing number of projects to manage, and the expansion of his/her
team, P9 describes his/her role developing from data scientists liaising with scientists, to
“tracker” or project manager (P9). Of all the participants, P9 is the most detailed about
what his/her role entails:
“So I first find out about [a grant] from a computer system called […]
Data-MAD and I'll find the grant. There will be a an outlined data
management plan linked with that, which […] the grant PIs will have
filled out as part of the grant application, which will be their rough idea
of what data they will be collecting. So my first […] job is to contact the
PI, generally through email and send them a letter — or her a letter —
saying […] what BODC does, who I am, why I'm contacting them, and
the benefits to them of getting involved with BODC.” (P9)

Participant 9 then explains what data management is for grant researchers:

153

For more about the grants visit http://www.nerc.ac.uk/funding/available/researchgrants/
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“That will be things like […] benefits with them possibly of digital
object identifiers. BODC taking aboard the data management so they
don't have to worry about sorting their obligations to NERC out, things
like this. Then once the PI comes back to me and we engage in a
conversation, I then work with the PI to draft a full data management
plan for their work, or to identify that they don't actually need a data
management plan, or no further management is required. In which case
I just sign it off to NERC.” (P9)

If a management plan is required, then it becomes “a question of working with the PI,
talking to them over a protracted period of time. NERC […] like to have a first draft of
their data management plan within six months of the grant starting,” says P9. Yet, P9
insists that this is not realistic for many grants with workload increase:
“Up until this year my procedures were: I did everything. But I'm now
getting to the stage where I can't do everything. So I'm doing the
tracking and I'm passing out the actual work to colleagues of mine, who
are at the bound level here. And they will do the actual nitty-gritty of
bringing the data in, accessioning it, putting into the systems, what
not… or creating the data.” (P9)

Ostensibly, the roles of data managers and data scientists have no clear boundaries as
seen in the previous section. P9’s second role is concerned with DIN standards and
guidelines, as touched on by P1. P9 describes this work as follows:
“It’s about discovering it, which is the metadata standard, which goes
back through to me sitting on a– on national group, which is the Gemini
Working Group, which is about UK national standard and discovery
metadata, which is Gemini. Which then links to the European National
Standard, which is inspired to the international standard, which is ISO
19115. […] through the Gemini group, I'm aware of all that’s going on
leading back up to that international level. And then from that I take
any changes, adaptation to the [DIN] level.” (P9)
“[W]e take that discovery metadata work from Gemini-Inspire because
that’s terrestrial on the whole. And we, we slightly twisted it and tighten
up through control vocabularies and stuff and make it […] marine
specific. So you can take a [DIN] metadata record and it will apply to
Gemini, but you can’t take a Gemini record and apply it to [DIN].”
(P9)

Finally, P11 worked at BODC for nearly a decade, occupying several positions during
his/her time there. One of his/her main roles was to ingest data as data scientist. This
involved ensuring data submission, tracking cruise ship datasets, available inventories,
metadata records, and vocabulary mark-ups. According to P11, and consistent with
others, this is so that data are consistent and discovery does not result in “100 different
things” (P11). P11 describes this as a form of “expectation management, and
relationship management, between what BODC can do, and does do” and what
scientists think BODC does. Throughout the interview, P11 does not cover his/her
unique responsibilities, but rather tackles the goals and objectives of BODC as well as
current issues facing the wider community.
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Other Participants (Participants 4, 5 & 7)
P4 is a technical consultant at BODC. S/he is knowledgeable about historical
instrumentations, formats, and decisions made at BODC over a period of decades. S/he
describes his/her current role as “basically watching people who are doing things I used
to do,” especially in terms of vocabulary management, working alongside P6. P4
explains that decisions made “20 years ago” can look “crazy now” to others unaware of
its legacy. A long with context and history, P4 emphasizes domain knowledge and
experience importance to ensure data sustainability. His/her role is a transitional
handover, passing on valuable historical knowledge to a new generation of data
scientists.
P5 is an intern from the oil and gas industry. Of all the 11 participants in this
study, P5 is the only non-BODC member. This participant worked for a European
company collaborating with its UK counterpart. To make this process easier, shared
data for these companies are managed at BODC. BODC assumes this role through the
initiative SIMORC154 in partnership with EU MARIS155. The data according to P5 is
restricted and can only be accessed with company permission.
P5 is a biology and environmental protection graduate, and has a background in
physical oceanography and methodology. This participant conveyed a strong feeling of
unease resulting from a perceived conflict between his/her environmental protection
background and his/her oil and gas career. S/he expresses that “it sounds strange
because I choose to do some […] environmental protection and after that switch, and
now I'm employed by [Company Name Withheld].” P5 explained that although the
company is concerned with environmental data, its objective is not the environment
protection but rather enhancing public corporate image as “clean”—possibly in terms of
clean energy. P5 argues this is “just the question of customers” since the company is
expanding into renewable and solar energy markets.
Despite this, P5 indicated that s/he has a desire to continue working for several
years in a technical capacity (listing several examples: “met-oceans studies,”
“statistics,” “hindcasts models,” and “MATLAB156 and geek [stuff]”) before reassuming
an environmental protection career path. P5 feels that experience gained at BODC is
necessary because it develops his/her skills in physical oceanography: “everyone is just

154

For more on this project and BODC’s role within it visit
http://www.simorc.org/content/content.asp?menu=0080000_000000
155
For more about the MARIS companies visit http://maris-eu.com/about
156
For more on the mathematical software visit https://uk.mathworks.com/products/matlab.html
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using my skills from my first year of master and not from my second year” and that
without that experience, finding a job would not have been possible. This shows how
there is demand for technical skills in this capacity, and that a multidisciplinary
background secured his/her position. P5 also believes that in order to have a positive
impact on the environment, s/he needs to gain commercial awareness from such
influential industries.
Finally, P7 like P1, P2, and P9, also describes his/her organizational role as “a
bit of a double role,” tackling responsibilities as a data scientist and as a member of the
“Requests team.” Comparable to other data scientists, P7’s responsibilities entail
“work[ing] up the data that comes in to the best possible quality” for others to use and
to assist “the public” in using BODC services. Such services include those available on
the BODC website.
P7 also assists in directing and helping service users secure permission for their
respective work, and coordinating feedback and complaints that are received. S/he
describes this role as a “referral service.” For the Requests team, the “danger” is making
inferences about what users need. With this in mind, s/he uses “information flow”
techniques to advertise what is available, what is feasible, and to recommend the best
solution for unique use cases. Interestingly, several interviewees have identified P7 as a
key organizational figure, liaising with users and staff alike. Despite references, and
despite acknowledging his/her veteran role as the oldest team member, P7 insists that
the entire team’s efforts are to credit. The requests team consists of 5 individuals—“so
all five of us are the people to go to” (P7).

5.3. The Benefits Of Using AT To Study BODC
Reiterating from chapter 3, Hashim and Jones (2007: 1) define AT as “a theoretical
framework for the analysis and understanding of human interaction through their use of
tools and artefacts.” The researcher’s main goal was to allow the participants to
contribute what they deemed important in accordance with CoP and AT frameworks as
delineated in Chapter 2.4 and Chapter 3.3. The objective is to understand how BODC
attempts to reconcile between varied communities of practice and stakeholder
differences, whilst negotiating and asserting its organizational role and identity given its
national and international prominence as a central oceanographic data centre.
Two important findings emerged from Study I that informed this approach and
the selection of findings: (1) that some of the barriers standing in the way of effective
data sharing and accessibility between stakeholders in multidisciplinary research are
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social rather than technical, and (2) that multidisciplinary research can benefit from the
recognition and articulation of different standards in order to try to unify them whilst
sustaining data for the future.
Thus, Study II involved a refined theoretical and methodological approach based
on these outcomes to elicit both implicit and explicit participant realities. In Study II,
inquiry about practice further explore Study I theoretical frameworks by examining
individual interpretation of data management activities. To narrow the scope of this
endeavour, the impact of mediating resources were examined in an organizational
setting.
Furthermore, this study is also about understanding how ICTs can aid
collaboration in a multidisciplinary community. BODC is one node within a complex
oceanographic network. It is also part of other communities, such as research and
education, part of data centre organisation communities, and part of a localized UK
scientific network. Understanding its role within a broad community is possible through
the interpretations of its members. Whether intentional or not (Suthers, 2006), this
interpretation is facilitated by interviewees partaking in a participation-reification
dialectical process (Wenger, 2008).

5.4. Methods
5.4.1.Data Collection Using Semi-Structured Interviews
Since the research question for this case study is concerned with addressing the impact
of resources and responsibilities on information practices, each participant was asked to
describe their respective role and responsibilities. The 11 participants were asked follow
up questions based on the direction of conversation and what they explicitly or
implicitly identified as significant.
Participants were further questioned about division of labour (DoL) across the
organisation; BODC’s organizational role nationally and internationally; resources,
projects, and collaboration at/with BODC; usage of ICTs; data formats and types;
challenges and approaches to data management among other subjects. A sample
question sheet, loosely designed based on the Council of Canadian Academies (2012: 810) and Cinnirella et al. (2014), can be referred to in Appendix 4.1.

5.4.2. Data Analysis Using Engeström’s AT Model
Chapter 2 and 3 of this research were concerned with describing the theoretical
framework and methodology informing this research. In them, Engeström’s (2001) AT
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model was explained within the context of this research. This section is concerned with
detailing the AT model as it relates to the case study at hand.
According to its website, BODC has three “activities” outlined as the
organizational approach to data management. These activities are as follows:
Careful storage, quality control and archiving of data so they are
unaffected by changes in technology and will be available into the
future.
Distributing data to scientists, education, industry and the public —
our goal is to enable online access to all data via our web site.
Working alongside scientists during marine research projects — we
provide a data management service during the lifetime of the project.
(BODC Website157)

According to BODC, “data are precious” (BODC.ac.uk

158

). Data facilitates

understanding of the environment and helps scientists answer questions about nature
locally and globally. Data management and curating is justified by innovative use and
future sustainability and access. Thus, what brings together the various oceanographic
communities towards a standardized information practice is data.
As per its website, the main aim for BODC is “looking after and distributing data
concerning the marine environment” (BODC.ac.uk), listing the 3 aforementioned
activities as approaches, and which have been illustrated in Figure 13.

157

BODC Website (Last update 1st December, 2016). What is the British Oceanographic Data Centre
(BODC)? Retrieved September 04, 2017, from https://www.bodc.ac.uk/about/what_is_bodc/
158
Last accessed October 21st 2017 https://www.bodc.ac.uk/about/what_is_bodc/.
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Figure 13. BODC Illustrated Activities
The activities are modelled based on the description provided in section 5.4.2, where each of the
activities described on the BODC website are represented using an activity theory system diagram. Each
of the nodes are completed based on participant descriptions of their own respective roles. Where there
are multiple, the researcher added all features that capture the sum of their activities in that role.
Because these activities are devised to fill a certain objective(s), the centre of these triangles meet in the
middle to represent a theoretical visualization of this model. As the chapter will continue to show, some
outcomes do not meet in the middle.

The first activity (1 in Figure 13) involves data archiving, where data scientists
determine the best method to store data for future use. This is an iterative process
involving assessing community needs, data production and processing technologies,
domain practices that shape how data are collected, size, format, and historical context
if any. This information helps technology specialists determine what tools and methods
to use and what possible hurdles may arise. Iteration is correlated with innovation,
where archiving methods develop as data collection processes change and new
technology introduced.
The second activity (2) is data distribution. This process involves coordinating
with stakeholders, securing funding, ensuring data originators submit data compliant
with archiving standards, responding to user requests, and ensuring BODC services are
visible and accessible. Data access services maintained by BODC include discovery
portals and organizational website.
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Finally, the third activity (3) involves project support and data management for
data providers. The individuals involved in this group often have oceanographic or
relevant scientific backgrounds and are trained to help ingest new data. Some project
managers are involved early in research processes and help develop data acquisition
plans with PIs before they embark on data collection. In other cases, data comes to
BODC after some time has elapsed (usually due to new rules). In this case, the data are
subject to quality assurance processes that ensure accessibility in different formats. Data
managers are also responsible to ensure publicly funded researchers provide data to the
centre as per their funding agreements. Their role involves both social and technical
aspects.
Although all 3 BODC activities are co-dependant on one another, where this
symbiosis ensures outcomes that are streamlined with overall BODC goals, the
following section only captures some process complexities in transforming objects into
outcomes and instead focuses on the complex relationship between the nodes within an
activity system (AS). These activities are the unit of analysis in this study as stipulated
by AT (Roos, 2015: 24; Hashim & Jones, 2007: 5; Engeström, 2001: 136).
On this premise, each activity frames the interpretation of the findings by
allocating the participant and data within each activity. Participant views are used to
construct this model and then contrasted against the above activities and detailed in the
discussion. Samples of how participant interview transcripts were coded and drafts of
AS sketches are available in Appendix 4.10.C. Operationalization of concepts for
Study II is thus derived from Engeström’s (2001) Activity Theory (AT) model
components, and contextualized in Table 3.

Node

Definition In Context

Subject

The person, entity, or organisation (practice
or design) that seeks to achieve a specific
outcome from their activity

Object

The thing that is intended to be done with
such as data or projects, or portals,
stakeholders, software or hardware…etc.

Outcome

The intended result from the interaction
between subject and object.
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 They are the stakeholders, staff, members,
or collaborators working with or around the
subject
Community
 They influence their work directly or
indirectly

Although described in AT,
communities here also borrow
from the work of Etienne
Wenger in Communities Of
Practice (2008).

Division of
Labour

 Division of labour (DoL) are the roles that
the subject occupies as part of BODC
 Also the roles that a given participant
identifies for other members within the
organisation

Roles help identify where
different activities cross paths
towards the formation of
outcomes or the overlap of
several outcomes.

Rules

 Rules are defined by the organisation and
the community.
 They include standards, requirements,
restrictions, and/or any other highlighted
reasons for why they do what they do the
way they do it.

 In this context Wenger’s
(2008: 241) definition is fitting
in that it is the best practices
agreed on by the CoPs.
 It involves an iterative process
of definition with and by the
designed and practiced
organisation.

Mediating tools, resources, and technologies
that allow the subject to carry out their
activities.

Where the object would be
budget for example, the artefact
would be money.

Artefacts

Table 3. Definition of Activity Theory nodes in Study II context
This table provides the names of each of the AT nodes and description of what they are where needed.

Activity nodes in any given BODC system can be divided into two main
categories, responsibilities and resources. Responsibilities are the roles and/or tasks
assigned by, and to, individuals regarding a specific activity. They are intricately
mediated by the community, its rules, and the object of the activity. They involve skills,
domain knowledge, organizational hierarchy and structure, and experience relating to an
activity. Like resources, responsibilities are treated synonymously to the AT synthesis
between DoL, rules, and community. They are analysed based on participant
descriptions of their roles and the challenges they face in relation to the subject-object
(activity). It also includes participant accounts of other individual or group roles.
In general, BODC responsibilities are broken down into two dialectical
activities: administrative and technical management. Administrative tasks are further
broken down into two facets: project management, requiring a certain level of technical
knowledge, and coordination, which involves liaising with stakeholders and various
BODC teams. Resources are considered tangible mediating artefacts that influence
outcomes. For example, a set of standards, project requirements, stakeholder demands,
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budget, funding, software, hardware, or data. In this way, resources influence
information practices in various ways. Interview analysis therefore, operationalized
resources as AT artefacts.159

5.5. Findings
5.5.1.Finding 1: Practice & Design-Facilitated Learning (I, II, III)

Figure 14. Activity System Roles & Responsibilities in Context
Figure 14 depicts where roles and responsibilities without tools and technologies are within an AT
system. These nodes are subject, object, rules, community, and roles.

Whether it is a subject’s skills mediating between subject and object, or the rules put in
place by the community in relation to the object, or perhaps an amalgamation of both, it
goes without saying that roles and responsibilities have a critical impact on the outcome
of an activity. Section 5.2.1 and Appendix 4.3 provide further details on how these
roles and responsibilities are shaped: from the individual participant roles to the
community’s part in defining roles and rules. Figure 14 illustrates how explicit and
implicit roles cumulatively influence the social aspects of an Activity System (AS).
Explicit responsibilities are those acquired via Engeström’s (2001) Learning I. Implicit
roles are those procured via Learning II. A selection of each are presented in the
following sections to delineate how each AS node impacts these roles.

159

For more details on how each of Engeström’s activity elements applies to BODC resources and
responsibilities, based on participant accounts, refer to Section 5.2.1.
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Explicit Responsibilities
Having strong skillsets to achieve data management best practices is considered an asset
at BODC in fostering collaborative work within and beyond the organisation.
Participants list examples of how BODC puts in place artefacts (tools, technologies,
formats, budget…et.) needed to organize itself around objectives and individual skills.
P11 provides the most extensive account of BODC objectives and its historical
context where data management web use was not popular at data centres, including
BODC, until sometime in the “90s[…]—early 2000s” (P11). It was viewed as “a place
for documents and ordering stuff.” During the ’80s-‘90s, BODC “lit the way […] in
terms of publishing datasets as CD-ROMs,” were users ordered CD-ROMs to build the
requested datasets on local machines. Because of BODC’s pioneering role with this
technology, it was a slow to transition to a web interface (P11). But new technology
adoption engagement became inevitable. Currently BODC is engaged in numerous
operations. 160
To cope with data management progress, and since “only a third of [BODC]
holding is available to people” (P11), BODC has designed a project to migrate
information from the simple database into the series database, for a more
comprehensive archive. This migration allows data currently inaccessible to appear on
the BODC web application. In other areas, BODC is “leading the way with […] near
real time” technology (P11). BODC is examining potential ways to utilize Linked
Data161 for floats and glider instrumentation, where information is also web-accessible
for user interrogation.
Elaborating on data-producing and storing technologies, P3 identifies two “broad
data management modes.” The first is Delayed-mode, where BODC receives the data
sometime after its collection. The second is Near-Real Time (NRT) data, which is
received within 24-hours of its collection (P3). Relative to his/her roles and
responsibilities, P3 provides a description of BODC’s management approach for these
data types:

160

“Linked Data, with Sensor Web Enablement, and trying to get data out there, trying to get back in
real-time—near real-time. That's also available […]. But from our more delayed mode, […]
measurements, we have prepped two databases, there's a series database and a samples database.”
(P11). These databases differ in structure to meet certain goals. The Series database “holds all the
metadata and information and the data in the tables” to facilitate complex queries (P11). The simple
database only holds metadata in table-form and directs users to a file that contains referenced data series.
The series can be “from a sensor doing an ocean profile, or from a mooring which is measuring over a
timed series” explains P11.
161
For more on Linked Data refer to footnote 138.
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[BODC] [tries] to make it available to end-users within that same
period. Traditionally […] we’ve done mainly delayed mode data
management. […] But now we’re in response to sort off the
miniaturization of instrumentation and more autonomous
platforms coming on stream. […] We’re kind of gearing up to do
more [NRT] management […]. And so by doing the real-time
element we capture a lot of metadata that’s needed to do
subsequent management very early on and that makes the overall
management process more efficient. (P3)

P3 explains that his/her “focus is in the middle bit. […] It’s getting it through to the
point where someone can request [data] as fast as possible. And then other members of
BODC look at improving […] the online search functionality, and the delivery
mechanisms.” These are just some examples of the explicit roles at BODC. For further
accounts on explicit roles, consult Appendix 4.3.

Implicit Roles
The findings in this section emerged from participant interviews coded to elicit themes
that capture Engeström’s (2001) Learning II. This involves participant interpretations
about implicit organizational rules, roles, responsibilities and objectives.
Another remarkable finding is role multiplicity prevalence for any one
participant. For example, P7 notes that all members of his/her team occupy a “dual role”
as data scientist and communication manager. The team, although dedicated to directing
requests, is also involved in other projects: “each of us only dedicates quite a small
proportion of our overall time to the requests” whilst most of their work is concentrated
on “data processing and quality control and all the other […] normal tasks of data
scientists.” P9, like other participants, seconds this saying that s/he has “two main roles”
within the organisation.
One proposed explanation for this role multiplicity is change in management. P7
suggests that this could be a form of adjustment to new management, where new
priorities and insights are reframing old issues. In turn, designed organizational
structures are slowly reassessed and redefined. This is not conclusive since as P8
indicates, his/her dedication to their responsibilities comes from the goals of the
organisation, not its management.
According to P7, having a dual role is what makes the requests portion of his/her
responsibilities practicable. S/he explains that “by actually dealing with the data day-today [data scientist tasks], we’re more familiar” with what is needed or what might be
needed to help troubleshoot problems. One example of such problem is addressing
incomplete metadata. If detected, the requests team would go back to the data provider
or notify data managers for further details to complete the missing information. This
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process is only possible if the participant is knowledgeable and “familiar” with the data
to detect irregularities. Participant 7 also reveals that as time passes, responsibilities
afforded by this role grew. It became apparent that there was added value in handling
external requests, leading to the formation of a larger Requests team.
Experiences of other participants outline different angles to what skills are useful.
P11 insists although “on the surface” the role of the data scientist looks like it involves
management of “data, bits, and bytes.” Instead, their responsibilities actually extend to
“relationship management, knowledge exchange, and understanding people’s concerns”
(P11). One useful approach for data scientists and managers is to “go on a sense of
community working towards something together” (P11). This is to show contributors
they are a significant part of the process. In an anecdotal exchange with one Principle
Investigator (PI), P9 recounts a difficult situation demanding these skills:
I have one individual who wouldn't talk to me. I sent email after email
after email. I tried phone calls. I got nowhere! And then out of the blue,
I tried ringing… In the end, I said, “You know what, I'm going to give
this one last shot. I'm going to ring this particular individual's
secretary” and if that doesn't work, I'm going to have to potentially
escalate this and push this over to NERC and say […] “send an officer
or whoever. I cannot get any information out of this person, therefore,
they are not doing what they agreed to do.” So in the end, I spoke to the
secretary. The secretary said, “Oh, yes! Yes. They're in Fiji!” (P9)

P9 admits that sometimes, required skills go beyond data management and scientific
education and expertise. Being able to sell the benefits of BODC services helps with
his/her communication. It also requires resourcefulness and persistence. For P9 varying
skills also come in handy when new rules are introduced, such as the new NERC policy
implementation that required revisiting legacy grants prior to 2014.
Irrespective of contrasting views, nearly half (participants 1, 2, 9, 10, and 11)
express consensus in that although “it’s not there in the job description” (P11), it is
important to be “politically aware” (P11) in an effort to “influence” (P1) and advise
stakeholders and users. P11 stresses that this is not intended in “a bad way” but rather as
necessary for data scientist work. P2 believes that being “aware” helps ensure data are
managed in the best way possible. Likewise, P10 affirms that data retrieval is
sometimes more “challenging” because of having to “play politics” with external
stakeholders. Awareness according to P11, entails learning about other projects, their
objectives, funding, partnerships, and relating this information back to organizational
objectives in order to dispense proper advice and support.
Finally, P4 gives a whimsical example of how boundaries between skills as
artefact and as DoL are sometimes blurred. S/he reveals that his/her dedication to
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achieve hard work trickles into private life: “when we moved from the uppercase fix
documents to XML. It kept my three kids employed” adding that his/her children “spent
the holiday taking these documents, putting them into a word processor, converting to
mix case and then putting them into a tool, and marking them up in XHTML.” This
account points to the breadth of the community. It also further points to Wenger’s first,
second, and eleventh indicators (Wenger, 2008: 125-6).
Although not members of BODC, and perhaps lack the professional background
required for data scientists, P4’s children were able to process “about 6,000 documents
over two years.” The vast majority of this work however involved members of the
organisation. This example nevertheless, illustrates the difference between individuals
as resources and individuals as subject in an activity system.

Figure 15. Explicit & Implicit Roles & Responsibilities at BODC.
Explicit roles involve the organizational roles that a participant has towards a subject. These include job
descriptions and other formal responsibilities. Implicit responsibilities are those that participants identify
as necessary for the completion of a task but that are not directly related to their formal role or identified
by their organization. This can be acquired knowledge or skills that may be technical or non-technical, or
delegated responsibilities beyond a job description. Implicit roles often have to do with the culture of the
organization as well as community involvement. Explicit roles usually involve clear tasks that adhere to
organization rules and objectives.

The above examples reveal the fluidity of organizational roles. They contextualize
P2’s remarks about being aware of organizational activities as mentioned previously.
They reveal how opportunities arise, new technologies develop, communities expand,
collaboration forms, and problems resolve. In this sense, and most significantly, it
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evokes Engeström’s (2001: 139) Learning II and captures the potential for Learning III
to take place, producing new contexts beyond assigned roles and responsibilities. Even
so, and as Figure 15 depicts, explicit and implicit roles only cover half of the factors
catalysing an activity system. The following findings delineate further examples to fill
in these missing gaps.

5.5.2.Findings 2: Participant Examples of Activity Systems
Single Activity Systems & Conflicts in Rules
Reiterating from earlier in this chapter, BODC has three main activities. Simply put, its
objective is to manage ingested oceanographic data. But considering the range of data,
user variety, and the numerous instrumentation and platforms involved, this can be
“tricky” (P3). This section approaches the 3 activities in terms of rules and how they
help overcome certain obstacles in order to give an example of how single activities
function, based on the AT model. For further details however, consult Appendix 4.4,
which provides further details on rules in three aspects: legacy and historical context,
community rules, and data standardization procedures.
The findings reveal an interesting co-dependency between the relationships of
resources and rules. Rules are standards, regulations, or procedures put in place to
govern an activity. Rules can be a product of history, community consensus, project
requirements, technological affordances, or a combination of these factors. Capturing
the value of rules, P8 asks “what's the point of all this archiving and making […] data
available if the community hasn’t even agreed how it should be processed? There’s no
long-term value in that” (P8). P3 suggests that it can be difficult to streamline
management procedures where “internal management structure has to be able to cope
with all those external requirements” (P3), not to mention internal ones.

(Example 1) NERC Policy Change
The first example is one that has to do with a NERC Policy change162 as directed by
stakeholders (community) and illustrated in Figure 16. This illustration is based on P2’s
description. The main activity catalyst is a change in rules, which mandated that all data
become free of charge, resulting in community expansion and a reshuffle of community
dynamics. It also had a marked impact on data centres’ DoL, reducing and/or
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Refer to Appendix 4.4.C, Instrumentation, Data Aggregation & Semantic Subtleties, for more details
on the NERC policy change.
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eliminating tasks such as to “police” work data usage and acknowledgments or
bookkeeping commercial use.

Figure 16. P2's example of stakeholder (external) rules
Datasets are objects because the change implemented by the data centres, as a result of change in NERC
policy, will affect them as objects. The artefact in place, which will facilitate the change, will be a
registration platform that allows for these new access changes to take place.

P2 points out that “tension” surfaced between making data accessible for users
and the organisation’s ability to track use cases. Examining Figure 16 reveals that the
implementation of the new rules (magenta node), which was mandated by NERC
(community/blue node), does not take into account the impact of this change on both
DoL (orange node) or the role of artefacts (green node). The main focus is that the data
centres (subject/yellow node) implement these changes with respect to the funded
datasets (object/purple node). This resulted in obscurity between asserting registration
rules and policing individuals when open access licensing was introduced (P2). P2
proposes Digital Object Identifiers (DOIs) as an alternative means of tracking usage.
But when probed more, explains that s/he is “a bit fuzzy” on the “technicalities” (P2).
P3 fills in by explaining that DOIs are used in “academia, in education, in commercial
aspects” to provide a stable way of accessing the data consistently.
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But other participants were able to discern possible issues with DOIs. Both P11
and P3 bring to light other community data management practices citing standardization
as a central problem. This is because naming conventions vary widely between
domains. Without “discipline-specific knowledge” it would be difficult to synthesize
data across domains, let alone facilitate mapping for “machine-to-machine” interaction
(P11). Since BODC deals with a variety of data, this could pose a problem
P4 echoes Dupré’s (1993) views on taxonomical complexity in biology,
suggesting that within multidisciplinary oceanography, there is a semantic difference
between disciplines: biology has a complex “organism nomenclature” in contrast to
organic chemistry, which becomes “particularly pedantic” (P4). Because of such
nuances, automated content governance can be “weak” in contrast to using “scientific
knowledge” to manage disciplinary differences (P4). Scientific expertise is the only
means to safeguard against both machine and human error: “bad content governance”
P4 asserts, is “saying yes to everything.”
In this sense, scientific knowledge is framed by rules and procedures for
technical purposes. Some examples include standardization of metadata and creation of
ontological vocabularies. But as P6 explains, some vocabularies have “three or four
languages inside included” (P6), explaining that “in the oceanographic domain” (P6),
the semantic problems are much more subtle:
When you want to say that [something] is measured in meters, the
meters could be ‘m’, it could be ‘meters’ but it could be M-E-T-E-R-S
or M-E-T-R-E-S, depending on which country you come from (P6).

This creates problems with information discovery. If users search for datasets measured
in meters, the result would not encompass ‘m’ and ‘metre’ (P6). Vocabularies help data
managers organize data to avoid problems. They are used to annotate metadata to help
make data accessible through portals and databases. P6 points to SeaDataNet as a
pioneer in oceanographic vocabulary creation through its success with “the panEuropean infrastructure for marine data.”
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(Example 2) The Nitrate Disaster

Figure 17. P4's description of the "nitrate disaster"
This figure shows an example of machine-caused semantic errors that result in data misinterpretation.

P2 and P4 recounted a UK project on nitrate concentrations. The aim of the project was
to log nitrate measurements using available technology at the time. This activity was
described as a “project on the east coast of the UK in the '90s” (P4). The artefacts for
this project were based on the need “to have this sexy GIS viewer” (P4). The object or
measurements to be collected was “nitrate concentrations” (P4). Rules were determined
by artefacts, or the “GIS viewer, [which] the only thing semantically it would accept is
nitrate” (P4). Finally, DoL involved “the people putting the dataset together” and who
“took everything that was labelled nitrate and didn’t look any further” (P4).
This activity is illustrated in Figure 17. The project requirements, which were to
measure nitrate using the viewer, resulted in a situation that was not anticipated. P4
explicates data interpretation as follows:
People started looking at this and screaming, you know, “God,
eutrophication is worse than we thought, arghhhh.” It was because the
semantics, you know, they'd basically taken a big data approach and
sucked out what they thought was all of the nitrate data without
realizing the subtleties in the semantics of the measurements. (P4)

P4 contrasts the results from this incident with EMODNet, a project dealing with
automated aggregation using carefully controlled vocabularies and parameter codes.
EMODNet formed a group of scientists to decide how to refine parameters into useful
products:
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Once you got that knowledge safely encoded, you can then build a
mapping between the vocab that has the term DDT in it against the
relevant individual measurements with PO1 level, so you build that as a
mapping and you then have the driver for safe automated aggregation.
But doing that for a handful of parameters was two years' work. (P4)

The significance of using schemes for datasets (such as the W3C RDF vocabulary
called DCAT) can benefit both users and data scientists (P6). Along with making data
accessible, having a scheme aids data scientists with their choices and decisions on
publishing new catalogues. By comparing Figure 16 with Figure 17, it is possible to see
how utilizing technology without community input is as problematic as implementing
rules without taking into consideration DoL and artefact mediation. Figure 17 reveals
that a significant gap exists within the activity system, which could be rectified by the
input of additional specialized community members.

Intertwining Activities & Sub-Activities
Artefact mediation is more complex than the role of rules in activity systems (AS),
necessitating examination of several interacting systems simultaneously. This section
tackles how artefacts, or resources 163, mediate between objects and social aspects in
relation to the outcome. The following explication covers three examples of interlinking
AS at BODC.

(Example 1) Resource Acquisition & Data Distribution
P2 voiced some concerns about the NERC science information strategy change that
took place in “2010.” “Pushing” for centralized cataloguing is not useful for specialized
discovery (P2). It is designed to encourage “innovation and businesses and things to use
the data to show that there’s economic impact coming from that data” (P2). This
perhaps is to urge overlap between activities. P2 argues that the problem is that a lot of
financial resources164 are being spent without consideration of existing data problems.
Implicitly deduced, activity objectives are not harmonized between various users and
stakeholders, if at all clear for each group. P2 explains:
The people who […] want stuff will come and articulate […] what it is
they need, rather than us pushing stuff out there for them to use. […] I
think the problem is that, what we supply and what they want, needs
something done in between to make it usable for them. (P2)
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For a comprehensive list of mentioned artefacts, consult Appendix 4.8, List of Resources Mentioned
By Participants.
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Refer to Appendix 4.5.A. Financial Limitations.
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This “in between” is where different expectations are managed. User objectives vary
(P2). Some businesses may want “apps and maps” (P2) that are not useful to other
users, and are not what data providers supply. P1 explains that data centres deal with
raw data rather than products. But products are outcomes of a different set of activities
as illustrated in Figure 18.

Figure 18. Potential 4th activity in the BODC activity system
The figure illustrates how a proposed 4 th activity can address some of the occurring gaps between the
core activities 1, 2, and 3. This activity would do so by focusing on the users as subjects to relate their
interactions with BODC core functions.

This potential forth activity is not part of BODC activities where subject is users
and object is dataset discovery and utilization, interpretation, and repurposing. This
missing link is magnified by the fact that data may not be understandable to the lay,
suggesting that without scientists to analyse, it is impossible to create products that
cover every need. It makes sense that BODC targets scientists as their primary users. P4
exemplifies this “in between” (P2) product as follows:
You've got all these different things that are brought together and
inevitably the tool that brings them together—the interpretive
tool—is the models! (P4)
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In addition to change in NERC data policy, change in governance within NERC itself
changed how funding is received by data centres. Instead of each centre receiving it
independently, NERC “wants to deal with one entity” (P2). This impacts BODC
administratively (P2). Figure 19 illustrates this sub-activity as tied to P2’s main activity
system. It reveals how there are potential crossovers and conflicts between various
nodes but how NERC sub-activity is also interconnected with users who may
potentially benefit from a centralized governance approach.

Figure 19. Sub-activity systems
Sub-activity systems are smaller activity systems that involve the smaller components of a larger activity.
The illustrated example shows a sub-activity revolving around policy and finance, which impacts
Participant 2’s main activity.
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This raises questions, at least for P2, about how to maintain his/her existing
activity whilst “having to iron out how the hell [the new activity is] going to work”
(P2). This new commissioning process has an administrative objective for NERC itself,
and as P2 admits, it is not taking into account the complexity of technical functions. To
remedy this, NERC commissioned third parties for evaluation: the UK Data Service165,
and the German open access information PANGAEA166, highlighting the influence of
external activity systems on BODC activities.
Some outcomes can only be achieved via a combination of sub-activities, where
the sum of each culminates to a larger whole. P11 suggests that without the
development of SeaDataNet for example, which is “a distributed Marine Data
Infrastructure for the management of large and diverse sets of data deriving from in situ
of the seas and oceans,” other projects would not have been possible, including
“EMODENet, chemistry which is helping with the Marine Strategy Framework
Directive” 167 (P11).

(Example 2) Data Acquisition & Processing
Most interviewees were involved with data project management, or activity 3 (A3). P9
explains that data management plans are based on project objectives governed by grant
rules. It involves gathering requirements about data collectors, location, research vessel
information, and “then the nitty-gritty” related to datasets. This includes,
What datasets are going to be collected by whom, what's the data
volume, […] what process will be done; will happen, what data formats
will the data come in at, and when will BODC get the data, how long
will the data be embargoed for, if they'll be embargoed at all, and then
[…] whose responsibility is it to… release the data. (P9)

For P11, the goal is so to exclude scientists from having to organize data themselves,
speeding up data searching, access, and research. Yet, P3 highlights possible
discrepancies between what one subject (a data manger) expects for an outcome, and
what another subject (users) anticipates. This is illustrated in Figure 20 and Figure 21.
The figures depict a designed management approach and what happens when it is
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Visit https://www.ukdataservice.ac.uk/ for more on this service.
Refer to Appendix 4.4.B Community Standards for further issues with PANGAEA model. Visit
https://www.pangaea.de/ for more on the data publisher.
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The Marine Strategy Framework Directive is a European legislation to protect the environment
adopted in 2008. This directive also produced “a set of detailed criteria and methodological standards”
(http://ec.europa.eu/) that helps member countries adopt uniform standards, including BODC in the UK.
See https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/maritimeforum/en/node/2206 for EMODnet and
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/marine/eu-coast-and-marine-policy/marine-strategy-frameworkdirective/index_en.htm for more on the Marine Strategy Framework Directive.
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applied to delayed mode data—or data ingested after some time has elapsed from its
initial collection and without early involvement of BODC.

Figure 20. Metadata management as described by P3
Based on the transcripts of P3, the figure illustrates the activity system for managing metadata for
ingested data.
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Figure 21. Delayed-mode data management as described by P3
This figure also illustrates an activity system based on P3’s interview. It shows how data that is not
ingested early on in the data collection process requires more complex steps.

In Figure 20, outcome of metadata creation when data are ingested is to ensure
sustainability and facilitate various use cases. P3 distinguishes between essential
metadata that makes data “usable at the base level” and supplementary data that
expands its usability. Essential metadata includes “do you know what it is, what its units
are, when it was collected, where it was collected” (P3). However, PIs collecting data
often “have their own use cases for the data” (P3), and the metadata required for data
managers usually “is of no relevance to the primary user of the data” (P3). In Figure 21,
ingesting delayed mode data results in more mediation of rules and artefacts in order to
ensure its compatibility with BODC standards and technology. For data managers, it is
important to “collate all the essential” (P3) information to add long-term value by
tracking metadata that are not included by originators.

(Example 3) Salt & Fresh Water Density and Salinity
Difference
P4 emphasizes the importance for scientists to consider activity object and outcome
before conducting data collection. This depends on data collection purpose (who is
collecting it and why), which influences decisions about management. P4 describes the
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different approaches between scientists studying water salinity and density in freshwater
versus saltwater as two contrasting parallels. In each case, outputted data format is
distinct. For freshwater, a one-point decimal measurement can be sufficient compared to
a four-point decimal, or six significant figures, for ocean salinity and microscopic
changes in density (P4).
By considering object and outcome, it is possible to capture the widest possible
dataset use case. This process is illustrated in Figure 22. The data provider’s needs may
be met simply by collecting data and submitting it to BODC. However, as the figure
reveals, there is a gap between this group and potential users. Evidently, as P3 points, it
is unreasonable to capture all possible use cases, but less so to capture metadata.

Figure 22. Outcome Effect on Other Interrelated Activities
Activity node details have a major impact on objects and final outcomes. If details vary, the intended
outcome, especially if shared, may not overlap or even materialize.

If properly ingested, there are two possible approaches to manage large quantities
of data: the “shopping approach,” where the available data are “advertised” and users
can request it remotely; and the “workbench approach” where data are advertised but
interested users are invited to use BODC tools (P3). For the latter, users go away with
end products much smaller in size than the dataset. The workbench approach is still
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very “novel” and has not been adopted widely if at all. It requires effort, resources, and
management to create appropriate tools for data interrogation (P3). As P1 suggested
earlier, BODC only has resources to deal with raw data.
The issue with both approaches is deciding what data to manage and make
available (P3). P3 likens this to a chicken and egg causality dilemma, where if data was
selectively curated, and only data with defined use cases are advertised, then users may
only use what is immediately available to them, limiting research potential. On the other
hand, attempting to manage all data without use case deliberation can result in massive
costing and resource issues—perhaps weighing down efficiency of when and how data
becomes available and accessible (A2). For P3, managing all data is more productive, in
so far as with time, the management process will ostensibly become more efficient,
compensating for past delays, and where use cases will become more apparent. This can
be compared to P11’s example about transitioning from CD-ROMs earlier in this
chapter.
P3 explains when sea level measurements were first collected in the 17th
century, data collection activities were not intended for use cases of today (e.g. “global
warming” (P3)). Their importance is evident in its continuous use as the longest time
series collected about seawater, as a basis for comparison with recent data, and as “the
heart of the IPCC report” (P3).

5.5.3.Finding 3: Interpretations of ICTs at BODC
Reiterating from chapter 1, the main objective of this dissertation is to assess
information and communication practices in multidisciplinary groups in oceanography,
with a focus on ICT usage for information management. The interviews were thus
conducted with ICTs in mind, as they relate to BODC activities. As described in the
methodology chapter, interviews were semi-structured. Although there were guiding
questions, conversations took their natural course based on how participants interpreted
questions or comments, or how they felt about certain subjects. As such, the idea of
ICTs varied widely from one participant to the other.

User Analytics, Big Data, Linked Data
For some users, ICTs were tackled in relation to user analytics. This framing was
mostly adopted by activity 2 (A2) participants. For example, P1 mentions that Google
Analytics is used to track portal users but that there is no registration or user tracking.
Similarly, P7 described the following in relation to user analytics,
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We […] give people the space to log in to say what they wish to use the
data for but only a very small minority actually fill in that information,
maybe 1% or less, so we—we can’t do anything useful with that.

When asked about ICTs, some participants linked it to Big Data research. For example,
P4 conveyed that “it scares the hell out of me” since “there are so many subtleties in the
semantics of scientific data” that makes it impossible to perform Big Data research
using oceanographic data. P4 believes that “it’ll be dangerous” since “the danger of
misinterpretation is so high.” What s/he argues is that “Big Data treats things as being
the same that are different” (P4).
For P6, who is more technically oriented, SPARQL RDF databases utilized at
BODC restrict the implementation of Big Data for cross-disciplinary research.
However, s/he explains that Big Data research in oceanography will likely be the result
of “a combination of different technologies and architectures, not only the SPARQL
endpoints” (P6). P6 also voluntarily discussed some projects relevant to Big Data as
follows:
We are also publishing, […] Linked Data, our datasets in a SPARQL
endpoint. […] mostly in terms of […] special temporal parameters […]
so that they’re open and discoverable by machines. So this is another
project that is coming to an end. I had a small participation in that one
[…] because a prototype was there. So they could follow the prototype
[…] but generally […] bringing new technologies and helping
performance-wise […] the whole process is one of the big […] things.
So new technologies to speed up the performance— for the Big Data.
(P6)

According to P11, Big Data involves data that has “global coverage and hourly
resolution, or daily resolution or something […] going back over 25 years. But very
high resolution” (P11). S/he attributes his/her awareness as a recent one resulting from
“attending a couple of conferences,” explicating that data experts are only just
beginning to recognize the applicability of Big Data in science.
For data scientists the issue is that they “don't have Big Data, [they] have
complex data” (P11). In this milieu, BODC’s “holdings in terms of volume are not Big
Data, […] it's complex data” (P11). Having a “ridiculously large number of very small
datasets” (P11) is different from having large quantities of data about one thing. P11
captures this as follows:
All the nutrients measurements that have been taken from cruises, all
the experiments that have been done... they're tiny datasets! They fit
inside an Excel spread sheet… you can send them by email… but there's
all that complexity around them, which if you don't take into account,
then you lose context (P11)

Small “complex” data are important for validating Big Data. As P11 continues, “If you
think of a satellite,” the technology will not produce “a global ocean map of chlorophyll
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without having actual individual chlorophyll measurements from the oceans at different
times to calibrate the sensors, or validate the algorithm that's generating that” (P11).
Linked Data168 makes it easier to locate information using ICTs. To achieve this, P11
suggests that tackling infrastructural silos is more realistic than tackling scientific silos.
S/he describe the first as follows,
The way we store data [at BODC], from water samples let's say off a
cruise. Our database might not look anything like the database for the
Greek data centre. Or the French data centre, and the database
columns or rows, fields, might be labelled very differently or reference
different vocabularies or store things in different units. And so […] it
would require somebody to come in and understand both databases’
structure before they could assimilate the data. Or you have to migrate
into one common format, then that's not the common format that
somebody else wants to use, and so […] there's all this translation
between formats. (P11)

As evident, there must be a “translational interface” between data and the non-expert
receiver to utilize Big Data in science with the objective of making scientific
information accessible (P11). P11 ponders available options—“Do you have two sets of
the same data: one which is very complex for those that are in the know; and then a
dumbed down set? Or do you build a tool, which generates this one on the fly?”
(P11)—cautioning that even if “through Big Data the public ends up better educated,
more engaged, more interested” it is important to be aware should this become “a
double-edged sword” where data are misinterpreted out of context. The advantage that
Linked Data offers, compared to centralizing databases, and reinforcing common
practices, says P11, is that,
Linked Data, and […] using I think JSON as well, JavaScript object
notation, is that that […] it's free form but it provides enough
information for somebody to then write something, to pull it together
and put it into the format that they want. [...] you’re allowing centres
that have their legacy systems, they know their systems, they work
perfectly fine with that respect, that then […] get somebody to write a
script […] to take out [data] and put it in a more universal format.
(P11)

This approach seems to address some apprehension surrounding Big Data, such that the
infrastructure and data remain separate. This also addresses the issue of legacy data. It
protects the information from cyber-attacks169. This can be achieved using backups and
firewall protection and similar technologies. Finally, it allows different disciplines and
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working groups to continue working using their existing established standards and
information practices (P11).
P2 expounds that one of the NERC science information strategy aims was to be
“able to pull all these diverse datasets together and integrate them at the push of a
button” (P2). But according to him/her, a “lack of resource” is the main cause hindering
this outcome.170 More needs to be done to standardize data in order to “get everything
onto that same baseline” for seamless interoperability (P2).
On a smaller scale, this effort is possible. P2 says data from several data centres
(BGS, CEH, BODC) were used successfully in a pilot study to visualize and track the
path of pollutants within rivers and estuaries. This was mostly dependent on human
resources more so than technical. According to P2, this project was dropped when
considered on a larger scale due to the amount of effort needed and because of policy
and funding restrictions. Scaling up such a project was just “too labour-intensive” (P2).

Data Mining & Standardization
P3 offers a description of the difference between data-mining social network content
and environmental data based on the level of standardization. The format in which
Twitter data are made available, says P3, simplifies data mining process. Although
similar mining can be done with environmental data,
We haven’t necessarily got, [… to that] level of standardization […] If
you go to different portals, […] chances are you'll download data in a
slightly different format. And therefore if you want to make use of those
data then whatever [system] you’re employing’s got to cope with those
differences. (P3)

This, says P3, is where projects such as ODIP come in to facilitate first level data
standardization. S/he asserts “the heart of these Big Data problems is that […] there's
not enough standardization to really make good use of the data.” P3 believes that the
aim of ODIP is to “move people in a common direction and reduce this variability
between centres” (P3), and that such initiatives will make it far easier “to do, sort of Big
Data type activities” (P3).
Nonetheless, P11 insists the problem with data management and sharing is a
“cultural” one (P11). S/he contend that “most scientists would love it if you said, ‘oh…
wouldn’t you like to be able to go to Google and write, ‘salinity north Atlantic’, and get
a nice plot or a video or animation?’” (P11). As of now however, “that would be the
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dream” (P11) where in reality, it requires so much more “behind the scenes” effort to
achieve.
Not surprisingly, from an industrial point of view, ICT utilization is subject to
more procedural processes oriented towards branding and marketing objectives (P5).
This includes how data, if at all, is shared or made visible. P5 explains that for his/her
company “everything is controlled” due to the sensitive nature of data and industrial
competition, and because ICT usage mainly falls within customer services and company
public image maintenance (P5).

Social Media & Citizen Science
For other participants, ICTs conjured discussion about social media. P1 mentions that
there is a Twitter feed designated for DIN, but that human resources are scarce to ensure
regular management. However, there were considerations to utilize the platform more
frequently because “lots of the data centres […] and the partners, they’re quite avid
social media users” (P1). Not unlike industry, and understandably so given the
stakeholders involved, P1 felt they were “limited by […] the NERC policy,” which
means that they must be “very careful about what to say” (P1).
P2 believes that the use of ICTs is not popular within the organisation, “I spend
all day on a computer and the last thing I want to do is be on one when I go home” (P2).
S/he explains that because s/he is “unaware” and “badly informed” about ICTs, s/he is
not certain about how it can be utilized or whether others utilize it within the
organisation. P2 goes on to say that several collaborative BODC projects do use it in
some form.
One example is the aforementioned project, ARGO. Because of its international
nature, and the extensive datasets produced by its floats, the ARGO community is
engaged with the public for promotional purposes. As P2 describes, they name floats
and allow the public to track its path via an online platform. Another public engagement
project is “Penguin of the day” (P2) sponsored by the “polar data centre”171 (P2).
On a different note, P8 criticized the detrimental effect of using Wikipedia172 as
a resource for management by some BODC members. P8 insists some members find
and apply concepts to enhance their management skills rather than participating in
workshops or further education, arguing that this behaviour is unprofessional and
disadvantageous. Juxtaposing this however, P8 professes adopting ideas that s/he has
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To learn more about this project visit https://www.bas.ac.uk/bas_image_queue/penguin-of-the-day/.
Visit the Wikipedia homepage here https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Home.
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accessed through LinkedIn 173 . It is difficult to infer exactly why Wikipedia and
LinkedIn are regarded differently. One possibility is that perhaps, LinkedIn is branded
as a professional network.
Finally, as far as P2’s knowledge, Citizen Science is not utilized at BODC.
However, P2 points to other data centres that have benefited from the help of nonexperts in conducting research for atmospheric models. Data, for example, have been
collected by attaching sensors on surfboards at the Plymouth Centre for Ecology &
Hydrology.

5.5.4.Finding 4: Other Findings
Is Oceanographic Data Shared?
Data sources vary, and with them come unique rules dictating how they are managed
and shared. Sometimes, data providers are reluctant to share data for reasons as varied
as data being collected. For BODC, data are provided by scientists, researchers,
research institutions, and industry. As one participant states, data are “currency” (P11)
for data centres and data scientists. This section is concerned with data providers,
whether or not they share their data, why and how they do so.
According to P4, scientists “certainly share [data] more than they used to.”
Reluctance to provide data to BODC is often accompanied with “excuses” such as “’the
standard doesn’t work,’ ‘the standard is hard,’ etc. etc.” (P4). These excuses often reify
underlying reasons that are not apparent in those statements. In some cases it is due to
“paranoia against plagiarism” (P4). P11 captures this as follows:
You know, everyone is chasing funding. Everyone is trying to write
papers. So then you try to balance the element of competition. They
might not want to give you their data in case somebody else gets hold of
it, or for fear of what'd happen... shouldn’t happen (P11)

In other cases, scientists are reluctant to share data because of the effort exerted to
collect it. P4 describes this as “human nature,” humorously as “George,” and as
“pointless” (P4). S/he further remarks “there is the fundamental human desire that, ‘this
data is mine, I want it for me and me alone’." Yet, P2 discerns generational trends for
data sharing. The new generation has a “completely different attitude” than the old. S/he
explains that,
Younger scientists coming through are much more open to sharing the
data straight away. Make it available straight away and we’ll get much
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better research as a whole if we've got a bigger pool of stuff to use and
the— there is less selfishness I think (P2)

On the other hand, “old school” scientists are less likely to do so. This is “because there
was just less data around when they were younger” (P2) and because “the whole culture
[now] is more open and more global, and there's more—there’s just more
communication full stop” (P2). P9 elaborates “most people […] have a very valid
reason for not engaging at first.” Even so, his/her work with principal investigators
seems to suggest that PIs of grant-funding projects can sometimes be difficult.
Echoing P4, P9 insists that the main reason why some PIs are not enthusiastic
about sharing their data is due to perceived effort. P9 explains that “everyone I deal
with is really, really busy; as I'm really, really busy doing everything. And everyone is
always busy!” (P9). Once they recognize benefits, which include saving “tons of time”
to “concentrate on doing science,” and once they determine the amount of work needed
to collaborate with BODC, they usually get involved or delegate their research
assistants (P9).
P11 admits that “sometimes, [data providers] might not always agree that
[BODC data management is] the best way” and are thus less inclined to share data.
Other times it is because they “feel like we request an awful lot of information” (P11).
Like P9, P11 believes that “when you sit down, and have a conversation with [scientist
and data providers], and explain that this is the way we do and why we do it, they're
actually quite receptive to it” (P11). The reason that so much information is required is
so that the task only needs to be done once, efficiently and comprehensively (P11). This
way data can be available,
On the web, or as Linked Data in the database, available for reporting,
with as much information as people need, in an accessible way that they
can dip into it at the level that's appropriate for them. (P11).

Still, P4 suggests that it is not about understanding benefits of sharing. Rather, there is a
lack of incentive in the form of credit. P4 gives an example within the modelling
community explaining why, due to the DoL in this community, some individuals may
not be credited for their contribution. These scientists may not be involved in producing
papers that result from data interpretation. Again, as P4 indicated. “[y]ou've got all these
different things that are brought together and inevitably the tool that brings them
together—the interpretive tool—is the models!” As such, scientists, whose role is to
collect data, feel like “they’re getting no […] reward out of making the measurement”
(P4). This lack of incentive generates what P4 termed as “paranoia” in so far as they
perceive disadvantages rather than benefits in terms of credit or widespread recognition.
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P4 also indicates that because of the nature of environmental and earth sciences
in general—where “environmental science in general” and “science [overall] is so
complex”—it becomes more challenging for certain scientists to share their data. The
“huge eureka moment[s]” says P4, rarely ever materialize from one scientist’s collected
data. This conceals data involved in model production, hiding with it data and
individuals that are responsible for their production. Yet, P4 further implies that
incentivizing data originators to apply best practices in managing their data goes beyond
incentivising them with research publications. This encouraged the utilization of
artefacts such as “data journals […] data citation, [or] data publication” (P4).
Data journals, “like ESSD” (P4), were proposed as a solution to both incentivize
scientists and to allow access to properly managed datasets. Such data journals are
useful as “a means for people who produce the data and don’t do all the interpreting”
(P4). This gives due credit to involved researchers beyond research paper authors. As
one participant justifies, “not everybody that collects data is writing research papers”
(P3).
In this sense, data originators may be incentivized by data publications instead
of research papers, and therefore more likely to ensure dataset quality and DOI
accuracy. This process also benefits the scientific enterprise overall as a step towards
transparency. It facilitates data access for researchers to replicate studies more reliably.
P4 stresses the importance of metadata alongside scientific expertise in managing the
information that goes into such publications, arguing that “the essential thing is […] that
the data is accompanied by information on how they were collected” (P4).
Moreover, scientists whose research involves historical or long-term data are
more likely to share their data says P3. This is because they understand some of “the
challenges of getting hold of quality standardized data” over time. Scientists who work
on short-term projects are less likely to contribute because they generally lack
awareness about these challenges, and have no use for long-term data. Likewise, P11
asserts that the “reclusion” of knowledge “comes from the scientists themselves,”
insisting that his/her comments is “only anecdotal.” P11 classifies scientists’ data
sharing practices as follows:
People that collect a lot of data and can never use all of it are quite
happy to have it shared. Those people that […] collect very… labourintense, small amounts of data, are more inclined to hold on to it. […]
and those people that collect data and don't use any other ancillary
data around it […] they don't need to get other people's data. […] They
don't see the point in sharing their data. (P11)
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In some cases, rather than submitting data straight to a data centre, some PIs prefer
organizing and managing data themselves, utilizing their post-doctoral researchers as
data managers. P11 expounds that in these cases data loss or miss-management is
common. This includes naming convention inconsistency, which could lead to lost files,
all of which culminate to having to redo the work. P11 also insists that postdocs are
resources whose time could be better spent on other tasks. As with P6, P11 also
contends that sometimes, control over data is a matter of “letting go and trusting
somebody else’s processes” (P11).
Furthermore, P11 points to something that has not been mentioned by other
participants. S/he explains that there’s an “awkward” kind of “gossip,” dubbing it “the
TripAdvisor” phenomena where,
Somebody perceives something has gone wrong somewhere, and all of
a sudden it spreads around the community. And those people that never
had the interaction… are repeating it. And they might be repeating it
because they don’t want to submit their data, and so they use this piece
of information that’s not true or not corroborated as a justification for
not interacting (P11).

Surprisingly, one emerging finding involved the attitudes of commercial organizations.
At a scale larger than the individual scientist, P1 explains that one study they conducted
revealed that commercial organizations are in favour of supporting a mandate that
makes data sharing mandatory. This according to P1 is “because that would put them on
a level playing field.” The data sharing is seen as valuable whilst the regulations protect
everyone’s rights and assets.
However, P4 indicates that although the “fight” to make NERC data accessible
extended to making it open access, it has not always been the case for seemingly open
data compliant centres:
NERC is fairly open with its data. We've had to fight haaaard to get it
to be open. You know, there are those people who believe that data
should be openly shared. And there’s been quite a lot of […] hard work
gone into NERC data policy, which is essentially a data sharing policy.
(P4)

P4 continues to say that “the EU has sort of tried to wave big sticks and say, [changes
voice] ‘If it's European data, it's public domain’” to enforce open access. However, this
has not really worked. For example, “you go to Cyprus and ask the Cyprus data centre
[…] how much public data do they […] share. They put data on SeaDataNet, but all of
their data is totally restricted” (P4). When pressed for further elaboration, it turns out
that it was not that the data centre did not share data but rather that it has put in place,
what in P4’s view, is a long process of retrieval that deters users from requesting or
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seeking data. The process is bureaucratic in nature, requiring a written request and then
an assessment of that request which then necessitates permission for access.
Likewise, P5 professes that s/he does not believe data circulates adequately
within the science community. In contrast to P1, P5 brings this view from an industrial
point of view explaining the relevance of data ownership and its relationship to open
access rights. The reclusion to P5 occurs at an organizational level where s/he is “not
sure that industries will one day give free access to that data because it's very
expensive.” 174

Data Management & Sustainability at BODC
All participants view current issues hindering the 3 BODC activities as mainly social in
nature, exacerbated by resource and responsibility constraints. According to P4 dealing
with data certainly involves a lot of “understanding and communication,” and that
BODC relies on “more resources […] than […] people.” Ultimately, rules and
regulations are created by people. In a community of practice, members choose to
accept and learn these rules (Wenger, 2008). What is interesting is when these rules are
not clear, broad, or indefinite, or when there are too many stakeholders, it becomes
difficult to plan and agree on a shared outcome.
As suggested earlier, community driven efforts seem to be the most favourable
solution to standardize diverging information practices. P3 believes that it is not the
effort of one group that will advance data management, but rather the collective
contribution of several communities. S/he argues that more projects such as
Seamount 175 can benefit the overall community by increasing people’s awareness of
data management value.
A shared data management strategy raises the profile of information and how
data are shared and used. P3 implicitly outlines 6 steps to promote the adoption of
unified standards: Step 1) is to present the issue and potential solution “internally,” or
within the community. Step 2) is to identify the problem and all of its causes and
dependencies. Step 3) is to present the viable solutions and outcomes. Step 4) is to
present it to the wider community for peer critiquing. Step 5) is to discuss and agree on
the most adequate approach. Finally, step 6) is to implement the designed plan, feed it
into the existing model, and “weed it” (P3) for adjustments. Once this is complete, a key
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Refer to Appendix 4.6. Information Practices in Industry, for more details and examples about
industrial information practices.
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Visit the project website at https://earthref.org/SBN/goals.philosophy.htm.
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player within the wider community can advocate for its use. For P3, this is SeaDataNet.
By adopting NetCDF format, BODC can then interoperate with SeaDataNet and others,
adding additional metadata when suitable. This is seen as an “evolutionary” approach
rather than a “revolutionary” one (P3).
P4 and P6 provided examples of how consensus within a community with
surrounding vocabulary development can be reached. This was in a way a democratic
approach. The premise was to set up an email list and assign a moderator that ensures
productive discussions on various proposals. Ideally if the moderator could not help
contributors reach a compromise, proposals would move to a “standard names
committee” for voting (P4). This plan never panned out in practice because no vote was
ever cast, and members could never reach agreement. Furthermore, because most
BODC members are assigned several roles, the current moderator was weighed down
by other tasks, reducing his/her time to moderate discussions (P4).
A comparison between the scientific community’s approach to data management
and that of data scientists and data centres yielded interesting attitudes about future
sustainability. According to P11, it is perhaps the view of scientists that data managers
“are quite slow […] to react” to new technology. But P11 asks, “who's gonna create
[…] curate that [data] in 20 years’ time?" contending that s/he can “guarantee, this
community will have moved on to answering a different question” (P10). Therefore, it
is imperative to take the time to ensure infrastructure and metadata mark-up stability for
sustainability purposes.
In this respect, there seems to be an agreement that sustainability and changing
attitudes towards information practices are intertwined. P4 and P11 believe that an
attitude of immediacy is detrimental to the promotion of sustainability. Publications,
journal articles, citations in general are fleeting and “redundant,” because “people’s
understanding changes” (P11). In contrast, data that was “collected in the right
framework” (P11) last a long time and cannot be “superseded” (P11). That is, “wellcollected environmental data shows the state of the Earth at a particular point in time”
(P11) and because “you can't go back and recreate data from the middle of the Atlantic
20 years ago” (P11) these data are “priceless” commodities (P11).
P4 cites the importance of scientific experience in relation to various instrumentmeasured data. S/he says “an experienced scientist will have some kind of idea of how
good the data [an instrument] produces are, […] what its range of capabilities are” (P4).
The more experienced a scientist is with data production and management, the more
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able s/he is at identifying anomalies. P11 discusses this, in the context of interoperating
oceanographic data and its relation to future sustainability,
In an ideal world, one big environmental data centre is a great idea,
[…] and there's a lot of benefits of pulling data from riverine studies, to
estuaries, to the seas and lakes with atmosphere, but the level of
knowledge you have to have is quite specialist in order to… fulfil our
role of taking the data the scientist gives us and getting it marked up in
a database in […] the correct context, so it's not then misused in future.
[…] That has its costs and it has its benefits. (P11).

In a way, the argument for expertise is an implicit criticism against total automation.
Machines, at least for oceanography, are not capable of identifying intricate semantic
subtleties. At least not yet. Furthermore, P4 argues that because data are already
instrument-dependent, mediating them further with technology only adds “proxies for
quality” that will not remedy initial error or shortage (e.g. failure of machine or
inaccurate methods of data collection).
Despite this, P3 gives an account of what s/he believes is a method to move data
management towards automation. S/he insists that the role of the data scientists should
be focused on coming up with “new products, […] or integrate new systems […] and
adapt to numerous instrumentations” rather than to manually manage, transfer, and
quality control data (P3). This can only be achieved, insists P3, via a transition to
automated processes that free data scientists to innovate. This also echoes P2’s
assertions about the progressive inclination of “the younger generation” compared to
seasoned data scientists.

5.6. Discussion
Study II was designed to answer two questions: How do resource and responsibility
allocation in organizations dealing with oceanographic information influence
information practices? How do they factor into the utilization of ICTs for
collaboration? and Can Engeström’s (2001) Activity Theory model be used effectively
to look at oceanographic data management in an organizational setting? Can this
approach be adapted and adopted by other disciplines? The findings revealed that
resources and responsibilities overall, are significant actants within an activity system,
including information-related activities.
In summary, the findings revealed, through a study of BODC using AT, that
participants occupy explicit and implicit roles within the organisation. Furthermore,
almost all participants possess at least two roles in some capacity at BODC. Key
findings from Study II also reveal the importance of “skills” in their everyday tasks.
This includes participant resourcefulness in using programing, marketing, and
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interpersonal skills to ensure successful data acquisition, management, and problem
solving.
In terms of hurdles facing their activities, the findings show the BODC
participants share a common concern with the ODIP group from Study I regarding
language. BODC participants highlighted the prevalence of nomenclature differences
between groups, and even between individuals. They insist on the importance of
infrastructure, standardization, and vocabulary management for data. Like the ODIP
members, for progress to be made, first standardization and taxonomical issues must be
overcome.
Recapping participant views, data centres deal with raw data not products. The
creation of “products” is important to bring together data scientists and users, including
scientists. This raises the question, how can raw data-related activities be streamlined
with activities that deal with products? For starters, incorporating community input into
technology utilization decisions can be problematic, as it is with implementing rules
that do not take into account DoL and artefact mediation. Even so, the evidence still
strongly indicates that more community involvement is needed for streamlining data
management efforts. Community-driven effort seems to be the most favourable solution
to standardize diverging information practices, whereby, there seems to be an agreement
that sustainability and changing attitudes towards information practices are intertwined.
To promote a shared data management strategy within the community, a key player
within the wider community can advocate for its use. This is where social media for
example could play a role in advocating such missions176.
Participants, in their part as members of the community, offered useful tips to
help scientists collect and submit data to data centres more seamlessly. As it seems, the
process is cumbersome and not appealing to many data providers. The findings,
analytically modelled after AT, illustrates how there is an underlying mismatch between
data manager and data provider activity outcomes that impacts how an object is dealt
with within the system. Although the object is shared, the outcome (end goal) is
different, galvanizing different AS nodes at different times.
The role of the artefact, DoL, community, and rules are vital to how the subject
perceives the object. As the findings delineated, one extreme case was the Cyprian data
exchange as part of an EU agreement. P4 explained that though these data are supposed
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Refer to P3’s 6 steps to promote the adoption of standards in third paragraph under section 5.5.4.B,
Data Management & Sustainability at BODC.
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to be publically accessible, the bureaucratic process in which it is accessed, and more
implicitly, the differing ways in which people interpret what “public access” means,
lend data political agency. This goes to show how policy around data, and data itself,
can aggravate political situations rather than just research collaboration. Perhaps
unrelated, but P4’s views were made, one week before Brexit (23rd of June, 2016),
echoing the general political atmosphere in the UK at the time of analysis, and revealing
how politics can, and do trickle into research and academia. It is also worth noting that
all participants agree that issues hindering the 3 BODC activities are mainly social in
nature.
The idea of ICTs varied widely in Study II. And though this research does not
strictly define Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs), its meaning
comprises any technologies that facilitate the flow, transfer, dissemination, organisation,
management, and sharing of information using Internet-based technologies. The
findings provided details about various participant interpretations of ICTs. It also
tackled the many varying reasons for why scientists share data and what incentivizes
them. The attitudes about data sharing vary between organisation and individual as
Tenopir et al. (2015) has established. Some members also indicated that it is also
generational, as supported by the literature (Tenopir et al., 2015), where younger
scientists were more likely to share than their senior counterparts. As P11 contended,
data type is key to how it is managed. ICTs apply differently to homogenous data,
regardless of quantity, than they do for a variety of relatively smaller datasets. BODC
members are proponents of Linked Data rather than big data. They view “tiny datasets”
(P11) as key to validating Big Data.
As a community of practice revolving around managing ocean data, it comes
with no surprise that most participants know what others are doing within the
organisation, but sometimes beyond it. This is further supported by newcomer
contentions, where P8 for example, who was relatively new to BODC compared to
other participants, voiced frustration about not knowing what projects are going on or
whom to turn to for certain information (Indicator 1 and 7 in Wenger, 2008: 125-6).
Perhaps with time his/her integration into the existing CoP will solidify.
To assess this community of practice, the findings were contrasted against
Wenger’s (2008) 12 “indicators [… of a] community of practice” (Wenger, 2008: 1256). Examples of indicator 1, “sustained mutual relationships - harmonious or
conflictual,” include P4’s anecdote about outsourcing work to his/her children. Another
example of conflictual sustained mutual relationships is captured in P3’s statement,
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“internal management structure has to be able to cope with all those external
requirements,” referring to community relationships.
Examples of indicator 2, “shared ways of engaging in doing things together,”
are reflected in the multiplicity of roles and responsibilities as voiced by P7 and others.
Examples of indicator 3, “the rapid flow of information and propagation of innovation,”
include historical accounts (e.g. P11’s CD-ROM anecdote; P3’s delayed-mode data
transition to NRT data) of why BODC was slow to incorporate technological change
with time. Another is P9’s resourcefulness and ability to sort task and hurdles using
his/her own skills. As the findings reveal, having strong skillsets is indispensable to
multiplicity of roles.
Indicator 4 (the “absence of introductory preambles, as if conversations and
interactions were merely the continuation of an on-going process”) examples, was
detected in the way some, mostly veteran members, would pause during their interviews
when they realize that the researcher may not be familiar with certain terms, jargon,
incidents, projects, or data. It was also detected in the way participants relayed similar
incidents, situations, and issues, which also alluded to Indicator 6, the “substantial
overlap in participants' descriptions of who belongs,” and Indicator 11, “local lore,
shared stories, inside jokes, knowing laughter,” evident throughout the interviews (e.g.
P4’s “George,” other accounts about PANGAEA and the Nitrate disaster, XML
transition… etc.).
Examples of indicator 5, “very quick setup of a problem to be discussed,” were
also reflected in the emphasis placed on having an array of skills to problem solve and
adapt to situations. It is also visible in the decision to address administrative issues by
organizing data-banking meetings177.
Indicator 7, “knowing what others know, what they can do, and how they can
contribute to an enterprise,” was somewhat of a split. Most participants did not voice
any concern about this. P9 on the other hand recognized that this was an issue for new
members of BODC, whilst P8 personally felt that knowledge sharing and, perhaps a
“who’s who” culture, was lacking in the organisation. Indicator 8, “mutually defining
identities,” is recognized in both participant accounts of their roles and others (Section
5.2.1 and Appendix 4.2) and in their description of BODC as part of the wider
community (Appendix 4.2).
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Refer to Appendix 4.2.C. Learning III: On The Challenges Impacting Implicit Roles, for more details
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All participants contributed to the identification of indicator 9, “the ability to
assess the appropriateness of actions and products,” where P3, P4, P9, and P11 gave
the most comprehensive accounts. Indicator 10, the “specific tools, representations, and
other artifacts,” and indicator 12, “jargon and shortcuts to communication as well as the
ease of producing new ones,” are captured in the list of mentioned resources, tools,
organizations, policies, and artefacts as accumulated from interview transcripts. These
are listed in Appendix 4.8. Even so, this list is but an extract of what is involved in the
operation of BODC. As P11 said, “only a third of [BODC] holding is available to
people.”
To conclude, the findings suggest that that AT seems to be a successful
approach in understanding components of a community of practice activity. It supports
the idea that understanding a CoP’s practice can benefit from an examination of various
factors including the task at hand, the objective of the task, the artefacts, tools and
resources needed, the available roles, human and community resources, as well as
internal and external rules. By looking at these aspects, implicit and explicit meaning
was ascertained about BODC, its role in the wider community, and its activities.

5.7. Recommendations & Conclusion
Chapter 5 has carried out a case study using Activity Theory (AT) on BODC,
examining information practices from the viewpoints of its members. It found that
participants occupy implicit and explicit roles that rely on personal and interpersonal
skills alongside professional skills. It also revealed how BODC as a community of
practice (CoP) measured against Wenger’s (2008) CoP indicators, and also showed that
AT is a successful approach to assess information-related activities within a data centre
setting. Based on the findings, recommendations can be made about how to better
promote technological adoptions within the community as an area of difficulty flagged
by participants. One suggestion would be to research and highlight key influential
advocates that can help promote the use of certain standards and technologies across the
community (such as strategic funders or educational institutions). Further suggestions
include introducing personal development programs that can help members gain more
skills to support their implicit roles. Finally, the findings reveal the benefit of sustaining
communication meetings within the organisation that help improve staff and member
communication within BODC.
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CHAPTER 6. Case Study III
T WITTER S OCIAL N ETWORK A NALYSIS (SNA)
6.1. Chapter Overview
The case study described in this chapter addresses key concepts about the flow of
information in the study of multidisciplinary ICT collaboration in oceanography. It
expounds on the hypothesis that information is not readily circulated and shared despite
the aid of ‘tool or technology.’ More specifically, the results from the Social Network
Analysis (SNA) are intended to frame the agency of, and the role that, technology can
broadly—and ICTs specifically—play in augmenting or deterring open information
access and practice in ocean-related data management by revealing something about the
structure of communities online. Technological agency addresses the ontological
fluidity between digital and natural (sociotechnical) worlds, questioning perceived
dichotomy. This case study is intended to situate Study I and Study II within a digital
community to understand community usage of ICTs captured in the findings from Study
I. Practically, the SNA enables inquiry via data extracted and analysed from the microblogging platform Twitter. The purpose of this chapter is to model an adaptive
methodology for the implementation of SNA in multidisciplinary domains that are
heavily reliant on ICTs. The chapter delineates the findings from this study—a
presentation of what emerged from the SNA activity, followed by a discussion situating
Study I and II relatively. It should be noted that the collected Twitter datasets, based on
Twitter terms & regulations, cannot be shared. Therefore the data collected cannot be
published. The researcher however, can provide samples of the organized datasets upon
request.

6.2. Case Study Background
One of the modest aims of this research is to consider and examine, under outlined
terms, the affordance of Twitter data in determining the value of digital user
connections. This can then be compared to the connection made in the natural world,
through collaboration projects (Study I) and within organizations (Study II). The Social
Network Analysis visually reveals how communities are formed online.
The SNA implementation is also designed with the aim of identifying digital
communities of practice (Wenger, 2008) via the collection, visualization, and analysis
of a purposive Twitter data sample. The axiology behind this implementation is
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supported by an ontology that interprets science as social activity (Krishna, 2014: 135).
This approach is one step towards an attempt to “black box” (Latour, 1987; 1991) what
is involved in the social practice of creating, curating, communicating and
disseminating scientific information to the public. According to Silvis and Alexander
(2014), an ANT black box “is a well-established network of allied actors that is so
strong that the assemblage is counted as only one actor” (Silvis & Alexander, 2014:
114); they “are a way of reducing the complexity of the actor-network by condensing a
section of the network, whose composition is believed to be uncontested and relatively
unchanging, into a single element” (Silvis & Alexander, 2014: 115).
This case study purposefully examines a particular field of expression for a
community whose core members were selected based on the two previous case studies.
The value of studying a phenomenon within a digital space is meaningful when
compared to traditional modes of study that examine phenomena in the natural world.
As Latour argues “the social sciences have a true object which is not the social per se
[…], but the shifting attachments offered by various non-social modes of connections”
(Latour, 2007: 9). Both concepts of a digital and natural world will therefore be
examined in the following sections.
Another motive behind this approach is to design a value-laden framework for
the practical application of large-scale studies of groups. In contrast to the inherent
limitations of large-scale social and ethnographic research conducted in the natural
world (hindered by time, space, and resources), Social Network Analysis (SNA) in the
digital space is less invasive. It involves collecting readily available data that is
accessible to the public without direct interaction between researcher and subject. It
results in less misinformed interpretations of naturally occurring phenomena (e.g. the
subjects thinking about their answers based on their interaction with the interviewers or
the purpose of a survey); minimizes errors due to sample size (although there are
different sample limitations); and contributes to the understanding of new research
approaches in digital sociology. The researcher is thus removed from the burden of
influencing subjects by way of direct interaction—as was in the previous studies—and
given more room to critically examine the intricate crossovers between technological
agency, human behaviour, and social phenomenon.
Similar social network studies in the form of surveys have been conducted on
scientists working together using ICTs in the past (Hesse et al., 1993), and for different
communities of practice (Grandjean, 2016). Study III seizes the opportunity to utilize
existing social media and current events to gauge these raised questions. In so doing,
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new avenues for further research are created. The outcome of this analysis can
potentially be compared to findings from altmetrics researches that describe other
networks, and other metric indicators, such as citation and publication analysis research
(Belter, 2013; 2014).
Integrating qualitative research with SNA is not a new approach however. In
fact, prior to computer-generated data mining, social network research was often done
manually and combined with qualitative in-depth interviews and observations. This was
carried out to further understand people’s computer-mediated communication behaviour
patterns (Garton et al., 1997: para. 41).
However, it is almost hard to believe that positive association between the
usefulness of online social networks and research productivity came about after
investment in computer technologies. During the early 90s, ICTs were shown to “have
not had empirically strong effects on productivity in any industry” (Hesse et al., 1993:
90). In contrast, by the end of the 20th century, social network and media analysis has
been implemented for various research purposes. Terras (2012a) suggest that social
media presence helps promote research. This is evident in the rise of new platforms
created to cater to scholars (Van Noorden, 2014; Veletsianos, 2016).
In a survey of more than three thousand scientists, which was conducted by
Nature to determine awareness and usage of different social networks (Nature
Publishing Group, 2014178), results revealed that there are some benefits to scientists
who choose to be active online. Some of these benefits included discovering new work
(Van Noorden, 2014: 5), initiating new collaborations (Van Noorden, 2014: 2), or
simply “boost professional presence online” (Van Noorden, 2014: 6). Twitter, more
explicitly has been used to “comment on research” where users carry out short informal
discussions (Van Noorden, 2014: 7). Thus, besides an interest in learning what social
media has to offer for research communities, an SNA case study can complement
traditional case studies.
According to Garton et al. (1997) “an electronic tie combined with an
organizational tie is sufficient to allow the flow of information between people who
may never have met face-to-face” (Garton et al., 1997: para. 15). While this is not new
research179, carrying out this kind of study specifically for oceanographers on Twitter is.
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Download full survey results at https://ndownloader.figshare.com/articles/1132584/versions/4
See Hesse et al. (1993) for a study on “electronic [email] ties” amongst oceanographers
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Such an SNA, with the design parameters implemented in this study, has the
potential to expound on how subject ties can expand and branch out into wider
communities over time. Looking at one individual (or organisation or a single unit of
analysis), SNA “can show the range and breadth of connectivity for individuals and
identify those who have access to diverse pools of information and resources” (Garton
et al., 1997: para. 20). Conducting this on a whole network (or multiple units of analysis
that form a network), SNA can identify “those who emerge as central figures or who act
as bridges between different groups” (Garton et al., 1997). The significance of SNA in
this study is in its faithfulness to ANT descriptive procedures. It determines roles,
positions, and influence “through analysis of the network data rather than through prior
categorization” of entities (Garton et al. 1997: para. 20).

6.3. On the Benefits of Using ANT & Community Mapping
Actor-Network Theory (ANT) has been covered extensively in the methodology and
literature review chapters of this research. It was also contextualized for this study in the
Methods chapter. That said, it is important to note that besides offering a theoretical
definition, ANT provides practical advice on how to implement a descriptive
explanation of a network. It is about how we study it. It is also about how different
nodes interact with one another—the complex relationship between scientists,
organizations, the public, existing knowledge, government, the environment, Twitter,
and the choice of language to list but a few actants (illustrated in Figure 7). ANT
application is excellent in framing “fuzzy” multidisciplinary subjects as well as
identifying various key affordances influencing a certain phenomenon. Although ANT
does have its specific graphical model (e.g. illustrated and delineated in Silvis &
Alexander, 2014, which uses ANT to describe the findings from semi-structure
interviews), this research examines an online community, which is better depicted using
SNA software.
However, drawing on the previously delineated ANT, which does not see the
importance of categorizing actants in a network distinctly, it makes sense to
acknowledge—rather than classify—where this community-mapping activity is taking
place and pay more attention to examining how and why this community is tied (see
Table 4).
Table 4. Core Node Classification
Core Node Classification Definition
Commercial
Conference

Businesses and industrial-based accounts.
Twitter accounts associated with an event, meeting of conference.
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Data

Data-specific projects or institution accounts providing information about a
related Dataset.

Education

University, college, school, or program accounts.

Enthusiast

Accounts that resulted from initial keyword search that do not belong to other
classifications. These accounts are often individual users who are interested
in ocean issues, news, or are involved in some leisure activities such as
snorkelling or scuba diving.

Government Account
News Outlet
Non-English Account

Organization

Professional
Project
Public Outreach, Activism,
Awareness, and Campaigns
Research Centre
Researcher

Government officials, departments, news outlet accounts.
Accounts concerned with disseminating information about ocean or climate
change related policy, science.
Users or accounts that are not described in English or that were aggregated
based on keywords that also appear in non-English tweets.
Accounts, belonging to non-research institutions and organizations, which
deal with ocean-related areas. Although organizations can involve news,
projects, or concern public outreach and activism, or even produce nonEnglish based content and news, the key distinguishing factor between these
types of accounts and other accounts is that these organizations are often
NGOs or transnational organizations.
Non-scientific (or academic researcher) professionals who work in related
areas such as policy, awareness, law, business or industry.
Accounts designated for specific projects to update stakeholders, the public,
or/and members of a given project
Accounts that self-brand or tweet content that is related to activism,
informing the public, or to promote campaigns involving the oceans.
Accounts that are tied to archival, record-keeping, information management,
or data collection centres concerned with processing ocean data.
Personal accounts of self-identified researchers in a related field.

These categories are used for reference only, as a means to sift through users during filtering in Gephi.

The SNA is designed to visualize and describe a shared network of connected
entities online. To do so, literature on Twitter studies and on development projects that
expound community-mapping activities were considered 180 . Development projects
usually run in parallel with community-mapping activities. Sometimes development
projects can be large and extensive tasks, which in turn lead to under-prioritizing
community needs and know-how. However, adding a mapping activity helps detect
important project needs; provides project members with a pool of local and
collaborative knowledge; lays out the groundwork for future sustainability, and
highlights potential gaps in high-level objectives (Kovačič, 2016).
There are manifest distinctions between mapping a community using traditional
methods in a physical environment, and community mapping in an online digital space
(Gulbrandsen & Just, 2011; Rey & Jurgenson, 2013). This dichotomy, between the
digital space and the natural world is treated as an extension to one another rather than a
means of separating realities. Therefore, ICTs are also not seen as alternatives to

180

See Gedgauda (2013), Hagen (2011), Kovačič (2016), Pereira et al. (2003), Puri & Sahay (2003),
Tripathi & Bhattarya (2004), and Veljanovski et al. (2012).
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traditional communication, but as supplemental resources that extend knowledge about
a phenomenon. In fact, as reiterating from earlier chapters, some studies (Meyer et al.
2011; Veletsianos, 2016) have established that ICTs are indeed extending the amount of
information we have access to, rather than changing how research is done.
Digital community mapping has a few advantages not privileged to researchers
pursuing traditional mapping methods. A digital approach involves not only more data,
but also different ways of manipulating and dealing with data. Multidisciplinary and
transnational projects that utilize ICTs rely on community information to implement
good programs, inventory resources, and design good systems (Kovačič, 2016). This
was in congruence with the pilot study findings, which was concerned with creating
interoperable global ocean data systems. Furthermore, digital mapping has a broader
application when it comes to collaboration. It helps facilitate business, real-time
feedback, and public engagement, which can transcend space and time, fight corruption,
and address global concerns (Ospina & Heeks, 2010).

6.4. But Why Twitter?
The micro-blogging platform has been studied extensively181 since its launch in March
2006. Schmidt suggests that Twitter “[…] articulated relations—the nexus of social ties
and textual references, based on code-enabled connections—are used to structure the
flow of communication and to filter information” (cited in Weller et al., 2014: 4).
Relationships on Twitter, unlike other platforms such as LinkedIn for example, do not
require reciprocity (Weller et al., 2014).
For this research, Twitter seems fitting because of its democratizing attributes
for facilitating information sharing, as well as accessibility to its data. Its affordances
are similar to those enabled by apps designed for smart device notifications and alerts
that feed its users with short concise information (Morstatter et al., 2013; Weller et al.,
2014). These factors make it a preferable choice along with the simplicity of accessing
its data. The data also is unique in that it provides straightforward direct (but also indirect) connections through user-follower information. Mapping a network through
Twitter tells us about the types of relationships that exist between nodes. In this SNA,
this is done by visualizing a network to identify weak and strong ties, important
influencers, latent relationships, and unexpected or potential connections that would
otherwise go undetected.

181

Refer to footnote 88.
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Twitter has also been shown to work as a staging area for potential research
ideas, possible collaborations, and/or maybe better citation metrics.182 Other examples
of where Twitter research can be useful include complementing the study and profiling
of collective social attributes; demographic studies for the identification of usage
patterns in different groups (gender, race, age, socio-economic classes), predictive
accuracy in identifying recommender systems; and targeted advertising and social
sensing.183
Twitter has also been studied in the scope of policymaking, organizations,
journalists, marketers, and government adoption184. Through some of these studies, it
has also been shown to be, among other things, a good platform where hierarchies of
rank can be broken down. 185 Finally, Twitter is used extensively in the study of
branding and identity construction and representation186, including in the study of silent
users—i.e. “lurkers” or the portion of users who do not contribute content (Gong et al.,
2015). 187

6.5. Methods
Reiterating from Chapter 3.5.3, Study III, utilized several tools including Twitter’s
advanced search, paid service Docteur Tweety TwExList, Microsoft Excel, Microsoft
Access, and Gephi188 to extract, organize and visualize publically available Twitter data.
Further details are included in Appendix 5.1. which cover the technical aspects of this
SNA, delineating both process and code.

182

See Aharony (2010), Bik & Goldstein (2013), Darling et al (2013), Grosseck & Holotescu (2008),
Veletsianos & Kimmons (2013), Van Noorden (2014), Veletsianos (2016), Carrigan (2016), Junco et al.
(2011), Letierce et al. (2010), and Leonardi (2014), Mahrt et al. (2014), Matzat (2004), Mlitwa (2007),
Ross et al. (2011), Snijder (2016), Sopan et al. (2012), and Webb (2016), for more on Twitter and
academia, and how social media in general, and Twitter in particular can facilitate democratizing
communication channels.
183
For more on these subjects, refer to Sloan et al. (2015), Greene et al. (2012), Gong et al. 2015,
Mislove et al. (2011), Liu et al. (2014), Preoţiuc-Pietro et al. (2015), Oktay et al., (2014); Mitrou et al.
(2014).
184
See Ahmed (2015), Almaatouq et al. (2014), Effing et al. (2011), Fuchs (2013), Gibbs et al. (2013),
Golbeck et al. (2010), Granter (2009), Hermanns (2012), Kaplan & Haelein (2010), Klimowicz (2016),
Leonardi & Treem (2012), Ottovordemgentschenfelde (2017), Rice et al. (2017), Treem, & Leonardi
(2013), and Treem et al. (2015).
185
For example, tweeting to a company or reaching out to other researcher in different institutions.
186
Consult Brems et al. (2017), Gong, Lim, & Zhu (2015), Holmberg & Thelwall (2014), Huberman,
Romero, & Wu (2008), Java et al. (2007), Lamb & Davidson (2005), Ottovordemgentschenfelde, (2017),
Page (2012), Preoţiuc-Pietro et al. (2015), Sloan et al. (2015), Oktay et al. (2014), and Stepchenkova et al.
(2013), Stephansen & Couldry (2014),
187
For Twitter traffic statistics please refer to Appendix 5.3.A.
188
Refer to Appendix 5.1 for more details on Study III methods.
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6.6. Findings
SNA data consists of a number of nodes and edges that were examined after they were
refined as detailed in Appendix 5.1.B. The number of nodes aggregated before
refinement was 2,184,989, and totalled to 96, 898 nodes after refinement. Edges came
to 3,461,189 total connection before, and 817,159 after.189 The following findings detail
some of the interesting themes that emerged from these connections, while the analysis
benefits from several works (e.g. Christakis & Fowler, 2009; and Grandjean, 2016).

6.6.1.Finding 1: Graph Statistics
This section details basic statistics about the dataset. This includes a statistical overview
of core nodes (or the 470 users compiled to build the dataset) and their followers and
followings—or users that the core nodes follow and are followed by, represented by
out-degree and in-degree edges. Although the data was analysed more thoroughly after
refinement, data prior to Gephi manipulation produced some interesting findings. These
include the identification of top ranking nodes based on various centrality scores (Table
5).
Table 5. Top 10 in order of rank for each centrality measure
BCR

HCCR

Eigen Rank

Degree Rank

In Rank

Out Rank

@_oceanography

@2newsweather

@oceanexplorer

@oceanleadership

@oceanexplorer

@alex_verbeek

@arlewin

@ambmoses

@savingoceans

@alex_verbeek

@savingoceans

@oceanleadership

@hroadie

@anavanoye

@noaaocean

@eu_mare

@noaaocean

@eu_mare

@ecoexpert1

@andyg_wxeyes

@scripps_ocean

@oceanexplorer

@scripps_ocean

@rare_org

@mblscience

@apluengagement

@oceanleadership

@savingoceans

@oceanleadership

@_oceanography

@planktonpundit

@artinfodotcom

@alex_verbeek

@noaaocean

@alex_verbeek

@greenpeaceusa

@marieannelecler

@barbosavl

@ourocean

@scripps_ocean

@ourocean

@coffeewarblers

@edd_hind

@biocomplexityvt

@noaaresearch

@rare_org

@noaaresearch

@edd_hind

@goceanc

@boat0226

@theagu

@ourocean

@theagu

@arlewin

@umiamirsmas

@buddymize

@earthinstitute

@greenpeaceusa

@earthinstitute

@jmeesvliz

This table lists the top 10 nodes by order of their centrality scores. As is shown, there is a slight difference in the
order of nodes in each column. However, almost the same nodes occupy a spot in each category.

For example, several NOAA accounts were shown to have exceedingly high
numbers of in and out degree (later shown to cluster near the boarders of mClasses 4
and 5; Appendix 5.3.D.v and 5.3.D.vi respectively). The data also shows that user
distribution is varied, covering different types of accounts—from pastors, to plumbers,
to politicians. Table 6 details the relationship between core nodes where majority follow

189

See Appendix 5.1.B for how data was collected and refined.
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at least one other core node, and where more than half follow more than 10 core nodes.
Almost half are followed by 10 or more core nodes, and at least 85% are followed by 2
core nodes. Of the total 470 core nodes, 37 nodes are not followed.
Table 6. Core Node Followers & Followings Statistics

CORE NODE STATISTICS
Total core nodes = 470
Per cent of Users (%)
Following the core nodes

Followed by the core nodes*

442 core nodes following another core node

37 core users aren’t followed by other core nodes

94%

Follow at least 1 core node

48%

Are followed by 10 or more

87%
6%
54.5%
10%
<1%

Follow 2 or more
Follow no one
Follow more than 10
Follow 50 or more users
Follow 100 or more users

11%
85%
4%
8%

Followed by more than 50
Followed by 2 or more
Followed by more than 100
Are not followed by other 500

*A total of 433 nodes followed by other core nodes

Of the core nodes, 61 make up a group categorized as the Top 10%. These users have
more than 10K followers or followings, or both. As a result, not all of their edges were
aggregated due to some technical limitations imposed by Twitter APIs and computing
resources. The Top 15 from this category are listed in Table 7. Ultimately, further
analyses needs to be done to determine the full effect of these super nodes on the graph.
An initial look into what occurs if these nodes are removed from the dataset produces
interesting patterns. A comparison of layouts for the Top 10% users can be seen in
Figure 23 and Table 8, which compares super users by rank and illustrates this by node
size.
Table 7. Top 15 nodes from Top 10% ore nodes
TOP 15 NODES

908425
607756
391898
279817
212989
210251
193286

Total
Tweets
15882
9650
3834
6160
14522
7086
11985
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@Alex_Verbeek
@EU_Mare
@Oceanleadership
@GreenPeaceUSA
@Rare_org
@arlewin
@CoffeeWarblers

Total
Tweets

91
113
544
383
1671
554
1196

Node Name

Followers

@NSF
@NOAA
@NATO
@environmentca
@TAMU
@noaasatellites
@OurOcean

By Number of Accounts Followed

Accounts
Followed

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Followers

Node Name

Accounts
Followed

By Number of Followers

63328
23340
21619
17484
13202
10071
7805

111033
21236
31692
172170
25483
9257
8903

8806
11367
10028
25228
14814
4952
20731

Digital Waters
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

@GreenPeaceUSA
@Umich
@NOAAOcean
@Alex_Verbeek
@defragovuk
@Dreynders
@earthinstitute
@oceanexplorer

17484
961
242
63328
775
4580
494
795

172170
166806
153436
111033
103853
92668
84606
83530

25228
16821
4593
8806
13516
17684
6557
2486

@Novase
@Hroadie
@MarieAnneLeCler
@_Oceanography
@Go4GreenShop
@Edd_Hind
@Slebid8
@MarineBioTop

6333
6284
6117
6096
5002
5001
4997
4882

11627
7269
8284
5620
2349
3588
3713
2325

12654
9809
66973
12838
6180
25017
22428
1094

Figure 23. Top 10% Users Layout by Graph mClass (Left) and Ranking (Right)
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Table 8. Top 10% Nodes

The Top 10% nodes are core nodes with the highest numbers of follower count, which can potentially
skew the graph.

Furthermore, the graphs in Figure 24 depict Top 10% nodes removal, and
subsequently the redistribution of data using Force Atlas 2 190 . This makes subcommunities less interconnected where islands of nodes begin to form. Additionally,
the total number of edges is cut by half. Initially, the raw data included nearly 3 million
edges. After refining it to only include users with at least 5 out-degrees and a minimum
of 2 in-degrees, the total edges are reduced to 817,159.

190

Refer to Appendix 5.1.C.iv for more on Gephi layouts.
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Figure 24. Comparing the full graph when Top 10% nodes are removed

6.6.2.Findings 2: Understanding Centrality Measures
The full graph was analysed by applying several statistical algorithms to identify several
parameters (Appendix 5.1.C). After applying Force Atlas 2, the nodes were coloured
using the Modularity classification (mClass) measure. This determines distinct clusters
in the graph based on the strength of node relationships (Cherven, 2015: 189). The
“[o]utput for this function is simply an integer value starting at 0” (Cherven, 2015: 197).
The integer value for this graph is 1.4, which resulted in 6 different clusters.
Next, various centrality measures were implemented and compared (see
Appendix 5.1.C.v. for more details and definitions) Overall, centrality measures
determine “the role of an individual within a society, [and] its influence or the flows of
information on which [s/]he can intervene” (Rochat, 2009: 1). Betweenness centrality
determines the robustness of the network for information flow by determining the
shortest path to and from a given node (Cherven. 2015: 200; Estrada et al., 2009).
Highly ranked Betweenness centrality (BCR) nodes act as bridges in the network. Eigen
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vector centrality helps determine the quality and importance of connections, or which
nodes are central in the community.
Once these measures were calculated, it was evident that some nodes had several
mutual degrees while others were not well connected in the graph. To account for this, a
third measure was applied to understand this occurrence. Harmonic closeness centrality
is calculated to determine the relationship between unlinked nodes. It “provides a
sensible centrality notion for arbitrary directed graphs” (Boldi & Vigna, 2014: 25). This
measure is derived from its parent, closeness centrality, which identifies the nodes that
are most likely to reach other nodes in the network the fastest.
As so, it could be said that BCR reveals nodes that are most likely to enable
information flow by connecting otherwise disconnected nodes to one another. For a list
of discovered non-core nodes that ranked in the top 200 BCR, consult Table 10.
Closeness Centrality (CC) indicates which node transmits information (how far
connected), while HCCR, an extension of CC, accounts for influencers relative to their
own community and compared to the graph. Finally, because some nodes are connected
to different mClasses, Eigen vector centrality helps determine the influencers in the
network across these disconnected clusters (Aleskerov et al., 2016). Findings show that
of the core nodes (Table 5), the highest ranked nodes in each centrality measure, battle
for the top 10.
Nodes ranking first in all but out degree (who they follow) belong to mClass 5
(Blue). The out degree top ranked node is @Alex_Verbeek, located in mClass 2 (Red).
Aleskerov et al. (2016) suggests that “[h]igh values of in-degree centrality mean that a
node is strongly affected by its neighbours. Alternatively, low values of in-degree
centrality identify nodes that are not influenced by other nodes” (Aleskerov et al., 2016:
5). Arguably, in the context of this research, high in-degrees, or followers, could
suggest otherwise. It may be the case that a node has an influential role in the
community and is hence followed by many users. To determine this, further qualitative
sampling is carried out (see Table 9 for a comparison between in and out degrees).
Table 9. Comparing in-degree with out-degree centrality

@alex_verbeek

1

14553

6

14695

1334

@oceanleadership

2

13861

5

16067

20487

@savingoceans

2

19916

51

214

In Value

Out Rank

791

1

In Rank

Out Value

103

@oceanexplorer

Out Value

Out Rank

Ordered by highest ranked out-degree
then lowest ranked in-degree
Twitter Account

Twitter Account

In Rank

In Value

Ordered by highest ranking in-degree
then by lowest ranking out-degree

Digital Waters
@noaaocean

3

19806

256

243

@eu_mare

3

12017

12

9329

@scripps_ocean

4

17158

91

851

@rare_org

4

6143

14

8467

@oceanleadership

5

16067

2

13861

@_oceanography

5

5692

26

4539

@alex_verbeek

6

14695

1

14553

@greenpeaceusa

6

3990

11

9586

@ourocean

7

13181

97

816

@coffeewarblers

7

3625

2820

13

@noaaresearch

8

12711

158

478

@edd_hind

8

3585

59

1847

@theagu

9

10156

20

2122

@arlewin

9

3304

36

3139

@earthinstitute

10

9736

191

385

@jmeesvliz

10

3049

76

1517

On the other hand, nodes with high out-degrees (for example @Alex_Verbeek)
tend to be influenced by their neighbours, and are perhaps more gregarious than those
that follow less nodes. This begs the question, what does it mean if in to out-degree
ratio is small, such as in the case of @Alex_Verbeek? Grandjean (2016: 5) suggests that
this could be due to a “social function” whereby a user is notified about a subscription
from this user, discovers new content, and potentially follows back. As such, these users
are not as significant to the research at hand as those that are deemed “stars”
(Grandjean, 2016: 4-5) in the community.
These star users tend to have high numbers of followers (in-degrees), which are
qualitatively determined to be part of the community. It goes without saying that not all
users that have a large body of followers are influential. This SNA accounts for this by
limiting the data to users who have at least 2 core node followers. Despite apparent
limitations, this helps ensure a reliable foundation for expanding data in future
exploration of the broader community.
Lastly, depending on the various combinations of centrality scores, each of the
core nodes may have different significance. While total number of degrees and BCR are
important measures of node influence, in- and out-degrees also say something about a
node. More out-degrees indicate that a node is more likely a recipient of a message
rather than a producer of information. More in-degrees indicate that the node has higher
visibility and possibly an influencer in its community but not necessarily involved or
central to one specific community (oceanographic), subject (ocean warming), or event
(Paris Accord).
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Table 10. Non-core nodes in Top 200 BCR
Twitter Handle
@oceanwire
@ocean_networks
@sailorsforsea
@hootsuite
@scinewsblog
@cechr_uod
@therightblue
@interior
@antarcticreport
@missionblue
@paul_rose
@esri
@earthisland
@seawildearth
@hakaimagazine
@congareenps
@jimharris
@zosterar
@seasaver
@cleanwaterwed
@jasonlrobinson
@usfws
@blindspotting

InD Rank
325
407
442
539
756
499
422
507
830
355
636
647
524
469
535
684
686
488
343
650
868
493
1104

InD Value
158
94
81
63
42
69
87
68
38
132
51
49
65
76
63
46
46
72
141
49
36
71
29

Deg. Rank
354
373
401
624
799
501
419
529
575
396
437
452
455
471
433
595
723
478
381
609
633
503
885

Deg. Value
306
240
185
92
72
120
166
112
100
191
151
143
142
132
153
96
79
129
215
94
90
120
67
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OutRank
318
321
376
1520
1429
603
420
744
495
518
382
392
428
553
397
620
1207
538
443
721
571
638
940

OutValue
148
146
104
29
30
51
79
44
62
59
100
94
77
56
90
50
33
57
74
45
54
49
38

BCR
18
101
108
122
129
133
136
138
139
140
148
155
158
160
163
164
168
169
171
177
182
183
186

BC Value
0.124766031
0.030962912
0.028270769
0.024993418
0.023721083
0.02302134
0.022134273
0.021905877
0.021728706
0.021299113
0.019542216
0.018615299
0.018231184
0.017931993
0.017642371
0.017597588
0.016538716
0.016493864
0.016351829
0.015515149
0.014711413
0.014691746
0.014608365

Core Node
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

mClass
3
1
0
0
5
2
3
5
2
5
3
4
5
5
3
5
1
3
5
3
1
5
3
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6.6.3.Findings 3: Graph Topology
Approaching centrality scores with the goal of understanding what they mean, relative
to the context of this research, necessitates a visual analysis of the graph. Not
surprisingly, the majority of core nodes are clustered in three areas: mClass 3 (green)
located on the upper right corner of the graph, 4 (magenta) located upper right, and 5
(Blue) located centrally (See Figure 25).
Figure 25. Full graph layout colour coded for Modularity classes

The bulk of core nodes consisting of UCL accounts are located in mClass 4. A
significant number of non-core node UCL accounts are located in mClass 3. mClasses 3
and 4 also include the majority of scientists and researcher accounts. With some
exception accounted for, mClass 3 consists of mostly European and UK based accounts.
Cluster 4 includes a large network of various geoscience research centres, scientists, and
programs. It is also made up of mostly UK, US, and Australian accounts.
Esteemed professor of History of Science and Affiliated Professor of Earth and
Planetary Sciences, Naomi Oreskes (@NaomiOreskes), a non-core node, is also located
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in the central periphery of mClass 4. This location overlaps with mClass 5 and mClass 2
where information flow is most facilitated between different nodes. Another prominent
node, belonging to renowned oceanographer Sylvia Earle 191, was also located in the
graph.
@SylviaEarle is a verified account. Verified accounts are denoted by a check
mark inside a blue circle sign next to the user’s name. This user is also a non-core node
and is part of mClass 5. @SylviaEarle ranks 12th for most followed node by core
nodes. 192 She also ranks in the top 500 for all centrality scores. A significantly
important ranking considering there are more than 90K nodes in the graph. The more
central a node is, the higher its Betweenness centrality (BCR) score. For each node,
BCR is defined as “the number of shortest paths going from y to z” (Boldi & Vigna,
2013: 10).
Of the top 10 BCR (refer to Appendix 5.3.B for full rankings), mClass 2 has 5
nodes (4 enthusiasts and 1 professional), mClass 3 has 2 (both researchers), 1 project,
and mClass 5 has 3 (enthusiast, education, and research centre). The top 20 nodes for
BCR only contain 1 non-core node @oceanwire, ranked 19th. This node has a relatively
low in-degree rank at 156, and low out-degree at 148. Of the top 200 BCR, there are 31
researchers, 23 organizations, 23 enthusiasts, followed by 22 educational institutions, 18
public outreach and activist users, and 18 research centres. There are also 23 none-core
nodes.

These

nodes

@ocean_networks,

are,

ranking

@sailorsforsea,

from

highest

@hootsuite,

to

lowest:

@oceanwire,

@scinewsblog,

@cechr_uod,

@therightblue, @interior, @antarcticreport, @missionblue, @paul_rose, @esri,
@earthisland,
@zosterar,

@seawildearth,
@seasaver,

@hakaimagazine,

@cleanwaterwedå,

@congareenps,

@jasonlrobinson,

@jimharris,

@usfws,

and

@blindspotting.
This helps determine the influence of a node in facilitating the flow of
information within a network. As such, with a BCR of 345 and 151 core nodes
following her, it is apparent that @SylviaEarle not only belongs to the oceanographic
community, but also plays an influential key role in it. This can be established prior to
qualitatively examining the account’s profile on Twitter. Examining this user’s profile

191

Visit http://mission-blue.org for more on Sylvia Earle and her work.
Refer to Graph Topology in Appendix 5.3.C for the top 100 most followed nodes by core nodes in
the graph.
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however, shows an active Twitter feed. The user is involved in sharing original or
authored content consistently.
Contrastingly, of the core nodes, @EU_Mare, an account belonging to the
European Union commission’s maritime affairs, follows the most core nodes (231).
@NOAA is the most followed node with a following of 221 core nodes. All mClasses
have a noticeable number of UK-based nodes. This is not surprising since the core
nodes began with a list of this research’s UK-based case studies (ODIP & BODC) and
their partners.
Assessing the quality of core nodes in terms of the different centrality scores (inand out-degree, BCR, HCCR, and Eigen centrality) reveals that there are a few that do
not connect with other core nodes (refer to Figure 26). The outlying core node
belonging to mClass 0 is @northsea_energy. There are two in mClass 1, @cfldickson
and @marinesafetywa.
MClass 2 has @ili_zuyd and @global_env1. In mClasses 3 and 4 there are
@institutrb and @marinemarlag, respectively. Core nodes classed in mClass 5 are
@enea_steresa,

@espmasonu,

@houseoffins,

@mast_sandyhook,

@thewhaling,

@unhmarine, @usnoaagov, and @marine_monkees.
Figure 26. Comparing core nodes connections to one another

Overall, 3 out of the 6 clusters (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5) appear to connect the various
cluster to one another (See Figure 27). Interconnections, or connections between
different mClass, account for about 44% of the edges in the full graph. The dark blue
cluster, mClass 5, is the largest and most central to the graph. It acts as a bridge between
various clusters, despite there being direct connections between any two mClasses.
For example, and perhaps due to the relatively small size of the cluster, it seems
that nodes in mClass 1 (orange) are the most isolated group with the least connections
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to other classes. However, mClass 1 does have well-established connections with
mClass 3—relative to the number of its nodes and inner edges—in common areas of
research such as shared polar and arctic research with Scotland, Denmark, and Iceland.
This, in a way, echoes some of the discussion during the first ODIP (II) phase
two workshop, which took place between September-October 2015 in Paris, France.
Members agreed that it is necessary to expand partnership with Canada to integrate Ice
and Polar research into the scope of the project. ODIP members were tasked with
finding suitable collaborators within their network.
In examining the graph with this in mind, some non-core nodes emerged in
mClass 1 that are, in fact, contributing ODIP members but who were not identified
during core node list creation. These discovered nodes proved important in connecting
several mClasses to one another, but who ostensibly seemed to have desperate ties with
their local mClass. It is unknown whether or not these discovered connections can
amount to anything. Nonetheless, in one instance, one of the ODIP members revealed
numerous ties to Canadian research bodies that could prove fruitful for the purposes of
ODIP future objectives.
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Figure 27. Modularity classes, identified communities, and significant users

Furthermore, looking at mClasses 3 (green) and 4 (magenta), both groups can be
considered homogeneous in terms of constituent nodes. Both for example have a high
number of research and data centres, educational institutions, and research and scientists
accounts. mClass 3 and 5 have the bulk of BODC partners, though there are a number
of them in mClass 4. This begs the questions, why are they not further integrated?
To answer this question, another level of data aggregation is needed. This
involves collected non-core node followers and followings to understand whether or not
they connect in other ways beyond the listed core nodes. Perhaps it could be that this
indeed reflects the structure of scientific communities worldwide, whereby each cluster
represents a group, each group has a similar distribution but are isolated from other
clusters in terms of their research collaboration. However, the answer also lies in the
nodes that connect two clusters and in the border areas between mClasses in the graph.
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By looking at the accounts that fall in the middle between the two clusters, 3 and 4, we
can see that they are heavily tied to mClass 5.
Opposite to this cluster from the bottom, the area between mClass 2 and mClass
5 seem to draw more international followers (Refer to Figure 28). It is also where most
activist accounts emerge. Individual accounts are more vocal and specific about issues
that involve the oceans such as climate change (@EnviroIntel), or that identify as niche
professionals in related areas (@AlgorithmLab). In designing further research therefore,
aggregating the edges for non-core nodes in these locations could prove useful in
investigating the oceanographic community beyond western communities. Of course,
other considerations must be taken into account such as language (as seen with nonEnglish based accounts) and communities with preferred ICT platform alternatives that
match Twitter in other settings.
Figure 28. Geographical node demographics in full graph
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6.6.4.Findings 4: Selected mClass Instances
The most significant findings arise from several built-in Gephi statistical calculations.
Modularity calculations helped measure edges within a community and, therefore,
identify densely connected nodes in these communities. These modules, or
communities, are visualized using different colours. The modularity value for the full
graph in this SNA was equal to 1.4, yielding 6 different classes—0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.
These classes are represented visually in different colours as seen in Figure 27. This
section covers each of these modularity classes (mClasses) in more depth (refer to
Figure 29 and Table 11 for more mClass details).193
Figure 29. Modularity Class Pie Chart Node Percentage Distribution

 Maritime Government
 Commercial & Industry
 Leisure (diving,
sailing…etc.)

Industry,
commercial,
defence

193

Notable Users

@DeptDefence
@TheNewOcean
@Ocransgate_
@Imarest

For a thorough description of each mClass consult Appendix 5.3.D. for an overview of mClass
distribution.
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Transitivity

Proposed
Description

Low

mClass 0

User Makeup

Australia

mClass

Dominant
Geography

Table 11. mClass Distribution Summary

Low

Majority core
nodes, Celeb
scientists &
science
communicatio
n

@BODC

Low

Researchers,
institutions,
students,

 ODIP partners (@ANDS)
 UCL accounts (See Table
20)
 @ANDS
 @Facebook, @Reddit
 @NaomiOreskes,
@HelenCzerski

Average

mClass 5

 Core community
 Holistic composition that
represent various
stakeholders
 Commercial companies,
politicians, researchers,
activists, industry,
citizens… etc.

 BODC Partners (e.g.
@CEFASUK &
@nocnews)
 @SAHFOS
 ODIP Partners (e.g.
@iFremer_en,
@iFremer_fr)
 @UN_FAO_GFEM
 @EU_mare

High

mClass 4

 Geoscience research
 Research & Education
 UK collaboration with
other countries and
groups
 Popular platforms

@RealDonaldTrump

High

mClass 3

 Organizations & research
institutions
 EU leaders
 Researchers
 Celebrities

Collaboration,
Politics,
policy,
funding,
research,
High BCR
nodes

USA, world at
large

“Enthusiasts,”
activists,
public
outreach and
engagement,
NGOs,
Celebrities

EU

mClass 2

 Accounts that are not
directly responsible for
the production of
information about the
world’s oceans
 Users that circulate
information

UK

Arctic Science
& natural
resource
preservation

USA, EU, UK.

mClass 1

 Government
 Bilingual
 Research concerns: polar,
arctic, preservation

Canada
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Summary of mClasses
One findings that emerged from mClass 0 (light blue), was that government accounts,
mostly Australian (e.g. @cPyne), do not often have high enough BCRs to make them
cluster-connecting nodes—or nodes that connect different mClasses with one another.
This is not a surprise since this cluster is located at the edge of the graph. Generally, this
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cluster is loosely related to oceanography in that its main focus is on industry and
commercial maritime related issues rather than research or policy.194
mClasses 0, 1, and 2 all have low transitivity195 between local nodes. That is,
they do not interconnect nodes within their clusters to one another. In summary mClass
0 has commercial and industrial marine related accounts and is made of mostly
Australian-based accounts, including Australian defence accounts and other industrial
and commercial companies (such as ship technology and building). Contrastingly,
nodes in the bottom centre and right (opposite mClass 0) have many accounts affiliated
with activism, public outreach, and news that coincide with mClass 2. The further
bottom right a node is located in the graph, the less science-based it is, and the more
activism and awareness-oriented they become.
mClass 1 is composed of mainly Canadian or Canadian-connected nodes. This
includes European institutions that have collaborative projects with Canadian
counterparts, researchers, and governmental accounts. English-based Canadian
governmental accounts usually have a French alternative, which are sometimes more
active.

mClass

2

is

composed

of

mainly

U.S.-based

accounts,

including

@RealDonaldTrump196 (Figure 30), and has the majority of the dataset’s “enthusiast,”
activist, and public outreach accounts. Cluster 2 also has the highest BCR ranking noncore nodes in the graph (e.g. @TVeitdal, former UN director).

194

For more on mClass 0 consult Appendix 5.3.D.i.
Transitivity implies the triangle formed by nodes that are interconnected. A node with low transitivity
is a connector to other groups, or in this case mClasses, while high transitivity nodes are embedded in a
group (Christakis & Fowler, 2009: 19).
196
Upon examining @RealDonaldTrump in the context of this dataset (Refer to Figure 30 and Appendix
5.3.D.iii and Table 18 for more on the account), several observations can be made: since the time of data
collection in early January 2017, the number of followers increased by one third in the last six month
(from 20M to more than 30M users); the number of followings in contrast, increased by 4 (from 41 nodes
to 45). 12 core nodes follow @RealDonaldTrump. This could have changed—increased, or decreased—
since the time of data collection, including three super nodes (Top 10 % ranked: 20, 26, and 52).
@RealDonaldTrump follows @WhiteHouse (mClass 2), which also factored into the data, but does not
follow core nodes from this dataset or any that represent scientific institutions or observatories, individual
scientists or researchers, or otherwise members of the oceanographic community. What this means is that
@RealDonaldTrump is watched by the scientific oceanographic community but does no partake in the
flow of their information.
195
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Figure 30. @RealDonaldTrump Core Node Followers.

As a convention, edges in large graphs are represented by curved
lines in a clockwise direction, from source to target

Because of the variety of different types of accounts, further data aggregation of
this cluster is needed to determine whether this modularity distribution is accurate and
whether, for example, academic institutions interconnectivity (e.g. @Harvard and
@UniofOxford) are a result of institution activity or afforded by the software, data
collection and analysis process, the platform, or the data itself. Within the scope of this
research, this mClass (2) is thought to represent the “world at large” for the variety of
user types it contains.
In some cases, some connections are accurate reflections of non-digital based
partnership. One relevant example is a tightly connected cluster within mClass 3 that
consists of UK users. These users are mostly BODC partners as well. This cluster’s
connections are worth expanding on based on reciprocal edges that could indicate
collaboration, and thereby potentially identify further community members. Similar
sampling in other mClasses reveals a pattern where dispersed accounts of individuals
tend to have smaller networks and relatively low inter-connections outside of their
modularity class or around its edges.
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BODC Network
The British Oceanographic Data Centre (BODC) lists several partners and projects on
its website197, citing them by international, European, and UK projects as well as by
national partners198. As a UK facility concerned with managing marine environment199
data, and a key member of the International Oceanographic Commission (IOC) network
for data exchange, BODC occupies a leading role on both national and international
fronts. It is a member of ODIP and the focus of Study II. At the time of data collection,
@BODC (Table 12), an account created in 2008, had 5,396 followers, and followed 500
users. This network is visualized in Figure 31. Of these 470 core nodes, it has
connection with 66 core nodes identified in this SNA and visualized in Figure 32.

Table 12. BODC Data Collection Statistics
Twitter account

@bodc

Name

BODC — marine data

Creation

23/04/08 09:47

Time Zone

London

Location

Liverpool, UK

Followers

5396

Following

500

Statuses

3095

Verified

/

Last tweet

20/01/17 11:21

Description

British Oceanographic Data Centre
- a national facility for preserving
and distributing oceanographic and
marine data.

URL

http://www.bodc.ac.uk

As one of the main case studies in this research, it was of interest to locate
BODC in the graph. As mentioned previously, @BODC belongs to mClass 5 and is
situated at the boarders of mClass 3 and 5. The majority of its partners are distributed
between its home cluster, mClass 3, and 4, in that rank. Combing through the dataset

197

Refer to this site: https://www.bodc.ac.uk/projects/
National partners are Natural Environment Research Council (NERC), Oceans 2025, British Antarctic
Survey (BAS), National Oceanography Centre (NOC), Plymouth Marine Laboratory (PML), Scottish
Association for Marine Science (SAMS), and Sea Mammal Research Unit (SMRU). More can be learned
about them at https://www.bodc.ac.uk/projects/partners/research_centres/.
199
See https://www.bodc.ac.uk/about/what_is_bodc/ for more about BODC
198
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reveals several interesting discoveries. The number of remaining nodes after data
refinement associated with @BODC is 490.

Figure 31. BODC Network

However, of these nodes, 417 are non-core nodes (visualized in Figure 33). This
cluster was sampled to extract some key users not previously identified in this study.
This is because the @BODC network and its status as, and affiliation with, core nodes,
is very central in the graph. As the figures reveal, the majority of the @BODC network
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are concentrated in mClass 5, which contains 260 nodes, 27 of which are core nodes, 12
of which are Top 10%.
Figure 32. BODC Core Node Connections

The nodes belonging to mClass 3 comprise 134 users. This cluster, despite being
half the size of mClass 5, contains 34 core nodes but only 3 nodes ranking in the Top
10% users. There are 55 nodes in total for mClass 4 that are associated with @BODC.
Of these only 6 are core nodes, 4 of which are Top 10% users. mClass 4 also houses
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many of the ODIP 200 partners from Study I. The remaining mClasses 3, 2, and 0,
comprise 10, 16, and 15 nodes respectively. mClass 2 and 0 have 3 core nodes each.
When examining the network formed by @BODC connections, BCR and HCCR
scores do not reveal remarkable findings visually beyond what has already been
explored in the full graph. An egocentric network such as the ones illustrated in Figure
31 and Figure 33, depict connections to and from @BODC but also transitivity between
its followers and followings. The graph with all connections (Figure 31), including noncore nodes, is composed of 490 nodes (0.51%) and 9949 edges (1.22%) of the total full
graph. Of these degrees, 4,366 are reciprocal connections between nodes.
In looking at the overall topology of the @BODC network, some remarks can be
made about centrality scores. In Figure 33, the nodes were sized by Eigen vector
centrality, which ranks nodes based on the average importance of their connections in
the graph. The centrality scores were recalculated for the @BODC network in Gephi.201
A random sample of users was then selected for qualitative review. Of the top 20 nodes,
ranking high for BCR, HCCR and Eigen centrality, two nodes were consistently in the
top 20: @UMiamiRSMAS and @Explorations.
@UMiamiRSMAS was created in 2010. It belongs to the University of Miami’s
Rosenstiel School of Marine & Atmospheric Science. This account follows 2.6K users
and is followed by double this number at 4.4K. It is a relatively active account with
tweets only a few hours old. The other account, @Explorations, is described in its
Twitter profile as “The award-winning e-publication of Scripps Institution of
Oceanography, UC San Diego. SIGN UP AT: explorations.ucsd.edu/Sign_Up.” The
account is affiliated with another core node, @Scripps_Ocean, also part of @BODC’s
network.

200

It is important to note that ODIP as a project did not have an official Twitter account at the time of
data collection. However, many of its members and partners had public accounts which were either
purposefully included in the data or were randomly included due to the high connections they have with
other members and organizations.
201
Refer to Appendix 5.3.E for a full ranking of @BODC’s network and Appendix 5.3.B, Top 100
Nodes Ranked by Betweenness Centrality score (BCR), for a comparison
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Figure 33. BODC Non-Core Node Connections Sized By Eigen Vector Centrality

Another notable observation about the @BODC network is that many of the
accounts located in the centre belong to early Twitter adopters who established their
accounts between 2008-2009. These include @Kzelnio (mClass 3), @_RichardBlack
(4), @MiriamGoldste (5), @NRDC (5), @ChangingOceans (3), @TheRightBlue (3),
@COSEE

(3),

@JeffreyDives

(5),

@Jorge_Salazar

(2),

@NatGeo

(3),

@AdamLeadbetter (1), and @SeaGrant (5) among other nodes. These accounts were
sampled at random representing central users, but not necessarily super nodes with
many followers or followings. Examples of average nodes include @AdamLeadbetter
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with 614 out degrees and a little more than 1K in degrees; @JeffreyDives (907 out; 1K
in degrees), and @COSEE (194 out; 2.7K in degrees).
Some super non-core nodes—i.e. neither core nodes or Top 10% users—include
@NewScientist, a verified account belonging to UK-based weekly magazine. This
account, which was also created in 2009, follows 74 users but is followed by more than
3M users. Its Twitter page describes the account as “[t]he best place to find out what’s
new in science – and why it matters. To subscribe go to: http://bit.ly/1oRKZ3H .”
Content for this page seems to be updated frequently, using authored Tweets coupled
with aesthetic scientific images. Because this is not an account that is directly associated
with oceanography, perhaps it can be a reflection of the multidisciplinary conversations
taking place at the heart of this network. Other super nodes include @_RichardBlack
(21.5K in-degrees), @NRDC (266K), @NatGeo (18.3M), @BBCAmos (39.6K),
@RNLI (119K), and @Vanaqua (35.7K).
The user @_RichardBlack is the director of the Energy and Climate Intelligence
Unit (@ECIU_UK). According to @ECIU_UK (mClass 2) Twitter page, which is in the
dataset but not within the @BODC network: “[t]he Energy and Climate Intelligence
Unit (ECIU) is non-profit initiative aiming to support informed debate on energy and
climate issues in the UK.” Whereas its director (mClass 4), joined in 2009 and is part of
the @BODC network, @ECIU_UK was created in 2014 and has 4,745 followers. One
possible reason for this is that @_RichardBlack has already established a following
network given his early adoption of Twitter in comparison (2009), and given his past
employment with BBC, and with the Global Ocean Commission as director of
communications202.

202

For more about his expertise visit http://eciu.net/about/the-team
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Figure 34. @GoceanC’s network within @BODC’s network

The Global Ocean Commission was hosted by Somerville College at Oxford
University. It has a Twitter account @GoceanC (mClass 2) that is also part of
@BODC’s network (Figure 34). Its last Tweet was on March 2016, totalling to 5,344. It
was created in 2012 and has 10.2K followers. Although no longer active, this account
acts as a record referencing an important collaboration, which took place to plan
proposals for ocean recovery203.
Other sampled sub networks include a series of accounts prefixed or suffixed
with “seagrant” or a variation of it. The most central to this group is @SeaGrant, a
verified account in mClass 5; created in 2008. This account belongs to the NOAA Sea
Grant College Program, which collaborates with various marine science programs
across the USA to support coastal and marine research. On Twitter, it is described as
“Science Serving America's Coasts” listing its website204 and referencing the date of
program initiation as 1966, in place of the “born on” field.
The @BODC network includes 20 other affiliated grant accounts. This amounts
to half of the total 41 sea grants users in the full dataset. Some of these include
Connecticut’s @CTSeaGrant (mClass 5), Puerto Rico’s @SeaGrantPR (mClass 5),

203
204

Visit globaloceancommission.org to access the commission’s report at the end of the project.
More about NOAA’s SGP can be found here http://seagrant.noaa.gov/.
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Guam’s @SeaGrantGuahan (mClass 5), and an abandoned account @SeaGrantProgram
(mClass 5), which has 462 followers, follows 7 users, lists the same website as
@SeaGrant, and 0 tweets.
Another sampled group reveals the rest of the Cousteau network on Twitter for
this dataset. The total number of this cluster in the full graph is 13 users self-identifying
as members of explorer Jacques Cousteau’s family205. In @BODC’s network, 2 users
were located which were different than the previously noted accounts in mClass 5.206
These users are @FCousteau (mClass 5), a verified user whose account describes him
as the “1st grandson of Jacques Cousteau.” This non-core node was created in 2008 and
has 61.4K followers. The other account, created in 2009, belongs to another non-core
node @PCousteau (mClass 5), a “[m]ulti-Emmy Nominated TV Host and Producer;
Explorer […etc.]” with 63.7K followers. The majority of other members are clustered in
mClasses 5, 3, and 2 in that order.
Other notable users include several marine and marine data scientists. Example
data scientists include @colddata_matt (mClass 5; In 86; Out 116) a “Marine data
scientist with a particular interest in the polar regions, educational outreach, physical
oceanography and near-real-time ocean observing systems,” and @alexanderD_beck
(mClass 5; In 21.3K; Out 2.49K), a “German data scientist.” Examples of scientists
include @ProfBrianCox (mClass 3; In 2.68M; Out 433), a verified user whose account
was created in 2008, and marine ecologist and “benthic taxonomist” @Holly_Latham
(mClass 3; In 263; Out 289).
Another interesting sub network that emerged from the qualitative sampling of
the @BODC network included the discovery of @EnviroHack2015 (mClass 3). Its
Twitter page describes this account as follows: “How can we use linked open data to
help

create

a

better

environment?

From

@NERCscience,

@BODC,

@CEHScienceNews, @RedNinjaStudios, @KTNUK.” The referenced @NERCScience
(mClass 4) and @KTNUK (mClass 3) are both part of the @BODC network.
@CEHScienceNews factored into the full graph (mClass 4), whilst @RedNinjaStudios
is not part of the dataset. All of these users partook in this Natural Environment
Research Council (NERC) sponsored event.

205

The Cousteaus claim the title “custodians of the sea” following the legacy of their late grandfather, a
French oceanographer who pioneered sea exploration and was a key figure in inspiring the environmental
movement. For more about the family’s continued efforts visit http://www.cousteau.org/.
206
See Appendix 5.3.D.vi for mClass 5 details.
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@EnviroHack2015 was created in January 2015 and has 492 followers, and
followed 1,789 users to support the event and its participants. However, it has only
produced 86 Tweets, the last released in March 2015. The final retweet was on
December 2015. The profile also lists a website, envirohack.nerc.ac.uk, which redirects
to another page, http://ever-est.eu/. The Twitter account listed in the latter website is
also part of the data—@EVEREST_EU1 (mClass 4; In 121; Out 148), created in 2016
and part of the dataset, but not of the @BODC network. @EVEREST_EU1 is a project
aimed at creating a “virtual research environment focused on earth sciences.” This is in
partnership with the UK’s NERC.
Furthermore, NERC-sponsored @EnviroHack2015 also specifies its location as
“@DigiCatapult,” a reference to another Twitter account. This account, @DigiCatapult,
is also in the dataset and part of @BODC’s network. It is an active account created in
2012, has 7.3K out-degrees, 21.8K in-degrees; and is part of mClass 4. It is described as
“Driving the UK economy through digital innovation.” The profile also lists a website
digitalcatapultcentre.org.uk, which reveals it to be a company focused on enhancing the
UK economy through digital innovation. This company was in partnership with NERC
in hosting the @EnviroHack2015 event 207 . What the connections between these
accounts say about the community, is that there is an active pursuit by earth sciences
foundations in general, and @BODC more specifically, in forming external crossdisciplinary collaboration.
Other foundations and organizations in the @BODC network whose connections
are worth exploring include verified accounts @RNLI (mClass 0), @RoyalSociety (4),
@ScottishEPA (4), @MetOffice (mClass 2), and @VanAqua (1). Other potential leads
include @Ocean_Networks (mClass 1), @GebcoBathymetry (3), @EMSEA_News (3),
@AtlantOS_H2020 (3), and @PlymUniMi (3).
Of the sampled accounts during data analysis, only one emerged as a bot even
after data refinement. This account is @TomFeilden (mClass 4). Upon inspection, the
dataset reveals that this user follows several ODIP and @BODC partners in the dataset.
At the time of data collection, the data surrounding user @TomFeilden indicated that
this account was created in 2010, in London, UK. It had 8183 followers and followed
824 users. Its last Tweet (12/01/17 12:24) was only posted a few days before these data

207

To learn more about the @EnviroHack2015 event visit
https://www.digitalcatapultcentre.org.uk/event/envirohack-2015/).
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were collected. The user also listed a website 208 and the profile had the following
biographical information:
I'm the Science & Environment Editor on the Today Programme on
BBC Radio 4. All my own views not the BBC’s.

As it seems, this account is no longer active and the current @TomFeilden—see Figure
35—only has 1 in- and 1 out- degree. It was also (re)created in March 2017 and remains
an active account, with its last Tweet posted on July 2017, when this analysis took
place. As it turns out, following an effort by the BBC to have its staff incorporate
“BBC” into their usernames, @TomFeilden was deactivated and user data was verified
by Twitter and moved to @bbctomfeilden.
This is but an example of the kind of issues confronting researchers studying
social media. Social media in turn, is ever shifting, the content, people, and
relationships are not static, making a study of it nearly impossible to recreate and verify.
That said, the advantage of conducting such a study is that it provides a still in time as
the network continues to evolve and change.
Figure 35. @TomFeilden Account Spammed

6.7. Discussion

208

The listed webpage was http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/correspondents/tomfeilden/ and was active at the
time of data analysis.
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The guiding research question for Study III is: What do SNA findings tell us about
oceanographic communities online? What is the status of Study I and Study II within
this network? And which organizations are benefiting from ICTs? How? One of the
most prolific themes to emerge has to do with why nodes within the graph are not
further integrated, how to address this, and what this means for the positioning of
BODC in the network. The following sections cover the limitations and
recommendations before concluding with the most significant findings as they relate to
the research questions.

6.7.1.Limitations
A number of limitations came to light during the course of this case study. Inherent
limitations include the absence of key figures in the oceanographic community that may
not have Twitter to begin with and as discussed in Study II. One cause of this issue
could be the tedious nature of managing social media professionally that deters users
from participating or adopting the platform. It is worth mentioning that the numbers of
followers and followings keep fluctuating209 unpredictably for accounts since the time
of data collection in January 2017. Some are slight changes like one or two degrees,
while some have significant increases and/or decreases. As such, this SNA is a
timestamp of events during the period in which data were collected. It provides a
reference point for other research to compare findings, calibrate results, and measure
change.
Moreover, the purposive sampling of core nodes predetermined some outcomes
that render some UK accounts central in the graph. This is because the core list was
based on the two previous case studies, which were starting points for further data
aggregation. Some users were removed for matching the parameters of “enthusiast”
accounts that were deemed qualitatively unrelated to the oceanographic community.
Assessing such users is difficult to understand since human behaviour in terms of
interests is highly unpredictable (Mislove et al., 2011). Some of these users included
business managers with personal interest or aquatic gardeners whose discourse included
many oceanographic jargons that could have easily been disguised as research related.
Further data refinement, to exclude users that follow and are followed by a small
number of core nodes was also implemented to narrow down the data.

209

Refer to Almaatouq et al. (2014), Liu et al. (2014), Mislove et al. (2011) for analyses of the changing
nature of Twitter platform and demographic.
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Another dataset limitation has to do with language. Since case studies were
conducted on two UK based groups, the SNA core nodes list was determined from these
studies. The data are therefore representative of an English-speaking Western-based
subgroup within the larger oceanographic community. Furthermore, since English is the
primary language for analysis, some users by default were not accounted for in the
findings. These are potentially important influencers in the community that are beyond
the scope of this study.
Some possible groups include non-English speaking European countries, Latin
American groups, and Asian key players in the marine community. One exception
appearing in the data that points to this, which could be pursued further, is the apparent
contrast between French-Canadian and English-Canadian accounts. Several accounts
belonging to the Department of Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) have multiple
bilingual accounts (e.g. @sportfishingbc) to reach bilingual target audiences. Further
studies could shed light on the implicit discourse difference between languages.
A critical limitation in this SNA was securing resources to process and visualize
the data. As the technical specs show210, the kind of processing needed for this dataset is
beyond the capacity of everyday machines or laptops. As such, the data was curtailed to
contain only what could be managed via the available resources. Additionally, since
Twitter imposes a limit on how much information can be queried from its Application
Programming Interface (APIs; 5000 users per 15 minutes), some user details were not
collected. This applies only to core nodes classified as Top 10%—users that have more
than 10K degrees for either followers or followings. As such some key influencers or
mutual connections may have gone undetected due to this imposed limitation.
Nonetheless, analysis reveals that these users tend to occupy less integrated roles within
their Modularity classes (mClasses). Since the dataset has been refined to ensure that
there are at least 2 in-degrees and 5 out-degrees for each non-core node, nodes that were
not aggregated from Top 10% nodes may still factor into the dataset despite the partial
data collection of their followers and followings.
Finally, it is important to account for possible margins of error that occur as a
result of unintentional human error. Since much of the data have been parsed using
software (Microsoft Excel, Access, Gephi…etc.), the researcher hopes that this margin
is contained, but still recognizes the possibility of some minor errors in calculation.
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Refer to Appendix 5.1.A.
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6.7.2.Recommendations & Future Work
The findings show that social media presence of oceanographers and oceanographic
entities has the potential to connect researchers from across the community to foster
new collaborations. It also shows, given the large number of non-CoP members
reflected in various mClasses, especially mClass 0 and 2, that social media can help
scientists connect with the wider public, informing them about their work, and
humanizing their roles, through personal branding. As such, one recommendation
resulting from this case study, which shows that scientists would benefit from
enhancing their online presence, is to encourage communication activities and trainings
designed to boost participation on such platforms. Future studies revolving around this
can survey successful partakers in order to model trainings for scientists. Such trainings
can be geared to address veteran scientists’ needs to help them cope with the growing
number of online platforms and help them select appropriate ones based on their
requirements.
The SNA shows that although CoP members connect, they connect in clusters
that are not fully transitive. Further recommendations for future studies therefore,
should consider the technical aspects of platforms, such as Twitter, to enable
multidisciplinary CoP members search and connect with other members more
effectively. In part, this is closely tied to personal branding trainings, which support
scientists in reflecting their work clearly and adequately online for better visibility.
Overall, the current dataset has potential for further analysis. Since only a
sample of accounts were sampled qualitatively, a more extensive analysis can be taken
up in future work to discover other significant nodes within the network, or to further
parse their interactions. Future work could involve content analysis of Twitter messages
between these users through an in depth discourse and content analysis of text. As
recommended by Christakis and Fowler (2009: 23-4), more can be done to examine
norms and behaviours within a network to learn how to affect change (e.g. incorporating
best ICT practices for research). To do so requires an understanding of the structure of
the network:
a network arranged as a simple line, like a bucket brigade, might not
support transmission of more complicated phenomena. If we wanted to
get people to quit smoking, we would not arrange them in a line and get
the first one to quit and tell him to pass it on. Rather, we would
surround a smoker with multiple nonsmokers, perhaps in a squad.
(Christakis & Fowler, 2009: 23-4)

Cherven (2015) also urges users to keep in mind that,
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[t]he basic structure of a network will help to determine the rapidity
with which information spreads. Networks with lots of localized clusters
tend to limit or even terminate the flow of information, while densely
connected networks with few gaps promote the transmission of
information. (Cherven, 2015: 21)

This can help organizations such as BODC better plan their content online. As
mentioned earlier, there are many studies on Twitter, not to mention other social
network platforms. Social Network Analysis “incorporates the social context to explain
individual or group outcomes” (Chung et al., 2005: 1). Given the language limitations
described in previous sections and later in this research, and since Twitter has
equivalents such as “Sina Weibo, popular in China where Twitter is not available”
(Weller et al., 2014: xxx), it might be useful to conduct comparative SNAs with other
platforms, possibly in other languages.
The SNA also points to several potential avenues for future investigation. Some
possible in-depth studies include answering: What can be gained from establishing a
network on Twitter? Will a user be more informed should they connect with a large
number of users; a variety of users? How does the network on Twitter compare to its
natural world counterpart (corporate, organizational, individual) networks? Attempting
to answer any of these questions requires an expansion of the dataset to include Tier 3
nodes (See Figure 36 and Appendix 5.1.B). Such an expansion can address some
questions that cannot be answered by aggregating core nodes connections alone. This
includes whether nodes in Tier 3 follow each other, and if they share mutual ties with
Tier 1 and 2. Such ties can highlight important key nodes in the network not covered
within the relatively small sample in this research.
By looking at the connections of Tier 3 in mClass 2 more about the “world at
large” can be surmised. Expanding on mClass 3 and 4 can result in identifying other
influencers in the oceanographic community, possibly, beyond Europe and North
America; whilst looking at mClasses 0 and 1 can provide potential leads on how to
better integrate industry and politics with science networks. Expanding on the uniquely
situated mClass 5 can reveal more about the collaboration occurring between main
influencers in the oceanographic community, as seen in the previous section sampling
the @BODC network.
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Figure 36. Network tiers identified for data collection

To illustrate this better, if both X.1 and X.2 are core nodes, and Y.1 is a
connection of X.1, and Y.2 is a connection of X.2, and the task to realize is if Y.1 and
Y.2 are connected, then Y.1 and Y.2 connections must be aggregated to see if they cross
paths in some way. This may include neighbours at depths 1, 2, 3, or beyond.
Ostensibly, this involves visualizing larger and more complex networks. The current
dataset as is, contains +90.5K nodes, which was reduced from 2.1M to make the data
more manageable. Thus, one way to better approach this is to isolate mClasses of
interest and expand on their respective nodes separately. To do so, first research must
explore an mClass of choice to determine nodes of interest. In this case mClasses 3 and
4 are interesting clusters because of high concentration of scientists, researchers, and
research institutions. Second, there needs to be a methodological approach to refining
mClass data in order to remove less relevant nodes. This saves the researcher from
having to go through copious amounts of data that may act as noise or clutter in the data
analysis and visualization.
Grandjean (2016: 4-5) proposes a quantitative assessment of follower to
following ratio and count. However, for a research undertaking such as this study, a
qualitative approach may prove more fruitful in the discovery of influencers in the
community beyond the numbers. Influencers may not necessarily be producers of
information but rather, distributers: organizations, spokespersons, content, hashtags,
subject, or trend. They could also be bridges that connect various groups rather than
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actively connect different nodes—one example could be a relatively static account of a
micro-influencer who is not active on Twitter but whose followers indicate a list of
interested stakeholders or parties. Once data refinement is complete, the researcher can
proceed with data aggregation for mClass 3 and 4 non-core node connections; then, in
an iterative process, clean the data, before assessing these new ties.
Comparative studies can also be conducted on other networks on different
platforms. A parallel research can be designed to run similar SNAs on Facebook,
LinkedIn, or ResearchGate, keeping in mind what these various platforms afford, and
what is intended by the study. Some of these platforms, such as Facebook, do provide
their APIs211 making such a research feasible. Similarly, studies on other communities
of practice can be conducted following the same methodology and then compared to the
findings in this research—are the patterns similar? How? How are they different?
Further aspects that need to be considered prior to such as endeavour are the
various relationships that can be examined via a platform. For Facebook, one way of
doing this is to collect user “about” information and user profile details. Other types of
ties include page likes (e.g. BODC page), group memberships, third-party app usage,
and event invitations or registration. Other considerations include questioning and
comparing data from two platforms, their feasibility, usage, usability and design. Such
research has potential benefit for scientists interested in enhancing their online presence
by providing grounds for funders to support online engagement.

6.7.3. Conclusion
SNA by no means deliver precise maps of oceanographic community boundaries. More
accurately, the study at hand captures but a small fragment of a living, morphing
network whose boundaries are ever shifting. It points to an organic and
multidisciplinary community; oceanography is indeed a community of multiple
communities of practice (physical oceanography, chemistry, geoscience, arctic research,
environmental and climate change policymaking to list but a few). It is a topic that has
captured the interest of diverse individuals (authors, politicians, celebrities, graphic
designers…etc.), and has been central in the global political arena over the past year.
Conducting a Social Network Analysis has thus proved fruitful in providing a holistic
view of the social environment attached to a formal scientific oceanography.
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Refer to Facebook developer page for more details on APIs
http://developers.facebook.com/docs/graph_api/reference/user-context
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This SNA yielded findings about the types of users that represent the
oceanographic community and their connections on Twitter. It explicated some of their
information practices online, and it also gave a glimpse of user social patterns, profile
branding, and network distribution amongst various groups. One substantial result is
that there is no one-size-fits-all approach when it comes to how and why users use
Twitter. Some users use it to remain connected with their peers; others to keep up with
the broader community, while some use it for their personal interests or to disseminate
their work.
This SNA described the conditions and status of the individuals involved in this
dataset representing an “imagined”212 digital community involved in the production and
dissemination of ocean information. The SNA results produced 6 different subcommunities (mClasses 0-5). Each community was formed based on the ties between
their respective nodes. The boundaries between these communities are formed by the
strength of these ties. This means that edges between mClass 0 nodes have high
transitivity locally but that nodes from this mClass have low transitivity across other
modularity classes 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.
This suggests that although the classification of nodes in each of these mClasses
may have some similarities, they remain fully autonomous from one another. This
further indicates that despite tool or technology, information flow is to an extent limited
to relatively homogenous groups. These could be based on identity (mClass 5),
geography (mClass 1) or industry (mClass 0), practice (mClass 3, 4), or interest (mClass
2).
Researchers in mClass 1 for example, located at the far right of the visualized
graph (Figure 27) and who are involved in arctic and polar research, may be weakly
connected to other researcher in mClass 4 (located on the other side of the graph,
visually). This begs the question, why are they less connected? Can they benefit from
stronger connections? And how can these ties be improved? This frames further
research opportunities that can address the apparent homogeneity of clusters within this
graph.
Furthermore, what the results show is that members of each of these mClasses
can benefit from catering their output to target specific users. Such targeting can
potentially shift graph distribution further. For BODC, perhaps it would be more
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Green et al. (2005) explains that “participation [in an imagined community] involves entanglement
and constraint as well as new possibilities” (Green et al., 2005: 808).
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advantageous to reach out to users belonging to mClass 1 and 2 (southern parts of the
graph) to further impact the overall community rather than remaining within the
confines of research and policy (northern parts of the graph). Furthermore, qualitative
sampling identifies some potential users that could help integrate isolated clusters into
the graph (e.g. @AdamLeadbetter who could further integrate Canadian users from
mClass 1 with UK and European based mClasses 3, 4, and 5).
To conclude, this research has compiled a list of core nodes based on BODC and
ODIP partners as well as some of the world’s most influential names in oceanography
in order to map a network of oceanographers online, reflected in the information flow
within social media. Results from this digital mapping revealed that despite varied
Twitter use, and the creative branding of users online, oceanographic CoPs remain
relatively fragmented, indicating that the SNA can be used in conjunction with
traditional information practice approaches that combined cases studies and interview to
examine user behaviour and plan for better information flow. It addressed how
information flow is produced and how organizations utilize these channels to establish
their identities online for scientific research in order to reveal how they can further
improve audience-targeting vis-à-vis such mapping.
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CHAPTER 7. Research Discussion
R ESEARCH S UMMARY & C ONCLUSION
Studying oceans, which includes managing its related scientific data, is necessary for
economic, social, and environmental reasons—not to mention the obvious: research
advancement. The ocean seems to be a “vast and durable” resource for humans, but it is,
“in fact, quite finite and fragile” (SmartFin)213, temporal and spatial, and vulnerable to
human impact. The overarching research question for this thesis is: What implications
do ICTs, and their related techno-social contexts, have on expanding the scope of
collaborative research and information sharing in oceanography? Each case study
was designed to answer this, and the sub questions that inform this main question.
Broadly speaking, the findings from the three studies show that ICTs do have a
potential role in expanding the scope of collaborative research. Their use, or lack of,
certainly has an impact on research. Reiterating from the methodology chapter,
reasoning for this study was inductive, moving from specific to general. In this way,
findings from each case study can be triangulated with one another and contrasted
against other studies to expound research hypotheses, question, and sub-questions. This
chapter summarizes study findings, limitations and delimitations, followed by sections
that tackle triangulation of results, recommendation, and future work.

7.1. Summary
Study I was a pilot study conducted at the final ODIP meeting for Phase 1. Carrying out
this study was beneficial and aided in overall design for studies II and III. The findings
from Study I helped identify relevant literature that directed the trajectory of further
studies. This includes literature on information studies as well as concepts such as
communities of practice, ANT and AT. It also revealed current information practices of
oceanographers collaborating at a multinational, multidisciplinary meeting revolving
around ocean data interoperability. It explored standardization, classification, and
citation activities that members of this project were tasked with sorting. It also
highlighted the impact of the wider community on their activities, including policy and
legislation, geography, time difference, nomenclature, and funding.
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Retrieved from https://smartfin.org/our-ocean/ on February 16th, 2018.
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Participants from Study I expressed split views on the importance of ICTs,
users, and usability. On one hand, some members viewed them as valuable and were
open to novel ideas for future phases including educational video games, public
outreach, and social media. This view echoed extant literature that advocates emergent
technologies such as video games (e.g. Newman et al., 2012: 299). On the other, some
members voiced more differing opinions, leaning towards an “if we build it they will
come” approach. This group was adamant that the role of users is not yet relevant at this
stage of the project. Sorting out issues of resources and responsibilities were more
fundamental. This includes addressing taxonomical differences, finalizing the
implementation of prototypes, and sorting vocabulary and semantic discrepancies.
Logistically, Study I participants also lead to the convenient sampling of Study
II. However, in considering what can be done differently for this study, the researcher
considered revisiting ODIP as another study. She followed up on the meeting in Study I,
by attending the first meeting of ODIP Phase 2 in hopes of expanding this study. This
would have been carried out using semi-structured interviews along with observations
during the meetings.
However, given limited time (where the meetings were held over three days),
and the busy schedules of attendees during this period (whose schedules were packed by
all-day meetings, and thus may not have permitted interview participation), it was
decided that Study II was best conducted at BODC. This is because BODC offered a
different setting within an organizational context (or what Anderson and Adams (2008:
183) call “a multiplication of sites”) for the triangulation of case studies, compared to
pursuing two project-based meetings as investigation sites. BODC is also involved with
the ODIP project and as such provided an opportunity to interview project and nonproject participants for varying perspectives.
Study II findings revealed the usefulness of applying AT as an analytical model.
Combining what Engeström (2001) calls a third generation of Activity Theory with the
premise set forth in Wenger (2008), operational coding for BODC interviews were
facilitated. The purpose of this design was to capture the overlaps between objects.
These are the components that capture what Wegner calls the Design and Practice of
potential, active and latent communities of practice. (Wenger, 2008: 228)
This approach helped delineate the significance of resources and responsibilities,
including ICTs, towards achieving organizational objective. It also brought to light
varying perspectives on ICTs, shared and differing opinions with ODIP on
classification, standardization, and the community. Members of Study II were also
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shown to have explicit and implicit roles within the organisation. These participants
also highlighted the importance of “complex data,” which are often small in size (P11),
as opposed to “Big Data” for oceanography. P11’s comments on “tiny datasets” echo
Belter’s (2014) findings in that if datasets are “quality controlled, adjusted, and merged
with other similar data sets, it can be used to create a more comprehensive, overarching
data product that can be queried for analysis at local, regional, or global disciplinary
scales” (Belter, 2014: 5). For now however, oceanographic data centres are concerned
with raw data rather than “products” or tools that analyse or otherwise transforms raw
data in processed data.
The study also showed how participants, and their data providers, generally
relied on their skillsets, along with available artefacts, rules, and the community, to
solve problems and overcome obstacles. Like ODIP members, BODC participants
emphasized the impact of varying discourse between disciplines on achieving shared
outcomes. They believed that due to “semantic subtleties” a huge effort is needed in
order to create universal standards that are openly adopted. Wilson (1998: 10) suggests
that the benefit of standardization includes the unity of knowledge and the growth of an
educated public.
Also similar to the literature (e.g. Belter, 2014; Meyer et al., 2011: 17), P4
highlights the importance of non-established research outlets (e.g. dataset publications)
that are not limited to traditional journal articles. These forms are beginning to gain
acceptance in the community, and it is agreed that their use as “supplementary material
in journal articles will redefine what academic literature means in sciences” (Meyer et
al., 2011: 17). Finally, Study II findings revealed that, similar to Study I findings, there
is a split between those for ICTs and those against it.
With this in mind, Study III, the Social Network Analysis, was conducted to
examine active members of the community online. The SNA yielded findings about the
types of users that represent the oceanographic community and their connections on
Twitter. It also gave a glimpse of user social patterns, profile branding, and network
distribution amongst various groups. This SNA described the conditions and status of
the individuals involved in this dataset representing an “imagined” community involved
in the production and dissemination of ocean information. The result of the Social
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Network Analysis produced 6 different sub-communities (mClasses 0-5)214, and situated
@BODC in mClass 5.
mClass 0 (cyan) consisted of naval, industry, and maritime related accounts,
located in Australia. Nodes in mClass 1 (orange) are mostly located in Canada, and
composed of Canadian government accounts, polar and arctic research users, and other
non-Canadian users that are affiliated or in collaboration with Canadian subgroups.
Nodes in mClass 2 (red) make up the majority of NGOs, public outreach, awareness
campaigns, and activism accounts. They also include many American-based accounts,
including current president Donald Trump. The green cluster, mClass 3, is composed of
EU based accounts, including, presidents, prime ministers, and other government,
policy, and legislation figures. It includes several research institutions around Europe,
as well as numerous BODC members. This cluster acts as a connection between
mClasses 1 and 4.
The magenta cluster, or mClass 4, is composed of educational, research, and
data institutes, and some ODIP partners. The confluence of mClass 4 and 3 is composed
of news and researchers’ accounts. It also houses a large number of UCL accounts and
ODIP partners. Finally, mClass (blue) 5 is composed of the rest of BODC and ODIP
partners, celebrity scientists, core nodes, and world renowned organizations and figures
such

as

@NOAAOcean,

@Scripps_Ocean,

@NASAOcean,

@WHOI,

@HillaryClinton215, @pyCousteau to name a few. Finally, each community was formed
based on the ties between their respective nodes. Although the classification of nodes in
each of these mClasses may have some similarities, they remain fully autonomous from
one another. This indicates that although part of the wider community, there is a marked
fragmentation of groups within it as discussed in Chapter 2.
According to Weller et al. (2014), “current [Twitter data analysis] approaches
are usually neither standardized nor independently verifiable, acting instead as black
box analytics frameworks whose outcomes the researcher is asked to trust with blind
faith” (Weller et al., 2014: xxxii). To account for this and ensure replicability, the
researcher described the exact method used to conduct the SNA in intricate details216.
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Refer to Appendix 5.3.D for a description of these mClasses individually.
It is worth noting that Study III began in October 2016 and was completed in July 2017. mClass
colors were assigned arbitrarily and do not represent the U.S. election color schemes.
216
Refer to Appendix 5.1 SNA Methods for a step-by-step account of how to conduct an SNA, including
data collection, organisation, and visualization.
215
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When it comes to selecting SNA platform of study, Twitter was choice. What
distinguishes it from other “online distribution of messages […] are the particular ways
that articulated relations—the nexus of social ties and textual references, based on codeenabled connections—are used to structure the flow of communication and to filter
information” (Weller et al., 2014: 4). Unlike Facebook or LinkedIn more applicably
(since one can now “like” and “follow” on Facebook), Twitter connections can be
unilateral (where connections may not be reciprocal; a follow does not equate to a
follow back). What also sets it apart is “that there is no ‘shared location’ where users
and their contributions become visible (as in a thread within a discussion board, a blog
posting or Facebook status update with subsequent comments, or a chatroom)” (Weller
et al., 2014: 6), or even within an organisation (Study II), or meeting site (Study I).
Ultimately, Twitter is used for “information sharing, information seeking” (Java et al.,
2007: 60). Along with other social media platforms, its importance has been examined
in the context of academia extensively (e.g. Mahrt et al., 2014; Veletsianos, 2016;
Carrigan, 2016).
One benefit of using qualitative methods to conduct such an SNA, is that it
“allows scholars to investigate the practices of a particular user group, as it can go
beyond tracking follower counts or hashtag use to include many more sources of input
about a specific community or user segment” (Marwick, 2014: 110). Marwick adds that
it can be useful for triangulating results from other studies (Marwick, 2014: 110), since
it could be looked at as “one node on a network of field sites which include other social
media sites, in-person locations, and material objects” (Marwick, 2014: 116).
Despite this, Twitter challenges are not absent. For one thing, due to its size, it is
“difficult to bound, or even determine, exactly who or what one is studying” (Marwick,
2014: 116). That is why the current study focused on situating Study I and II within the
Twitter community. Unlike studying Twitter users through hashtags, “observing the
whole network at once” (Christakis & Fowler, 2009: 23) says more about the
community. That is because hashtags can be used for a variety of reasons and because
not all users use them (Marwick, 2014: 116). As such, the current SNA design makes it
possible to visualize and understand the relationships that may facilitate or impede
knowledge creation and sharing through an examination of network nodes.

7.2. Limitations & Delimitations
There are several delimitations, or confines applied by the researcher, to narrow down
the breadth of this dissertation and hone down on specific aspects that answer research
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questions. Likewise, there are several inexorable limitations confronting the case
studies. This section elaborates on these limitations and details the steps taken to
account for them throughout the study.
When it comes to research methodology limitations, Yin (2009: 53-4) discussed
the pros and cons of multiple case studies. One obvious criticism of the adapted design
is that it is time consuming and tedious to apply and reapply and therefore might not be
feasible for larger studies. Each case study has the potential to expand beyond the scope
of the current research.
For Study II, one limitation was that it was not feasible to map all of the BODC
activities via the sample of participants, relative to the number of BODC staff. A larger
sample is needed in order to identify other organizational activities and perhaps external
ones. This is one criticism towards descriptive analytical methods, more specifically
ANT, because it may not be possible to track all the actants (which could be a whole
activity, a single individual, or solitary software) that can cause change.
A defined delimitation was that only English references (literature review) and
Twitter users (Study III) were looked at. Participants were also interviewed in English
(Study I and II), despite there being some whose native language is not English. As
some studies show (e.g. Boroditsky, 2001; Christakis & Fowler, 2009: x) language can
shape thought. Not accounting for other languages may create some gaps in the analysis
due to cultural and discourse nuances. As Charmaz (2006) contends, “no researcher is
neutral because language confers form and meaning on observed realities. Specific use
of language reflects views and values” (Charmaz, 2006: 46-47). To account for this,
future works can look into replicating this study in Arabic, a language the researcher is
proficient in.
Furthermore, the SNA is based on an egocentric (as opposed to closed
sociocentric) network since not all nodes are known (due to data refinement and
selective sampling), (Chung et al., 2005: 3). This is because the online oceanographic
community is extensive, dynamic, and there are no set criteria for who can be part of it.
Data collection for the SNA was based on Study I and II in order to make the process
more manageable. The data at hand captured a certain point in time, and may not be
characteristic of future or past states. The network is dynamic in real life, but static in
the way it was presented during this time. As Christakis and Fowler (2009: xi) explain,
“the nodes in our networks are thinking human beings. They can make decisions,
potentially changing their networks even while embedded in them and being affected by
them.”
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Although the evidence suggests that the sample is representative of the
oceanographic community, it may not be definitive given data refinement, which further
reduced the dataset to a practicable size, and which means that not all relationships were
mapped and explored. Additionally, the researcher chose to limit the SNA to one
platform, Twitter, for similar reasons, with the knowledge that future work will include
data scraping from other social networks.
Another obstacles confronting the SNA implementation was the choices and
decisions that had to be made regarding what constituted a multidisciplinary community
concerning oceans and climate change. For the purposes of this study, members of a
community were classified into thirteen categories (Table 4), which were applied to the
core nodes of the network. The issue with such classification however, is that they
enable a kind of tunnel vision based on preconceived notions and research biases, which
interdisciplinarity seemingly aims to overcome (Næss, 2010: 54). Visualizing these
data, however, using Modularity algorithms help transcend these limitations (Blondel et
al., 2008).
These categorisations do not influence or affect the network visualization in and
of themselves. Instead they were used as a comparative reference to understand how
Gephi has grouped data and whether or not software grouping matches these
classifications 217 . This highlights another limitation brought about by software.
Christakis and Fowler (2009: 13) suggest that software are designed to visualize the
most connected users, or nodes in the centre of the graph, and the ones not connected as
much in the periphery. Adequate knowledge of the software is thus needed in order to
avoid misinterpretation.
Other limitations that can affect how an SNA is carried out include, API
limitations, which often limit data scraping only to publicly available information, and
which can depend on the kinds of questions asked. It can be time consuming, such that
the current SNA sample began in November 2016 and completed in June 2017. It can
also be expensive, depending on whether or not the researcher decides to resort to a paid
service for data. However, even with purchased data, effort is still needed to organize
the data for visualization, or otherwise intended analysis.
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These references are listed and defined in Appendix 5.1.B.ii Step Two – Initial Data Collection:
Determining Core Node.
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7.3. Triangulation & the Extant Literature
Study I revealed that despite hesitation to incorporate ICTs into Phase I of the ODIP
project, members were open to integrating it into their plans in the second, and
potentially third phases. Another remarkable discovery is that members were reluctant
to incorporate marine biological data as well. Perhaps this is because “biological studies
of global climate change” are already heavily facilitated with citizen science activities
and ICT usage (Dickinson et al., 2012). In this regard, hesitation and apprehension may
be the result of “large, longitudinal data sets, whose potential for error and bias is poorly
understood” due to ICT usage broadly speaking, and citizen science more specifically
(Dickinson et al., 2010).
Furthermore, the findings show that the more elaborate data management is, in
terms of larger data quantity and complexity, the more disregard there seems to be for
design and usability in the production of data accessibility. As Jones et al. (2009)
indicate, “too often, this focus [on data management] is coupled with a lack of attention
towards specific tasks and knowledge construction which limits effective data use”
(Jones, Haklay, Griffiths, and Vaughan, 2009: 1078).
Likewise, Study II participant 3 highlighted the differing objectives between
data users, explaining that “because generally the people that supply data […] have their
own use cases for the data” and that the needs of data managers to complete their
activities are “of no relevance to the primary user of the data.” By breaking this down
and illustrating it using AT model it becomes apparent why the silos begin to appear
within one seemingly interrelated community. Additionally, Participant 5 explained that
one organizational objective is to “add value to our data all the time by… making it as
usable to as many people as possible.” But again, Participant 3 insists that it is simply
not possible to “know what all the use cases are out there” even though you can get a
rough idea of “who your users are” to determine these use cases.
As both Study I and II participants voiced, obstacles facing scientific datasets
involve complexity more so than quantity; necessitating precision and accuracy to
capitalize on collaboration resources. This addresses Study II questions, how do
resource and responsibility allocation in organizations dealing with multidisciplinary
information influence information practices? How do they factor into the utilization
of ICTs for collaboration? Engeström’s (2001) AT model proved useful in identifying
and understanding various resources and roles within BODC (Study II). It revealed how
activity systems within one organizational setting have symbiotic associations with
other segments of the community, members of the organisation, and stakeholders.
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Various fragments of the activity system (artefacts, subject, object, rules, community,
and division or labour/roles) must be in harmony for two activity systems to
successfully achieve a desired shared outcome.
Furthermore, Activity Theory has the potential to be applied successfully to
other settings, which can result in a comparative study of the current results. Adding an
Actor-Network Theory layer to a descriptive analysis bolsters this approach by
accounting for further sub-activities that do not have a shared outcome in common with
the activities in question. For example, if two activity systems have a shared desire to
pursue public outreach activities, there might be other sub-activities that feed into these
two systems that are not related to public engagement but are critical to the function of
each activity218. As such, AT proves to be a flexible enough methodology not only to
apply in other disciplines but also coupled with other methods of inquiry.
To account for why some Study II participants used ICTs more frequently than
others, one research provided a possible answer, such that the division of labour within
an activity determines this inclination. Meyer et al. (2011) found that earth scientists
need “to monitor a broader collection of journals than participants in some other cases,
and thus were more likely to use tools such as the Web of Science or Google Scholar to
search for information on a research topic” (Meyer et al., 2011: 9) versus institutional
resources.
The current study also support Meyer et al.’s (2011) results, which ascertained
that earth scientists are more likely to resort to their own programming skills (a form of
resource in AT terms) in order to address obstacles that involve data management and
processing. Meyer et al. (2011) explain that “[m]any of the advances in earth science
are tied to technological advances in recent decades, including the widespread and
cheap availability of GPS devices, remote sensors, satellite imagery, and weather data”
(Meyer et al., 2011: 9). Coupled with their programing skills, earth scientists are more
likely to innovate their own solutions using existing resource rather than search for new
ones.
In support of this, one of the major findings in Study I was that there is a
propensity towards repurposing resources—or in theoretical terms, award new
affordances to existing artefacts. This means reuse of what is available instead of
seeking new solutions, including adapting personal skills to make them fit for purpose.
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See Study II example illustrated in Figure 17.
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As such, earth scientists, as the findings affirm, are more “likely to see social media
tools such as blogging as potentially important” (Meyer et al., 2011: 9).
These findings also suggest that there are elemental best practices that encourage
reuse and repurposing. Although resource reuse is encouraged, facilitating it means that
resources should be available in accessible formats (Mahony et al., 2012: 175).
Likewise, data should be supplemented with documentation or other forms of
instructions to aid those less technically proficient, or otherwise unfamiliar with a
group’s practice and conventions. This supports the notion that many of the
transformations in practice have more to do with speed and ease of access to
information, rather than as evidence that disciplines are engaging in completely new
research information behaviours (Meyer et al., 2011: 49; Belter, 2014: 2). Reiterating
from Study I discussion, it is thus understandable why a sizable amount of ODIP effort
is placed on appropriating universal standards.
Nonetheless, whilst earth scientists are likely to find meaningful ways to use
ICTs, Meyer et al. (2011) argue that they may consider such resources “as a means of
communicating with the public and as a means for reaching out to young people [rather]
than as research tools” (Meyer et al., 2011: 9). With this in mind, one way of improving
the effectiveness and usefulness of ICTs for research is to consider the role of design,
usability, use case, tool effectiveness, and most importantly people in this process as
discussed earlier. Requirements for successful design include “knowledge about the
users and the work they need to accomplish, as well as details about the technology”
(Jones et al., 2009: 1078).
Through an Activity Theory (AT) lens, it was possible to examine
multidisciplinary CoPs and information practices as a series of activities stringed by “a
chain of actions” (Roos, 2015: 54). A multidisciplinary CoP’s identity becomes distinct
from its disciplinary parts. For example, a data scientist in oceanography has more in
common with a physical oceanographer than with a data scientists dealing with social or
commercial data. Likewise, a geologist working on a project with a chemist, has more
in common, in terms of practice surrounding shared dataset, than with another geologist
working on a different dataset.
Thus, corresponding to Wenger (2008), information practices at BODC and ODIP
can, and are, shaped by the boundaries they draw for themselves, and “arise, evolve, and
dissolve” (Wenger, 2008: 241) based on members’ collective experiences. In contrast to
the literature, Roos (2015; 2016) conducted a similar study using AT as a theoretical
framework to examine information practices in biomedicine—also a multidisciplinary
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field. Her findings reveal similar outcomes in that the characteristics of a discipline
need to be taken into account to design information services appropriate for its users
(Roos, 2015: 23). Also like Roos (2015), one of the limitations for this study is the
“shallow view of the information practices” afforded by interviewing (Roos, 2015: 34)
since it is based on what people say rather than what they do. However, this limitation is
accounted for via case study triangulation as well as the extant literature.
Holmberg and Thelwall (2014) studied disciplinary differences in the use of
Twitter. The study supports the assumption deduced in the SNA at hand, in that
challenges facing CoPs arise outside of the designed organisation’s boundaries.
Similarly, Ghobadi (2013) also studied eastern feminist CoPs online given that extant
literature on the subject already existed “IRL.”219 Therefore, reviewing the findings in
context of such studies further mitigates the design and implementation of the Social
Network Analysis to compare the findings as hypothesized.220 According to Baker and
Chandler (2008),
As data travel from those most knowledgeable about their origins and
are shared electronically in the absence of customary data exchange
methods such as direct personal conversations and scientific peer
review, there is an associated increase in the amount and types of
description required to explain their context and meaning. (Baker &
Chandler, 2008: 3)

This lends the findings in Study I and II their importance in that they contextualize the
results of the SNA. Comparably, another research by Pinfield (2001) examined how
physicists use institutional e-print services and the issues surrounding this practice. The
study can be compared to BODC analysis 221 covering roles and resource limitations.
Similarly, a study by Birdi et al. (2015) looked at the relevance of library inter-lending
services in light of resource cuts similar to those described in the findings 222, and to P6
and P4’s accounts for example, about transitioning to a new vocabulary management
service.
Although not consulted during data analysis to ensure an unbiased coding of the
data, further details about BODC has been reviewed for the discussion to contrast
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IRL is an Internet shorthand acronym for “in real life” denoting non-digital space. Refer to Chapter
2, Literature Review, for more on digital dualism and the issues that arise from a distinction between
digital space and “real” space.
220
As discussed in the introduction chapter, not much has been written on information practices in
oceanography as a multidisciplinary science. This necessitated the current research design to examine
three different settings to establish a basis on which further research can be carried out and to derive
meaningful results from each case study in relation to another.
221
Refer to section 5.5.3 Finding 3 in Study II and Appendix 4.7.
222
Refer to section 5.5.4 Finding 4 in Study II, Appendix 4.4.C, and 4.7.A
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findings with institutional (designed) identities. This includes official guidelines for
data submission to BODC223, role descriptions224 , and general publications affiliated
with the organisation through partnerships and projects such as the book
Oceanographic and Marine Cross-Domain Data Management for Sustainable
Development (Diviacco, Leadbetter, & Glaves, 2016).
Consulted extant literature on knowledge management and data curation,
including Maier (2007) and Johnston (2017), outlined best practices for digital data
management as well as how to manoeuvre challenges. According to Lisa Johnston
(2017), the challenge for anyone managing and curating data “is to apply the archival
principles of library and information sciences to a wide-variety of complex data objects
from all disciplines and prepare them for ingest, access, and long-term preservation”
(Johnston, 2017a: 4). Ostensibly, the field of information studies and management is a
multidisciplinary one itself, since information and data can be found anywhere and
everywhere.
Thus, ODIP and BODC’s approach to data management described here are not
novel even though the findings capture it uniquely in context of a multidisciplinary
oceanographic group. This is because data lifecycle are “radically different in different
contexts” (Cox & Pinfield, 2013: 2). Data lifecycle encompass “the design and creation
of data, storage, security, preservation, retrieval, sharing, and reuse, all taking into
account technical capabilities, ethical considerations, legal issues and governance
frameworks” (Cox & Pinfield, 2013). BODC data lifecycle are compliant with best
practices outlined in Johnston (2017a: 1-4) to achieve its goals. Even so, Johnston’s
model depicts an organisation by design and does not cover the daily practice and
relative experience of data practitioners. As Cox and Pinfield (2013) point out,
challenges are not limited to resources and do arise from practice:
A whole range of other activities commonly associated with datasets,
such as reformatting them for analysis in various software packages,
shipping them between sites, processing them for potential reuse, and
carrying out various preservation actions upon them, all create
challenges. (Cox & Pinfield, 2013: 2)

Equivalent to the aforementioned studies, Johnston (2017) focuses on funding, policy
(rules) and the role of marketing to promote data, by looking at various data curating
models from different disciplines. The research carried out here in this respect, provides
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Refer to them here: https://www.bodc.ac.uk/submit_data/submission_guidelines/general_guide/.
Visit https://www.bodc.ac.uk/about/vacancies/staff_profile/ to learn more about BODC role
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the missing link to understand how oceanography CoPs redefine and negotiate their
“designed” organizational role (Wenger, 2008: 241-2) as a preamble for further online
investigation.
Resource and role challenges, as the findings show, arise from change. According
to Rosenberg (1998), there are “two generally accepted propositions about technological
change: it is a major ingredient of long-term economic growth, and it is characterized by
a high degree of uncertainty” (Rosenberg, 1998: 17). Participants conveyed this
uncertainty through the decisions they make on how and why they preserve data. This
makes sense given how the study of oceans has evolved into a “more interdisciplinary
and global” approach (Baker & Chandler, 2008: 3). Rosenberg (1998) ascertains that,
Understanding the nature of these uncertainties and the obstacles to
surmounting them is not a trivial matter. Rather it goes to the heart of
how new technologies are devised, how rapidly they diffuse, the
ultimate extent of that diffusion, and their eventual impact on economic
performance and welfare (Rosenberg, 1998: 17).

It is not surprising then that such a transition “necessitates a shift from individual data
management to socially complex and highly mediated information management” (Baker
& Chandler, 2008: 3) that can benefit from the utilization of ICTs. Although
centralizing communication is not desired or advantageous, a complete communication
and information decentralization is not either, as those weary of ICTs would argue225.
What is certain though is that the development and adoption of new tools and
techniques arise from an ever changing and advancing field, as disciplinary boundaries
continue to shift.
In a way, reflecting on the discussion on Wenger (2008), ODIP and BODC can
be said to be at the boundary of different CoPs. They help negotiate and reify the
encounters of various members of the community, whose common interest revolves
around data, highlighting their tools, DoLs, and rules. These reifications are reflected by
participant views on what is and is not part of their community. As the findings reveal,
several participants have varying interpretations. For instance, P3 highlighted
geophysics as a separate discipline even though the origins of oceanography as a
discipline finds its roots in physical sciences (Benson & Rehbock, 2002).
Another example is the fluidity of data as object, artefact, and rule throughout the
BODC interviews. Changes in rules can cause deprecation or limitation of tools. These
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Thoreau in Walden (2009), though more than a century and a half ago, was perhaps on of the earliest
critics of communication technology, namely the telegraph. His views are still popular amongst some
today.
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rules may be negotiated by the community, but often stem from data itself—its size,
format, or availability. It can also occur from tools and what they afford. Therefore, the
findings in Study II describe the interweavement of resources and responsibilities with
one another and with other aspects of an activity in the management and curation of
data by BODC to set the stage for other studies expanding on this premise.
As Johnston ascertains, “the goal of data curation is to prepare research outputs in
ways that make it useful beyond its original purpose, ensure completeness, and facilitate
long-term citability” (Johnston, 2017a: 5). In a way, all of BODC activities outside of
archiving, distributing, and managing data are sub-activities supporting these central
activities (the 3 activities in Figure 11) and are crucial to their success.
Nonetheless, Hekkert et al. (2007) argue “that apart from the advantage of
creating economic growth and societal benefits, current use of technologies often have
severe negative side effects” on the environment itself (Hekkert et al., 2007: 414). As
such, one of the modest aims of this research was to expound the use of technology in
the field of oceanography for better ICT utilization. This research specifically looked at
ICTs, given that oceanography is, historically and consistently, a collaborative
discipline (Hesse et al., 1993; Benson et al., 2004).
There is no doubt that in carrying out ocean studies, technology has a crucial
role—albeit a “complex and paradoxical” one (Hekkert et al., 2007: 414). The paradox
takes form in two: “On the one hand, technologies use resources and impose
environmental stress. On the other hand, technologies can also lead to a more efficient
use of resources, less stress on the environment and even cleaning of the environment”
or Sustainable Technology Development (Hekkert et al., 2007: 414). Given that earth
scientists, including oceanographers, are more likely to utilize their own skills, rather
than seek existing resources to confront research hurdles, the overall research can reveal
how best to use ICTs to encourage both data and knowledge sharing.
For example, network distribution for BODC and for some UCL users in Study
III could afford to enhance their social media presence for further outreach and
collaboration. The UCL network concentrated in mClass 4, and while BODC was
located in, arguably, the two most active mClasses (3 and 5) relative to the European
oceanographic scene, its network does not expand beyond the centre of these networks,
marginalizing potential partners in the periphery.
As such, in choosing to study the positive role of technology to help advance
research on the environment, and to minimize the “reinvention of the wheel” so to
speak, this research also focused on examining ICTs within the scope of collaboration
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and data sharing. Another modest aim was to catalyse innovative usage of
communication and collaboration technology for environmental research. Here,
innovation “can be defined as the successful combination of hardware, software, and
orgware, where orgware refers to the various components of the innovation system”
(Hekkert et al., 2007: 414).
According to Hekkert et al. (2007) “social dimension–such as user practices,
regulation, and industrial networks” are key components in the effectiveness of what
they call Sustainable Technology Development. In order to make ICTs more useful for
science, social, and perhaps non-scientific considerations must be taken into account
(such as how to maximize on the potential of Twitter for research226). The application of
AT and ANT has proved useful in this regard, identifying information practices
bottlenecks.
Even so, Anderson and Adams (2008) apply a postcolonial analysis to
technoscience, resulting in a criticism of ANT for not being able to “capture the full
range of material transactions, translations, and transformations that occur in making
and mobilizing technoscience” (Anderson & Adams, 2008: 181). They insist that
Latour’s method is selective and local and, arguably, “constantly European” (Anderson
& Adams, 2008: 186). However, as the results of this research reveal, coupling ANT
with other methods, namely AT, helps overcome some of these shortcomings, relative
to the scope and questions of the research at hand. Social Network Analysis, designed
within an ANT framework, augmented by the results of two separate case studies has
indeed proved useful. Christakis and Fowler explain,
To decipher what is going on, we need two kinds of information. First,
we must look beyond simple, sequential dyads: we need to know about
individuals and their friends, their friends’ friends, their friends’
friends’ friends, and so on. And we can only get this information by
observing the whole network at once. It has just recently become
possible to do this on a large scale. Second, if we want to observe how
things flow from person to person to person, then we need information
about the ties and the people they connect at more than one point in
time, otherwise we have no hope of understanding the dynamic
properties of the network. (Christakis & Fowler, 2009: 23)

In this way, a mixed method research maximized on the strength of each selected
method in relation to the research question. Each case study revealed one aspect about
the community, each method focused on drawing out implicit meaning from the
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findings, and together, they informed the main research question by addressing its subquestions.
Finally, it is important to highlight the complexity of working with multi-modal
qualitative and quantitative datasets, where it involves a variety of different formats,
using different methods. It was necessary to integrate these different types of
information into the methods using different techniques because of the varying formats
in which data was collected. Having a research question broken down into its three
component parts helps the research make sense of the various types of data and their
integration in answering the main question. It required both time and effort to break
down the data into their common denominators for analysis. It requires an intricate
study of the various methods in order to appropriate them to each Study’s dataset. It is
advised that other researchers, looking to conduct similar work, carry out a pilot study
first and analysing the data before pursuing a large scale investigation. For this research,
given the multidisciplinary nature of this research as well as the discipline examined, it
was necessary to integrate several overlaps coupled with different theoretical methods
in the analysis of the data, to make this a successful investigation.

7.4. Recommendations
This research was initiated with the hopes that it may benefit oceanographers and
information scientists aiming at studying the use of ICTs in interdisciplinary areas to
enhance their practice and research. This research is of interest to oceanographers,
research institutes, funders, policy makers, data centres, and interdisciplinary projects
stakeholders that are seeking to understand how scientific data benefits from the use of
ICTs in collaborative research. By shedding light on current oceanographic information
and communication practices, the hope for this research is to highlight ways of
improving it; adopting, adapting, and developing ICTs for oceanographers, and to help
justify funding for digital data curation and communication activities for
interdisciplinary enterprises overall.
Each study resulted in a list of recommendations detailed in each respective case
study chapter (4.7.3 Study I Recommendations & Limitations; 5.7 Study II
Recommendations & Conclusion; 6.6.2 Study III Recommendations). This section is
concerned with broader recommendations and future study plans. It is broken down into
two sections: recommendations for interdisciplinary communities in general and the
oceanographic community in particular, and for information science practitioners.
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7.4.1.For Oceanographers
Data that is properly curated, licensed, and promoted can find its way into a high school
science project, or be part of an educational program. It can act as building blocks for
programmes such as Digital Oceans (Zhang et al., 2013; Jian et al., 2010) or OpenEarth
(Van Koningsveld). Therefore, data curation recommendations for the oceanographic
community can be broken down into recommendations for individuals, organizations,
and collaborative projects to ensure that digital curation best practices are met at all
levels. The following sections details these recommendations.

Outreach & Engagement
In view of the findings reported in chapters 4, 5, and 6, outreach and engagement with
the wider community appears to be an important catalyst that encourages data sharing,
standards adoption, and the promotion of systems. It is therefore advisable that attention
to standardization and classification activities should continue, and for it to be
emphasised across the broader community.
ODIP already plays a key role in doing so, and has a strategic advantage to
advance this initiative, given that all major EU, US, and Australian oceanographic
bodies—including BODC—play a role in the project. One way in which it can further
promote universal standards is by establishing a stronger online presence beyond its
website that promotes the platform and its recommendations to the wider community
through the use of ICTs (e.g. social media, digital marketing, online tutorials, and other
forms of digital outreach). Study III in Chapter 6 shows that researchers and scientists
are already keen on using and adapting ICTs for research purposes, as evident by the
professional branding on Twitter). Encouraging its use may produce better-integrated
online communities, compared to the currently isolated clusters.
ODIP can also benefit from engaging with users and taking into account
usability concerns to improve prototype design, guaranteeing participation and
satisfaction. The findings from Study II revealed that contributors sought their own
solutions due to lack of awareness, lack of skills, lack of standards or recommendations,
or when resources were not available or difficult to master. This could inversely affect
ODIP objectives by reducing the probability of prototype adoption by individual or
even institutional community members not aware of, or not involved with, the project.

Data Curation
There is no doubt that the flood of scientific data has created an unavoidable role for
data creators and managers to manage their data. Some issues that these practitioners
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face include datasets that are too large, inaccessible, or deprecated. If too large to
download, it becomes harder to share or submit. Datasets that cannot be analysed using
regular computational resources can halt research at its onset. If inaccessible outside a
data centre, the organisation is left to bear the brunt of creating platforms and products
that enable usage. Thus, it is important to organize information and make it more usable
because other strategies so far have not worked. For example, O’Neill and NicholsonCole (2009) show that the use of representations (visual & iconic) although attracts
people to climate change, does not produce meaningful engagement or changes
behaviour. As such, this research argues that change begins with scientists, curating and
licensing their data—to make it more available and reusable. Usable and accessible data
has the potential to foster a more knowledgeable and informed public.
Oceanographic data collection is not without “toil, fatigue and effort” (Thrope,
1996: 5). Field data is essential for oceanography, making it an expensive science
(Thrope, 1996). As so it is of vital importance to ensure its sustainability and
preservation above all, but to also keep in mind the importance of accessibility, and
usability to further enhance its value.
One of the main contributions of the ODIP project from Study I was
highlighting the difficulties that arise from disciplinary differences in the planning and
execution of interoperability. ODIP has looked into existing models to address
informational gaps and to plan for technological implementation. However, it could
benefit from existing expertise in digital curation outside and beyond oceanography
such as through the Digital Curation Centre (http://www.dcc.ac.uk/). Additionally,
multidisciplinary projects overall can benefit from the ODIP strategy of organizing
biannual meetings that bring together various practitioners to tackle project objectives
and transcend disciplinary boundaries. Such projects can further leverage on ICTs to
ensure that geography and funding does not hinder participation, as was partly the case
for some ODIP members.
Because data curation is also a costly activity, multidisciplinary groups must be
selective about the types of data that they choose to maintain and invest in, and
therefore it is essential to understand who may use this data, why, and for what purpose.
Early user engagement is essential for proper data curation and must be in tandem with
data management activities.
As such, and learning from BODC, data centres and projects should carry out
appraisal activities, necessary to determine what data to keep and which to store for
future management. Such appraisals should also clearly identify what kind of data is
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made available and why as well as clearly identify metadata standards. This not only
helps ensure data quality, but also addresses the issue of provenance in so far as the
origin, context, and integrity of data are preserved. This has value because it keeps the
data reliable but also helps data scientists create solutions to help with tracking and
product creation. It is worthwhile for the community, in addressing these needs, to
engage with the Data Curation community in library and archives, such as the Digital
Curation Centre, in order to engage in best practice for data management.
Study II shows that data ingestion and tracking is mostly a manual process. To
reduce human error, better standards should be in place. Likewise, the scale of human
resources needed does not meet the demands of the kind of complex data produced in
multidisciplinary settings, especially in oceanography. By making data providers aware
of data fragility and degradation (e.g. technological obsolescence and metadata loss)
data curation efforts can be appreciated and data centres can capitalize on the human
effort made by data providers. To achieve this, data centres, whose responsibilities are
to preserve and manage data, should provide clear best practice recommendations to
their proponents and perhaps provide some basic tools that aid producers in observing
these steps. There are services that can help the data centres with their data preservation
and management activities, such as those provided by the aforementioned Digital
Curation Centre and the Digital Preservation Coalition.

Training Programmes & Other Resources
The findings from Study I and II further show that usability, interface design, social
media, and to some extent ICTs in general (depending on participant interpretation of
ICTs) are deemed less scientific and outside the scope of oceanographic tools and
technologies. Training sessions regarding the usefulness of ICTs may help participants
develop existing implicit roles and help promote better digital awareness and curation
practices.
Study III findings were presented at the ASLO 2017 conference in the US
(https://www.sgmeet.com/aslo/honolulu2017/viewabstract.asp?abstractid=29524).

As

evident by audience feedback, and supported by the findings in this research, there is a
need for communication and information management training to help early career
scientists build better profiles and engage with the wider community. This suggests that
oceanographic educational institutions should incorporate this into current curricula to
provide students with the tools they need to wade through an increasingly digital world.
Universities and training institutions should establish communication and
information educational strategies geared towards the specific needs of disciplines and
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research aspirations rather than corporate goals. Such plans need not be reinvented, and
educational institutions and data centres alike can greatly benefit from existing
information and communication services, such as those provided by JISC
(https://www.jisc.ac.uk/). However, it is up to the organisations to be able to provide
clear service definitions and outreach to help their researchers find the right trainings as
per their needs.
With this in mind, the findings point to several potential training programs that
can benefit oceanographers. Study III shows that training could target scientists aiming
to utilize social media for better outreach and engagement, to promote their work, or to
connect with other members of the community. To effectively do so, scientists should
be “considerate” of social media affordances that allow participants to “become both
producers and consumers of information, so-called ‘prosumers’” (Kaplan & Haenlein,
2010: 66). This is in line with Weller et al.’s (2014) observations about the emergence
of two-way “personal publics” (Weller et al., 2014: 4) which is starkly different than
traditional one-way “publishing or broadcasting” modes of communication (Weller et
al., 2014: 8).
Fuchs (2013) also insists “in the case of corporate social media the audience
commodity is an Internet prosumer commodity” (Fuchs, 2013: 7). This is especially
pertinent to “older scientists” (P2) whose professional careers have not been completely
engrossed in prosumer culture and who may find it difficult to navigate such tools. It is
important to point that although training may be useful, it may not be an influential
mechanism to encourage social media and other ICT use amongst certain groups. That
is, as voiced by some of the veteran participants in Study II, there is a pronounced
hesitation and agnosticism that is worth investigating further in future studies. Veteran
scientists are less likely to be influenced by peers or other incentives such as personal
experience, grant requirements, and so forth. Training therefore is most likely useful for
early career researchers.
Furthermore, Study II looked at the impact of resources and responsibilities on
data management. It demonstrated that data scientists occupy implicit and explicit roles
in carrying out their tasks. While clear professional and educational guidelines are
praiseworthy in advancing one’s career in oceanography—as a scientist or data
scientist—it is important to highlight interpersonal, affective, and cognitive aspects of
data management involving communication and interaction with data producers and
providers. Thus, information and communication trainings and resources should be
made available as part of organizational human resource and development programs to
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help sustain better information practices. Some services exist through organizations
such as the Digital Curation Centre and the Digital Preservation Coalition. These
organizations can work with data centres and other oceanographic organizations to
design trainings that cater to the community or specific data centre’s needs. Some
possible examples include trainings for basic backup repository usage; data sharing best
practices; promoting research data curation best practice; basic organizational training
on digital curation and communication; how to handle data ingestion via
email/remotely; organisational guidebook for interdisciplinary contacts and resources;
handbooks for appropriate ICT use…etc.
Additionally, Chapter 5 also showed that the establishment of regular group
meetings was advantageous and valued by data scientists especially at a junior level. It
is advisable to continue with such effort to enhance awareness and transparency within
the organisation and to help junior members transition into a CoP by learning about
opportunities that pertain to career advancement. Regular meetings, aligned with
appropriate levels of record keeping, especially agile based (see Iivari & Iivari, 2011),
may have the potential to remedy some participants’ concerns about strong
organisational hierarchal cultures.
Organisations may also find it beneficial to conduct annual meetings that assess
the importance of ICTs and technologies within changing organisational culture in order
to build this into their governance structure and to establish proper strategies for future
development and operations pertaining to data. Finally, it is advisable to designate an
auditing team whose task it is to qualitatively assess current information practices
against available technology, resources, and responsibilities.

Funding & Career Development
Chapter 5 of the thesis has shown that interacting with PIs in early project management
planning was useful for ingesting data based on NERC policy. However lack of
resources have been shown to have an impact on data ingestion processes that occur
later in a project lifecycle or after its completion. These processes can benefit from a
structured approach to reduce apparent delays that take up valuable time and effort from
current projects. This may be resolved through funding for the development of an online
database service that streamlines the process between data centres and data providers at
different stages.
Study II also suggest that data is mainly managed for safe keeping, whilst
analysis shows that it is important to approach data with current and future scientific
analysis use. Success in the latter is determined by how easily accessible and re-usable
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these data are. Part of this effort is to ensure outreach, innovative research, and service
delivery. By providing digital services beyond the data centre services for example, data
centres can encourage and educate researchers and data providers about how to manage
their own data properly. This has a marked value for funding and grant agencies, and
therefore funders need to provide data centres with budgets that accommodate these
services, as well as to incentivise researchers and research groups by scrutinising their
track record on public engagement and outreach.
This also has a huge impact on reducing the amount of time data centres spend
ingesting data, freeing up more time for them to focus on curation that make data more
fit for purpose and usable now and in the future. That is, proper metadata record
keeping promotes re-use and analysis of data in other areas outside of oceanography
such as in the history of science. As such, more time can be used to update historical
data records to match current metadata standards.
As Woodhead and Wicker (2005) explain, “[a]ll quantitative data is based upon
qualitative judgments; and all qualitative data can be described and manipulated
numerically” (Woodhead & Wicker, 2005: 126). Curating historical data for current use
provides more data and evidence to support scientific analysis, especially in dealing
with global problems and governmental policy. It is thus crucial for funding bodies to
also allocate budgets that target historical data curation activities, just as it is up to
organizations to encourage best practices within the community.
To conclude, as the overall research has shown, technology has political agency
that can easily be made transparent through outreach and engagement. It is important
for stakeholders and funders to recognize this in advancing interoperability, data
management, and data sharing projects and to thus allocate more funding for such
activities to take place.

7.4.2. For Information Science Practitioners
This research reinforced the benefits of examining interdisciplinary information
practices within several oceanographic contexts, where it evidenced the impact of ICTs
on data management and collaborative research. Conducting research on other
multidisciplinary sciences is valuable and can benefit from the methodology design
outlined in this work. Advice for researchers undertaking similar studies is to carefully
consider the value and merit of each selected case study for triangulation and in relation
to other case studies. This research required that the main research question be broken
down into narrower sub-questions. To do so, it began with a formative case study to
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ascertain the overall status of oceanographic information practices, whereby the
findings helped develop the sub-questions at hand. The findings from Study I outlined
the context on which further in-depth case studies can be grounded and help the
researcher secure Study II. It is thus worthwhile for future researchers to conduct
similar explorative studies, using surveys, literature review, or observations to further
develop their theoretical frameworks for mixed methods multi-study research.
In developing the overall research, the use of AT proved to be more useful in
overcoming limitations compared to other considered methodologies (e.g. traditional
innovation system used to study technological change (Hekkert et al., 2007)). In one
sense, AT is able to pay sufficient attention to an activity on a micro-level as illustrated
in the findings of Study II, through the analysis of participant realities. On the other, AT
is dynamic and flexible enough to incorporate other methodologies, as seen in the
triangulation of the three case studies. It complements and augments other methods such
as interviews and case studies, GT observations, and DA.
Although Hekkert et al. (2007) attempt to overcome shortcomings of innovation
system, AT arguably provides a more robust model that is applicable to activities
beyond technology and innovation. One thing in common with the findings from
Hekkert et al. (2007) however, is that the role of the individual is indispensable to
understand what stimulates change within an activity. Looking at information flow
alone is nowhere near as useful as studying information flow, the role of the individual,
and the context in which an activity is taking place simultaneously. Pertinent to this
research, the findings reveal that individual oceanographers have a considerable impact
on data preservation and archiving. It would be worthwhile for this to be confirmed or
refuted as a wide scale investigation of individual digital curation variation.
Likewise, AT and ANT together highlight the importance of artefacts (or nonhuman actants) within the system. Artefacts, as suggested earlier, could be in the form
of design and usability considerations (graphics, user interface, data analysis tools, etc.,
whose preponderance has been studied and proved extensively (Jones et al., 2009:
1077). Similarly, GT proved to be an excellent approach for exploratory research, whilst
DA and CA proved to be sufficient analytical bridges for establishing cohesion between
case studies. Finally, to ethnographically learn more about the oceanographic
community online future studies could benefit from expanding the current SNA dataset
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to include Tier 3 nodes 227. It can also benefit from several possible approaches that
could be utilized for the data such as the approach utilized by Greene et al. (2012) to
collect user lists from Twitter, which looked at how people classify certain accounts and
find more relevant users for their research.

7.1.1.

Conclusion

This thesis looked at information and communication practices by addressing the
question what implications do ICTs, and their related techno-social contexts, have on
expanding the scope of collaborative research and information sharing in
oceanography? Utilizing Grounded Theory, Activity Theory, Actor-Network Theory,
and Social Network Analysis through a mixed-methods approach this study triangulated
results to understand usage of ICTs in Oceanography. Study I and II exposed reluctance
from within the oceanographic community towards ICT usage. Study III focused on
investigating how those that choose to utilize ICTs fare. Study III also looked at the
structure of the oceanographic community on Twitter, focusing on situating BODC
within a digital community since ODIP did not have an official presence online.
This research argued for the mitigating role of resources and responsibilities on
multidisciplinary collaboration and information management generally, and on
oceanography specifically via its multidisciplinary designation. It also argued that a
community of practice (CoP) does evolve and change in new contexts and based on
their resources and responsibilities. Reiterating from the introduction, oceanography is
an interdisciplinary science about the oceans that requires multidisciplinary
collaboration. This research showed that technology and the development of this
science are closely linked. Oceanography today is not what it was 10 years ago, let
alone 100 years before. Because science is a continuum, oceanography continues to
change, and the tools and technologies it uses will continue to evolve and develop. The
research showed how ICTs were historically used in oceanography and how it was
shaped by it, tracing its history to the earliest uses. Case study findings ascertained how
it continues to be reshaped by it today.
Understanding these changes required a descriptive examination of this
multidisciplinary community’s activities, tracing their artefacts and roles to understand
how change was effected and how new practice can form. This chapter presented a
triangulated discussion of the three studies, offering recommendations for members of

227

Refer to Appendix 5.1.B.iii Step Three – Defining Network Tiers.
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the oceanographic community and raising their awareness of the importance of informal
networks. The research ends with several recommendations for the oceanographic
community on how to better utilize ICTs and enhance data curation, and on future
studies to build on this research. As such, the findings in this research—given the vast
amount of potential research that can build on it—are summed up as explorative in
nature, opening the doors for more in-depth research to take place.
To conclude, the theoretical framework was constructed in three steps: first,
using the ODIP case study to understand communities of practice in oceanography.
Second, constructing an argument for Activity Theory (AT) towards the understanding
of information practices for the oceanographic community within an organizational
setting (BODC). Finally, by the application of these two frameworks to analyse ICT
adoption by this community, in the form of an SNA, which examines the connections of
users online. What this research design showed is that SNA can be used in conjunction
with more traditional information practice approaches (observation, interviews, and case
studies) to investigate and understand project relationships, information flow, and the
role of organisations and individuals, within an expansive community and within large
social media channels in scientific research. Finally this thesis has contributed to
Information Studies and Oceanography by highlighting areas where further data
curation, engagement and outreach research can be made. It has shown that ICTs are not
utilized to their maximum potential by the oceanographic community, whereby online
communities remain relatively fragmented; that more funding, training, and resources
are needed to optimize data curation and community integration, and that the findings
will therefore be useful to a wide interdisciplinary audience undertaking
multidisciplinary projects looking at enhancing community ties and data sharing.
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW
Appendix 1.1.

Vestigial Legacies of Maritime Culture

Modern oceanography is described as a period of discovery beginning from the onset of
the 20th century until the early days of Internet development and commercial expansion
(1900-1995). The 20th century witnessed the initial production of some of today’s most
realized oceanographic tools. To understand information practices in oceanography in
today’s world, which is marked by the widespread use of the Internet and ICTs, it is
important to consider this historical legacy.
The account begins with a brief history of maritime culture and its transition to
an early form of organized oceanography. The following section tackles the
development of various technologies such as acoustic Sounding Navigation and
Ranging (SONAR) instrumentation, submarines and submersibles, sensors and satellite
imagery, and Self-Contained Underwater Breathing Apparatus (SCUBA) or re-breather
technology.
It is also important to emphasize that earlier maritime history are non-exhaustive
accounts of a broad timeframe based on an array of expert speculation. Within this
timeframe, there are countless important milestones, only a few of which will be
highlighted. Borrowing from the words of John Mack in The Sea: A Cultural History
(2011), “what is implied [by this type of account] is not a specific set of historical
reflections but a more fundamental rethink of the ways in which maritime cultures are
configured by scholars,” and thus, it lends the research the ability to establish theoretical
qualitative connection between the role of technology and successful collaboration in
oceanography.
Most of what scientists and anthropologists know (e.g. Lawler, 2010;
Wilmshurst, et al., 2011; Mack, 2011; Abulafia, 2012; and Reidy & Rozwadowski,
2014, amongst others) about early seafarers is based on hypotheses about lifestyle in
earlier civilization built on dispersed archaeological and scientific evidence, native
myths, and generationally passed-down accounts. These hypotheses can neither be
discredited nor confirmed. What can be said is that human interest about the sea began
tens of thousands of years ago as captured by migration and development of
navigational tools and transport. The development of more modern tools such as the
sextant, astrolabe, clocks, intricate maps, and compasses, reveal how this interest grew
over time. For ancient seafarers, some 45 to 50k years ago, learning about the sea was
prompted by migration. Despite current evidence, it cannot be known for certain why
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they moved (Hill et al., 2007), and whether or not their migration was intentional or
accidental (Finney, 1977).
However, as anthropologist John Mack suggests “modern idea of curiosity as an
intellectual indulgence with no more worldly inspiration misrepresents the historical
circumstances” (Mack, 2011: Loc 155). He emphasizes a distinction and
interdependency between inquisitiveness and acquisitiveness in describing the evolution
of human curiosity about the sea, and thus the need to document it. The first is more
interpretive, while the latter can only tell us about the means by which history was
documented rather than why. Mack further states that,
[T]he historical engagement with it [the sea] is itself far from
uniform in different maritime contexts. The exploration of marine
resources, the techniques, and strategies devised to meet the
challenges of being at sea—even the ways in which it is
conceptualized—are necessarily highly variable for different
maritime peoples. (Mack, 2011: Loc 144)
That is, although the themes—commerce, exploration, and empire (Mack, 2011: Loc
150)—have reasonably remained consistent, time and context has not only influenced
technology, but also the way in which people make meaning of the sea using
technology.
Appendix 1.1.A. Seafarers & Ships
Ship-making sophistication has come a long way since the early days of seafaring. The
ship is both a physical and metaphorical vessel, developing and moving the practice of
seafaring from one era to another228. It is not an isolated invention that belongs to one
time over another. The technology associated with ships has progressed hand in hand
along side each new, developing, or deprecated technology discussed in this research.
As so, its early use is pertinent to this explication.
Wilmshurst et al. (2011) propose that ancient seafarers made longer journeys
from east to west towards the cluster of islands in the Pacific region between Australia
and China, known today as the Polynesian Islands. However, the exact chronology
remains unknown (Wilmshurst et al., 2011). They, in congruence with other historians
and scientists (e.g. Hill et al., 2007; Kayser, 2010; Lawler, 2010; Soares et al., 2011),
also suggests that there have been two sets of established settlements in that area: an

228

Consider the difference and similarities between early seafarer rafts in contrast to today’s scientific
research vessel. For more on the latter refer to Research vessel design pages Shor (2002: 45-52)
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ancient one (tens of thousands of years ago) vs. a modern one (approx. 2000 ago)
(Wilmshurst et al., 2011).
Lawler (2010) suggested that the Polynesian settlers, or perhaps the second set
of settlers, travelled from east to west—from modern day Peru to what is now known as
Easter Island—debunking the impossibility of this venture by earlier experts. In 1947,
Thor Heyerdahl planned an excursion aboard the Kon-Tiki—a balsa raft modelled after
the techniques used by early island settlers to attempt this journey. Based on his
interpretation of creation myths collected from the natives in these islands and in Peru
(Heyerdahl, 2013), he surmised that migration was possible from east to west given the
sharp coastal skills and astronomical observation abilities of the people—they knew that
currents would float their raft westward.
Although the Kon-Tiki expedition lacked the scientific rigor for a consensus of
anthropologists, other evidence, more scientifically robust, such as “the humble sweet
potato” and “pre-Columbian chickens” (Lawler, 2010: 1345), point to the feasibility of
truth in interpreting native myths and legends. This important debate highlights what
has been lost to history, and how, similar to scientific speculation, aboriginal
storytelling can postulate an alternate paradigm in compensating for this loss.
Appendix 1.1.B. Cartographers & Maps
In whichever direction Polynesian settlers set sail, it cannot be denied that they
understood the way the sea affected their vessels, and had more than adequate canoebuilding expertise to make use of that knowledge (Finney, 1977). Their awareness of
the flora and fauna surrounding the different terrain away and near the coast was
evident in the maps that they made out of palm sticks (Wandersee, 1990: 923). Even so,
mapmaking expertise remained stagnant, witnessing slow and gradual improvements
overtime.
The study of maps, or cartography, underwent a rapid growth by civilizations
around the Mediterranean basin. The sea’s favourable location, climate, and gentle
currents all added to its significance in history (Refer to Appendix 1.2 on the
Mediterranean Sea). It is no surprise that many of the world’s first modern maps,
maritime information, and technology were produced in this region. The Phoenicians,
Mesopotamians, Babylonians, Pharaohs, Vikings, Greeks, Romans, and the Islamic
Empire impacted cartography immensely, all throughout antiquity, the renaissance, the
age of reason, the enlightenment period, and the pre-industrial age (Abulafia, 2012).
The Phoenicians in particular were the first cartographers credited with mapping the
coasts around their cities and the cities they traded with.
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Additionally, some of the earliest works in astronomy, which later contributed to
cartography and navigation, were based on 2nd century work of Greek-Egyptian
geographer, Ptolemy (Tolmacheva, 1995; Koestler, 1959; Kuhn & Hacking, 2012).
“Ptolemaic astronomy,” according to Kuhn, “is still widely used today as an
engineering approximation; for the planets” (Kuhn & Hacking, 2012: 111), and was
influential to navigation and cartography for many years to come.
The importance of Ptolemy work continued to seed itself into the following
epoch, defined by the Islamic scientific innovations during the European medieval ages,
and exemplified in the 12th century geographical work of Moroccan geographer al-Idrisi
(See Figure 4 on page 38). His work improved on Ptolemy’s theories, and helped
devise the very first world map to display the earth in globular form—four centuries
before the western heliocentric model emerged. Idrisi’s work aided in the advent of
European Orientalism during which, as Tolmacheva (1995) asserts, a “strong awareness
of geography (travels, exploration, and the geography of empires)” had emerged
(Tolmacheva, 1995: 141).
Appendix 1.1.C. Explorers & Voyages
By the 16th century, the Renaissance, Europeans turned their orientalist interest from
travel towards science and discovery. At this stage, European cartographer Pierre
Bertius, based on the works al-Idrisi, had already reoriented the map of the world north
much more accurately than his predecessor (Tolmacheva, 1995: 148). Thomas Kuhn
suggests that had the science of Ancient Greece “been less deductive and less ridden by
dogma, heliocentric astronomy might have begun its development eighteen centuries
earlier than it did” (Kuhn & Hacking, 2012: 118-9). Tolmacheva (1995) however,
argues that Western advancement could not have taken place without the influence of
Muslim scientist, via orientalist studies.
Koestler (1959) contends that some of the most notable discoveries of the
enlightenment age were accidental, where scientists did not understand the complete
value of their discoveries instantly—if at all. In one example, he explains that “the
fallacy in Galileo's reasoning [about earth’s movement and tides] is that he refers the
motion of the water to the earth's axis, but the motion of the land to the fixed stars”
(Koestler, 1959: 293). Koestler insists that the evidence Galileo provided was not
enough to justify his claim, arguing that “he never discovered the elementary error in
his reasoning” (Koestler, 1959).
Even so, it cannot be denied that the Enlightenment age instigated the 19th
century onset of modern scientific revolution. It brought about the discovery of new
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resources, colonies, places, and lands, the development of physics and mathematics, the
birth of chemistry, in addition to valuable astronomical breakthroughs. As Mack (2011)
describes, “enlightenment thinkers were to elevate ‘curiosity’ in the roster of intellectual
motivations” citing the establishment of the British Museum in “1753 as a resource for
the ‘curious’ and its galleries [as] an index of where such maritime voyages of
exploration led” (Mack, 2011: Loc150). The maritime culture of seafarers has
transitioned into an exploration culture of cartographers, and then into an empirical
culture of scientists.
Kuhn explains that the transitioning process from exploration to empiricism is a
shift in Western scientific paradigm (Kuhn & Hacking, 2012). He attributes it to the role
of an established scientific community that began to further its interest in progress
rather than the pursuit of a singular “truth.” The scientist according to Kuhn, was
concerned to solve problems about the behavior of nature. In addition,
though his concern with nature may be global in its extent, the
problems on which he works must be problems of detail. More
important, the solutions that satisfy him may not be merely personal but
must instead be accepted as solutions by many. The group that shares
them may not, however, be drawn at random from society as a whole,
but is rather the well-defined community of the scientist’s professional
compeers. […]
The group’s members, as individuals and by virtue of their shared
training and experience, must be seen as the sole possessors of the rules
of the game or of some equivalent basis for unequivocal judgments. To
doubt that they shared some such basis for achievement. That
admission would inevitably raise the question whether truth in the
sciences can be one.
(Kuhn & Hacking, 2012: 210-211)

Similar to their contemporaries, Galileo, and Copernicus before him with his
heliocentric model, were in the midst of this transition (Koestler, 1959; Kuhn &
Hacking, 2012), seeking scientific progress despite the status quo. The most notable
innovations of this time produced “problem-solving” technologies. In relation to the
study of the ocean, some technologies include Leonardo Da Vinci’s early underwater
acoustic device—the first conceptual design for modern-day Sonar technology (Hansen,
2009: 1)—Kepler’s improvement of Galileo’s telescope (Koestler, 1959: 267), the
invention of the barometer in 1643 (Middleton, 1963), which measured atmospheric
pressure, and later enhanced to measure dropping atmospheric pressure in water.
At the same time, with Britain established as “a major maritime power” (Cundy
et al., 2013: 14), exploration voyages were increasing in number. Both government and
scientific society funded expeditions were being launched “to expand the geographical
and scientific knowledge of the oceans” (Cundy et al., 2013: 14). Epic journeys
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included those led by Captain James Cook; Fitzroy and Darwin’s Galapagos Island
voyage; and John and James Ross’s recovery of samples from the bottom of highlatitude oceans (Cundy et al., 2013).
The last three decades of the nineteenth century, with one expedition setting sail
after another, witnessed a flood of new information about the ocean and its inhabitants
than all the years before it combined (Bigelow, 1931). To this era, the mapping of the
ocean floors can be attributed, and the nature of underwater sediments defined, and the
equations and distributions of temperature and salinity worked out (Bigelow, 1931: 7).
According to Cundy et al. (2013) the culmination of this age of exploration, was in
1879,
when the British ship HMS Challenger completed a 4-year voyage
around the Atlantic, Pacific and Southern Indian Oceans, describing
seafloor sediments and ocean currents, and determining the chemical
composition of seawater and the depth distributions of marine
organisms (Cundy et al., 2013: 14).

It seems that there is a historical consensus attributing the birth of modern
oceanography to the voyage of the HMS Challenger, which set sail on December 21,
1872 from Plymouth, England (Bigelow, 1931). As such, by the 19th century
“geography was firmly in the hands of scientists” (Tolmacheva, 1995: 152), and the
conditions for modern oceanography were finally in place.
Appendix 1.1.D. Scientists & Discoveries
The transition into the 20th century began stagnantly for the relatively young modern
field of oceanography. This stagnation was a reaction to a paradigm shift (Kuhn &
Hacking, 2012) in the way its science was conducted—moving from descriptive to
analytic methods (Bigelow, 1931: 8). This shift gave oceanography its modern edge,
coupled with the “growth of an economic demand” relating to fisheries that made it
more relevant (Bigelow, 1931: 9).
Oceanography began as a marine biology-concentrated discipline initiated by
institutions interested in their surrounding coasts (Han, 2010). It developed in parallel to
meteorology, both parent subjects to today’s climate science (Cornell, 2010).
Oceanography is also a field that intellectually belongs to earth sciences (Day, 1995),
where its modern form finds its roots in physical science (Rehbock & Benson, 2002).
The discipline then shifted focus onto the overall geophysics of water,
necessitating an understanding of its chemical makeup, biological attributes, and the
physical functions of smaller components that constitute the entire hydrosphere
simultaneously (Field, Hempel, & Summerhayes, 2002). No longer are these fields
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operating in isolation, making it imperative for the contemporary scientist to understand
the various fields and their overall relationship and objective.
According to Henry B. Bigelow (1931), founding director of the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution (WHOI), “oceanography has been aptly defined as the study
of the world below the surface of the sea: it should include the contact zone between sea
and atmosphere” (Bigelow, 1931: 1). Academically, most educational institutions today
promote and dedicate specialized research in various oceanographic fields. But most
academics and researchers are aware of the overarching community outside of their
respective fields (Field, Hempel, & Summerhayes, 2002), and have been subsequently
grounded in those principles (Bigelow, 1931). This was not always the case (Han,
2010).
Oceanography was not recognized as a unified overarching discipline until early
20th century, when scientists in diverse fields interested in the sea began to recognize
value in data produced by other domain experts—data mediated by technologies in
other established disciplines. Evidently, “oceanographers” were not the ones carrying
out research almost up until a decade after the turn of the century (Han, 2010). In a
historical account of the career of Harald Sverdrup, a key figure in bringing this field
together, Friedman (2002) asserts that,
Neither the present contours of science nor its relations with society are
inevitable or natural. Changing political, economic, and cultural
circumstances provided opportunities and constrains for scientists to
define and pursue oceanographic research programs. (Friedman, 2002:
17).

Early scientists engaged with ocean research drew on their interests as geophysicist,
biologist, and chemists to address new problems. This trend continues well into midcentury as Han (2010), Conway (2006), and Friedman (2002) all assert. For example,
according to Conway, most oceanographic data collection activity occurring during
early days of the space age (50s - 70s) was conducted by aeronautic experts and
engineers rather than by oceanographers (Conway, 2006). It was not until the mid to
late 80s that more “oceanographers” by training were involved in data management
processes.
Despite this, ocean data was valuable from the start (Conway, 2006). The
significance of understanding worldwide oceanic interactions, and thus the relevance of
multidisciplinary study of the oceans, is made pertinent by how the atmosphere and
oceans are linked. Kruczynski and Fletcher (2012) simplify this link as the
“evaporation, precipitation, and exchange and absorption of gasses as well as thermal
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flux and solar insolation” processes that extend through both atmosphere and
hydrosphere (Kruczynski & Fletcher, 2012: 63).
Understanding these complex processes, and how they affect human life directly
and indirectly, is precisely what is intended by oceanography, and science overall. The
array of tools and technologies available to measure and examine these processes, as
discussed in the next sections, thus providing a means for understanding how
multidisciplinary groups come together as a community through their utilization.

Appendix 1.2.

Mediterranean Sea

Almost landlocked, and once a part of the Atlantic, the Mediterranean Sea is a basin for
three great rivers, the Rhone in France, the Ebro in Spain, and the Nile in Egypt around
which some of the world’s most powerful civilizations thrived. Perhaps more so than
the Atlantic ocean, its history has been covered extensively in a variety of fields: in art
history, archaeology, and anthropology as context to remnant Mesopotamian artefacts
and Egyptian hieroglyphs; in classical studies, literature, mathematics, and philosophy
as part of Greek and Roman antiquity; in naval history for the many great wars that
erupted on its shores and continued on its waters229. It is by far one of the most wellreferenced, well-documented bodies of water on earth.
Historian David Abulafia (2012) suggests that Neanderthal man—or “Gibraltar
Woman” after the initial 1848 discovery of this human species—was able to navigate
and make use of the Mediterranean Sea as early as 24 thousand years ago (Abulafia,
2012: 3). Humans may have even crossed the sea as early as 130,000 BC,
“unintentionally” (Abulafia, 2012). The Sea itself has been called so many names by so
many cultures: “our sea” by the Romans, The Great Sea or “Yam Gadol” in Hebrew, the
middle sea by the Germans, and the “Great Green” by the Pharaohs (Abulafia, 2012).
Western culture, beginning with ancient Roman and Greek civilizations, flourished
around it.
The ancient Greeks were able to develop enhanced nautical skills in their time,
so much so that despite the inflow from the Atlantic, sailors were able to sail out of the
Mediterranean where they encountered, for the first time, the ocean. The word ocean
according to the Oxford online dictionary originates “from Old French occean, via Latin
from Greek ōkeanos [or] 'great stream encircling the earth's disc'” (Oxford Online

229

See Braudel (1995) for an extensive account of the Mediterranean.
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Dictionary, 2014). As the original definition suggests, Greek sailors believed that the
ocean was an immense river. This is because currents were mostly only witnessed in
rivers rather than in the gentle waters of the Mediterranean (Abulafia, 2012).
The very nature of the Mediterranean lends it its importance. Its strategic
location has allowed its cluster of ports to become important hubs for trade and
commerce for thousands of years (Abulafia, 2012). The inflow from the Atlantic sea
through the Straits of Gibraltar further enhanced this by discouraging, if not stopping,
many from exiting its banks (Abulafia, 2012). The same flowing currents provided for a
smooth sail around “the coast of Africa eastwards from Gibraltar, [swinging] past Israel
and Lebanon and Cyprus, and then round the Aegean, Adriatic and Tyrrhenian seas and
along the French and Spanish coasts back to the Pillars of Heculed” (Abulafia, 2012:
xxviii).

Appendix 1.3.

The “Social Shaping of Technology”

Science and technology, in the context of Balmer and Rappert’s (2016) Mode-2, are
seen as political agents (Balmer & Rappert, 2016: para. 6). Through this agency,
catalysed by social context, technology can be utilized as a medium capable of fostering
multidisciplinary and collaborative research. Tuominen et al. (2005) argue that the
“social shaping of technology (SST)” is important because “it extends the scope of
research from social issues of information seeking and technology use to the formation
and nature of technical artefacts” (Tuominen et al., 2005: 330).
This is captured in emerging concepts such as big data230, Human Interactive
Computing231, Usability232, Citizen-Science233, and Social Network Analysis234 to name
but a few. These concepts not only highlight benefits and advantages emerging from
technological development, they also bring to the forefront limitation, consideration,
and reconsideration of issues that cannot go unnoticed. For this research, Parsons et al.
(2011) capture a central issue, the “heterogeneity of data and the cultural diversity of
their collectors, not their volume, present the greatest challenges” (Parsons et al., 2011:
556) for multidisciplinary collaboration.

230

See Howe et al. (2008), Cukier and Mayer-Schonberger (2013)
See Card et al. (1983), Haklay, (2003; 2008; 2009; 2010; 2013), Brown et al. (2013), and Jirotka et al.
(2013).
232
See for example Jones, Haklay, Griffiths, and Vaughan (2009), and Belter (2014)
233
Refer to Conrad & Hilchey, (2010); Dickinson et al. (2012); Dickinson et al., (2010); Haklay, (2013);
Mastracci et al., (2013); and Newman et al., (2012) for more on Citizen Science.
234
See Rainie & Wellman (2012).
231
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It is worth outlining a general historical outline of their use through time for
oceanography. Simply classified, there are four categories that typify the tools used by
scientists interested in learning about the ocean: 1) in-situ or moored instrumentation, 2)
mobile equipment, which are meant to move about a defined parameter, 3) sensing and
modelling tools, and 4) collaboration and communication tools (Smith & Johns, 2012:
66).235 The first measures change over long periods of time—these include buoys. The
second—which include surface drifters, floats, and gliders—provide comparisons of
conditions (such as salinity and temperature) between various locations. Thirdly,
sensing and modelling tools (e.g. sonar and satellites), allow tracking, mapping, and
visualization of inaccessible data due to the limitations of time or distance (e.g.
forecasting, modelling, or deep-sea mapping). Lastly, communication tools are anything
from established radio transmissions, digital and analogue logs, journals and
publications among other things.
Modern technology of course is a lot more complex and intricate than this
streamlined classification. This complexity, as illustrated in Smith and Johns (2012: 66)
and depicted in Figure 35, is revealed in the systematic transmission/retrieval process
of data from scientists to instrument(s) to scientists.

235

Most modern day organizations agree that these are the most relevant classifications of oceanographic
instrumentations. For more details visit the following websites from some of today’s leading institutions:
NOAA: http://oceanexplorer.noaa.gov/technology/technology.html, Woods Hole
http://www.whoi.edu/main/instruments, The British National Oceanography Centre
http://noc.ac.uk/science-technology.
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Figure 37 Illustration of Modern Tools Network from Smith & Jones (2012)

Most science historians agree that the field of oceanography witnessed a dramatic
transformation during the first half of the twentieth century (Han, 2010; Rozwadowski
& Van Keuren, 2004; Quick, 1970; Day, 1995). Bigelow (1931) argues that change in
viewpoint, which lead to the transition from descriptive observations to analytic pursuit,
was accompanied by the rise of “coordinating institutions”236 that shared similar aims in
harnessing “synthetic investigation” and producing novel data (Bigelow, 1931: 10).
One of the most notable technological discoveries during this time is the
development of acoustic sounding technology, which facilitated the detection of
submerged objects. D'Amico and Pittenger (2009) suggest that this was in part due to
the sinking of the HMS Titanic in 1912, but also due to losses resulting from U-boat
attacks during World War I (Pittenger, 2009: 426). Even so, there are several debates
that suggest the development of sonar can be traced back to two important, early but
separate, navigational and military defence research attempts 237 . These attempts
eventually merge during World War II (1939-1945) (D'Amico & Pittenger, 2009;
Fornshell & Tesei, 2013). Not long after, the development of acoustics for biological
work took precedence, leading to separate threads of sonar development 238 in various
disciplines such as fisheries, whaling, and plankton biology (Fornshell & Tesei, 2013).
Although “knowledge and understanding of underwater sound is not new”
(Hansen, 2009: 1)—given that in 1490, Leonardo Da Vinci discovered how acoustics
propagate well underwater (Hansen, 2009)—rapid and unprecedented innovation only
took place in the late 19th and early 20th century. The Close Circuit Oxygen Underwater
Breathing Apparatus (CCOUBA)239 also followed suit. It was first explored in the late
17th century, once more after the 18th century independent discoveries and isolation of
carbon dioxide and oxygen respectively, again in the late 19th century, and finally

236

Bigelow (1931) asserts that the growing importance of these institutions was a result of rapid
economic apprehension about marine resources depletion—namely fisheries—giving an example of
looming concerns in north western Europe, which prompted the creation of the International Counsel for
the Exploration of the Sea (ICES) in 1902, the oldest international science organisation.
237
An early attempt was initiated in Canada and subsequently in North America, while a latter effort
occurred in Europe (namely Britain and Russia) a few years later. See D’amico & Pittenger (2009) and
Fornshell & Tesei (2013) for a comparative critical reading on the historical origins of sonar technology.
238
Consult Hansen (2009) for an explanation of how sonar technology operates and for more information
on the various specifications.
239
Consult Quick (1970) for a general overview of diving history and for more specific on CCOUBA
technology, and see Olmstead (2008) for more on the development of SCUBA and the life of one of its
main innovators, Jacques Cousteau.
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around the development of 20th century modern day CCOUBA equipment, which was
largely military-funded (Quick, 1970).
Arguably, these innovations of preconceived technological concepts came at a
time when they were most needed for defence and navigational use. The submarine, or
the “underwater boat” (Bishop, 2014), is yet another technology symbolizing the early
20th century. Its technological inspiration originated from antiquity’s diving bell (Bevan,
1999), while its modern-day manifestation is predominantly military-based (Weir,
2001). Modern submarine technology resulted from several innovations, including the
development of bathythermograph (Weir, 2004: 73-6), and a long lasting “marriage”
between science and the American military in the early 1920s (Weir, 2001).
The passing century, in contrast to the centuries before it—where ships and
navigational tools were the predominant technology (See Appendix 1.1)—propagated
the bulk of human knowledge and data about the world’s oceans (Berger & Shor, 2009).
The first half, with military and defence research momentum at its peak (Conway, 2006;
D'Amico & Pittenger, 2009; Han, 2010), transitioned smoothly into the chilling “space
race” of the Cold War that was taking place (1947–1991); its predominant technology
being satellite.
At this time, oceanographers had only just begun to shift from shipboardproduced dataset that consisted of a few hundred measurements to tens of thousands of
individual measurements in the form of tapes. This necessitated extensive computing
systems to process the captured data into something usable. The problem at the time
was that funds where inadequate to equip relevant institutions and major oceanographic
centres with such facilities (Conway 2006).
Up until the 1960s, most oceanographic research “took place almost entirely
aboard ships and occasionally submarines” (Conway, 2006: 128). From the late 19th
century, the following decades were flooded by new knowledge about the oceans,
primarily via in situ sensing instruments and sonar (Conway, 2006). These methods
however, and data produced as a result, were limited by site accessibility—be they the
distance a vessel can travel, or the expanse that can be covered by a sonar device
(Bigelow, 1931; Conway, 2006; Mack, 2011).
It is worth noting that most technology from the 20th century onwards (e.g. radio
transmissions, cellular phones, Wi-Fi, satellites, microwaves) were all electromagneticbased, and cannot work under the inky darkness and crushing pressure of oceans. At
best, these radiation waves can only penetrate the surface of a “few meters in even the
clearest ocean waters” (Cundy et al., 2013: 15; Dimmler et al., 1976: 9). To this day,
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sonar remains the most reliable underwater information retrieval technology since it
operates using sound instead of light (D’Amico & Pittenger, 2009). Even satellite is not
immune to this limitation, given that it “cover[s] a broader range of the electromagnetic
spectrum, enabling more sensitive observations of the spectrum” (Meyer et al., 2011:
36). With the introduction of satellite technology however, oceanographers were once
more prompted to assess the implications of new technology on their field.
This time, NASA-lead the initiative in 1964, assembling oceanographers to
itemize “the principal scientific questions that space-based research might answer”
(Conway, 2006: 130). That is, to create discipline-specific data repositories that can
store data until its purpose or usefulness becomes apparent. This did not occur until the
late 1970s-early 80s, where data was being used to examine global warming and climate
change plausibility.
The satellite age was instrumental in building the hype surrounding global
warming in the 80s—even though the ocean’s effect on climate has already been
established fairly early, and as far back as the late 19th century (Bigelow, 1931). As so,
scientists agree that the most important contribution of satellite technology is in
physical sciences, which includes navigation, marine meteorology, tides and wave
states, ocean circulation, and ice studies (Conway, 2006: 131-2).
Nonetheless, one limitation that came hand in hand with satellite oceanography
in the 1970s was that, despite new innovative ways of harvesting data, necessary means
to processes and analyse it were still lacking. This includes both technology
(algorithms, file formats and size) and funds. It used to be that the value of received
data was time-sensitive, meaning that had it not been processed and analysed semiinstantaneously, it had no value to scientists willing or capable of using it. Today, this is
not the case given advancements in satellite technology that facilitates near real-time
processing (Kruczynski & Fletcher, 2012: 65).
To conclude, although an earth science, seeing that the oceans are unique to
earth, the methodologies by which they are studied are as varied as the disciplines that
come together in the study of the oceans. For anyone wishing to understand
oceanography historically or as social phenomena however, it is important to consider
these disciplinary differences (Rehbock & Benson, 2002: IV) and hence this emphasis
in the main body of this work.
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CHAPTER 2 METHODOLOGY
Appendix 2.1.

Sample Information Sheet
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Appendix 2.2.

ODIP Sample Consent form
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Appendix 2.3.

BODC Sample Consent Form
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Appendix 2.4.

Sample Invitation to participate
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CHAPTER 4 CASE (PILOT) STUDY I: ODIP
Appendix 3.1.

Data Collection

Appendix 3.1.A. Sample Pages From Researcher Notes
Example of Notes & Memos
One example written during the data collection stated that "ODIP right now does not
incorporate biological marine information” and listed the following as asub-bullet point
with member’s quotation “but aims to establish ‘Horizontal Interoperability’– (ODIP
member) – by involving other fields.” A little less than two hundred memos were
written in this manner and then coded in the final report. Fifty supplementary
documents (Appendix 3.1.B), including minutes, reports, impact analysis, and
presentation documents were collected from ODIP and examined. Adding to the
appendix would have resulted in a third volume.
Pages from Notes Report: Table of Contents & Legend
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Notes and captured quotes.
These are then encoded in a line-by-line fashion.
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Page from impact
analysis report provided by
members

Researcher notes
from informal discussion during
break

Appendix 3.1.B. Workshop Materials Samples
Pirate Pad notes courtesy of one of the members
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Slide sample from one of the presentations
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Various documents from members.
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Appendix 3.2.

Coding

Appendix 3.2.A. Coding Activity 1 & 2
2.a—Level 1 sample line-by-line manual coding

2.b—Level 2 coding
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Coding 2 was done on several spread sheet workbooks and categorized by day labelled
in Red), then by concept/theme (labelled in dark Orange, Blue…etc.)

Appendix 3.2.B. Final Coding
After being sorted into days, the data are coded for three high-level themes in day two
(actions, conditions, consequences), then in level three, as seen in the following
screenshot, they are broken down further to relevant themes.

Coding Activity 3

The screenshot below illustrates details from the Actions conceptualization tackling the
theme “addressing data”
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Appendix 3.3.

Findings

Appendix 3.3.A. Action 1 – Demonstrating Data
Some examples include a presenter’s walkthrough of a web-based, open and crowed
sourced platform known as OpenEarth240 (speaks to willingness and openness to new
solutions). Another demoed test results from tool integration such as 52° North 241 ,
which aims at collecting data in real time directly from sensors. Other members demoed
non-partner systems as potential resources or collaboration options. One example
demonstrated how XML 242 ISO 19115 schema 243 was incorporated into an existing
system. Another illustrated how JavaScript244 is used to prepare XML for metadata in
another. Presenters demoed systems from within their fields, relating their input to
assigned activity. Often, they propose how interoperability works between platforms.

240

“OpenEarth is a free and open source initiative to deal with Data, Models and Tools in earth science
& engineering projects, currently mainly marine & coastal”
https://publicwiki.deltares.nl/display/OET/OpenEarth. For more information consult De Boer et al.
(2012).
241
See Na & Priest, (2007) for more on SOS specifications.
242
XML is a language that expresses “constraints about XML documents. There are several different
languages in widespread use, but the main ones are Document Type Definitions (DTD), Relax-NG,
schematron and W3C XSD (XML Schema Definitions)” (World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)),
www.w3.org/standard/xml/schema). It is used to make text readable by humans and machines, and give
formal descriptions to documents among other things.
243
According to https://marinemetadata.org/references/iso19115, “ISO 19115:2003 defines the
conceptual model required for describing geographic information and services. It provides information
about the identification, the extent, the quality, the spatial and temporal schema, spatial references, and
distribution of digital geographic data. More information can also be found at
www.iso.org/iso/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=26020.
244
See http://www.w3schools.com/js/default.asp for an introduction to JavaScript.
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One expert explained how co-dependent platforms work towards interoperability
horizontally, while others worked towards interoperability in parallel. Impact analysis
demos tracked progress where members raised questions and concerns to test the
systems and identify problems.
Appendix 3.3.B. Action 2 – Contextualizing Data
Datasets produced in oceanography are temporal and spatial. They are also
technologically mediated (Conway, 2006: 139-40). This means that certain
measurements cannot be reproduced in exact conditions over time and space, despite
empirically valid data collection methods (Benson et al., 2004: xvi; Oreskes, 2003).
Technically, this is tied to issues of reproducibility, traceability, authenticity, and
lineage. In a public and policy capacity, one expert explains that spatio-temporal data
characteristics often result in public mistrust of science—echoing Oreskes and Conway
(2010) and Oreskes (2003).
Members also argued that data handling methods are not aligned with digital
technology—comparing “print” based data and Web 2.0 technology. This caused
difficulties defining data properties. Some considered the issue inherent to technology.
Members also recognized a perceived imbalance between software and hardware. One
presentation illustrated the limited capacity for ocean sensor hardware to handle data
transmission and aggregation due to battery lifespan, memory capacity, and
environmental factors that affect the tools and process—It seemed like hardware cannot
support what the software intends to do. Most members agreed that data usefulness
would result from open access though data management granularity remained
ambiguous.
Data are also viewed in terms of ownership, an asset or acquisition to be
attributed to someone or something. This is echoed in historical accounts
contextualizing oceanographic information (science, policy, economic, or military).
This finding is significant because members did not frame data in isolated technical or
scientific contexts alone, allowing for a holistic depiction of various interrelated
conditions.
Members addressed data deficiency in places without the proper infrastructure to
produce data of quality and quantity, resulting in issues of traceability. Standardization,
vocab classification, and issues surrounding the differing taxonomies from various
fields brought up new concerns that otherwise would have gone undetected. One
example is the contrast between biological and geological and chemical taxonomies.
Non-technical experts believe that the simpler data formats are, the more manageable
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and sustainable they become. Simplicity seemed to be a solution for problems arising
from temporality and technological shortcomings, and classification problems
(duplication, traceability, versioning, granularity, and authenticity) by extension.
Members were also open to using tools beyond intended purposes. Satellites for
instance, are multi-purposed tools that facilitate the collection, aggregation, and
transmission of data all at once. It is also used for communication.
Although versioning is considered a concern in terms of granularity, storage
space, and classification, it is seen as an information preservation tool. This leaves
much room for speculation about how to incorporate data that is digitized. With this in
mind, the nature of data as digital-born or digitized forms another very crucial context.
Though the latter was not tackled in further detail, there were subtle references to these
distinctions, especially when debating about the involvement of the various fields in
oceanography—most notably biological data, where as one expert explained, much of
the data were aggregated manually and then converted into digital manifestations.
Appendix 3.3.C. Action 3 – Discussing Data
Subject 1: Users and Social Processes
Members views regarding usability, user analytics, and so on surfaced in relation to
taxonomy, classification, and vocabulary. Technical domain experts placed semantics
within the bounds of science and technology rather than social interaction, narrowing
possible interactions with tasks.
Some domain experts voiced their opinions about the importance of the
humanities and social sciences in contributing to the development of classification and
vocabulary standards. Some members were also involved in cross-disciplinary
environmental, geographical, or oceanographic projects, in collaboration with social
scientists. Others insisted on limiting collaboration to similar organizations and expand
expertise and data that is made interoperable. The distinction between the scientific and
the sociological was clear and consistent throughout.
Towards the end of the workshop (partially in response to the extended project
timeline), user-related topics, such as front-end design, were discussed. Most members
acknowledged that it could not be separated from the functionality of a system and
project objectives. Most members agreed that in order for a system to work, it must be
engaging. This contradicts earlier inquiries made about formal and active definitions of
project target audience, user engagement, and feedback. For example, one technical
expert voiced that there is no interest “in what looks good or user interface” on the first
day of the workshop. In another instance, which relates to usability, one expert
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conveyed the potential value of interface aesthetics as reflected in his choice of
terminology—performing an interface "facelift” on a system is in considerations.
Members often split into two camps about users and data errors. On one hand,
some suggested that human-caused data errors could be remedied by training a
system—via Linked Data, semantic queries, and so on—to adapt to such errors in order
to minimize them. This group leaned more towards engaging with users and learning
about user behaviour. On the other hand, others suggested that most shortcomings are
technically oriented and can be resolved by virtue of classification efforts, data
aggregation, and technical advancement. Most technical experts favoured the latter
position.
In one passing but very significant remark, one expert drew on the parameters of
concepts as they relate to semantic queries, Linked Data, and URI stability. This was
factored into the discussion around vocabulary. The leading domain expert gave a
practical example illustrating the idea that if a concept indeed exists, then it should be
stable and not subject to change. A technical expert concurred, suggesting that
classification problems are difficult to remedy when no concepts exist—since a concept
is not a concept if it changes (Putnam, 1975).
On a similar note, most technical domain experts expressed some agreement that
technical shortcomings are likely why people lack engagement with a certain platform.
One member suggested there is often a “steep learning curve” for scientists to transition
whenever technical experts introduce new solutions to them. Although alluding to the
problem as a people's problem, his remarks still maintained confidence in technology to
surpass these limitations. This expert moved on to say that despite user limitations,
change is inevitable and that users will eventually need to adapt to new technologies to
process their data better. However, nearing the close of the workshop, more concerns
surfaced about building a system without user requirements. These concerns were added
to the discussion agenda for the following workshop.
One authoritative non-technical member encouraged members to see the
potential in incorporating social media to promote the project for the upcoming phase.
This spurred various thoughts. Although supportive of this plan, one technical expert
did not echo the potential usefulness of social media within the project. In response, he
voiced how social media served as a post-production reinforcement to gauge the
“popularity” of the demoed and successful deployment of a platform. In this case,
retweets from Twitter (which was viewed as representative of all social media) were
seen as "fan base" measures. In contrast, one expert suggested that social media is an
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option to address the public’s mistrust of science. This member cited some examples of
detrimental scientific controversies that received media coverage, and that part of the
ODIP aspirations is to contribute to earning back that trust.
During a presentation, another member stressed the usefulness of keeping
analytics on how something was cited, by whom, short identifiers, archive snapshots,
and time slices for future references. This expert pointed out that new unknown uses
and/or data may be developed in the future. This discussion transitioned into data
citation and individual metadata (principle investigator, researcher, technical
team…etc.). Members debated about what data are necessary to create an identifiable
profile that can be linked to datasets. Most participants agreed that a name alone is not
sufficient to establish identity with confidence.
Subject 2: Disciplines
In cases where concepts were explained, presenters often complimented their
descriptions with system and tool recommendations that they demoed to support the
way a certain topic was addressed. In one presentation, an expert provided an
explanation and walkthrough of a process, which followed data as it is inputted,
gathered, and transmitted. Once explained, the presenter then highlighted problem areas
and suitable solutions. In another example, a non-technical domain expert explained the
same process in a different context—how users could and should be classified in order
to map roles and responsibilities affecting data management at various stages.
In some instances, domain non-marine experts elaborated on their models for
further comparisons to be made. This warranted looking at alternative tools and models
in other arenas for possible applications. The findings also reveal that in the scope of
their group-assigned projects, members referred back to the various conditions (as
outlined in the previous section) to achieve a base standardization protocol in order to
assimilate the maximum amount of data types. This involved frequent classification
activities to try to understand and create conceptual and technical harmony between
varying data types.
Members often resorted to the use of analogies. They did so by relating it to
non-scientific representations that appeal to the laymen, or to similar relationships or
processes in other, more relatable, domains (example marine and terrestrial geology).
One domain expert drew an analogy between the development of tools (and their
influence on the discipline of oceanography) and modern Western history. This expert
identified, non-chronologically, the "technological dark ages" as the "90s" where
nothing new occurred to prove or support the “enlightenment” period that passed. He
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viewed the enlightenment period as the 70s and 80s, whereby there was a "dead-end
[…] because it [information] ended with print." The block associated with print
information was viewed as static.
Finally this expert outlined a scientific revolution that began at the end of the
20th century and picked up in 2005. He suggested that "the age of the internet" allowed
scientists to "play" with information in order to see patterns that were not previously
seen before. Scientists were able to produce new information at an exponential rate.
"2005” he asserts, “was the year when the Internet facilitated central governance."
According to this expert, who has been in his field since the 80s, this is consistent with
oceanographer goals. He sees the current project as a representation of the innovative
and proactive work ethic of scientists in general, as well as a symbiosis between society
and technology.
Subject 3: Organizational Culture
A non-technical domain expert, simultaneously working in consultancy, suggested that
there is a divergence in how communities are understood and defined. To illustrate the
point, this expert listed his versatile position as belonging to more than one community.
He ascertained that an understanding of an overarching community of oceanographers is
not necessarily adopted, accepted, or even recognized by a large number of individuals
and organizations working in oceanography-related fields. To this effect, a community
was explained as a "multi-dimensional group" of people that are "bound by shared
values and associations," it also operates within a “three or four dimensional grid” (3D,
4D).
Since members are domain experts in a specific “scientific field”, most of the
panellists offered various solutions to address certain issues specific to the prototype
work they are assigned. One domain expert implied that many scientific organizations
or groups "adopt a small-business mind-set" in so far as they view "bigger"
organizations as responsible for funding and problem solving when it comes to largescale, or “cross-national” issues or problems. One member also implied that this is why
the EU, with its record of accomplishment in producing a variety of cross-national
projects, is taking lead on ODIP project.
When it came to how members addressed the project itself, one reoccurring
theme was that of exclusivity—of members and of project parameters—which worked
to validate the efforts chipped in, and the project as a whole. Occasionally, one
participant or another would stress the unparalleled scope of the project. This functioned
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as motivation to keep innovation on-going as well as to relay its importance within the
wider oceanographic community.
In terms of success, most members agreed that "incentives" seen in various
forms, were necessary to not only achieve project objectives, but also to advance
oceanography overall. As mentioned previously, an authoritative expert encouraged
members to make use of social media to promote the project. This touched on the
collaborative business partnerships that the project members sought to foster. One
presenter, referred to the experience of working in an interdisciplinary project with nonoceanographic, non-scientific researches as “fun” and “useful.”
What is interesting is that most members agree that in order to achieve
interoperability, it is necessary to solve smaller issues within one discipline—as part of
a broader oceanographic discipline—before combining these solutions. This bottom-up
approach indicates that before figuring out how to address any obstacles, which create
the silos within the oceanographic communities, it is vital to map them first to a grand
objective. Consistent with this idea, one member proposed an accumulation of all
possible options—like their approach to data—before assessing how best to manage the
data. Another elaborated on the gap in research that necessitates such an inventory of all
that exists, and how, or whether or not, data, systems, or communities can interlink.
Members collect and gather what is available first before sifting, assessing, and
choosing direction. The various activities were mapped to the main objectives of the
project as services, vocabulary, and platforms. Of the data classification efforts, there
was a clear explanation of the differing roles of "data publications" vs. "science papers.”
The first conveys the conditions, settings, and details by which data was attained. The
latter contains the analysis, findings, and discussion of that data. This formed the first
class of categorization of necessary components to achieve interoperability: data about
datasets vs. data about findings.
Oceanographic data was also framed and discussed with ethical considerations.
Experts debated about the effects of implemented solutions on the environment (e.g.
fishing nets that doubled as data aggregating sensors). These considerations determined
how any further interoperability solutions would be developed. Other ethical
considerations were debated in terms of the users and their personal integrity.
Members believe the aim of ODIP was to establish both indirect and direct
positive impacts. Directly, they hoped that by connecting and disseminating data, new
knowledge will emerge, and more scientists will be empowered. Indirectly, they
actively assess how, if possible, they can address existing problems, incubate possible
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solutions, or change policy, without breeching ethics. One technical domain voiced the
view that people are prone to ethical infringements, leading to technical difficulties in
managing plagiarism and user behaviour. This expert gave an example of the “holes” in
technology when it comes to breaking down datasets and publications for more metrics
and citation counts.
In response, a non-technical member emphasized the significance of incentives
to encourage best practices and educational outreach within the project scope. A
technical domain expert also suggested that due to the—arguably—shallow technical
literacy of some scientists and most policy-makers, it is important for experts to also
possess negotiation and mediation skills to “help” them adopt better practices. When it
comes to user engagement on the educational and business scape, references were made
to adopting "creative" approaches to educational outreach and awareness campaigns.
One expert cited the work of a non-domain scientist who studies the integration of
education and video games/gaming culture, and suggested a similar “progressive”
approach.
Another way in which some domain experts addressed data was in the context of
inclusion and bringing together the rest of the community. Once more, this alludes to
the concept of individuals and users, however not in terms of a balanced two-way
channel. One seemingly negative-laden suggestion—given all the limitations reached
during that specific presentation—was to adopt the “Wikipedia model.” Hesitation from
the members was clearly voiced.
In a later discussion, one domain expert brought into the periphery an existing
project called OpenEarth, which is modelled after Wikipedia but is specific to marine
and coastal information. This project also lead to a body of new literature that later
informed the discussion in this research. The Wikipedia/OpenEarth model highlights the
varying degrees of acceptability voiced by some individual experts and their affiliation
towards non-academic and non-scientific community-based solutions.
Subject 4: Technical Consistency
During the data citation breakout session, members focused on metadata and the
problem in tracking an entire science party for a given project. This created concept
instability in terms of how to organize information hierarchically. Based on research
conducted by a domain expert and her team, various user identification platforms were
discussed to address this issue.
Some members suggested that the most favoured platform for scientists is
Scopus. This information needs further probing, as this preference was attributed to the
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system’s consistency. No opinion was sounded in terms of why this was not selected as
the corporate choice and recommended in their White Paper draft. Furthermore, there
was a minor misconception about the technical "smartness" of LinkedIn in terms of its
ability to link to other platforms suggesting that having a semi-automated solution is
favoured. Once that misconception was corrected (LinkedIn allows users to "list"
different user names from other systems but is not interconnected) this platform was
dropped. Another platform, ResearchGate, was also referred to as a "smart" system. The
discussion emphasized the importance of a system’s ability to aggregate information
and make use of semantic queries for the ideal platform. The final choice and consensus
was on OrcID.
Appendix 3.3.D. Action 4 – Using Data
In practice, during discussions surrounding data citation and standardization, one tool
stood out as base-tool that met several project requirements. OrcID was discussed
several times during some breakout sessions and key presentations. It was regarded as a
standard corporate choice, compared to other existing social and professional online
networks including LinkedIn, Scopus, Google Scholar, ResearchGate, and ResearchID,
all presenting some combination of limitations.
During data citation and standardization sessions, the growing significance of
citing datasets (in the form of data papers) was noted, in comparison to readily
published scientific paper, which presents findings from scientific enterprises. This
increasingly valuable practice served to validate standardizing information about the
data collection process, the involved parties, and even the software and tools utilized.
In making decisions surrounding data management, issues about classification
granularity, language variation, and computer languages were put into consideration.
The importance of metadata was key to the classification efforts leading towards the
standardization of information from the three prototypes (research vessels, systems, and
vocabularies). Domain experts from all groups mapped technology capabilities and
specs to the appropriate goals for each project. In so doing, one instance, guided by a
technical domain expert, revealed a misalignment between software and hardware due
to memory capacity, power/energy life span, and real-time transmission capabilities.
Based on the established foundational parameters, revolving around vocabulary,
standards, platforms, and protocols, members then considered the role of users and
participatory activities. Activities around planning for the second phase of the project
involved identifying where this aspect falls and how it can best be harnessed. The
general approach to their activities was focused and defined, benefiting from the various
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participants’ expertise. Since participants were actively involved in isolating instances
that deemed problematic to achieving interoperability, they were also actively working
towards avoiding these obstacles, through their activities. This was reflected in how
they captured project deliverables, tasks, and responsibilities. It was also reflected in the
decisions they made about what tools and platforms they chose to include or exclude.
As pointed earlier, some of the gross problems emphasized were to do with data up
keep and sustainability, domain-specific barriers, the role of users, and shortcomings of
tools and resources.
Moreover, consensus seemed to favour the breakdown of projects into phases,
such that once the current deliverables were achieved, the identified secondary goals
will ensue. Demoing systems were on-going throughout the many presentations,
revealing the achievements of the current stage of the project and exhibiting the areas
that will benefit from the continuation of the initiative. In contrast to the first days, the
end of the workshop raised the interest of more participants in pursuing non-technical
components of the project. Most significantly, these members recognized the value of
the role of users and user engagement during data citation and standardization sessions.
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Appendix 3.3.E. Consequences
Table of Consequences: New Conditions

New Outcome

Consequences - New Conditions
Evidence of Outcome

New contributions to
classification and
standardization activities

 A domain expert, during discussions about data classification, DOIs, and identifiers challenged the traditional way in
which things are viewed and classified.
 He proposed that information about Research Vessels (RV), and therefore the "boat" itself, should be considered
information in and of itself—a piece of data that can be made available for future uses as they arise. Currently, this
information is collected manually and is very difficult to trace back and connect to the datasets collected on board its
decks during research expeditions.

New enthusiasm about
similar and/or related
projects, platforms,
collaborations, or
initiatives

 Two members proposed two new collaborations and will work towards securing them independently.
 Other domain experts expressed the importance of reaching out to industry and implied the usefulness of adopting
prevalent “business” methodologies to help create incentives within discipline fields and community.
 By the end, there was an agreement on broadening the scope of the initiative to include the fields of biology and
modelling and so forth.

New information
brought in from various
affiliations

 A non-technical domain expert identified Google Scholar as a platform that excelled in data aggregation, but limited by
the regulations and copyrights that rendered large amounts of data inaccessible. This raised concerns about the limitations
of Big Data collection without defining the parameters and protocols that the data are subject to.
 One technical domain expert pointed to the value of having space and boundaries to conduct work freely and creatively.
 He asserted that this has a direct influence on the efficiency and quality of deliverables. Although not explicitly voiced,
his remarks implied a support for ad-hoc project-based data exchange. Words such as "freedom," "scope," “deadlines,”
and "deliverables" were weaved together to indicate this trend.
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Technology alleviates
the need for incentives

 The collaboration, networking, and communication that technology facilitates is considered the reward
 It makes processes, data management, and other tasks easier.
 In contrast, some participants agreed that there must be a means of encouraging users besides technological facilitation
(the existence of a platform alone does not encourage utilization). This was raised during citation discussions.

Importance of
addressing issues and
concerns raised by the
public and media

 Several comments referenced public scrutiny of science in the eyes of the public.
 This served to validate and promote the objectives of the project.
 It also served to address accessibility.
 These views were only discussed during breaks and did not make their way into any of the formal discussions.

Changing views about
social media

 Initially when highlighting the potential of social media roles, two domain experts did not see the value or use of
addressing users or social tools within the span of the project.
 These members were tied to more technical areas.
 On the last two days, one of these experts expressed the significance of Twitter, as one example, in learning about the
popularity of a specific platform.
 This suggests that there is a formal distinction between what is viewed as useful and not useful to interoperability
meriting further research.

Table of Consequences: Standardization Components

Consequences – Standardization Components
Component
Requirements:
Sustainability,
accuracy, and
reliability

Evidence of Significance
 This requires the creation and consistency of metadata, or the information about the data they are trying to standardize.
 Members agreed that there must be a “corporate standard” platform for users that enables them to harvest the needed metadata.
They agreed on OrcID.
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Prerequisites

 Before outputting information, it is necessary to support various citation formats by ensuring a stable input of information.
 One remark, reiterated frequently, was to collect "everything ever made" and then "sorting it all later."
 Members were also adamant about meeting initiative objectives in order to re-establish a connection between all prototypes and
activities.

Definitions of
concepts

 Members considered defining what/who a user is, in terms of identity, affiliation, associated data, and the base type of information
needed to establish a profile.
 This accentuated how valuable Digital Object Identifiers (DOIs) are to publishers, which in turn becomes very valuable to
scientists.
 Definition granularity became a concern during a debate about DOI benefits and limitations. There was no audible consensus
reached during this discussion, but important points were raised.
 This asserts value of capturing the entire setting surrounding a given dataset. This included tools, technologies, research parties,
and resources.
 There was also no formal consensus on what identifier to use for researchers, despite being recognized as a priority in establishing
consistent and sustainable standardization schemes.
 Members tackled why interoperability between systems is useful, and how that would be beneficial in terms of capturing all
aspects of research activity as it relates to data production, management, and preservation.

Table of Consequences: Individuals as Variables

Consequences – Individuals as variables
Outcome
Ambiguity of a
“user”

Evidence of Significance
 The value of user feedback, engagement, and overall involvement of a user was not very evident in the scope of
what was said by most technical domain experts. A collective reference of the term “users” by various members
implied that a user could be anything from “general user,” “admin user,” “technical managers,” “backend vs.
frontend” user.
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Consistency of the
term “user”

 The term user implied a collective that was outside the membership of the project and implies the broad
oceanographic community.
 One expert conveyed that technical expertise implies the knowledge of what a "user needs" whether or not a user
recognizes that. This expert also suggested that the task first and foremost is at a “more fundamental level:
building service structures.”

Expertise/backgroundrelated roles

 Non-technical domain experts defined some problems including difference in language, such that "chemists do
not understand very well what physical scientists are on about," or that conveying the same thing in the same field
may show differences on a country-based or organisation-based level.
 Some non-technical experts revealed that they did not contribute to some of the discussions surrounding technical
subjects because they felt that they did not "know enough" to contribute.
 Others pointed out the importance of the active roles of individuals in managing data, no matter the technical
capabilities of a given tool or system.
 At least two domain experts implicitly suggested that scientific or technical skill also come with a cost, cashed in
less collaboration and less networking between scientists, especially in differing fields.
 One expert suggested that because of their advanced technical abilities, many scientists tend to resort to their own
in-house solutions to address a given hurdle, issue, or limitation before looking elsewhere.
 There seems to be a number of individuals that standout in terms of where the human network within the
oceanographic community connects. These individuals seemingly operate as nodes, prompting an interesting area
in which more research can look at these connections more closely, possibly via social networks to determine
who are the strongest links, where, how, and why.

Varying trends and
knowledge

 A considerable number of participating scientists working in or/are from the EU were not familiar with LinkedIn.
 It is difficult to discern what this represents in the broader community and why this was since age, background, and
other variables were not collected during the observations and informal interviews.
 Further investigation could prove useful in addressing the potential value of LinkedIn, OrcID and other platforms to
the oceanographic community should any of them be adopted.
 Majority consensus towards workshop end agreed that there is a growing need to address how scientist curate their
data and promote best practices in order to meet the project’s grand objective of interoperability.
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Table of Consequences: Technical Requirements and Limitations

Requirement
 Most of the new technical
requirements were
identified by day 3.
 Value of best practices not
only in terms of user
(passive) behaviour and
technical application (what
the tools make a user do),
but also in terms of user
(active) engagement (what
the user wants it to do).

They conceptualized various
connections between issues and
intended objectives

Consequences – Technical Requirements and Limitations
Example
Limitation
Sustainability
- This raised attention to things such as
the intuitiveness of a system and the
usability of the data.
- In two instances, they managed to
touch on the importance of aesthetics as
part of their technical requirements.

This includes how:
 Stability is related to data
traceability (in the metadata
discussions),
 How simple formats are correlated
to the longevity of data (in the
vocabulary discussions)
 How reproducibility and open
access would be desired as an
important asset for data centres and

Technological
solutions as
inversely related to
best practices.

Misalignment
between
technology and
copyrights
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Example

Concerns with lineage, traceability, and linked data
also presented as current—but not permanent—
shortcomings that relate to metadata.
 When technological limitations occurred, they
agreed that it was necessary to identify and
outline best practices in order to address
problems.
 This did not mean shortcomings could not be
solved.
 There were some issues that cannot be
remedied by technology alone, including
varying taxonomy.
Google scholar was listed as an example due to the
enforced closed access. One key panellist had
established contact with the organisation to
understand more about their data policy for
possible collaboration. This expert discovered that
much of what Google aggregates remains closed
access due to legal matters. So despite the ability of
the system to search and sort information, the
usefulness of data remains locked due to nontechnical reasons.

Digital Waters

Several platforms were
examined to gain more
information about how credit,
affiliation, researchers and
teams will be identified and
assigned.

institutes (in the data citation
discussions).
 The OrcID platform came on top.
 Discussions also touched on several
other tools including ResearchGate,
which was considered to have
utilized metadata properly, and
viewed as a powerful tool for the
purposes of research.

One domain expert raised a point about the
inevitability of manual management of data, giving
Users as limitations examples about some reliable information being in
PDF, and counter-arguing the absolute ability of
technology to remedy everything.

Members agreed that some of the mandatory features for an ideal system
should include:
 Collaboration and duplication management
 Cascading (permission, versioning, templating)
 Metadata management and creation (no metadata aggregation)
 Tracking, and system intuitiveness or simplicity.

Appendix 3.4.

New Literature

One striking observation during the literature review period for this study was that the literature relating to this research topic was scarce and sporadic.
There is no one stop-shop where relevant research can be found surrounding this subject matter. In her research, Wallis (2014) reveals that data from
the modelling community was examined, noting that data are limited to disciplinary boundaries. Given that classification was made based on
community, as opposed to the nature of the subject probed, research tasks for this study were spread across an array of sub-communities (within the
broad oceanographic community) and encapsulated in the objective of data interoperability in order to better understand how such an issue has been
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addressed. According to Wallis (2014) “although data sharing occurs, it occurs less frequently than anyone would care to admit” (Wallis, 2014: 101).
This statement rings true for many sub-communities, be they defined by task, purpose, or field. This means that academic researchers are not exempt.

Appendix 3.5.

Avenues For Further Research

Appendix 3.5.A. Emerging Themes And Knowledge Gaps
Themes

1

Collaboration, discourse,
accessibility, standardization, data
exchange, interdisciplinary, social
values

Knowledge Gaps

Method
Qualitative –
Mixed
Methods

How are/can ICTs
repurposing/repurpose
Oceanographic Data?

Qualitative

Suggested Methodology
Units of observation and analysis
Observation – individual
Analysis – data: management, curation, condition,
perception, solutions, problems
Case study approach. Looking at how people use
these tools and why (why are they used, why are
they not?)
Statistical. How many similar or dissimilar
(community/communities) people use it? For how
long? Possibly surveying for opinion.

Standardization, users,
accessibility, discourse, citizen
science, interdisciplinary,

How are oceanographerdeveloped tools utilized
within and beyond the
community?

3

Standardization, citizen science,
discourse, monopoly

What kind of oceanographic
information is available
publically? Can the
information be merged?

Qualitative

Classifying the information/data; what kind is
produced? Why is the information made public,
by whom, to what effect? Are there foreseeable
benefits in segregation, conjoining it?

4

User analytics, usability,
interdisciplinary

What are some popular
ICTs in the oceanographic
community?

Qualitative

What makes them successful? How are they used?
How can they be developed?

5

Interdisciplinary, collaboration,

What are some unique

Qualitative

Rewards, recognition, new knowledge, more

2

Quantitative
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6

7

8

9

10

standardization, data reuse,
knowledge exchange, big data,
incentives

advantages to using ICTs
for collaboration between
oceanographers?

Discourse, ownership, lack of
incentives, funding, technical
limitations

What are some unique
obstacles hindering
collaboration between
oceanographers?

Usability, output, intuitiveness,
accessibility, funding, learning
curve

resources?
Quantitative
Quantitative

How frequently does a given issue occur?
(Technical shortcoming, etc.)

Qualitative

What incentives are deemed motivating?

Qualitative
How usable are marineoriented platforms?

Quantitative

Qualitative

Collaboration, knowledge
reclusion, knowledge exchange,
data reuse, interdisciplinary,
monopoly,

How do oceanographers
collaborate?

Data reuse, collaboration, citizen
science, accessibility, innovation,
knowledge exchange, incentive,
technical literacy,

Can ICTs help facilitate a
channel of exchange
between research and
industry?

User analytics, big data,
collaboration, monopoly,
knowledge reclusion, network

Is there an identifiable body
of scientists that connect the
bulk of the wider
oceanographic community?

Quantitative
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Investigation on aesthetics, best practice
compared to theoretical conception.
User analytics to determine the correlation
between usability and ease of use compared to
user tech literacy and popularity of platform
Why do they collaborate? How does it benefit
them? What is the output of this collaboration?
How is the data curated to do so
How frequently do they collaborate? Frequently
of certain data exchanged? Who collaborates? Are
there certain groups/individuals that do it more
frequently than others?

Qualitative
Possibly
Quantitative

What does the body of literature say about this?

Quantitative

Examining how individuals are connected over
social media (for research, professional, or social
purposes)

Qualitative

Why some individuals/groups/fields are perceived
to be more interconnected to each other.

CHAPTER 5 CASE STUDY II: BODC
Appendix 4.1.

Semi-structured Interview Guiding Questions

Appendix 4.1.A. Eliciting Participant’s Role at BODC
Consistently the first question: Can you walk me through what you do at BODC?
Appendix 4.1.B. Data Management Approach & Challenges
Optional follow-up questions based on the trajectory of the conversation:


















Can you tell me more about the kinds of data that BODC collects? How is this
information used?
Can you tell me a little bit about some of the challenges faced with data management?
Can the data cultivated by BODC be useful internationally?
I know that BODC is a key partner in ODIP, can you tell me more about this
partnership?
What other interactions does BODC, or you in your capacity here at BODC, have with
other entities and stakeholders (for example, other centres, industry)?
The difference between international collaboration and contributions towards
international research.
o It is said that “successful governance requires inclusion and engagement of all
relevant stakeholders, the sharing of data and knowledge among them, and the
recognition that societies and ecological systems have mutual effects on each
other” (Council of Canadian Academies, 2012: 10).
Limited resources and capacity may restrict the scope of research,
o How important is addressing this to BODC?
o What kinds of limitations are there?
o Are any efforts being made to address this?
How are various stakeholders engaged with at BODC?
What type of information is currently being shared?
o How are they currently sharing this information? And what are the
requirements, if any, to access it?
o Who are they sharing this information with?
o Do they have a target audience?
o Is this open to the public? Why? What can they gain from it?
Can ICTs be utilized to share this information with their target audiences and nontargeted audiences?
o What is needed to do so?
o Are ICTs are used administratively and scientifically at all?
o Do they use it personally?
How is BODC data relevant to its users?
o Is this measured in any way?
o Why? Why not?
o Can this be broadened to encompass other potential audiences?
Borrowed from Council of Canadian Academies (2012:9, Q23)
Given BODC’s partnership, its role as both autonomous and networked platform, how
can ocean data be developed to be more comparable for multiple usage?

Appendix 4.2.

BODC By Design

Appendix 4.2.A. Vocabulary Management: Explicit Responsibilities Continued
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As part of NOC, BODC works closely with various data providers to manage a range of
different datasets. This management process includes reformatting, quality control, and
then making it “available via discovery and download systems of various descriptions”
(P3). The expansion of data management is still a “work-in-progress” (P3), where there
is a “basic service operating” and more complex projects “in the pipeline” (P3).
For example, P6 expounds that BODC hosts its own “vocabulary server, which
gives access to standardized lists of […] vocabularies and terms related to the
oceanographic and their community.” This is part of Activity 1 (A1). BODC designates
a vocabulary management245 team to quality control compound vocabulary lists created
by users outside of BODC, thus creating added value. Conceivably the most concrete
example of designed roles and responsibilities in context is when P6 took to pen and
paper to map how data scientists handle vocabularies (Figure 36). P6 explains that
central to management is a vocabulary server (1 in Figure 37). This server consists of
several vocabularies (2 in Figure 37) where each one has up to several concepts (3 in
Figure 37). The successful functioning of this server depends on roles (4 in Figure 38),
mediated by tools (5 in Figure 39).
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Visit https://www.bodc.ac.uk/resources/products/web_services/vocab/ to learn more about the
vocabulary server and to access the search interface.
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Figure 38. Participant 6 illustration of BODC Vocabulary Management activity

There are two roles associated with vocabulary governance: content (4.a in Figure
38) and technical (4.b in Figure 38) governance. Individuals on the content side (4.a)
are those that “accept requests from people outside of BODC for terms that they want
[…] created” (P6). Before approval and creation, this team’s job is to quality assure
information by verifying it against requirements and checking for duplicates among
other things.
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Figure 39. Map of vocabulary server (1), its vocabularies (2), and concepts (3)

Once this is complete, they can then process the new list creation. Within this
framework, there are other structures such as the SeaVoX246 mailing list. This list was
tackled by P4 during his/her interview and described as a resource with potential to
rectify controversial vocabulary.

Figure 40. Division of labour for vocabulary governance
Division of labour for vocabulary governance involves content (4.a) and technical (4.b) governance.

As P6 shows, the function of this mailing list is significant to bring up
“controversy for a term, then [individuals on] the list discusses the term or the
collection” until consensus is reached. If the issue cannot resolve, then this is further
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Visit https://www.bodc.ac.uk/resources/vocabularies/seavox/ to learn more about this group and their
mailing list.
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escalated to a “higher level” of governance called MarineXML247, a group responsible
for making the final decision. P6 explains that there are no limitations to the creations of
new terms beyond the verification process, and thus the possibilities are infinite in terms
of vocabulary issues and resolutions.
The second branch of vocabulary governance, the technical governance group
(4.b), is responsible for serving community needs vis-à-vis content and standards
implementation. These standards adhere to World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) 248
guidelines, published in RDF, and based on the Simple Knowledge Organization
System (SKOS)249. They are based on internal resources (5 in Figure 39) that are built
in-house to enable users to interact with the vocabulary server.

Figure 41. BODC vocabulary server services and their internal resources

There are several involved parties participating in the development and quality
control of vocabulary governance within and beyond BODC. So far, accounts captured
the workings of an organisation by design without alluding to the implicit practices
carried out by this team. Other participants nevertheless, depict practice in context of
their own respective experiences as it relates to implicit roles.
Appendix 4.2.B. Tools Impacting Vocabulary Management
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See previous footnote as well as the following link for more updates on MarineXML
https://www.iode.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=21&Itemid=60 .
248
More about W3C can be found here https://www.w3.org/.
249
Details about SKOS are available at https://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/.
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This section details tools and technologies surrounding the data storage infrastructure at
BODC. As P6 illustrates (Figure 19), there are 4 services that result from vocab server
development. The first allows organizations owning published vocabulary to edit them
whilst still stored in the server. Although these lists are not owned by BODC, the vocab
editor service requires registration. One list example includes the CF standards250. Any
editing or changes made are subject to content governance process for quality
assurance, beyond the initial quality control applied when the list was first created,
The second service is a vocabulary search interface. As P6 describes, this allows a
user “to search for vocabularies and search into vocabularies.” This accommodates both
beginner (learning or exploring new terms) and advanced search modes (finding
specific vocabulary in a list or group). This service is open to anyone and does not
require registration. P6 believes that this “is important for people to be able to find their
way out and see how […] the vocabulary is structured” (P6), safeguarding organisation
and community transparency.
Furthermore, P6, who is a data scientist by training, suggests that not knowing
enough, or not having formal educational in a field does not limit users from querying
databases to find items of interest. S/he emphasizes that in order to understand and
query data, database infrastructure knowledge is more useful than discipline knowledge.
Equally, or perhaps more fundamentally, standardization is key to allow this kind of
access “because everybody would use the same scheme” (P6).
The third tool is the vocabulary builder. This deals with “vocabularies that are
synthesized by other vocabularies—the compound ones” (P6). It allows the user to
conduct a search on a string of words; it checks “if this combination exists, and if it
doesn't exist, it lets the user […] create the new term” (P6). However, P6 insists it is
“important to have this common language for communication” since users always opt
“to create their own vocabularies” (P6). S/he also explains that not too long after, they
realize that “this is not easy to maintain. If you do it, then you have to really maintain it,
and to maintain it you need to have a team” (P6). Having a team is what brings about
“good management, and that's one of the secrets of success” at BODC says P6.
Finally BODC offers mapping services to different vocabularies including
DBpedia, BBC, CheBI, ICES, and NASA as listed by P6 (Figure 40). This, along with
it being machine-readable, enhances discoverability of single sets, therefore benefiting
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For more on the CF convention visit http://cfconventions.org/, for more on the BODC list visit
https://www.bodc.ac.uk/resources/delivery_formats/cfnetcdf_format/.
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the whole. The SeaDataNet community utilizes BODC’s technical governance tools
(P6). It is similarly used by US-based users “from PICODIMO and from R2R, [or the]
Rolling-deck-to-Repository” groups, as well as other community members in Australia
(P6).

Figure 42. Vocab mapping services as drawn by P6

On a different front, BODC is building a discovery platform for metadata records
“on a project level” (P9). This initiative will remedy issues such as when datasets are
split between data centres. This project entails creating standards that allow a variety of
data that are dispersed to be located easily and consistently over time. This enables
other activities (BODC activity 2 and 3 in Chapter 5) to take place smoothly.
However, sometimes standards and activity rules are too broad to capture granular
issues surrounding data. P6 illustrates this with an example using SensorML (SML).
SML is used to describe a broad array of sensors from different domains (medical,
environmental…etc.). P6 suggests “when something is broad, it can […] end on
variations […] that do not talk with each other” (P6). This means that although
languages are similar, having freedom to allocate different names to an element leads to
ambiguities. This is illustrated in Figure 41 using salinity vocabulary, where it can be
described as “ ‘pSal’, ‘Sal’ and whatever else” (P6).
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Figure 43. P6 Example of term ambiguity

P6 explains how outputs vary in an example using SensorML.
The effort needed to resolve variations are extensive and must be scaled and
defined per discipline. For marine profiles, P6 says a variety of expertise is needed to
define language and to create relevant vocabulary. This effort extends to “many sections
apart from the [SML] output” (P6), illustrated in Figure 41. In any case, output
standardization must be recreated for each domain independent of another. Each domain
must standardize vocabulary for their respective measurement output. The only
crossover that occurs is through sensor identification: manufacturer, model…etc.
(Figure 42).

Figure 44. P6 gives an example of minimal metadata crossover between domains

Finally, P6 details how software is created to handle routing issues such as when
datasets pointed to deprecated links. Data sustainability comes not only from expertise
and infrastructure development, but also from learning and improving. P6 refers to a
colleague to explain what it takes: “as [P4] says, we saw our mistakes […] and what
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didn't work […] then it was created as […] version two” (P6). But as P6 details, moving
from version (v.) 01 to 02 does not mean v.01 maintenance and management stops—
especially when users are not completely transitioned. S/he explains,
[Y]ou can't delete, you can't turn off your servers. […] So people in this
community, in the Linked Data one, can't delete what they have created.
And if you delete— […] if something is not valid anymore, you
deprecate. (P6).

To remedy this, BODC plans on contacting vocabulary server users by tracking IPs
accessing the server and informing them of these changes. Sustainability is thus
achieved through process before and after updates take place.
Appendix 4.2.C. Learning III: On The Challenges Impacting Implicit Roles
Educational background was flagged as major problem impacting the implicit roles that
members are expected to have informally (P8). P8 contends that it is indispensable for
BODC data scientists and scientists to have doctoral degrees or its “equivalent” to
realize BODC’s aspirations of becoming “an underwater [...] data assembly centre.”
S/he insists that having anything less runs a “serious risk” for members liaising with
“professors and doctors” with “30 years” of experience. From his/her point of view, it
has been especially difficult to have to support colleagues deprived of adequate
educational backgrounds. P2 challenges this thought by reconsidering the level of
education necessary. For P2, the most important role for data scientists is to be able to
make sense of data. A minimum education of “possibly—undergraduate toward
graduate level” would be sufficient (P2).
On the concept of change, a restructuring of BODC management in recent years
brought about new communication practices. According to P9, the introduction of
“data-banking meetings” is useful. They act as a “general forum for people to discuss
both procedural issues and make people aware” of what is happening within the
organisation. The creation of smaller “working groups,” reporting to the data-banking
group, was also beneficial. They made it possible for members to be involved with
multiple teams and projects across the organisation. Interestingly, P8 does not agree,
arguing that often there are disengaged attendees, whilst others dominate the
discussions.
Both P8 and P9 concur that “there are some people in BODC who… know all the
things that are going on… because […] of their role” (P9). These individuals do not
recognize this is not the case for others “lower down the line” (P9). This can impact
awareness of career opportunities or performance. Although P8 does not share P9’s
positive views on BODC communication progress, s/he is not the sole expression of this
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view. P9 agrees that prior to data-banking meetings, internal communication was
lacking. The nature of BODC roles and responsibilities, where many members have
“wide-ranging” roles, made it difficult for members to discern what tasks people are on,
or what they will be “doing in the future” (P9).
Awareness entailed one to “go out looking” for information in order not to “miss”
essential details impacting responsibilities (P9). Concurringly, P8 admits this has
affected his/her work. In one instance, a system assigned to him/her was “turned off” by
authorized members. The problem was that not only did P8 not know about
authorization, s/he also did not know “who to go to” to resolve the issue. Not all
members agree though. Another participant offers a juxtaposing view explaining that in
his/her experience, “people are very happy to help” (P10) if asked, “even not in your
own team.” This contributes to the efficiency of the organisation as a whole (P10).
P9 proposes an explanation of how activity rules and artefact impact roles within
an organisation. S/he suggests that although some data managers may be dealing with
less data management plans (quantitatively), or within shorter timeframes (duration in
days instead of months, as is the case for P9), the management plans of others “might be
bringing in an order of magnitude” that is greater than his/her own. What is in common
is necessary “pre-processing work” needed before data ingestion. How a certain
manager tackles issues beyond that depends on their unique setting.
In response to the idea of data and information reclusion in oceanography, some
members look at internal DoL as a limitation, while others to resources and rules for a
broader explanation. P8 believes that there are some who are seemingly “cut off from…
how the rest of the world… works.” But P11 argues against this, insisting that the role
of the data scientist is to enable “scientists to do science, not to be doing housekeeping.”
Both P11 and P8 nevertheless agree that BODC has overall “good relationships”
(P8) with other UK partners and is working on improving its international relations. P11
points out that although BODC is “the UK National Oceanographic Data Centre for […]
the IODE” this does not effect how “people are still [...] very funding-focused”, and
that,
[if] the funding agency wants to have the visibility of the data in a
particular place, […] that makes the more cross-disciplinary stuff
sometimes a bit more difficult. [And that] with science in particular,
disciplines can get very, very specific, and to the nitty-gritty. (P11)

Limitations, arising from DoL and funding, are thus interpreted as “political” (P11; P1)
hurdles for BODC objectives.
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Appendix 4.3.

BODC & The Wider Community

Appendix 4.3.A. Rules: Subject  Community

Figure 45. Mediating Rules: subject-community relationship

Figure 43 illustrates the relationship between subject (users; participants; BODC as
organisation) and the community in determining rules applied to oceanographic
information activities. This section captures this relationship.
Some participants believe that being active in sub-communities beyond BODC
benefits the organisation. In some cases, this is crucial for advancing their own
organizational activities. For example, P9 is involved in the wider community as part of
the Grant Allocation Group, along with several data centres members such as “the polar
data centre,” “BGS,” and the “International Geoscience Data Centre” (P9). This group
brings to light domain-based data management differences. Participating in this group
helps negotiate domain differences and particularities.
In this sense, P9 insists on the importance of knowing “who does what.” In one
case, s/he was tasked with a grant data management plan of a socio-ecological nature. It
involved the study of human impact on coral reefs in South East Asia. These data are
not compatible with BODC holdings. Data produced by UK research of this nature
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normally goes to the Marine Biological Association for management. But because of the
international nature, BODC, funded by NERC, has been given remit to deal with it
instead.
Likewise, P11 stays updated on current international projects. S/he articulates that
“there's a lot of integration in Europe” of data infrastructures and is enthusiastic about
projects “like ODIP” where “you have the States and Australia [… and] Europe”
involved. What s/he elaborates on though, is standardization difficulties. For Australia
and America, it is much easier because “they are an n of 1” (P11). Europe contrastingly,
has to “pull together 50-odd countries” by having independent backend databases output
into common formats. This resulted in the development of the SeaDataNet251 project.
Even so, P4 shows how complex this endeavour can be. S/he described
community discussions surrounding the meaning of “DDT,” or Data-Driven Testing,
which is used to test computer software. According to P4, “until we started this
[discussion] group, people just said, ‘Oh, we just want the DDT value.’” When
prompted, “‘what do you mean by the DDT value?’” the response was “‘Oh? I don't
know’." Once the community realized that “different labs meant different things,” a
series of video conferencing meetings took place until a consensus was reached by “a
group of experts across Europe [who] decided what they meant by DDT” (P4).
Commenting on a similar activity, P6 described BODC’s participation in the
collaborative European project on OGC standards:
It is important to be able to […] collaborate with people that are doing
the same thing, and not work isolated in your own small world. Because
this is where you manage to create platforms that do— interoperate and
work. Even ODIP… is a good collaboration platform that tries not to
change anything, but tries to find the parts to connect. […]
communication, again, it’s really important to be able to… standardize,
[…] your effort. (P6)

P6 portrays collaborative activities as necessary catalysts for interoperability and
standardization. Interacting with the wider community can result in finding new ways to
improve and enhance services. For instance, when updating the NERC Vocabulary
Server (NVS) from version 1 to version 2, P6 mentions how users were contacted by
BODC about maintenance work. The users then suggested a function that identifies “a
provenance of the [vocab] mapping so that they know that this is trusted because he [the
requester] or this authority created it.”
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For more about SeaDataNet visit https://www.seadatanet.org/About-us.
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Evidently, P6 insists, this is an issue of “trust.” Authoritative standards add value
especially when adopted widely. P2 however elaborates on difficulties that are
associated, such as when the wider community wanted to promote Linked Data. This
was met with resistance when “certain businesses” did not value its potential
significance (P2).
Nevertheless, for vocabulary lists linking to different disciplines, P6 explains that
it is important to have meetings with other organizations that map back to BODC
vocabularies. In one particular meeting P6 attended, discipline-diverse participants
agreed that aggregating vocabularies from different domains and mapping them to one
another has value. This enables “scientists [to] create integrated research and crossdisciplinary research” (P6). The consensus was to harness “Linked Data” potential to
enable machine-to-machine interaction, which is seen as a driver for cross-disciplinary
research.
Appendix 4.3.B. Community: Subject  Object

Figure 46. Mediating Community: subject-object context

Figure 44 depicts objects mediated by subject/community relationships. The object is
data. The subject and community perform actionable tasks that transform the object.
These actions are mediated by the interactions of subject and community. The subject
can be a data manager, user, data provider, researcher, scientists, or organisation. The
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community (research institution, weather forecasting, industry…etc.) contextualizes
subject activity.
For example, P7 identifies GEBCO252 data as “the most popular data” used by a
very broad category of users dispersed over a large geographical area. This is because
data have a variety of use cases—from shipping, cabling, to service operations (P7). UK
Tide Gauge data, available for free, is the second most widely used dataset at BODC.
Users include researchers, environmental agencies, and insurance companies. The
decision to collect these datasets and make them available free of charge is something
mediated by subject designation (e.g. the data provider submits the data with open
access terms) or community demand (e.g. the data centre is commissioned to make it
available to the public by funders).
To illustrate this, P3’s role entails that s/he must become aware of the wider
community’s needs. S/he describes “a broad spectrum” of users from beyond the
organisation in 5 categories:
1. Operational people; the pilots want to use the information that
they’ve got a set of user requirements;
2. Immediate science team that may have a short-term user
requirements for adjusting their plans, and sampling strategies,
3. Near-real time user community that want certain variables to
integrate into operational models;
4. Science communities medium term ones, where they’re actually
looking at the data more closely and working out what science
they can do, or whether it answers their requirements for the
science pape—the questions they’ve got.
5. Users that want “to take the data and use it in a context that
wasn’t thought of in the first instance (P3)

In this sense, it is necessary for P6 to work out the best possible way to provide the data
for varied users based on existing and potential use cases. P8 provides a specific
example of this subject-community-object mediation. S/he works with the Sea Mammal
Research Unit (MRU) in Scotland. “[B]etween the two” the research unit “produces the
tags, [and] do most of the data processing” (P8), while BODC ensures data delivery to a
global telecommunication system.
According to P8, the MRU are “the only people who manufacture those tags.
They’re the only people who do the decoding. So if it doesn’t come through them and
us, nobody in the world gets the data.” P8 also points that the Met Office has
acknowledged impact from these data, and though the improvement “doesn’t sound
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massive” at “1%,” s/he insists it is the only “change in data supply [to have] ever had
effect” on weather forecasting in the UK.
On a slightly different note, P8 describes how s/he has set up a “special interest”
group with the objective “to bring together people from all different organizations that
have got an interest […] in improving the way data management is handled.” But s/he
argues that there is a disadvantage to being involved “on every front” with multiple
BODC projects, where it is hard to manage time to complete projects productively.
Appendix 4.3.C. Division of Labour: Community  Object

Figure 47. Mediating DoL: community-object relationship

Division of labour (DoL), or roles within an organisation and/or the community role of
an organisation, also mediates between community and object. This relationship is
illustrated in Figure 45. This section covers the issues arising from these interactions. It
highlights some community-based data management models in contrast to BODC’s
model.
In terms of issues surrounding DoL, the relationship between data management
and data providers can sometimes be tense. P11 exemplifies this with received
community criticism where data centres are not complaisant to the demands of the
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broader community. The data centres, argues P11, view such accommodations as a risk
compromising data quality. S/he speculates that criticism can be a manifestation of
competition, where BODC is viewed “as a threat” to initiatives with differing
approaches but similar objectives.
In one case, a partner organisation requested “all the data that they can get from
[BODC]” only to create another data holding, “encouraging […] people […] not to
submit their data to [BODC], but to submit their data to them” instead (P11). This group
adopted an approach where “quality [is] controlled by the science community” and
vocabularies were developed without clear standards.
The outcome of this project has been successful in two respects. First, they were
able to generate a product. BODC in contrast, only deals with raw data, as P1 suggests.
Second, they were able to “mobilize the community” (P11); something difficult to
achieve as most participants would concur. However, P11 insist that this is not
sustainable in the long term, and that they are “realizing just how much work’s
involved.” P11 ascertains that it is imperative for various groups to work together, but
cautions against the level of complexity and effort involved if one is to “imagine that
happening in a number of different scientific disciplines.” Echoing this view with more
scepticism, P4 exclaims that similar projects, as for example “ODIP [are] tickling the
surface of what would need to be done.” S/he proposes that for this to work, “a whole
institute of scientific knowledge” is required.
In a process of participation-reification, participants contemplated several
community-based models from other organizations. For instance, P3 summarizes
his/her understanding of projects and data centres that intersect with BODC:
My understanding of [DIN] is that it is a coordination activity to make
sure a lot of the marine data is managed in some form. […] But with
those specialist centres for each of the different types […] BODC is
kind of responsible for sort of the oceanographic type things, but that
doesn't include bathymetry, […] we don't do geo… BGS do the geophysics; and […] DASSH do that sort of habitats, and that kind of […]
activity. […] They all have different mechanisms for accessing data, so
it’s not joined up in terms of search. (P3)

This means each data centre has its own artefacts and division of labour. Still, P3
proposes to “join up” these services based on the GDAC model. The Global Data
Assembly Centres (GDAC) is a community driven data aggregation group. Although
type-specific, GDAC ingests data aggregated by regional DACs. For example, BODC is
a regional DAC for ARGO (profiling floats), and the GDAC for ARGO, which BODC
feeds data to, is IFERMER in France. Elaborating on this model, P3 explains how data
are managed:
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Within the Argo Group they do delayed mode […] where they actually
sit down and look at the data and using unity to find […] tools and
criteria. They use their skills as oceanographers rather than data
managers to improve the quality of the data.
ARGO group is […] effectively very cutting edge in terms of it's very
ahead of its time in the way that it's managed the program. In terms
[…] of how it's adopted standards and how it's organized itself […] So
that's why it's the model for lots of other things.
They have a very flexible approach to demand—the long-term
management. (P3)

What is notable about this model is that data holdings are “not static” (P3); they are
dynamic and “flexible” (P3). The Argo group version data when changes occur in order
to track updates or modifications. This model “is in operation in other areas” too where
community-driven initiatives measure different variables (P3).
A second model for marine data coordination is “the European initiative” (P3).
SeaDataNet is looking to engage as many organizations and individuals as possible to
grow their system. Currently it is in partnership with 32 countries and 61 data centres
and institutions253. European data centres, including BODC, supply metadata records to
SeaDataNet to make data visible. The data requests are usually distributed to the various
holdings making SeaDataNet a “one-stop-shop” for “as much of the marine data [as]
possible” (P3). This approach is not without limitations. For starters, BODC does not
provide all records housed in the organisation, as some of them, especially “legacy”
data, lack standardized metadata.
Finally, SOCAT community model is proposed as the third. This data portal
provides online data interrogation tools for user. Users are involved with quality control
and “feedback quality control information on the holdings” (P3). This is feasible
because of standardized infrastructure and a “restricted set of variables” (P3). As a
national data centre, and just like with SeaDataNet, P3 believes it is difficult for BODC
to achieve this kind of mechanism, given that they produce “thousands of variables.”
SOCAT in contrast, manages a limited amount of variables “in the tens” (P3).
The different approaches illustrate the pertinence of oceanographic community
dialogue in negotiating DoL. Each approach tackles a set of problems specific to an
object. Exploring these objects, and intended outcomes from their point of view aids
discerning possible gaps and solutions.
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Appendix 4.4.

Rules In BODC Activity Systems

Appendix 4.4.A. Historical & Legacy Data
There are historical rules contextualizing some BODC activities dealing with legacy
datasets. They result from technologies used in the past to store data. As new methods
of archiving develop and data management is improved, data scientists embark on
harmonizing legacy data to afford it the same visibility new datasets are given.
P4 explains that rules or “procedures” are put in place to cope with technological
development over time. S/he argues that “if you were building a system on the basis of
[a given] tool, […] you build your procedures on the assumption that the system isn’t
going to defend you” in the future (P4). That is, that rules are in place to account for,
and keep in check, all processes a technology afforded at the time of its utilization. As
new technologies come, and software replaced with newer versions, the purpose of old
rules are no longer applicable or obvious. P11 proposes this is why it is important to
bring “everyone that's got the history” to “make sure what you're doing in future isn't a
waste of time” (P11). Yet, P4 asserts that sometimes, old rules cannot be reconciled
with change in technology and its new procedures. In turn,
You then put the defences in but you don’t change your procedures.
You're then building more and more automation, […] but that
automation doesn’t take into account all of the procedures that were,
[…] designed 20 years previously. (P4)

P4 lists several examples where this issue arises such as “methods of identifier
assignment,” a historically manual process. This activity has since been automated
without deprecating manual methods to safeguard against unforeseeable issues in the
absence of historical information. In a way, automation is the marriage between rules
and tools. The technology itself is designed to accommodate only the rules that can
produce intended outcomes. For some participants, automation is a positive outcome
(P3 sees automation as a means of freeing up scientists) but for others, it is “dangerous.
Very dangerous” (P4).
P4 further outlines issues from “the first oceanographic exchange standard,”
developed and published by the IODE sometime in the 80s. This standard is known as
the General Format 3 or GF3254, and was available in print format. This was a way for
data to be exchanged using a “nine-track mag tape” (P4). The issue that GF3 tried to
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For an introduction and historical background on GF3 consult IOC manual (No. 17, Vol. 1) available
at:
http://www.oceanbestpractices.net/bitstream/handle/11329/188/m017_v1_english%5B1%5D.pdf?sequen
ce=4&isAllowed=y
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resolve was of size, format, and dissemination. Due to lack of standards (P4), some
resource problems emerged concerning data format, cost, and sustainability. Some users
were not able to find what they were looking for using GF3 because relevant parameters
were not yet encoded. The cost to include new, updated, or old parameters collected
using new instruments, was too high to be printed in various languages, each time such
a change took place. Furthermore, “the cost of extending any of those—the code tables,
vocabularies once published—[…] was impossible! They never got maintained” (P4).
This issue is clearly based on method of delivery (i.e. print as technology).
With this in mind, P4 assessed that what it takes to create and maintain metadata
are highly tied to human resources as opposed to technology used. That is, the data itself
remains unchanged. The work needed to process it however, has become more complex.
According to P4, “our metadata is based on essentially plain text documents, […] so all
the information is in plain text” (P4). P4 describes the handling of these data today as
follows:
We had all the documents stored in Oracle in 80-byte records. So each
line of the document was 80 bytes. It was all uppercase and the spacing
was hard coded with spaces […] That was replaced by the XML
documents we've got now in, […] around 2000-2001. So nothing's
advanced technically in the way that we present that information for 15
years. (P4)

What this shows is that despite simple technology use, processing procedures that make
it fit for purpose are more complex. Especially when it comes to legacy data. P4
captures this difficulty as follows:
It's ironic really, the fear of legacy stops people putting effort into
designing the schema for the process document. You know, cause, you
know it’ll be quite nice to say, “Okay, from this point on we will start
doing this as a first step.” But then you've got this legacy monster there
and you look and you think, “God, we're never going to solve that. Why
waste time doing it from now on?” (P4)

Appendix 4.4.B. Community Standards
Some rules are external to BODC such as those coming from collaborative projects. P1
is a coordinator for such a project. In his/her interview, s/he indicates that in order to
harmonize raw data from various domain archives, a “marine-specific metadata
standard” was created (P1). BODC is one such archive. The effort is in place to make it
easier for users to find datasets. These comply with the Association for Geographic
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Information standards, or GEMINI 255 , and the European Commission’s INSPIRE
directive256, modified for marine-specific usage.
The main addition was to add marine keywords to the vocabulary. P1 described
this as a structured discovery metadata, involving “the where, when, [and] how” (P1).
The INSPIRE standards needed the most adaptation, and is what is used currently. To
ensure compliance, DIN created guidelines on how to create XML metadata using these
standards. Additionally, they have produced online and offline forms for users to create
them. Larger groups, similar to BODC, resorted to creating their own “in-house system”
(P1) to adhere to these rules and encourage adoption.
Other rules stem from the Crown Estate, government, or public entities where
any developments taking place on UK seafloor are subject to licensing agreements. The
Crown Estate agreements entail that data collected from leased areas are made
publically available and compliant to standards defined by DIN. P1 also remarks how
such rules brought about an influx of data with new projects such as wind farms.
Both P11 and P3 bring to light data management practices from other areas of
the community citing standardization as a central problem. This is because naming
conventions vary widely between domains. Without “discipline-specific knowledge” it
would be difficult to synthesize data across domains, let alone facilitate mapping for
“machine-to-machine” interaction (P11). According to P11, in its early days,
PANGAEA, the German “data publication,” began by ingesting data in a nonstandardized fashion. This resulted in them having to overhaul their entire approach. P6
and P11 both give separate accounts on how problems arise when standards are not
strictly defined:
When you entered [PANGAEA] search results, if you started for…
chlorophyll... if you start typing C... H... L, and left it there, in their
drop... down box, you then had CHL-A, for chlorophyll-A. You then had
all the different ways somebody had misspelled chlorophyll. (P11)
So [meeting members] were using some terms for— differing to
networks, and different people understood different meanings for the
word ‘network.’ So we had to redefine all the words to manage to
communicate with each other. (P6)

For PANGAEA, a reorganization of vocabulary mapping and implementation of
standards on certain terms solved the issue. For P6’s meeting, this involved an
awareness of jargon-based domain language and agreeing on certain definitions. This
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To learn more about GEMINI visit http://www.agi.org.uk/agi-groups/standards-committee/uk-gemini.
To learn more about the INSPIRE directive visit https://inspire.ec.europa.eu/about-inspire/563.
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“goes to show,” says P11, “just what a problem you have if you just let it be a free-forall and you don't have standards.”
Resources without standards are “a mess.” Pulling data from such resources,
(e.g. “Figshare or Dryad” (P11)) that issue DOIs without a standards will produce
metadata error and inconsistency. This renders the dataset impossible to pull together in
a “machine-to-machine environment” (P11). As such, these resources are “the ultimate
silo” (P11). Nevertheless, P6 illuminates on how technical and non-technical experts
within the same community impact standards. As part of a multidisciplinary European
meeting referred to earlier, s/he elaborates the following observation:
The technical people, we were the minority, and all the other people
were data scientists. And they just didn't want to know anything about
technical stuff. (P6)
[…] So now that we are talking [during the interview] I understand
that, and I realize that when the data scientists— are not majority in the
technical meeting, they try and when they try, they totally understand
what's going on. And we also try […] to make, what we say, a bit easier
to understand. But, when we go […] to their domain, they just don't
care. (P6)

This is a fresh point of view about transferability of skills and information practices
between domains. P6 insists “similarities are many” between oceanographic and other
scientific domains. One example is how biologists “implement their own tools” (P6)
similar to marine biologists in marine sciences. Most multidisciplinary domains,
extending to technical domains too, are concerned with the creation and usage of
“vocabularies in order to disambiguate the terms that they use” (P6).
Tying this with BODC users, P7 explicates “about a third” of users are academic
researchers, “a quarter to a third are commercial, and the rest are either just general
interest public use, schools” (P7) or other miscellaneous groups. These users are more
inclined to use BODC data “simply because it’s a coherent dataset and they wish to test
their IT skills or their data analysis skills or their data assimilation skills” (P7).
P11 explains the difference between data scientists and scientists is that the latter
“want data to generate some sort of analyses or product which then they can make
inferences or test hypotheses […] which underpin... a paper, journal article, a book
chapter” (P11). S/he argues that is “their currency,” whereas for data scientists, “it's
well-curated data” (P11). The distinction of “currency” for both communities begins to
merge when scientists realize the value of data curation. One meaningful approach is to
“show the timescale,” whereby scientists accept and welcome what data archiving
facilities have to offer (P11). This data management service and data accessibility is
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“guaranteed for the next 50 years” (P10). Especially when compared to their local
resources, in the form of websites, local hard drives, servers, and so on.
On a different note, P3 argues that industry practices are dictated by cost, and
determined by competition. For oil and gas companies, most agree on sharing data with
data centres for management, but data, in most cases, are “still embargoed to the
service” and access is facilitated through brokerage (P3). This is because they still
“haven’t embraced open data access” (P3) in fear that their commissioned data will
benefit competitors. Both P1 and P5 support this claim.
Open access policies are not applicable to data provided by P5’s oil and gas
company due to their data specificity. Often this information belongs to very exclusive
work areas like “offshore structures” in different countries (P5). Data collection is
usually commissioned by the company to ensure quality control to keep track of how
data were “registered” (P5). Furthermore, since the company tends to use the same
contractors to carry out their data collection they “know exactly— [they] have lots of
reports about the marines, […] what are the sensor and the quality of data” or the
context of the work that needs to be completed (P5).
Despite BODC management, P5 says that producing private data is “easier” than
finding “some other data [and] trying to find all the information” (P5). It also ensures
data are collected and processed consistently in “the same format” (P5). Nevertheless,
data centres are still important for industry (P5), where they provide “skills” that ensure
consistency and accessibility. P5 argues that although companies have the budget
resources, they cannot afford “to spend a lot of time” on data management on such a
large scale.
Interestingly, P5 describes BODC as “very English” because it is “linked with
the NOC; with the UK Met Office” (P5) and other UK-based organizations. Comparing
BODC to organizations in his/her country, P5 explains this is not the case there, where
there is less of an “open-minded” (P5) attitude towards data management. The
participant explains though his/her own country is home to two world-renowned
oceanographic institutions, they “are not […] open minded to try to gather data and try
to collect and do some agreements [with each other].” Data collection activities are
driven by specific project aims, and collaborative projects work towards goals secured
by rules and regulations to ensure they are met.
Compared to industry, research councils that recognize the value of data
management support BODC’s approach, by making funds available through “servicelevel agreement” (P3). It goes without saying that external rules impact BODC
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management procedures. P9 says that the change in NERC policy, going back to 2014,
necessitated reviewing projects that were funded and contacting PIs about BODCrelevant data from as far back as 2010. In addition to the implementation of new rules,
passage of time, and backlog of newly ingested data that has not been processed,
complicates management further.
For BODC, P7 highlighted the benefits of an initial embargo on NERC-funded
research to allow researchers to publish and benefit from their work before data are
designated as open access. This buys time to keep up with current projects. Of the data
stored at BODC, “about 10% to 15%” (P7) are submitted by commercial companies and
is restricted to academic or private use. Previously, requests to use such data were
subject to fees, “as a sort of barrier to limit” possible commercial exploitation (P7).
Charging for these data had adverse effects administratively. New policies on such
requests simply deny access explaining to users grounds for this rejection. Otherwise,
users are requested to sign what is known as “an academic data license agreement” (P7).
This agreement defines use cases sanctioning access.
According to P2 change in NERC funding policy and introduction of the
International Opportunities Fund257 has had a positive impact on international scientific
collaboration. S/he explains that research is “a lot less siloed than it's been” in the past
from a geographical standpoint. P2 gives examples of international projects such as
ODIP and RDA, that BODC is involved with. On this note, P3 suggests that
international variations are not so stark compared to issues of legacy standardization.
Although some problems exist when standards are not adopted internationally, most
problems occur due to lack of universal standards:
It doesn’t matter whether you’re research in India or the UK […]
you’re deploying the same bits of kit from the same manufacturers,
coming back the same numbers […] and then you’re running numerical
models which have similar output formats and if you are in an
international community you'd expect them to be in international
standards. (P3)

P3 explains when a data centre does not adopt standards it is “on the outside” of the
community. In this respect, metadata are said to be a form of rule, especially when
external proponents are involved with their design. P9 expounds this comparing
information practice between different data centres.
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Visit http://www.nerc.ac.uk/research/partnerships/international/iof/ for more information about the
fund.
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The Archive for Marine Species and Habitats Data (DASSH) for example
“require all their metadata information to come in a spread sheets” (P9) following a
particular style in order to ingest it straight into their database. At BODC there are no
set rules “as long as the information is provided” (P9). The reason is because BODC
uses guidelines to extract metadata information. These guidelines are often adjusted
based on feedback, where the process is “a continual live ongoing process” (P9).
Practically speaking, P10 further affirms this; “if you're measuring a shell, it needs to
have […] metadata that it was a shell rather than just a body of an organism” (P10).
Datasets that do not comply with the standards therefore, are subject to “an iterative
process” (P10) where the data manager flags the issue to the data providers for rework.
Appendix 4.4.C.

Instrumentation, Data Aggregation & Semantic Subtleties

What previous sections suggest at least in theory, is that the relationship between
resources and rules is a human-based one. Both mediate between subject, object, and
community. For BODC, some activities are hindered by mediation of resources,
exacerbated by the complexity of rules, multilingual information, various data types,
new technology, and various management approaches.
For data managers, rules are put in place to save time and effort. P10 says that
BODC has developed “metadata sheets” to assist data scientists “get as much
information” from data originators the first time around without having “to constantly
go back and forth” (P10). Although such practices are becoming more prevalent, P10
reveals that “because there's so many [types of] datasets, it's impossible to get just a
standard […] one-thing-fits-all” (P10). Overall however, guidelines for metadata
standards can aid data scientists determine what information is needed such as “date,
time, latitude, longitude, [and] instrumentation.”
P6 delineates the usefulness of DCAT for example, explaining how it helps
“other people to understand what they did and in order to help agents and […] machines
to discover my data.” Additionally, P6 insists that it is a “must-have” when dealing with
ontologies because of its popular adoption amongst scientists. P6 advises not to “go and
get an ontology that no one has ever used” (P6) because it will most likely not be
recognized by many in the community.
When asked about using current vocabulary management strategy as a model for
other domains, P6 argues that an effort like that seems dubious, or at least can never be
“automatically created” because of numerous procedural steps needed (P6) and because
“scientific knowledge” (P4) is nonexpendable. Adapting this into a moderate form, both
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automated and manual, P6 argues due to a large portion of the work being manual, a
“semi-automatic mapping” (P6) is the best approach for accurately annotated data.
This approach “makes the user happy because [s/he] can find the datasets” (P6).
Nonetheless, it is important to highlight that often vocabularies are derived on a project
basis. This means they are created depending on “what its community wants […] and
are parameterized based on the community that asks [for] them” (P6). The way
vocabularies are grouped is “different for its different community” (P6).
Some lists are more complex than others. P6 shows that P01 parameters 258
contain more than 37,000 different vocabularies in one collection. They can be very
specific. From them, various community groupings can be created. The complexity
comes from it being “a compound vocabulary, which means that it is synthesized by
other basic vocabularies in the vocabularies server” (P6). That is, users can create as
many terms as they need based on different parts of other existing vocabularies, with the
requirement that it is “meaningful” (P6).
Vocabulary benefits therefore help people manage work by enabling offline
metadata and dataset annotation (P6). They help identify various parameters
surrounding a collected dataset. They come in “a huge variety” (P6) including units,
tools, platforms, and vessels to name some. According to P6, there are 206 different
ones, with more than 160,000 different terms. P4 also indicates that BODC has been
able to maintain a knowledge base consisting of 170,000 stored concepts and around
400,000 relationships, collected since 1984.
Some users discuss technologies in different domains to express their potential
value. The EBI259 website is a website for biological data that hosts a SPARQL based
database. Users of this database can query data programmatically. Though P6 is
doubtful about the ability of SPARQL endpoints to carry out big data research across
disciplines, this website’s subheading reads “home for big data in biology.” Even so, P6
sees the advantage of adopting SPARQL endpoints similarly in oceanography.
S/he asserts that “it's really powerful, like SQL. Most people now know how to
write SQL queries” (P6). The widespread familiarity makes it a standard choice within
scientific data communities. The only difference is that SPARQL necessitates
awareness of “the structure underneath the data” (P6). “The positive side of SPARQL”
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For more about PO1 visit http://vocab.nerc.ac.uk/collection/P01/current/, to use the search engine visit
http://seadatanet.maris2.nl/v_bodc_vocab_v2/search.asp?lib=P01.
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explains P6, is “to create queries and discover the datasets in the way that you want”
(P6).
P11 delineates how informatics and data management communities use various
technologies in relation to oceanographic data. S/he asserts that “there's a lot of good
work going on” in these areas. Currently, the trending technology is “Linked Data—
[which] seems to be in” (P11). As a data scientist, P11 has had the opportunity to
experience “a little taster” of Linked Data from an “IT side” (P11).
S/he believes their approach to data categorization and storage can pull data
together “across […] infrastructure silos [,] as opposed to […] scientific silos” (P11).
This different take, where the optimum choice is an infrastructural link of information
rather than merging entire systems and knowledge bases, seems to be a fresh
perspective offering a cushion for Linked Data criticism. As P11 explains “in five-six
years’ time [when] everyone goes, ‘oh, Linked Data, that was a bad idea’,” a restructure
of database backend can be avoided, by simply utilizing “scripts.”

Appendix 4.5.

BODC Participants On Limitations

This section narrows down resource limitations and restriction to financial,
technological, and rule-rooted issues. Notwithstanding, problems arise from a shortage
or abundance of artefacts, differing technologies, and, perhaps most surprisingly, from
“different areas of expertise” (P8). Although P10 reveals that resources can hinder data
management and support (roles), and because DoL has been tackled earlier, this section
focuses on the remaining mediating nodes within an activity system—namely, artefacts
and rules to discuss artefact limitations.
Appendix 4.5.A. Financial Limitations
Although funding and stakeholder support seems prevalent, and there is no short of
projects, P2 concurs that a lack of human resources, indirectly related to funding, could
lead to problems. P11 moreover, states that “you can only do what you get funding to
do.” P2 admits that inevitability funders will recognize that BODC is “not going to keep
on top of everything.” This has been a common theme where several participants have
explicitly identified financial resources as a limiting factor to their activities. For
example, P7 suggests that,
Because of limited resources, […] we can't do nearly as much as we
hoped, but it's simply a question of going through the feedback and
prioritizing […] what changes will be easiest to deliver [and what]
would have the highest impact (P7).
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A lack of process says P2, “other than discovering a grant has been funded and then
going, ‘okay, we need some data management money for this’” (P2), seems to further
exacerbate the problem. This part of administration “could be made more efficient” and
will probably be an area to work on in the future (P2). For now various BODC members
find alternative ways to cope. For P9, prioritizing projects is based on each project’s
funding allocation, and is identified with the help of P2 and the DIN standards working
group and executive team.
Sometimes financial resources also hinder international collaboration. P8
explains his/her work with Australia’s CSIRO 260 has been impacted due to the most
recent funding cuts CSIRO experienced. The collaboration has transformed into a “best
effort attempt to try and work together” (P8). To help coordinate things, P8 sought
funding from the Foreign & Commonwealth Office 261 . However, his/her application
was submitted late because of a “poorly announced” deadline (P8). Even so, P8 admits
that emailing them in advance would have avoided this rush—especially since solving
budget cuts “is probably the future of [P8’s] career.”
Appendix 4.5.B. Technological & Rule-Based Limitations
P11 says “we're all under limited resources—we can't do everything we'd like to do”
(P11). S/he also says that BODC data management strategy is not always favourable to
data providers either because of “legacy of data systems, and a legacy of data, and
metadata standard” (P11) that change and evolve over time. This comes with BODC’s
40 years of stewardship, which does not always permit “bringing old data, and marking
it up, to the same standards as now” (P11).
P1 explains how new technological advancements pose some issues with regards
to existing structures and future development. Historically, “the structure or the way
that we’ve set things up predates some of the most recent developments.” P1 explains
that an updated portal will require effort to make data available as products or services.
The hurdle, at least for BODC, is that “oceanographic data doesn’t naturally lend itself
to […] those sort of systems. Lots of the other marine data does” (P1). The issue here is
not solely technical. P1 illustrates that “catching up” involves harnessing the ability to
provide advice in order to ensure that “things are implemented [and] are coordinated
too” between groups.
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In terms of instruments, P3 clarifies that a handful of manufacturers issue most
kits. The biggest challenge is to be able to understand “desperate formats, being able to
read them, put them into a format… that covers all the user requirements” (P3). P3
argues that this is in line with BODC’s mission to standardize data and make it usable
for a wider community. However, although this is an objective, it is not a priority. The
intended outcome is to implement INSPIRE compliance directive first to allow
machine-to-machine interrogation and various format download.
In this respect, P3 addresses limitations of discovery resources. Currently, in
order to find temperature information for a certain area, over a period of time, a user
would have to go through several data centre portals to find each specific component of
this query. BODC remit is also predominantly for UK research (“not necessarily in UK
waters”). In this sense data are not integrated nor centralized.
Problems (e.g. “teething issues” or vocab disambiguation) that arise from the
relationship between resources (e.g. database search) and rules (e.g. vocabulary) are
often resolved by introducing new technology, roles and/or responsibilities. These kinds
of problems, according to P6, made it necessary for data managers,
To annotate their datasets with the same vocabularies so that they mean
the same thing, and in order to help the discovery interfaces when they
search for datasets to bring back what they really search and not miss
any. (P6)

In some cases, where multilingual datasets exists, effort is too great to remedy.
According to P6 “because this is a huge effort […] you need to find the domain experts
in its country [of origin] to be able to do the correct translations.” This has not been
achieved at BODC yet as P9 explicated. To address this shortcoming, P6, who is
responsible for managing vocabularies, uses “alternative labels” in order to be able to
map to other vocabulary lists and make it easy to find various different terms.
P3 advocates the potential of NetCDF262 as a format that acts “as a fort” or “as a
container” for sharing data. It is important that what is “put into it” can be understood
by users, and therefore calls for a standardization of metadata. P3 explains that many
communities and international initiatives have been working to integrate standards
towards this goal. The difficult part still remains, how can individual groups be
prevented from “go[ing] off and do[ing] their own thing?” (P3). The motivation for this
behaviour says P3 is a “lack of awareness and necessity.”
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NetCDF, according to http://www.unidata.ucar.edu/software/netcdf/, is defined as a” set of software
libraries and self-describing, machine-independent data formats that support the creation, access, and
sharing of array-oriented scientific data.”
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One example of this, in terms of technological affordances, is vis-à-vis the
recent usage of gliders. The standards used for glider data management has been
appropriated from established float standards, which have been the main instrument for
the Argo international project. However, floats are very simple “bits of kit” (P3)
compared to gliders.
As a result, requirements needed for the float format are not comprehensive
enough to capture requirements of the glider format. In the same manner, the profiling
float format has also been adapted for moorings. The reason for this is that there are
several communities of practice evolving from the original designed community. P3
captures this as follows:
There is the potential for, say, the floats to become more sophisticated
and then they end up with the similar set of user-requirements to the
gliders, but they tackle that problem in a slightly different way? And
therefore you get a slightly different result and so you get your sort of
diverging standards even though they started from a common reference
point. (P3)
Then you need community-something that sort of brings them back
together. Again, which is potentially things like ODIP or… or… or
what we could be doing here is developing our internal standard
because we have to unify all of this disparate ones. (P3)

Evidently, ingested data do not always fit classifications established by BODC. In
practice, if the size and quantity of data are insignificant, then it will not warrant
“massive infrastructural changes or procedural changes” says P9. It is alternatively
logged as an “exception” and archived. Although a metadata record of it is created, it is
not fully incorporated into the system. Often, this is a result of “teething issues” that
come with new resources such as new ships or new types of instrument output. At other
times, it is a result of novel research.
P9 sometimes receives one or two projects that are similar but unique to the rest
of the datasets held at BODC. Other cases involve several data centres at once, where
the project is split “50-50” or “60-40” depending on the nature of the project (P9). What
this suggests is several key points: 1) that different parts of data from one study can be
found in different locations, 2) that more individuals are involved with managing these
data, 3) a great deal more of collaboration and communication is needed between
various involved parties.
To keep track of these aspects of data management, P9 has resorted to building
his/her own system and procedures using “two Oracle tables, and an Access frontend
deck.” Although not explicitly obvious, the new NERC strategy promoting centralized
data access seems to be related to these issues raised by P9. P2 does not believe that
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centralized access will be useful to users because a centralized catalogue can produce a
“ream of stuff” (P2). Whilst a central portal may be useful for user looking for a “mix”
of different data, for specialized researchers, it may be more productive to search using
specific subject catalogues instead (P2).
Centralizing data access reduces effort to classify different projects but may not
make data more visible to users. P2 feels there is no method to bring an array of
different records together in a “meaningful way.” This relates to domain rules and to
different datasets. As P4 relays, in response to “knowledge capture workshops,” the
issue is one of scalability. Ontologies are usually fragments of a huge body of work.
Creating a single ontology for many projects is not possible, and scaling it that way will
result in projects falling apart (P4).
P1 and P3 tackle this practically with examples. Species data are captured in
“simple spread sheet[s]” compared to geological data that are “massive […] multi-beam
swath bathymetry datasets, so very large, very complicated […] datasets” (P1).
Different formats such as images and reports are also possible concerns. P3 asserts that
although technology exists to harvest large quantities, data volume is still an issue in
terms of processing. One illustrative example is the amount of data that can be
harvested by a conductivity temperature and depth (CTD) instrument. If the capacity of
CTD is to measure 24 hertz per meter for example, and there are 10 variables (e.g.
biological or chemical parameters), this means there are potentially 240 measurements
for every meter per second. Measuring a water column of a depth of 3,000 meters
therefore take a few hours, resulting in a high-resolution, large datasets that are difficult
to manage let alone transfer.
In theory, it may be useful to collect “1,000 CDT casts” (P3) but it is impossible
to process such large files made up of “terabytes of data casting up CTD casts” (P3).
Likewise, video is another complex data format. Because of image size, often in
terabytes, and because of the manual work needed to discern what is meaningful, it is
not feasible for BODC to make these kind of data available for users.
At the moment, BODC stores 2 hertz CTD data. This is not sufficient for users
looking to examine high-resolution temperature fluctuation in a water column at sub
meter level, for example. Their alternative is what is called a “manual request process”
where they request to inspect raw data from certain instruments, if available, to find
what they need (P3).
P9 also agrees data pre-processing is “quite resource intensive” regardless of
data size or project. S/he describes his/her work as “massive” whereby using Microsoft
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Access263 became “more of a struggle” as unsupported software. Likewise, HTML was
not an option for P9 to organize his/her work, since his/her “HTML Oracle interface
knowledge is zero!” As such, an SQL developer usually performs database work
increasing human resource demands.
Technological resources also come with security risks and vulnerability.
Although not elaborately addressed, two participants, P11 and P3, allude to this. These
may be in the form of “hackers… or people that wanna cause malicious intent, and
change things” (P11). P3 however indicates that s/he does not believe such threats are
immanent.
In other cases, participants debated how much data to store. P8 says some data
s/he is tasked with is not valued by other members, and thus is not managed efficiently.
For P11, how much data to archive is a matter of resources and cost. As time passes,
storage cost drops, raising data storage capacity. However, how much is made visible to
scientists is a matter of “balance” negotiated by data centres:
It's how much of that data you work up […] to a format or a standard
that simplifies things or access for the scientist. You should still be able
to archive things. Now, […] you might archive […] something off a
sensor at 2 Hz, so two measurements every second, but over a year,
that's […] a ridiculous number. So what you make available through
the web might be one-minute averaged, hourly averaged […] you've
still secured that original data for the specialist who's really, really
interested to come back and go to the original. (P11)

P11 stresses the best approach is to create an “audit trail,” similar to the American
Rolling Deck Repository (R2R)264. This group assigns DOIs to near real-time (NRT)
raw data so that,
If somebody comes in and processes it and does quality control, maybe
makes it […] down to one-minute averages […] they store that as a
subsequent DOI, subsequent dataset. But there's a link between the two.
So somebody could come along and […] could in theory work way
back. (P11)

However, for some datasets this is not feasible. P11 speculates that a solution may come
in the form of another technology. But for now, it presents the best method for both data
managers and data centres.
For data centres, resource limitations could restrict interoperability activities.
Datasets could require more laborious activities to organize, or perhaps lack the funding
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needed to secure its management. P11 explains this often leads data providers to
question data availability and accessibility in lieu of their agreement with data centres:
You don’t just give us a file and it magically appears, […] If you want
interoperability, you've got to map it to international vocabularies, not
a little vocabulary that you’ve built which is project-specific. […] terms
that you use might be different to what other people use. So, there's a
bigger picture and you try to educate people. (P11)

Despite effort to create activity systems enabling rules, and because metadata “is
missing a little bit” it has been hard for data centres such as BODC to make their data
available (P1). P3 suggests that sometimes, “information is lost” for no reason other
than data transfer. This can be avoided for NRT data when data managers work early on
with data collectors to plan for collection. Data transfer is automated directly from the
source, avoiding loss associated with manual transfer, frequent with delayed-mode data
transfer (P3).
NRT data still comes with resource limitations such as “power and the kit and
the bandwidth of the communications channel” (P3), which requires adequate
budgeting. Data transfer usually occurs over satellites or iridium phone networks, which
are costly (P3). Thus, data are often reduced into smaller volumes to account for some
of these limitations.
DOIs are also faced with limitations. P10 explains that they are “fixed in
perpetuity.” When a DOI is assigned to a dataset it is impossible to change, and is partly
why it is crucial for managers to ensure accurately recorded metadata. P10 states that in
some cases when the organisation receives incorrect information they are tasked with
recreating new DOIs that link to old ones in order to maintain a stable connection. This
area is an “ongoing area of discussion” (P10) within the wider community. P10 relays
that this discussion revolves around answering the question “how […] can [you] get it
so that [a DOI] works long term for large projects as well as small projects?” Compared
to “one off DOIs,” the “long-term” and “ongoing time series” data require more
attention for DOI assignment.
Finally, P5 compares industry data management with data centre activities, by
assessing his/her hiring company, BODC, and British Petroleum (BP) information
practices. S/he explains that for transnational companies data interoperability is “a very
big problem” because each company branch operates as an independent company in its
own right, adopting unique information practices, rendering data difficult to harmonize.
This raises the stakes for data inconsistency. P5 also attributes this issue to outsourcing
of work to contractors, which results in the usage of different resources.
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Compared to P4, who suggested the importance of context for legacy data, P5
considers the importance of people in processing data—a lost in translation process. On
some occasions, “some datasets” that cost “maybe $1 million” are no longer readable or
accessible by the company because they “can't open this one on our computers” (P5).
What happened was that the company hired several contractors to collect and process
data. Each “contractor worked with another company which worked with another
company” (P5) to complete their task. The result “was very expensive” software that is
not immediately accessible to P5’s company. To resolve this, it was “necessary to ask
everybody’s software,” which “was impossible” (P5).
This indicates that when the chain of management gets longer sustainability
prospects are dimmed. Despite these limitations, P11 is confident that with time,
technological issues will cease to exist. Like others, P11 maintains that without
remedying “sociological issues around data management […] the cultural” aspects will
not be as swift (P11).
With regards to scientists, P11 makes a bold statement about research objectives
in relation to securing funding. S/he explains that, when scientists write a funding
proposal, “if they wrote down what they actually could achieve, they wouldn't get
funding” (P11). This is further complicated because scientists are “sometimes […] very
bad” at translating “science into policy or public outreach or advising the public because
they assume that […] everyone understands what probability is… and… actually most
people don't” (P11). In other words, contribution of their work may not be apparent
beyond their community context.
Furthermore, P1 expounds that project sponsors understand data management
value and are generally willing to financially support projects. This activity involves
some effort to convince stakeholders of the merit of the project, as discussed elsewhere
in this chapter. Often, this is done by “showing them how the project has made it easier
to find data” (P1). For example, in an industry-based setting, resources in relation to
outcomes are key. According to P5 his/her company values SIMORC 265 services
(managed by BODC and MARIS266) for sustainability purposes. P5 suggests this project
is beneficial to “control data and to […] deliver data and archive datasets” (P5). It is
also advantageous because of “the possibility to have like very high quality data […]
and, maybe in ten years […] it will be still here” (P5). When asked to clarify “here” the

265
266

Visit http://www.simorc.org/ for more on the project.
For more about MARIS visit http://maris-eu.com/.
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participant indicated “on the website” inciting value of this BODC resource. This
suggests that resource acquisition is dependent on community needs (rules), expertise
(subject) and credibility (DoL), innovation and technology (artefacts), and project
purpose (object).

Appendix 4.6.

Information Practices In Industry

Withholding data in industry is also discussed in terms of “open-minded” vs. “closedminded” company attitudes. P5 gives an example of an energy company,
ExxonMobil267 explaining that its “close-minded” attitude about data sharing is what
causes data retention. By comparison, P5’s current company leans more towards the
“open-minded” side of the spectrum.
It is unclear if P5 suggests that it is an organizational policy or staff attitude. The
findings indicate the likelihood of the latter, because of P5’s anecdotal examples.
His/her supervisor adopts and encourages data sharing and collaboration with other
projects, groups, and organizations as follows,
My supervisor […], well her supervisor maybe, were— were like open
minded and they try to do something with BODC and SIMORC project
and that's why it's working today. So lots of data are now available for
[…] research restricted area (P5)

This could be due to company policy. P5 describes, from experience, how industrial
data (managed at BODC) can be accessed. S/he explains that when a scientist is,
Interested by some measurements, for example, in Congo, or where
[Company Name Withheld] is working, they are […] creating an
account under, […] SIMORC project website and […] they can ask to
access this data and [Company Name Withheld] can accept or decline.
(P5)

In this example, there are 3 international entities involved: Netherlands-based SIMORC
as data managers, Congo where data are collected, and P5’s company as data
commissioners. This is due to industrial competition, where data have been generated
by private funds, and access to the dataset will be granted on provisional terms—in
other words, only if there is credit or profit generated by such access (P5).
P2 echoes P5’s opinion illustrating his/her point about competition, effort, and
disadvantage. When companies conduct “environmental surveys before they're putting
in, say, wind farms” (P2). These data are often not shared to avoid competitors from
purchasing license to build wind farms using these data. P5 also explains different
companies in the oil and gas industry conduct data collection very differently. In his/her

267

Visit their corporate website here: http://corporate.exxonmobil.com/en.
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home company, data collection is outsourced to scientific contractors from “lots of
companies” whilst some competitors collect data via in-house scientists.
The critical role of information for big companies is to secure assets and to some
extent, as P5 implied, the anonymity of its work under varying controversial rules and
regulations (e.g. in different countries where ethical rules vary considerably).
Information is also considered a “valuable” investment that can be used to promote
public “image” (P5). Finally, and in contrast to P5, P1 is surprised by the results of a
survey conducted to find out whether or not data are reused within industry,
Through the findings, I was pleasantly surprised about the amount of
data that is being reused, […] I’ve been told that industry, they can
never be completely reassured by…. previous data. If they want, they’ll
go do it again anyway. (P1)

The fact that data are reused in this instance highlights the value of sharing it. One
reason motivating reuse could be that some situations depend on time-sensitive data
such as weather forecasting that cannot be reproduced. Some examples include “cable
laying or offshore or wind farm development” (P1). As P1 affirms, industry is using
BODC data and not just industry-produced data.

Appendix 4.7.

Other BODC Activities

Appendix 4.7.A. Data Retrieval
This section discusses how participants retrieve data and what activities are involved in
this process. P9 asserts that contacting PIs to retrieve grant-awarded project details is
where data management “gets interesting.” Some PIs “are very, very keen, and very
interested” to work with BODC (P9). On other occasions, the experience is a “struggle,”
where the PI is not cooperative (P9). Capturing this stressful experience, P9 describe
what s/he views as the reaction of some PIs:
It’s like, ‘I've got all this work to do, I’ve got all this stuff to do. I don't
need someone nagging me — nagging, nagging, nagging!’ But they
don't say it in those terms! (P9)

This, says P9, is a result of spending “a lot of time” reaching out through emails, phone
calls, or in some cases approaching individuals at “conferences or other things.”
Contrary to P4, P9 believes that “if you push people […] their shoulders come down
and they will withdraw from you” (P9). S/he prefers to treat this as “a selling exercise”
uniquely implemented for each situation. This depends on choice of words and how
ICTs may have a role in exacerbating communication problems (P9).
In most cases, with no travel funds to support face-to-face communication,
emails and telephone are media of choice. It is not unusual for misunderstandings to
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surface. In one scenario, P9 offered advice to a PI using the phrase “I have to warn you,
that…” not intending or anticipating that the reaction would be “those are not words
you should be using […] to a principal investigator of a grant!” (P9). The participant
discloses his/her willingness to “change” and acknowledge “fault” in his/her approach
in order to effect change and reach a compromise:
When I looked back on it, I thought, ‘you know what maybe he's right.
Maybe… in coming in an email, that might sound bad.’ So I went back
to him, and I can't remember if I spoke to him first, or if I emailed first,
and I said, ‘I'm sorry professor such and such. I can see exactly where
you're coming from. I can see why that might not have been a good
word to use. In future, I might— […] I will change my tone and I will
change my language and can I say what might be better would be for
me to advice you?’ and he goes, ‘advice is a really good word. I like
that. Thank you for your apology. Now what did you need to know?’
And once we got past that, […] we got on really well and he was more
than happy to help me out. (P9)

In addition to language and first impressions, P9 explains that it comes down to being
busy, in which case selling BODC benefits comes in to “break past that first barrier”
(P9). Likewise, P11 affirms that retrieving data sometimes requires “educat[ing] people
[…] around data management practices” and about the importance of selling BODC
services to people. P11 says:
At the end of the day, scientists, they want credit for the work they've
done as well? So that's another area, that’s […] giving that carrot, as
well as the stick, you know? Not just saying, “look, you were funded to
do this work, give us your data!” but saying, “look, if you give us the
data, we'll give you the citation, anyone that uses it, puts in a journal
article, you'll be able to see how your data has been of use”. (P11)

P10 also asserts the necessity of having “to chase” scientists “to get the data in,”
explaining that for most, “they're busy and they don't necessarily see the importance
sometimes of getting it in” (P10). Sometimes a visit is required because emails are
easier “to ignore” (P10). And though the response is not always negative, P10 explains
that this approach is a form of “pestering.”
Like the others, s/he prefers “promot[ing]” BODC services, highlighting DOIs
as significant for recognition, and as an overall means to incentivize their cooperation.
In some cases, data providers do not wish to promote data due to how it may be used.
P10 describes the extra but necessary work needed to complete data management plans
as “a bit of goodwill.” Goodwill involves simplifying the process for data providers,
either by providing templates they can use, correcting or suggesting amendments for
errors, or in order to solicit a “quick yes/no email.” This “makes them more inclined to
respond, so therefore we can get the data more easily” (P10).
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Other participants resorted to different approaches. P4 explains that s/he needed
to be “notably unsubtle” in order to “screw data out of scientists,” to “fight with some of
them.” What this involves is to openly and publically “stand up and name names as who
hadn’t delivered their data” (P4) during conferences or other gatherings. This made
individuals, despite feeling “annoyed,” more inclined to submit data in an inexorable
“‘help yourself’” manner (P4). Those that submitted data in comparison, felt “happy”
once their counterparts gave their share of information.
Sometimes data retrieval difficulties have to do with data itself. P6 indicates that
managing retrieved data entails a certain level of clarity achieved through clear and
consistent communication. This is part of the content governance strategy that BODC
tries to apply. P6 makes reference to the use of emailing lists to initiate and sustain a
two-way channel in managing vocabularies. In one example, retrieving data from
industry, with the objective of increasing access to their data, required the use of
questionnaires and interviews to gather information first about the incentives that could
motivate commercial organizations to share their scientific data (P1). P1 revealed that
this involved explaining what can already be done using current resources, but also how
organizations can still protect their commercially sensitive and valuable information.
According to P2, data centre functions have never been documented before.
When the NERC Science Information Strategy went into effect, a stakeholder
engagement activity and an analysis of research centres core functions took place (P2).
The aim was to identify what centres did and how to make them work more closely with
one another. Another objective was to “serve the broader community better” by being a
“one stop shop for environmental data” (P2).
The main functions identified were the “acquisition and ingestion function,
Community Engagement, outreach, […] IT and data science development and R&D”
says P2. Once this was determined, each data centre had to “put a cost on what it was
doing and this had never really been done before” (P2). What resulted from the
stakeholder engagement surveys was that most “wanted easier access to more data”
(P2).
As a member of the requests team, P7 suggests that “the main problems as data
scientists is simply making sure that we have enough metadata and that it’s accurate,
[…] and sometimes that involves quite a lot of chasing up people who are busy but we
have to do it to get the information we need.” In most cases data producers who make
use of BODC services understand and value “the care and the dedication” put into
managing and storing retrieved data. In other cases however, “a small minority” as P7
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insists, “some people do get very bad tempered about being chased.” To make data
retrieval as smooth and efficient as possible, P11 outlines BODC’s approach to cruise
ship planning:
Before a cruise goes out, they have a cruise-planning meeting and
somebody from BODC goes along, briefs all the... tries to go along. If
we're working on a project with... to tell the scientists what they should
be doing. They also have a Principle Scientific Officer, the PSO, who's
the lead scientist on a cruise. They have a meeting for them once a year,
where they […] all this year's PSOs come together, and we send
somebody along again to tell them what their responsibilities are, with
regards to data management. (P11)

P11 has been involved in some of these meetings, and feels that it is an excellent
opportunity to dispense “tips and tricks” that can enhance the process. When data
arrives at BODC, it undergoes a process called “transfer” (P3) where metadata are
stripped out. This process is automated, and retrieved metadata are then fed into an
Oracle database and reformatted into a NetCDF file for further processing (P3). This
format is for internal use and can be edited iteratively to account for updates or changes.
Appendix 4.7.B. User Support
It goes without saying that BODC members are involved in support activities in some
form or another. P7 elucidates that users usually initiate support-related communication
with BODC. Both positive and negative feedback are stored for auditing purposes.
Overtime, there has been a steady increase in user complaints about difficulty locating
data on the website.
Specific to the requests team, “the majority of the cases are they’re having
trouble using our website” (P7), either needing help using it or simply reporting a bug.
P11 elaborates that BODC is transitioning to a user-centric approach in terms of data
visibility and access. This came hand in hand with change in user practices and
management, where “nowadays […] [users] don't want to necessarily send an email,
‘What data have you got?’ They want to go 24 hours a day to a website, click and
download the data” (P11).
With this in mind, some participants voiced an interest in addressing user needs.
P1 for example explained that there is an interest in how many people use the DIN
portal to reach data they need. Understanding users allows the team to redesign the
portal in a user-centric fashion. This encourages users “to keep using [DIN] to search”
(P1). The initiative was driven by “unspent money” that funders thought would be best
invested in development since “the portal is […] our main tool” (P1).
P9 and P7 also agree that the “website isn’t as intuitive” (P7) as they would like
it to be and that there are enhancement activities in the pipeline. However, as explicated,
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these changes though viewed as vital, are difficult to implement due to multifarious data
housed at BODC.
For now, the first line of troubleshooting is a “fairly standard email, which has
step-by-step instructions on how to look for something” coupled with a video tutorial
going through these steps (P7). In one example, P9 explains how geotechnical data
guidelines are designed with users in mind. These often very long guidelines, presented
in PDF format or Excel spread sheets, are enhanced using “visual shortcuts”
hyperlinked to point users to relevant information (P9).
P9 explains how metadata guidelines can be both “99 page-long PDF
documents” and “16-page-long PDF document” simultaneously. The difference is in the
inclusion of XML examples. The longer one is seen as “utterly horrible” because it is
essentially a “99 page long XML document” (P9). P9 reasons “if you want someone to
use these things fully, you want them to use them at the most user-friendly way and
PDFs, while they hold a lot of information, they are not user-friendly” (P9). A better
way of presenting this is to transform it into an interactive HTML page or to utilize a
more efficient “content management systems” such as “Google Docs” and “Joomla”
(P9).
P11 is involved in educational outreach efforts on behalf of BODC. These
include talks to support and educate researchers at all levels (PIs, graduates, and
undergraduates) about data management best practices. For each group, P11 resorts to
relaying individualized incentives, catering to differing needs and literacy. For
undergraduates, this could be in the form of extra credit; for graduates it could be to
help manage arduous datasets for easy analysis and time saving; and for PIs, it could be
safeguarding data for future use and visibility.
For P10, support comes with “a bit of politics.” Sometimes, scientists seek
support about not being able to access their DOIs, “when it was actually a case [that]
their software wasn't doing the job that they thought it was doing” (P10). Here, P10
emphasizes distinction between paper publication DOIs and data publication DOIs. In
these situations, it is a matter of correct DOI access method. This involves liaising with
the project manager at the scientists’ institutions rather than with the scientists
themselves (P10). Echoing some of these difficulties, P7 details some communication
issues as well. Besides context and/or technical limitations, exploring data holdings has
been elusive to some users,
I think the most difficult thing is if somebody comes to us […] with a
very generic request, […] and it's difficult to understand what they
actually want. So quite often, it's two or three emails going backwards
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and forwards or long telephone call to establish what they want.
Because, they might not actually know to begin with, because they're
not very sure what's out there and depending on what background
they've come from and what they expect. That idea might change once
we tell them what's available and how easy it is to get it. (P7).

P7 says that this issue is partly due to diversity of users. These users are as broad a
group as the data they seek. GEBCO data, for example, is a “fully global dataset” whose
users vary internationally (P7). Although UK users remain the largest component for
BODC, the number of international users is significant (P7).
In response to whether or not developing and developed countries can work
together given the obvious divide in standards, resources, and infrastructure, P4 was
very particular about how to approach multidisciplinary projects of varying cultures.
S/he explains, “you've got to know exactly what the denominator of the work is” (P4).
The denominator is in the capacity of roles (stakeholders and who does what, how, why,
when) and resources (using what tools, what budget, how much help, in what place and
time) for what purpose (shared goals not motives or incentives of each stakeholder), and
to what effect (what impact will this have on future projects? On the project outcome?).
When these details are determined, support is much more salient.
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Appendix 4.8.

List of Resources Mentioned By Participants

Appendix 4.8.A. List of Mentioned Communities

Designatio
n

Mentione
d By

Organizat
ion

Mentioned Members of the Community

Website & Sup. Info

B&T
BCO-DMO
BGS
BP
CEH
CERN
Challenger
Society

P5
P6
P2, P3, P9
P5,
P2, P6
P3

Community
Community
Community
Community
Community
Community

http://www.group-bt.com/oil-and-gas
WHOI management office http://www.bco-dmo.org/about-us
Survey UK http://www.bgs.ac.uk/
https://www.bp.com/
centre for ecology and hydrology
https://home.cern/

P8

Community

http://www.challenger-society.org.uk/

CSIRO

P4, P8

Community

Australia/ GeoChem division mentioned
https://www.csiro.au/en/About

Data
Information
Network
(DIN)

P1, P3, P9

Community

Pseudonym to protect participant

DG MARE

P4

Community

Directorate-General for Maritime Affairs and Fisheries
https://ec.europa.eu/info/departments/maritime-affairs-andfisheries_en

P11

Community

https://www.edgehill.ac.uk/

P5

Community

http://corporate.exxonmobil.com/en

P8

Community

https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/foreigncommonwealth-office

P5

Community

https://www.fugro.com/

P9

Community

http://www.cost-gemini.eu/workinggroupII.html

P9

Community

NA

P6
P5
P4, P11
P4, P11
P3
P5, P11
P4
P6

Community
Community
Community
Community
Community
Community
Community
Community

https://www.cices.org/ices/about/
http://wwz.ifremer.fr/
http://www.ioc-unesco.org/
https://www.iode.org/
http://www.ipcc.ch/
http://maris-eu.com/
http://www.mblwhoilibrary.org/about-library
https://www.nasa.gov/

P3

Community

https://www.ndc.org/about-us/about-the-ndc

P10

Community

https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/natural-england

P3
P3, P4, P7,
P11
P9
P4
P3, P7
P3

Community

As ODIP partners http://www.neodc.rl.ac.uk/

Community

http://www.nerc.ac.uk/about/

Community
Community
Community
Community

https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/
http://www.noaa.gov/about-our-agency
https://noc.ac.uk/
As ODIP partners https://www.nodc.noaa.gov/

Edge Hill
University
ExxonMobil
Foreign and
Commonweal
th Office
FUGRO
Gemini
Working
Group
Grant
Allocation
Group
ICES
IFREMER
IOC
IODE
IPCC
MARIS
MBLWHOI
NASA
National Data
Centre
Natural
England
NEODC
NERC
NGDC
NOAA
NOC
NODC
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NOUS
Ocean Cloud
Laboratory
ODIP
ONS
Plymouth
marine
laboratory
Polar Data
Centre
Research
Data Alliance
RDA
Rolling Deck
Repository
R2R
Shell
SHOM
SMRU
StatOil
Total
UK Data
Service
University of
Sheffield
Western
Channel
Observatory

P3

Community

P4

Community

P3, P4, P6,
P11
P10

AS ODIP partners http://www.navalorder.org/
Referenced as working group
http://www.hurwitzlab.org/projects/ocean-cloud-commons/

Community

http://www.odip.eu/

Community

https://www.ons.gov.uk/

P11

Community

http://www.pml.ac.uk/About_us

P2, P9

Community

https://www.bas.ac.uk/about/about-bas/

P2, P3

Community

https://www.rd-alliance.org/about-rda

P6, P11

Community

http://www.rvdata.us/

P5
P5
P8
P5
P5

Community
Community
Community
Community
Community

http://www.shell.co.uk/
http://www.shom.fr/en/
http://www.smru.st-andrews.ac.uk/
https://www.statoil.com/
https://www.total.com/en

P2

Community

https://www.ukdataservice.ac.uk/about-us

P11

Community

https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/

P10

Community

http://www.westernchannelobservatory.org.uk/

Appendix 4.8.B. List of Mentioned Technological Resources

Designatio
n

Mentione
d By

Resource
name

Mentioned Technologies & Platforms

Website & Sup. Info

52 North

P6

Tech. Resource

Access
(Microsoft)

P9

Tech. Resource

ASCII

P4

Tech. Resource

Open source R&D Website http://52north.org/
https://products.office.com/en-GB/business/get-latest-office-365-foryour-business-with-2016apps?%26wt.srch%3D1%26wt.mc_id%3DAID623586_SEM_kBcB
VRhV
http://www.asciitable.com/

CD-ROM

P11

Tech. Resource

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CD-ROM

CERES

P11

Tech. Resource

https://ceres.larc.nasa.gov/order_data.php

CTD

P3, P4

Tech. Resource

http://www.valeport.co.uk/Products/CTD-and-Multiparameter

DBpedia

P6

Tech. Resource

DCAT

P6

Tech. Resource

http://dbpedia.org/ontology/
https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-dcat/ Used with RDF and
standardized vocab stuff

Digital
Object
Identifiers
(DOIs)

P2, P3,
P4,
P10,
P11

Tech. Resource

https://www.doi.org/factsheets/DOIKeyFacts.html

Dryad

P11

Tech. Resource

http://datadryad.org/

EBCDIC

P4

Tech. Resource

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/EBCDIC
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EnvThes

P6

Tech. Resource

http://www.enveurope.eu/news/envthes-environmental-thesaurus

ERDDAP

P3

Tech. Resource

Excel
(Microsoft)

P9

Tech. Resource

Figshare
General
Format 3
Google

P11

Tech. Resource

P4

Tech. Resource

P4, P11

Tech. Resource

http://coastwatch.pfeg.noaa.gov/erddap/information.html
https://products.office.com/en-GB/business/get-latest-office-365-foryour-business-with-2016apps?%26wt.srch%3D1%26wt.mc_id%3DAID623586_SEM_HCDs
wxYs
https://figshare.com/
http://www.oceanbestpractices.net/bitstream/handle/11329/188/m017
_v1_english%5B1%5D.pdf?sequence=4&isAllowed=y
(As search engine) https://www.google.com

Google Docs

P9

Tech. Resource

https://www.google.com/docs/about/

HTML
International
Geoscience
Data Centre

P9

Tech. Resource

https://www.w3schools.com/html/html_intro.asp

P9

Tech. Resource

http://www.igsint.com/

JavaScript

P11

Tech. Resource

https://www.javascript.com/

Joomla

P9

Tech. Resource

https://www.joomla.org/about-joomla.html

JSON

P11

Tech. Resource

http://www.json.org/

Linked Data
Marine
Autonomous
and Robotic
Systems
(MARS)
NetCDF
NRT
Delivery
NVS 1 and 2

P6, P11

Tech. Resource

http://linkeddata.org/

P3

Tech. Resource

http://noc.ac.uk/facilities/marine-autonomous-robotic-systems

P3

Tech. Resource

P3

Tech. Resource

P6
P3, P4,
P9
P9

Tech. Resource

http://www.unidata.ucar.edu/software/netcdf/docs/
http://blog.bodc.ac.uk/2013/03/near-real-time-sharing-of-oceanglider.html
https://www.bodc.ac.uk/resources/vocabularies/vocabulary_search/

Tech. Resource

https://www.oracle.com/index.html

Tech. Resource

https://acrobat.adobe.com/uk/en/why-adobe/about-adobe-pdf.html

P6

Tech. Resource

https://restfulapi.net/

P3

Tech. Resource

https://www.sea.co.uk/

P6

Tech. Resource

http://semanticweb.org/wiki/SPARQL_endpoint.html

P9

Tech. Resource

https://www.w3schools.com/sql/

Unity

P3

Tech. Resource

https://docs.unity3d.com/Manual/class-QualitySettings.html

XML

P4, P9

Tech. Resource

https://www.w3schools.com/xml/xml_whatis.asp

ORACLE
PDF
RESTful
API
Sea Systems
SPARQL
endpoints
SQL

Appendix 4.8.C. List of Mentioned Rules

American Rubber
Company

P4

Designation

Directive

Mentioned By

Mentioned Standards, Directives, & Rules

Website & Sup. Info

Rules

In the context of producing annual manuals
http://www.americanrubberandsupply.com/
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Data-mad

P9

Rules

http://www.oecd.org/env/ehs/mutualacceptanceofdatamad.htm

P9

Rules

https://www.cencenelec.eu/standards/DefEN/Pages/default.aspx

P1, P9

Rules

http://www.agi.org.uk/agi-groups/standards-committee/uk-gemini

INSPIRE compliance

P1, P3, P9

Rules

http://guidance.data.gov.uk/inspire.html

ISO 19115
Marine Strategy
Framework Directive
NRP Systems
O&M (conceptual
model)

P9

Rules

P11

Rules

P3

Rules

https://www.iso.org/standard/53798.html
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/marine/eu-coast-and-marinepolicy/marine-strategy-framework-directive/index_en.htm
http://www.nrpsys.com/mobile_kor/company.html

P6

Rules

http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/om

OGC standards

P6

Rules

http://www.opengeospatial.org/docs/is

P9

Rules

P10

Rules

http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/doc/open-governmentlicence/version/3/
https://www.ospar.org/about

P01 vocabulary labels
parameters

P4

Rules

http://seadatanet.maris2.nl/v_bodc_vocab_v2/search.asp?lib=P01

RDF
SeaVoX
SensorML (SML)

P6
P6
P6

Rules
Rules
Rules

https://www.w3.org/RDF/
https://www.bodc.ac.uk/resources/vocabularies/seavox/
http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/sensorml

SKOS

P6

Rules

SOP

P6

Rules

SWE Marine Profiles

P6

Rules

https://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/
https://www.bodc.ac.uk/resources/help_and_hints/glossary_and_a
cronyms/
http://www.opengeospatial.org/ogc/markets-technologies/swe

WC3

P6

Rules

https://www.w3.org/

European National
Standard
GEMINI

Open Government
License
OSPAR

Appendix 4.8.D. List of Mentioned Miscellaneous Resources

Designation

Name

Mentioned By

Other Resources (Databases, Funding Agencies, & Projects)

Supplementary Information

CheBI

P4, P6

Database

https://www.ebi.ac.uk/chebi/aboutChebiForward.do

EBI biology

P6

Database

https://www.ebi.ac.uk/

EMODENet

P4, P11

Database

http://emodnet.eu/welcome-new-emodnet-data-ingestion-portal-turnyour-data-valuable-asset-marine-and-maritime

P7

Database

https://www.gebco.net/about_us/

P3, P9

Database

http://www.dassh.ac.uk/

P10

Database

https://www.bodc.ac.uk/projects/data_management/uk/merman/

P2

Database

http://gotw.nerc.ac.uk/goti.asp?c=1&cookieConsent=A

GEBCO General
Bathymetric
Chart of the
Oceans
Marine
Biological
Association
(DASSH)
Merman
NERC Grants on
the Web
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Seamount

P2, P3, P4,
P11
P3, P4, P6,
P10, P11
P3

SIMORC

P3, P5

Database

http://www.simorc.org/

SOCAT
World Ocean
Database
International
Opportunities
Fund
NERC
Discovery
science
The Overseas
Development
Fund

P3, P11

Database

Ocean CO2 atlas https://www.socat.info/index.php/about/

P4

Database

https://www.nodc.noaa.gov/OC5/WOD/pr_wod.html

P2

Funding

http://www.nerc.ac.uk/research/partnerships/international/iof/

P9

Funding

http://www.nerc.ac.uk/funding/available/researchgrants/

P2

Funding

https://www.gov.uk/international-development-funding

ARGO

P2, P3, P4,
P5, P8, P10

Project

https://www.bodc.ac.uk/projects/data_management/international/argo/

Atlantic
Meridional
Transect
programme

P10, P11

Project

http://www.amt-uk.org/

Clean Safe Seas
Evidence Group

P10

Project

https://data.gov.uk/dataset/clean-and-safe-seas-evidence-group-cssegscottish-sea-areas

Global Data
Assembly Centre
Standards
(GDAC)

P3

Project

http://www.bodc.ac.uk/geotraces/

GODAR

P4

Project

NERC Datagrid

P3

Project

https://www.nodc.noaa.gov/General/NODC-dataexch/NODCgodar.html
https://www.bodc.ac.uk/projects/data_management/uk/ndg/

TripAdvisor

P11

Website

https://tripadvisor.mediaroom.com/uk-about-us

PANGAEA
SeaDataNet

Database

https://www.pangaea.de/about/

Database

https://www.seadatanet.org/About-us

Database

https://earthref.org/SC/
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Appendix 4.9.

Transcripts & Sample Coded Transcripts

Appendix 4.9.A. Audi Recordings & Transcription Information

Duration

Interview
Order

Participant

Day

P1

Interview 1

A11

Int_1.mp3

26:00

Transcription 1.docx

4,095

P2

Interview 2

A12

Int_2.mp3

50:31

Transcription 2.docx

7,940

Int_3a.mp3

1:12:2
5

Int_3b.mp3

4:38

Transcription 3.docx

13,998

Int_3c.mp3

5:23

ID#

Day 1
Day 2

WORD DOCUMENT

Transcription
Document Name

P3

Day 3

June 16, 2016

June 15, 2016

June 14, 2016

Date

AUDIO

Interview 3

A13

File(s)
name

Total
words

P4

Interview 4

B11

Int2_1.mp3

1:00:0
2

Transcription 4.docx

7,494

P5

Interview 5

B12

Int2_2.mp3

52:07

Transcription 5.docx

8,687

P6

Interview 6

B13

Int2_3.mp3

1:08:5
6

Transcription 6.docx

9,536

P7

Interview 7

C11

Int3_1.mp3

21:22

Transcription 7.docx

3,444

P8

Interview 8

C12

Int3_2.mp3

1:00:1
7

Transcription 8.docx

10,740

P9

Interview 9

C13

Int3_3.mp3

54:26

Transcription 9.docx

8,918

P10

Interview 10

C14

Int3_4.mp3

26:47

Transcription 10.docx

4,684

P11

Interview 11

C15

Int3_5.mp3

1:05:4
6

Transcription 11.docx

11,032

Appendix 4.9.B. Transcripts
For the sake of preserving the anonymity of participants, given the relatively small
number of BODC members, transcripts are omitted from dissertations and instead, are
available upon request.
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Appendix 4.9.C. Sample Coded Transcripts
Pages From P2 Coded Transcript

396

397

Sketches of Activity System Diagram Based on
Participant Accounts

Pages From Coded P3 Transcript
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CHAPTER 6 CASE STUDY III (SNA)
Appendix 5.1.

SNA Methods

The Social Network Analysis (SNA) method is designed as a socio-centric approach
that examines a large group of people in a network. The aim of this approach is to
explore where power and resources are—and/or can be—concentrated and which
channels can—or/and—spread information. The methods section, informed by the
conceptualization and operationalization sections, delineates how to quantify
relationships in a group, how to study the patterns and interactions amongst their
members, and to ascertain their effect on the group as a whole. The methods section is
further divided into three sections that cover 1) the required technical specs to run the
SNA, 2) data collection methods, and details about 3) visualization and analysis
methods.
Appendix 5.1.A. Technical Specifications & Resources
To conduct this SNA successfully involves several implementations: data collection,
data organisation, data visualization, and analysis. These phases required a number of
technical resources. In this section a lists of these resources, why they were needed, and
how they were utilized is explored.
Keyword Search
Two resources were used to expand the list of core nodes from Studies 1 and 2,
and their partner accounts. Twitter advanced search268 was used to aggregate the top
nodes that resulted from the keyword search. For a detailed table of keywords used to
expand the list of core nodes see Table 13. The rationale here is that the results from the
advanced search may be unique to Twitter based on user activity and data, and not
necessarily reflective of a broader web search. This way, the list is inclusive of the most
popular accounts relevant to oceanography on Twitter.
Next, a search for oceanographic organizations and institutions was
implemented via Wikipedia269. The reasoning behind this is that Wikipedia may be the
first resource that a layperson encounters in search for this information about
oceanography. It is worth noting that the researcher considered using Netlytic (Gruzd,

268

Here’s a link to the search page: https://twitter.com/search-advanced?lang=en
Here are the Wikipedia pages listing institutions included in this SNA:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_oceanographic_institutions_and_programs and
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Oceanographic_organizations,
269
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2016) to add to the core node data as well as search for other possible users. This was
dropped since the researcher is not familiar with the software to determine the
affordances of this tool. A final list of core nodes can be found in Table 14.

Table 13. Table of search keywords.
Relative
Keyword

Predicates

Ocean

Acidification, research,

Sea
Marine

Science

ODIP
BODC
Oceanography
Oceanographer
Aquatic

Aquatic science, #aquatic,
#aquaticscience #aquatic_science

Science

Fisheries

Climate

Arctic

Other Search Variation and
Combinations
Oceans, #ocean, #oceans,
#oceanresearch, #ocean_research,
#ocean_acidification #oceanacidification
Seas, #sea, #seas
#marine, #marinescience,
#marine_science
@odip, #odip
@bodc, #bodc
#oceanography,

#fisheries
Research, science, change,
research

#climate, #climateresearch,
#climate_research, #climatescience,
#climate_science, #climatechange,
#climate_change, climate scientist,
Arctic science, Arctic scientists, Arctic
research, Arctic researcher, #Arctic,
#ArcticScience, #Arcticresearch,
#Arctic_science, #Arctic_research,

Science, research

These keywords were used to formulate the list of core nodes driving this SNA. A
keyword search was also conducted in Netlytic (Gruzd, 2016). The initial results
aggregated information about users based on their tweets and listed them in order of
highest edge-count to lowest. The first listed user is @ZBLEUMOON. This account has
a high equal followers and following count at 472, 616 followers at the time of the
search (October, 2016). As of June (2017), the user has 477k followers and followings.
The second listing was @SouthbankLondon at 196k. Once more unrelated to the subject
matter at hand. These two accounts are the first two listings with the highest edges.
Once the edges are down to 3000 ties or less, the data becomes more relevant but
remains concentrated on activists and other non-professional ocean enthusiasts. For
users with less than 100 edges, user biographies becomes sparse, less organizations and
groups are represented, and the users are not as active compared to those with higher
edges. As mentioned in the body of this research, the user is not familiar with Netlytic
and as such search results were dropped.
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Table 14. List of Core Nodes
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Data Aggregation Technical Requirements
The data collection requires a level of technical understanding relating to Twitter
platform APIs, from which the data was aggregated. Although initially the data was to
be retrieved using a custom coded algorithm 270 , where Python 271 and Java 272 were
considered, a commercial service, Docteur Tweety TwExList 273 , was favoured over
programming in the interest of time. Whilst using Python, data aggregation for a certain
number of users resulted in the algorithm running for several days. This drew attention
to a group of users with extremely high numbers of connections. This group constituted
nearly 10% of the core nodes. To save time, TwExList was used to extract the data for
these users. However, this resulted in visible inconsistencies between the data that was
mined using Python and the data collected by TwExList. Since the service is a paid
service, and to ensure consistency, the researcher decided to continue using the service
to further collect data for the rest of the users. The data was retrieved in XSL and CSV
formats (see Figure 46 for format example).

270

I would like to thank fellow UCL researchers Stephen Gray and Yuan Mingda for helping with this.
Utilizing two different Python packages: MIT’s Twitter-Text-Python
https://github.com/edburnett/twitter-text-python, and Tweepy parser http://www.tweepy.org
272
Using the Javascript package Twit: https://www.npmjs.com/package/twit
273
Access to this services can be gained at http://www.docteur-tweety.com/twexlist/
271
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Figure 48. Format of files downloaded from Docteur Tweety TwExList
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Data Organization Technical Requirements
Data organisation was first performed manually for the core nodes using Microsoft
Excel274 for Mac. It involved collecting and sorting names of case study partners, and
matching them to their associated Twitter accounts Figure 47. This process was then
applied to the results from the keyword search conducted to expand core node list
Figure 48. Once the data from TwExList was downloaded, an Excel Macro was setup
to remove styles and excess data that were not pertinent to the research (refer to
Appendix 5.1.A.iii.a). The refined information was then inputted into Microsoft Access
for Windows275. Because several machines and operating systems were utilized, the data
was stored in Dropbox276 for convenience and ease of access.
Figure 49. Finding and verifying Twitter users based on case study partners

274

Product link: https://products.office.com/en-us/mac/microsoft-office-for-mac
Access is available at https://products.office.com/en-gb/access. The software was accessible via UCL
cluster computers.
276
Visit http://Dropbox.com
275
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Figure 50. Manual Twitter accounts discovery and verification process

Apx.5.1.A.iii.a Batch Processing XLS files using Microsoft Excel macros
The following Excel Macro Was used to refine aggregated XSL documents in preparation for
upload into Microsoft Access:
Dim wb As Workbook
Dim myPath As String
Dim myPathDest As String
Dim myFile As String
Dim myExtension As String
Dim FldrPicker As FileDialog
Dim FldrPicker_Dest As FileDialog
Sub clean()

'Set Target folder for saving
Set FldrPicker_Dest =
Application.FileDialog(msoFileDialogFolderPi
cker)
With FldrPicker_Dest
.Title = "Select A Destination Folder"
.AllowMultiSelect = False
If .Show <> -1 Then GoTo NextCode
myPathDest = .SelectedItems(1) & "\"
End With

'Optimize Macro Speed
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
Application.EnableEvents = False
Application.Calculation = xlCalculationManual
'Retrieve Target Folder Path From User
Set FldrPicker =
Application.FileDialog(msoFileDialogFolderPi
cker)

'In Case of Cancel
NextCode:
myPath = myPath
If myPath = "" Then GoTo ResetSettings

With FldrPicker
.Title = "Select A Source Folder"
.AllowMultiSelect = False
If .Show <> -1 Then GoTo NextCode
myPath = .SelectedItems(1) & "\"
End With

'Target File Extension (must include wildcard
"*")
myExtension = "*.xls*"
'Target Path with Ending Extension
myFile = Dir(myPath & myExtension)
'Loop through each Excel file in folder
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Do While myFile <> ""
'Set variable equal to opened workbook
Set wb = Workbooks.Open(filename:=myPath
& myFile)

Since the SNA dataset represents a directed
graph, the following macro is designed to
keep duplicates since the relationship AB is
not the same as A B:

'Ensure Workbook has opened before moving
on to next line of code
DoEvents
Range("A2").Select
twittername = ActiveCell.Text
Length = Len(twittername)
at_position = InStr(twittername, "@")
twittername = Right(twittername, Length at_position + 1)
Rows("1:13").Select
Selection.Delete Shift:=xlUp
Columns("A:A").Select
Selection.Insert Shift:=xlToRight,
CopyOrigin:=xlFormatFromLeftOrAbove
Range("A1").Select
ActiveCell.FormulaR1C1 = "The_500"
Dim myrow As String
'Finds last row with data in it
myrow = Range("B65536").End(xlUp).Row
Range("A2").Select
ActiveCell.Formula = twittername
Range("A2:A" & myrow).FillDown
Range("A1:Q" & myrow).Select
'Range("A2").Activate
Selection.Style = "Normal"
Columns("D:D").Select
Selection.NumberFormat = "m/d/yyyy"
Columns("N:N").Select
Selection.NumberFormat = "m/d/yyyy"
Range("A1").Select
ActiveWorkbook.SaveAs filename:=myPathDest
& twittername & "_parsed.xls",
FileFormat:=xlWorkbookDefault
'Save and Close Workbook
wb.Close SaveChanges:=False
'Ensure Workbook has closed before moving
on to next line of code
DoEvents
'Get next file name
myFile = Dir
Loop
'Message Box when tasks are completed
MsgBox "Task Complete!"
ResetSettings:
'Reset Macro Optimization Settings
Application.EnableEvents = True
Application.Calculation =
xlCalculationAutomatic
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
End Sub

Sub Interleaver()
Dim nA As Long, nB As Long
Dim rc As Long, i As Long, j As Long
rc = Rows.Count
nA = Cells(rc, "A").End(xlUp).Row
nB = Cells(rc, "B").End(xlUp).Row
Range("A1:A" & nA).Copy Range("C1")
Range("B1:B" & nB).Copy Range("C" & nA + 1)
For i = 1 To nA + nB
If i <= nA Then
Cells(i, "D") = "A"
Else
Cells(i, "D") = "B"
End If
Next i
Range("C1:D" & nA + nB).Sort
Key1:=Range("C1"), Order1:=xlAscending,
Header:=xlNo, _
OrderCustom:=1, MatchCase:=False,
Orientation:=xlTopToBottom, _
DataOption1:=xlSortNormal
Range("A1:A" & nA).Clear
Range("B1:B" & nB).Clear
j=2
If Range("D1").Value = "A" Then
Cells(1, "A") = Cells(1, "C")
Else
Cells(1, "B") = Cells(1, "C")
End If
For i = 2 To nA + nB
If Cells(i, "C") = Cells(i - 1, "C") Then
j=j-1
Range("A" & j & ":B" & j) = Cells(i, "C")
j=j+1
Else
If Cells(i, "D").Value = "A" Then
Cells(j, "A") = Cells(i, "C")
Else
Cells(j, "B") = Cells(i, "C")
End If
j=j+1
End If
Next i
End Sub
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Data Visualization Technical Requirements
The SNA data collection was conducted on a Mac laptop running OS El Capitan (v.
10.11.6) with 1.1 GHz (Intel Core M) processor, an Intel HD Graphics 5300 (1532MB)
graphic card, and an 8GB RAM (1600 MHz DDR3). However, these specs were not
adequate for visualization or data processing 277 . A research computing service from
University College London was sought to process the data. Legion is a researchcomputing cluster that connects nodes of different types, some specialist hardware, and
other nodes belonging to research groups 278. The cluster node was used to run open
source visualization software Gephi 279 (Bastian et al., 2009). This had adequate
processor and RAM for the task at hand but no graphics card for visualization. To
compensate, and instead of running Gephi batch commands without seeing the graph
outcome, software XQuartz280 was used in order to view and interact with the program.
The inadequate graphic specs however, remained an issue.
Finally, a machine with the required graphics card was secured and used
successfully to visualize and run layout and statistical algorithms. The Mac Pro (Late
2013) was running Mac OS Sierra (v. 10.12.4) and has a 3.5GHz; 6-Core Intel Xeon E5
processor; a RAM capacity of 32GB (1866 MHZ DDR3), with an AMD FirePro D500
3GB graphics card. The difference between the laptop (1.5GB graphics card) and the
Mac pro desktop (3.5GB graphics card) made a difference in successfully rendering the
data.
Other requirements for Gephi included downloading and installing a Java
package from Oracle JDK281. Throughout the use of this visualization software, there
have been constant reported issues with Java on different operating systems 282. Mac
machines require the latest edition, which had to be introduced into the configuration
file called Gephi.conf. This involved adding the following lines:
jdkhome=”/Library/Java/JavaVirtualMachines/jdk1.8.0_121.jdk/Contents/Home” replacing

277

Refer to Varvoutas (2017) or visit https://gephi.org/users/requirements/ for more about Gephi
requirements.
278
Visit wiki.rc.ucl.ac.uk for more information about UCL Legion.
279
Visit http://gephi.org to learn more or download the software
280
Visit https://www.xquartz.org/ for more details
281
The Java SE Development Kit 8 from Oracle can be downloaded here
http://download.oracle.com/otn-pub/java/jdk/8u131-b11/d54c1d3a095b4ff2b6607d096fa80163/jdk8u131-macosx-x64.dmg
282
Refer to this post https://medium.com/coder-snorts/gephi-is-broken-on-mac-os-97fbaef4305e for
more on trouble shooting Java issues.
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…/..PlugIns/jre1.8.0_74.jre/Contents/Home

The memory in Gephi also had to be updated from a default Xmx-512 to a –JXmx26000m, relative to the machine used. To amend Gephi.conf on a Mac, the user
must right click the program once it is installed and then follow this path: Gephi >
Contents > Resources > gephi > etc > gephi.conf. Other software requirements to
handle outputs from Gephi included Adobe Illustrator283 to open .SVG files, and Adobe
Photoshop, used to add labels and details to the figures.
Appendix 5.1.B. Data Collection & Organization
Application Program Interfaces (APIs) facilitate connectivity between databases,
applications, and devices to deliver data. Twitter APIs 284 facilitate programmatic access
such that users can read and/or write Twitter data. Between January 20th and 27th, 2017,
these publically available APIs were used to aggregate follower and following Twitter
data for a predefined list of 470 accounts.
This SNA data collection can be broken down into steps that are, for the most
part, sequential but also iterative whenever necessary. This iterative sequential approach
is useful for overseeing large sets of data that are otherwise difficult to manage. It
allows the researcher to closely observe, adjust, modify, and track changes that take
place during research without risking analysis validity or reliability. This section details
the steps involved in collecting and preparing the data, serving as a blueprint for future
adoption in similar SNA activities.
Before any data were collected, the researcher began with a review of
literature285 to determine what the most appropriate online social media platform for the
purposes of this study. This strategic planning is based on a selection criteria that
involved assessing 1) the availability and ease of access to a platform; 2) technical
specs, attributes, and data output of said platform; 3) the usefulness of accessible data—
once aggregated—in determining human networks and technical agency, and finally 4)

283

Visit http://www.adobe.com/uk/downloads.html
For more information about Twitter APIs https://dev.twitter.com/overview/api
285
A body of literature on social network theory, ICTS & technology-mediated communication and
proved useful and can be consulted for further research: Nature Publishing Group (2014), Aviv et al.
(2003), Baron & Gomez (2016), Boyle et al. (2014), Callon (1999), Christakis & Fowler (2009), Chung
et al. (2005), Cummings & Kiesler (2014), Day et al. (2014), De Choudhury et al. (2010), Gabielkov et
al. (2014), Gao et al. (2016), Gibbs et al. (2013), Gulbrandsen & Just (2011), Hagen (2011), Hankin et al.
(2010), Kaplan & Haenlein (2010), Leonardi (2017), Leskovec et al. (2014), Luers & Kroodsma (2014),
McFarland & Gomez (2014), McKinnon (2011), Morstatter et al. (2013), O'Sullivan (2000), Ospina &
Hecks (2010), Pereira et al. (2003), Scolari, (2009; 2012), Shum et al. (2012), Soomai, MacDonald, &
Wells (2013), Treem & Leonardi (2013), Willis et al. (2015),
284
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the availability of resources and limitations that may facilitate or hinder data
aggregation.
Step One – Data Collection Strategy
Once the social network of choice was determined—Twitter being the platform of
choice for this research—the researcher proceeded with examining the attributes of this
platform as well as the types of data it can produce. In the case of data itself, it is critical
to consider whether or not the researcher has access to the necessary resources—often
requiring technical know-how and adequate compute—to extrapolate and handle the
data.
Figure 51. Visualizing a network with nodes and edges

In the case of platform attributes and technological agency, it may be useful to
compare and contrast two platforms against one another. Two frequently associated and
compared platforms are Facebook and Twitter. Arguably, Facebook 286 has non-uniform
nodes, or endpoints, and inexplicit connections between them. This is because the very
nature of the platform allows users (the nodes) to like, poke, follow, and [add] friend
other friends, pages, and groups (other types of nodes) among other features. Twitter

286

www.facebook.com
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nodes on the other hand, can be said to be more uniform (see Figure 49), forming clear
directional connections—or edges (Weller et al., 2014). All users have the same type of
account (regardless of how an account is branded287) and can follow, or are followed by
another user. Sometimes a user can follow and be followed by another account
mutually, forming a reciprocal connection known as an undirected relationship. This is
not to mention the various other types of connections288 that users can have with various
fragments of content.
Once a platform has been chosen, all considerations taken into account, the
researcher must then determine how data are useful in answering the research questions
at hand. The aim of the current study is to complement two other case studies by
situating them within a broader community. This study aims to determine what the
connections say about Study I and II’s adoption of ICTs. As such, benefiting from the
extensive studies on this social media platform 289 , and given its direct connections
between users, Twitter data seems to be a good fit for purpose.
Step Two – Initial Data Collection: Determining Core
Nodes
Once platform and data type are determined, the researcher then proceeded with the first
part of data collection. This involved identification of network core nodes. This activity
is manual. It requires frequent revision in order to verify that the Twitter accounts are
identified and associated with correct users of interest. These core nodes consisted of
any accounts belonging to or associated with Study I (ODIP) and Study II (BODC). The
process required cross-checking aggregated potential users with possible Twitter
profiles, and then verifying authenticity by reviewing the biography section on that
account’s Twitter page 290 , as well as by finding any references to said account in
designated resources such as an official website or blog. This process is illustrated in
Figure 47 and Figure 48.

287

For more on branding in Twitter, consult Brems et al. (2017), Ottovordemgentschenfelde (2017), Page
(2012), and Stepchenkova et al. (2013).
288
Users can respond or communicate with other users, leave content feedback on certain pages,
redistribute (a.k.a retweet) content from another user, like a Tweet, create lists…and so on, without the
need to follow or be followed by (Twitter), or [add] friend or like a given account (Facebook). This kind
of data can also be visualized and mapped in different ways depending on the connections being studied.
289
Refer to footnote 88 and 285.
290
A Twitter handle is always in the form of @UserName. An account page is usually a URL in the form
of https://twitter.com/UserName where the last part of the hyperlink is the same as the part following the
@ sign in the Twitter handle.
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It is also important to note that both ODIP and BODC had websites that the
researcher consulted during this process. Both sites did not have any reference to
Twitter accounts at the time the core node list was compiled. ODIP nevertheless, had
links to its LinkedIn291 and Facebook pages, but no existing Twitter account. BODC on
the other hand, had no reference to any social media on its website, but a search resulted
in the discovery of an existing Twitter account, established in 2008292.
After collecting directly associated Twitter accounts for studies I and II, the list
was expanded by reapplying the same process for partners and otherwise affiliated
groups referenced on the ODIP and BODC websites or mentioned during interviews.
Finally, the list was further expanded by the addition of accounts that resulted from a
general keyword search (Table 13) for any oceanographic entities in order to simulate
possible search behaviours by generic users. The search outcome, coupled with the list
from the case studies, resulted in a list of 470.
To summarize this initial step, the data collection process begins with a
purposive “snowball” sample293, which tracked existing Twitter accounts for the 2 case
studies. Of the two, only the British Oceanographic Data Centre (BODC) had an
account—@BODC. From the ODIP and BODC websites, partners and other affiliated
institutions were identified. To expand this list, a Google search was ran on other
relevant organizations, institutions and individuals. This was complemented with a list
of organizations and research centres found on Wikipedia, the rationale being that this
may be the first stop for individuals interested in general information about
oceanography, climate change, or any of these organizations. Finally, Advanced Twitter
Search 294 was utilized in a similar way resulting in more users. The final list was
examined and filtered for duplicates, inactive accounts, and private (inaccessible)
accounts. A total of 470 Twitter handles, nicknamed The 500, became the core nodes
for this SNA (See Table 14 for full list of core users).
Step Three – Defining Network Tiers

291

ODIP Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/pages/Ocean-Data-InteroperabilityPlatform/200907336746876 ODIP Linkedin:
ODIP
website contact page: http://www.odip.org/content/contact.asp?menu=0070000_000000
292
BODC Twitter page: https://twitter.com/bodc?lang=en, BODC website: https://www.bodc.ac.uk
293
Refer to Bloor & Wood (2006: 154).
294
Please refer to this page to run an Advance Search on Twitter https://twitter.com/searchadvanced?lang=en-gb
http://www.linkedin.com/groups?homeNewMember=&gid=6508019&trk=rss_jgrp&fromEmail=&ut=0bUUHBjxeZblY1
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Armed with the list of core nodes—which circumscribes Tier 1 of the network—the
network was expanded by following the connections to and from these core nodes.
These links can be categorized as Tier 2 nodes (refer to Figure 34, Figure 49, and
Figure 50) that share In-Degree, Out-Degree or Mutual Degree connections.
In general, degrees in Twitter can be defined in two ways: users to content
(@user to Tweet) or users to other users (@user_A to @user_B). This SNA is
concerned with the latter, where the expansion of the network to include Tier 2 consists
of aggregating connections between the core nodes and other users. Degrees in this case
can be further classified in two ways: users that follow, or followers, and users that are
followed by core nodes.
Degrees, or edges, are also determined by their direction, if any—or in other
words, their sources (the node from which the edge originates) and targets (the node
where that edge ends). Nodes therefore, can be defined as points or vertices where
pathways in a network meet. These nodes can exist in a directed network (where edges
have a direction from a source nodes to a target nodes), or in an undirected network
(edges with no source or target). As such edges represent the relationship between two
nodes. The two nodes that a given edge connects together are called endpoints or
vertices. Similar to nodes, edges are also units in a network graph. Visually, an arrow
represents directed edges, where nodes have a clear direction from one to the other.
Undirected edges have no distinguishable direction between the nodes.
Figure 52. Explanation of mutual degrees

Furthermore, directed edges come in two types, out-degree and in-degree edges.
Out-degree edges represent the number of outgoing edges from a given node (the
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direction an edge is going when one node FOLLOWS another). In-degree edges
represent the number of incoming edges from a given node (the direction an edge is
going when one node is being FOLLOWED by another). A third type of edge exists in a
directed network known as reciprocal or mutual edges. These edges represent
relationships between core nodes that can involve mutual connections, represented by
arrows at both ends of an edge. Figure 50 depicts how these relationships can be
represented in a directed graph. As a convention, edges in large graphs are represented
by curved lines in a clockwise direction, from source to target.
In this case study, nodes are Twitter accounts. Core nodes are the nodes whose
related Twitter accounts were aggregated to form the network graph in this SNA.
Secondary nodes, or Tier 2 nodes, can be classified as 1) “Follower” nodes, or indegrees. They are twitter users following one of the core nodes (edge goes to a core
node); 2) “Following”295, or out-degrees, are users being followed by the core nodes.
Because the terminology can be daunting to new users, the researcher resorted to using
the naming convention utilized by the Gephi community in its support forums 296. To
sum, a network can be directed or undirected, nodes are endpoints in a network, while
edges can be out-degrees or in-degrees. In a directed graph, arrows represent degree
direction; mutual degrees are represented by arrows at both ends.
Step Four – Identifying A Community
As mentioned earlier connections from Twitter extend to the direct relationships of core
nodes called Tier 1 (Figure 34). Loosely defined, Tier 1 signifies the broad community.
This community involves users in marine-related areas. This broader network involves
anyone that is involved with the earth’s oceans in any of these capacities: leisure (e.g.
fishing, scuba diving, beach combing, sailing, snorkelling, water sports), political/legal
(e.g. policy, legislative), governmental/industrial (e.g. fisheries, agriculture, shipping,
military/navy, coast guard, search and recovery/rescue), NGOs (e.g. Green Peace,
WWF), scientific/research/academia (e.g. geology, chemistry, biology, oceanography,
physics, meteorology, climatology, informatics, modelling ethnographic, humanities),
maritime/commercial/industrial

(e.g.

dredging,

business

services,

cargo),

and

communal/cultural (e.g. beach protection, awareness, volunteers, social outreach,
marine animal protection).

295
296

Following adheres to Twitter’s naming convention as can be seen in Figure 51.
Refer to http://forum-gephi.org/
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A closer look into the community, via qualitative sampling helps narrow down
analysis into better-defined clusters. This is where classification of nodes comes in
handy (Table 4). The sampling involves academic, scientific, and/or research social
network users that represent individuals or organizations (research groups or research
institutions) in oceanography-related areas. These areas are defined as: geology,
chemistry, biology, physics, meteorology, climatology, informatics, modelling,
engineering, policy, and protection and management. This definition however, also
encompasses others that may not be field experts or part of an institution or research
group, but are interacting with such individuals within this capacity (e.g. research
pundits advising government officials or members of the community on marine-related
issues). As such, this category moves from simple content/text-specific classification to
network relationship.
Finally, a look at the case studies conducted previously can help identify their
direct network within this broad community. This network involves a purposeful
sample. It is based on a case study of the two organizations, the British Oceanographic
Data Centre (BODC), and the Ocean Data Interoperability Platform (ODIP).
Figure 53. InDegrees & OutDegrees in Twitter

Step Five – Primary Data Collection: Aggregating Edges
With a list of core nodes complete, a plan to expand the network, and an idea of what
edges are of interest for this study, data collection can take place. This involves
inputting core node Twitter handles into the Docteur Tweety website and waiting for a
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link to the aggregated data via email. The file is then downloaded and sorted based on
the type of information requested. That is, each relationship—followers and
followings—must be requested separately resulting in two XLS files for each user. The
data are then processed using Microsoft Excel to remove any document styles and
irrelevant information provided by the service (Refer to Figure 46). Up to this point the
number of edges between core nodes and their connections has been unknown. Once the
data are cleaned and inputted into Microsoft Access, a relational database that facilitates
querying data in SQL-like manner, more information can be drawn from the collected
dataset. The raw data involved nearly 3.5M edges, which was later refined to 800K
(Table 15).
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Table 15. Aggregated edges for raw data

2.9M
Followers

Raw Data Edge Statistics
3.4M
Total Edges

500K
Followings

2,931,626 In Degree

3,461,189 Edges

537,421 Out Degree

The “Followers” indicate the
unidirectional relationship
where one user follows
another. This includes
duplicates and mutual
connections.

This is the total
number of
bidirectional
connections, edges,
between all of the
aggregated accounts.

The “Followings,” or out
degrees indicate a
unidirectional relationship
where one user is followed by
another. This includes
duplicates and mutual
connections.

Step Six – Organizing & Preparing For Data Analysis
The followers and followed account lists were collected in XSL files and organized in a
Microsoft Access database. Several modules were designed to import follower and
following information, manage duplicates, and to parse relationships between users as
detailed in the following subsections. Once the data was organized in Access, several
queries were designed to manipulate and tease different information from the data (e.g.
Figure 52)—including the removal of duplicate data, identifying mutual degrees, and
producing counts for different user groups. The information was then exported back into
Excel in preparation for visualization.
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Figure 54. Querying the database in Microsoft Access
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This figure shows how to query any core nodes (the 500) that mutually follow one another in the database, which form undirected edges.

This figure shows how accounts of interests that are following the core nodes (the 500) in the database were queried.
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Organizing and preparing data for analysis required the use of Microsoft Access
modules in order to organize the data. These modules were designed to import,
organize, and create relational fields for the data to be manipulated. The following
subsections detail these codes.

Apx.5.1.B.vi.a Microsoft Access Module 1 – Followers & Followings Import
----------

‘ DECLAIRTION

‘ IMPORT FOLLOWER

Option Compare Database

Sub Data_Import_Following()
On Error Resume Next

Dim strDir As String
Dim strFile As String
Dim I As Long

'Name of the Table to import into

----------

TableName = "Following"
I=0

‘ IMPORT FOLLOWER

'select the folder where the .xls files are

Sub Data_Import_Followers()
On Error Resume Next
'Change for following
TableName = "Followers"
I=0
'my code
Set FldrPicker = Application.FileDialog(4)
With FldrPicker
.Title = "Select A Folder To Import From"
.AllowMultiSelect = False
If .Show <> -1 Then GoTo NextCode
myPath = .SelectedItems(1) & "\"
End With
NextCode:
strDir = myPath
If strDir = "" Then GoTo ResetSettings
strFile = Dir(strDir & "*.XLS*")
While strFile <> ""
I=I+1
strFile = strDir & strFile
Debug.Print "importing " & strFile
DoCmd.TransferSpreadsheet acImport, ,
TableName, strFile, True 'has columnheaders
strFile = Dir()
Wend
importExcelSheets = I
ResetSettings:
End Sub

Set FldrPicker = Application.FileDialog(4)
With FldrPicker
.Title = "Select A Folder To Import From"
.AllowMultiSelect = False
If .Show <> -1 Then GoTo NextCode
myPath = .SelectedItems(1) & "\"
End With
NextCode:
strDir = myPath
If strDir = "" Then GoTo ResetSettings
strFile = Dir(strDir & "*.XLS*")
'loop to import the data
While strFile <> ""
I=I+1
strFile = strDir & strFile
Debug.Print "importing " & strFile
DoCmd.TransferSpreadsheet acImport, ,
TableName, strFile, True 'has columnheaders
strFile = Dir()
Wend
importExcelSheets = I
ResetSettings:
End Sub

Apx.5.1.B.vi.b Microsoft Access Module 2 - Managing duplicates

Option Compare Database

Sub Duplicates()
Dim db As Database
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Dim rec As Recordset
Dim recID As Integer
Dim The_500 As Integer
Dim Name As Integer

Verified = 10
Protected = 11
Translator = 12
Last_Tweet = 13
Description = 14
URL = 15
Email = 16

Dim iCurrent_recID As Integer
Dim strCurrentThe_500 As String
Dim strCurrentName As String
Dim dCurrentCreation As Date
Dim strCurrentTime_Zone As String
Dim strCurrentLocation As String
Dim strCurrentLanguage As String
Dim iCurrentFollowers As Integer
Dim iCurrentStatuses As Integer
Dim strCurrentVerified As String
Dim strCurrentProtected As String
Dim strCurrentTranslator As String
Dim dCurrentLast_Tweet As Date
Dim strCurrentDescription As String
Dim strCurrentURL As String
Dim strCurrentEmail As String

Set db = CurrentDb
Set rec = db.OpenRecordset("SELECT *
FROM Following ORDER BY
Following.[Twitter account]")
rec.MoveFirst
While Not rec.EOF
If rec.Fields(Name) = strCurrentName Then
Else
'Insert 'current' data into new table
'current=prev
End If
rec.MoveNext

Dim iPrev_recID As Integer
Dim strPrevThe_500 As String
Dim strPrevName As String
Dim dCurrnetCreation As Date
Dim strPrevTime_Zone As String
Dim strPrevLocation As String
Dim strPrevLanguage As String
Dim iPrevFollowers As Integer
Dim iPrevStatuses As Integer
Dim strPrevVerified As String
Dim strPrevProtected As String
Dim strPrevTranslator As String
Dim dPrevLast_Tweet As Date
Dim strPrevDescription As String
Dim strPrevURL As String
Dim strPrevEmail As String

' not needed rec.Fields (recID)
rec.Fields (The_500)
rec.Fields (Creation)
rec.Fields (Time_Zone)
rec.Fields (Location)
rec.Fields (Language)
rec.Fields (Followers)
rec.Fields (Following)
rec.Fields (Statuses)
rec.Fields (Verified)
rec.Fields (Protected)
rec.Fields (Translator)
rec.Fields (Last_Tweet)
rec.Fields (Description)
rec.Fields (URL)
rec.Fields (Email)
rec.MoveNext
Wend
If rec.EOF = True Then
'No match found, so the value isn't in the
table. Add it.
Else
'Match found. This value is already in the
table.
MsgBox "This value is already in the table"
End If

'Indexes for the database records
recID = 0
The_500 = 1
Name = 2
Creation = 3
Time_Zone = 4
Location = 5
Language = 6
Followers = 7
Following = 8
Statuses = 9

End Sub

Apx.5.1.B.vi.c Microsoft Access Module 3 - Parsing relationships
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‘ DECLIRTION

Debug.Print strCurrentThe_500 & " Follows
" & strCurrentAccount & " Added to
Source_Target database"
End If
rec.MoveNext
Wend
rec.Close
rec2.Close
db.Close
End Sub

Option Compare Database
Sub Parse_Following_Table()
Dim db As Database
Dim rec As Recordset
Dim rec2 As Recordset
Dim The_500 As Integer
Dim Name As Integer
Dim strSQL As String
Dim strSQL2 As String
Dim strCurrentThe_500 As String
Dim strCurrentAccount As String

------------Sub Bulk_Add_Followers()
Dim strSQL As String
Dim db As Database
Set db = CurrentDb

'Indexes for the database records
The_500 = 0
Account = 1
Set db = CurrentDb
'Set rec = db.OpenRecordset("SELECT *
FROM Following ORDER BY
Following.[Twitter account]")
Set rec = db.OpenRecordset("SELECT
The_500, [Twitter account]FROM
Following ORDER BY Following.[Twitter
account]")
rec.MoveFirst
While Not rec.EOF
'source
strCurrentThe_500 = rec.Fields(The_500)
'target
strCurrentAccount = rec.Fields(Account)

'Bulk adding of the records to the Followers
Table and to the comprehensive table.
'Only use for the first import, as future use
may add duplicate records.
strSQL = "INSERT INTO
Followers_Relationship
(Follower_Twitter_ID,The_500_Twitter_ID
) SELECT [Twitter account],The_500
FROM Followers ORDER BY
Followers.[Twitter account]"
db.Execute (strSQL)
strSQL = "INSERT INTO
Following_Comprehensive
(Source_Twitter_ID,Target_Twitter_ID)
SELECT [Twitter account],The_500 FROM
Followers ORDER BY Followers.[Twitter
account]"

‘SQL statement to check if data are already
in Following Table
strSQL2 = "SELECT Source_Twitter_ID,
Target_Twitter_ID FROM
Following_Comprehensive WHERE
Source_Twitter_ID='" & strCurrentThe_500
& "' AND Target_Twitter_ID='" &
strCurrentAccount & "'"
Set rec2 = db.OpenRecordset(strSQL2)
If rec2.RecordCount > 0 Then

'strSQL = "INSERT INTO
Following_Comprehensive
(Source_Twitter_ID,Target_Twitter_ID)
SELECT [Twitter account],The_500 FROM
Followers ORDER BY Followers.[Twitter
account]"
db.Execute (strSQL)
db.Close
End Sub

'The name is already in the database.
Debug.Print strCurrent & " is already in the
database"
Else

------------Sub Bulk_Add_Following()
Dim db As Database
Set db = CurrentDb

'The name isn’t in the database yet, so want
to add.
'SQL statement to insert data into merged
relationship table

'bulk adding of the records to the Following
Table only
'only use for the first import, as future use
may add duplicate records.
strSQL = "INSERT INTO
Following_Relationship
(The_500_Twitter_ID,
Following_Twitter_ID) SELECT
The_500,[Twitter account]FROM Following
ORDER BY Following.[Twitter account]"
db.Execute (strSQL)
'strSQL = "INSERT INTO

strSQL = "INSERT INTO
Following_Comprehensive
(Source_Twitter_ID,Target_Twitter_ID)
VALUES ("
strSQL = strSQL & "'" & strCurrentThe_500
& "',"
strSQL = strSQL & "'" & strCurrentAccount
& "')"
db.Execute (strSQL)
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Following_Comprehensive
(Source_Twitter_ID,Target_Twitter_ID)
SELECT The_500,[Twitter account]FROM
Followers ORDER BY Followers.[Twitter

account]"
'db.Execute (strSQL)
db.Close
End Sub

------------Apx.5.1.B.vi.d Microsoft Access Module to populate user information

Option Compare Database

recID = 0
The_500 = 1
account = 2
Name = 3
Creation = 4
Time_Zone = 5
Location = 6
Language = 7
Followers = 8
Following = 9
Statuses = 10
Verified = 11
Protected = 12
Translator = 13
Last_Tweet = 14
Description = 15
URL = 16
Email = 17

‘ ADDING FOLLOWING INFORMATION
Sub Add_Following()
Dim db As Database
Dim rec As Recordset
Dim rec2 As Recordset
Dim recID As Integer
Dim The_500 As Integer
Dim Name As Integer
Dim strSQL As String
Dim strSQL2 As String
Dim iCurrent_recID As Integer
Dim strCurrentThe_500 As String
Dim strCurrentAccount As String
Dim strCurrentName As String
Dim dCurrentCreation As Date
Dim strCurrentTime_Zone As String
Dim strCurrentLocation As String
Dim strCurrentLanguage As String
Dim iCurrentFollowers As Long
Dim iCurrentFollowing As Long
Dim iCurrentStatuses As Long
Dim strCurrentVerified As String
Dim strCurrentProtected As String
Dim strCurrentTranslator As String
Dim dCurrentLast_Tweet As Date
Dim strCurrentDescription As String
Dim strCurrentURL As String
Dim strCurrentEmail As String

Set db = CurrentDb
Set rec = db.OpenRecordset("SELECT *
FROM Following ORDER BY
Following.[Twitter account]")
rec.MoveFirst
While Not rec.EOF
If rec.Fields(account) = strCurrentAccount
Then
Debug.Print "Duplicate Account " &
strCurrentAccount
Else
strCurrentAccount = rec.Fields(account)
strSQL2 = "SELECT Twitter_account
FROM User_Info WHERE
Twitter_account='" & strCurrentAccount &
"'"
Set rec2 = db.OpenRecordset(strSQL2)
If rec2.RecordCount > 0 Then

Dim iPrev_recID As Integer
Dim strPrevThe_500 As String
Dim strPrevName As String
Dim dCurrnetCreation As Date
Dim strPrevTime_Zone As String
Dim strPrevLocation As String
Dim strPrevLanguage As String
Dim iPrevFollowers As Integer
Dim iPrevStatuses As Integer
Dim strPrevVerified As String
Dim strPrevProtected As String
Dim strPrevTranslator As String
Dim dPrevLast_Tweet As Date
Dim strPrevDescription As String
Dim strPrevURL As String
Dim strPrevEmail As String

'The name is already in the database.
Debug.Print strCurrent & " is already in the
database"
Else
'The name isn’t in the database yet, so want
to add.
strCurrentThe_500 = rec.Fields(The_500)
If IsNull(rec.Fields(Name)) Then
strCurrentName = ""
Else

'indexes for the database records
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strCurrentName =
Replace(rec.Fields(Name), "'", "")
End If
If IsNull(rec.Fields(Creation)) Then
dCurrentCreation = "1/1/1900"
Else
dCurrentCreation = rec.Fields(Creation)
End If
If IsNull(rec.Fields(Time_Zone)) Then
strCurrentTime_Zone = ""
Else
strCurrentTime_Zone =
Replace(rec.Fields(Time_Zone), "'", "")
End If
If IsNull(rec.Fields(Location)) Then
strCurrentLocation = ""
Else
strCurrentLocation =
Replace(rec.Fields(Location), "'", "")
End If

strCurrentEmail = rec.Fields(Email)
End If
strSQL = "INSERT INTO User_Info
(Twitter_Account,Name,Creation,Time_Zon
e,Location,Language,Followers,Following,S
tatuses,Verified,Protected,Translator,Last_t
weet,Description,URL,Email) VALUES ("
'strSql = "INSERT INTO User_Info
(Twitter_Account,Name,Creation,Time_Zon
e,Location,Language,Following,Statuses,Ve
rified,Protected,Translator,Last_tweet,Descti
ption,URL,Email) VALUES ("
'strSql = "INSERT INTO User_Info
(Twitter_Account,Name,Creation,Time_Zon
e,Location,Language,Following,Statuses,Ve
rified,Protected,Translator,Last_tweet,URL,
Email) VALUES ("
strSQL = strSQL & "'" &
strCurrentAccount & "',"
strSQL = strSQL & "'" & strCurrentName
& "',"
strSQL = strSQL & "'" & dCurrentCreation
& "',"
strSQL = strSQL & "'" &
strCurrentTime_Zone & "',"
strSQL = strSQL & "'" &
strCurrentLocation & "',"
strSQL = strSQL & "'" &
strCurrentLanguage & "',"
strSQL = strSQL & "" & iCurrentFollowers
& ","
strSQL = strSQL & "" & iCurrentFollowing
& ","
strSQL = strSQL & "" & iCurrentStatuses
& ","
strSQL = strSQL & "'" &
strCurrentVerified & "',"
strSQL = strSQL & "'" &
strCurrentProtected & "',"
strSQL = strSQL & "'" &
strCurrentTranslator & "',"
strSQL = strSQL & "'" &
dCurrentLast_Tweet & "',"
strSQL = strSQL & "'" &
strCurrentDescription & "',"
strSQL = strSQL & "'" & strCurrentURL &
"',"
strSQL = strSQL & "'" & strCurrentEmail
& "')"

strCurrentLanguage = rec.Fields(Language)
iCurrentFollowers = rec.Fields(Followers)
iCurrentFollowing = rec.Fields(Following)
iCurrentStatuses = rec.Fields(Statuses)
If IsNull(rec.Fields(Verified)) Then
strCurrentVerified = ""
Else
strCurrentVerified = rec.Fields(Verified)
End If
If IsNull(rec.Fields(Protected)) Then
strCurrentProtected = ""
Else
strCurrentProtected =
rec.Fields(Protected)
End If
If IsNull(rec.Fields(Translator)) Then
strCurrentTranslator = ""
Else
strCurrentTranslator =
rec.Fields(Translator)
End If
If IsNull(rec.Fields(Last_Tweet)) Then
dCurrentLast_Tweet = "1/1/1900"
Else
dCurrentLast_Tweet =
rec.Fields(Last_Tweet)
End If
If IsNull(rec.Fields(Description)) Then
strCurrentDescription = ""
Else
strCurrentDescription =
Replace(rec.Fields(Description), "'", "")
End If
If IsNull(rec.Fields(URL)) Then
strCurrentURL = ""
Else
strCurrentURL =
Replace(rec.Fields(URL), "'", "")
End If
If IsNull(rec.Fields(Email)) Then
strCurrentEmail = ""
Else

'DoCmd.RunSQL (strSql)
db.Execute (strSQL)
Debug.Print strCurrentAccount & " Added
to database"
End If
End If
rec.MoveNext
Wend
rec.Close
rec2.Close
db.Close
End Sub
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Protected = 12
Translator = 13
Last_Tweet = 14
Description = 15
URL = 16
Email = 17

‘ ADDING FOLLOWERS INFORMATION
Sub Add_Followers()
Dim db As Database
Dim rec As Recordset
Dim rec2 As Recordset
Dim recID As Integer
Dim The_500 As Integer
Dim Name As Integer
Dim strSQL As String
Dim strSQL2 As String

Set db = CurrentDb
Set rec = db.OpenRecordset("SELECT *
FROM Followers ORDER BY
Followers.[Twitter account]")
rec.MoveFirst
While Not rec.EOF

Dim iCurrent_recID As Integer
Dim strCurrentThe_500 As String
Dim strCurrentAccount As String
Dim strCurrentName As String
Dim dCurrentCreation As Date
Dim strCurrentTime_Zone As String
Dim strCurrentLocation As String
Dim strCurrentLanguage As String
Dim iCurrentFollowers As Long
Dim iCurrentFollowing As Long
Dim iCurrentStatuses As Long
Dim strCurrentVerified As String
Dim strCurrentProtected As String
Dim strCurrentTranslator As String
Dim dCurrentLast_Tweet As Date
Dim strCurrentDescription As String
Dim strCurrentURL As String
Dim strCurrentEmail As String

If rec.Fields(account) = strCurrentAccount
Then
Debug.Print "Duplicate Account " &
strCurrentAccount
Else
strCurrentAccount = rec.Fields(account)
strSQL2 = "SELECT Twitter_account
FROM User_Info WHERE
Twitter_account='" & strCurrentAccount &
"'"
Set rec2 = db.OpenRecordset(strSQL2)
If rec2.RecordCount > 0 Then
'The name is already in the database.
Debug.Print strCurrentAccount & " is
already in the database"
Else
'The name isn’t in the database yet, so want
to add.

Dim iPrev_recID As Integer
Dim strPrevThe_500 As String
Dim strPrevName As String
Dim dCurrnetCreation As Date
Dim strPrevTime_Zone As String
Dim strPrevLocation As String
Dim strPrevLanguage As String
Dim iPrevFollowers As Integer
Dim iPrevStatuses As Integer
Dim strPrevVerified As String
Dim strPrevProtected As String
Dim strPrevTranslator As String
Dim dPrevLast_Tweet As Date
Dim strPrevDescription As String
Dim strPrevURL As String
Dim strPrevEmail As String

strCurrentThe_500 = rec.Fields(The_500)
If IsNull(rec.Fields(Name)) Then
strCurrentName = ""
Else
strCurrentName =
Replace(rec.Fields(Name), "'", "")
End If
If IsNull(rec.Fields(Creation)) Then
dCurrentCreation = "1/1/1900"
Else
dCurrentCreation = rec.Fields(Creation)
End If
If IsNull(rec.Fields(Time_Zone)) Then
strCurrentTime_Zone = ""
Else
strCurrentTime_Zone =
Replace(rec.Fields(Time_Zone), "'", "")
End If
If IsNull(rec.Fields(Location)) Then
strCurrentLocation = ""
Else
strCurrentLocation =
Replace(rec.Fields(Location), "'", "")
End If

'indexes for the database records
recID = 0
The_500 = 1
account = 2
Name = 3
Creation = 4
Time_Zone = 5
Location = 6
Language = 7
Followers = 8
Following = 9
Statuses = 10
Verified = 11

strCurrentLanguage = rec.Fields(Language)
iCurrentFollowers = rec.Fields(Followers)
iCurrentFollowing = rec.Fields(Following)
iCurrentStatuses = rec.Fields(Statuses)
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If IsNull(rec.Fields(Verified)) Then
strCurrentVerified = ""
Else
strCurrentVerified = rec.Fields(Verified)
End If
If IsNull(rec.Fields(Protected)) Then
strCurrentProtected = ""
Else
strCurrentProtected =
rec.Fields(Protected)
End If
If IsNull(rec.Fields(Translator)) Then
strCurrentTranslator = ""
Else
strCurrentTranslator =
rec.Fields(Translator)
End If
If IsNull(rec.Fields(Last_Tweet)) Then
dCurrentLast_Tweet = "1/1/1900"
Else
dCurrentLast_Tweet =
rec.Fields(Last_Tweet)
End If
If IsNull(rec.Fields(Description)) Then
strCurrentDescription = ""
Else
strCurrentDescription =
Replace(rec.Fields(Description), "'", "")
End If
If IsNull(rec.Fields(URL)) Then
strCurrentURL = ""
Else
strCurrentURL =
Replace(rec.Fields(URL), "'", "")
End If
If IsNull(rec.Fields(Email)) Then
strCurrentEmail = ""
Else
strCurrentEmail = rec.Fields(Email)
End If
strSQL = "INSERT INTO User_Info
(Twitter_Account,Name,Creation,Time_Zon
e,Location,Language,Followers,Following,S
tatuses,Verified,Protected,Translator,Last_t
weet,Description,URL,Email) VALUES ("
'strSql = "INSERT INTO User_Info
(Twitter_Account,Name,Creation,Time_Zon
e,Location,Language,Following,Statuses,Ve
rified,Protected,Translator,Last_tweet,Descti
ption,URL,Email) VALUES ("
'strSql = "INSERT INTO User_Info
(Twitter_Account,Name,Creation,Time_Zon
e,Location,Language,Following,Statuses,Ve
rified,Protected,Translator,Last_tweet,URL,
Email) VALUES ("
strSQL = strSQL & "'" &
strCurrentAccount & "',"
strSQL = strSQL & "'" & strCurrentName
& "',"
strSQL = strSQL & "'" & dCurrentCreation
& "',"
strSQL = strSQL & "'" &
strCurrentTime_Zone & "',"

strSQL = strSQL & "'" &
strCurrentLocation & "',"
strSQL = strSQL & "'" &
strCurrentLanguage & "',"
strSQL = strSQL & "" & iCurrentFollowers
& ","
strSQL = strSQL & "" & iCurrentFollowing
& ","
strSQL = strSQL & "" & iCurrentStatuses
& ","
strSQL = strSQL & "'" &
strCurrentVerified & "',"
strSQL = strSQL & "'" &
strCurrentProtected & "',"
strSQL = strSQL & "'" &
strCurrentTranslator & "',"
strSQL = strSQL & "'" &
dCurrentLast_Tweet & "',"
strSQL = strSQL & "'" &
strCurrentDescription & "',"
strSQL = strSQL & "'" & strCurrentURL &
"',"
strSQL = strSQL & "'" & strCurrentEmail
& "')"
'DoCmd.RunSQL (strSql)
db.Execute (strSQL)
Debug.Print strCurrentAccount & " Added
to database"
End If
End If
rec.MoveNext
Wend
rec.Close
rec2.Close
db.Close
End Sub
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Appendix 5.1.C. Data Visualization & Analysis
The SNA data visualization also involves several steps in order to input, visualize, and
then manipulate data. To achieve this there were several steps that involved the Gephi
software specifications. This section describes these phases as follows:
Step One – Inputting Data Into Software
Inputting data into Gephi involves reorganizing the data from Access in terms of nodes
and edges. To input the data successfully requires a specific format of two separate
.CSV spreadsheets, separated by commas or tabs. The nodes spreadsheets must contain
two required columns, ID and Label in order for Gephi to process the information
(Figure 53). The ID is the unique identifier given to a node that corresponds to the
information in the edges spread sheet. This ID could be integer (numeric) or string
(alphabetic, or both letters and numbers). The Label column is the display information
Gephi visualizes on the graphs. In this dataset, both ID and Label are the same. The
edges input also require a separate CSV file, also with two required columns called
Source and Target. To represent mutual degrees, the data must be inputted twice. In the
first instance, @user_A is in the Source column while @user_B is in the Target column.
In the second instance, @user_A is in the Target column, while @user_B is the source
node.
Additionally, using Access queries, Edge Weights—a numeric value assigned to
a degree between two specific nodes to represent the significance of the relationship—
were assigned to certain groups of edges based on the nodes involved. The highest
assigned weight is equal to 4. This is assigned to two core nodes that share a connection
(CN  CN = 4). Theoretically speaking, mutual edges are the sum of the edge weights
of the two separate degrees. So for example, X is a core node that follows Y, another
core node. Their edge is assigned the weight of 4. If Y also follows X back, then this
relationship also has the value of 4. Therefore the value of both relationships is equal to
8 since Gephi represents the relationship using a double-sided arrow.
Likewise, for a core node following a non-core node, the edge value is 2 (CN 
nCN = 2). However, if a non-core node follows a core node the value of this tie is 1
(nCN  CN=1). Therefore, a mutual relationship between a non-core node and a core
node will be the sum of these relationships—which equals to 3. This ensures that
visually edges of interest can be detected easily during analyses.
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Figure 55. Inputting data into Gephi

Step Two – Running Statistical Algorithms
Once data are organized in Gephi, the software allows the user to manipulate the data
further using built-in statistical algorithms that detect certain pattern based on the
number of nodes and value of edges. For this SNA, the researcher calculated the
diameter of the graph to calculate centrality scores (Betweenness centrality, Eigen
vector centrality, in and out degree centrally) and then modularity classification to
identify possible sub communities within the dataset297. The values for these statistics
are added automatically into new columns into the data table, which can then be
exported as Excel document. The user can also filter or modify these tables within the
software. Gephi enables other statistical calculations that facilitate different ways of
manipulating the data. To learn more about Gephi and what it can enable, refer to Alam
et al. (2012), Cherven (2015), and Bergman (2011).
Step Three – Selecting and Deploying Graph Layout
Gephi has several built-in layouts to spread the graph into layouts that are more easily
analysed and interpreted. However, for large graphs, and depending on the available
computing resources, not all layout options can be used. For the dataset at hand, two
options were considered, OpenOrd (Martin et al., 2011), and Force Atlas 2 (Jacomy et
al., 2014). Both tools were adequate for large graph visualization. However, where

297

More about the selected centrality scores can be found in Aleskerov et al. (2016), Estrada et al.
(2009), Boldi and Vigna (2014), Rochat (2009), and Chevran (2015).
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OpenOrd seemed to be utilized for undirected graphs, Force Atlas 2 functioned better
with directed graphs298.
When it comes to layout settings for Force Atlas 2, the researcher tested several
parameters before deciding on one that best displays the units in the graph. The final
outcome came after several experiments with various parameters that were not useful in
avoiding the “hairball effect” in this highly dense graph (Cherven, 2015: 48). Often, the
initial settings result in nodes overlapping (Figure 54). The final settings were
implemented successfully for the 95k nodes and 800k edges in the dataset and can be
reviewed in Table 16. However, as Cherven explains, one thing to keep in mind is that
graphs will always remain in an unfinished state that will necessitate several
adjustments as the analysis goes on (Cherven, 2015: 48).

Figure 56. Force Atlas 2 setting without scaling for large graphs

298

Refer to this tutorial by the developers of the software for more about Gephi layouts:
https://gephi.org/tutorials/gephi-tutorial-layouts.pdf
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Table 16. Gephi graph layout settings for large graph

Layout
Parameter

Setting
Remarks
Sub-setting
300

Thread Number
Performance

Tuning

Tolerance (speed)
Approximate
Repulsion
Approximation
Scaling
Stronger Gravity
Gravity

Behaviour
Alternatives

Value
6.0

√
2.0
2.5

√
0.003

Dissuade Hubs

—

LinLong mode

√

Prevent Overlap

√

Edge Weight Influence

The performance settings had a
major impact on the layout
distribution speed

4.0

0.005 also results in a good
distribution
This option seems to cluster nodes
into sharp corners
Although discouraged, this worked
due to the small scaling and gravity
settings
There are 4 edge weights based on
what type of nodes are connected
and how

Step Four – Refining The Layout
To refine the layout, a few filters were enabled with the intent to organize, not analyse,
the data. The filters were applied to isolate the various communities detected by the
modularity algorithm. Once a filter is active community nodes for a given modularity
are dragged together to one side of the graph. This is repeated a number of times
depending on how many communities the researcher deemed possible. Once this is done
the clusters are arranged near one another (see Figure 55) and the Force Atlas 2 layout
is applied again. Due to the size of the data at hand, this process took a little more than
24 hours with the machine specs mentioned in section Appendix 5.1.A.
This entire step is repeated whenever modularity was increased or decreased in
order to examine the data for the best community outcome. The researcher settled on
integer value 1.4, which resulted in 6 different modularity classes. It was ascertained
that when the modularity algorithm results in more than 6 communities, the
visualization does not add any value or meaning to the way these communities are
distributed. As such, the most representative optimized layout distribution occurs when
the modularity is between 4 to 8 communities. The aforementioned process is useful for
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large datasets since the Fruchterman-Reingold 299 layout, which helps clusters nodes
from one community closer to one another, cannot be applied to such large datasets 300.
Figure 57. Gephi modularity clusters

Step Five – Filters, Statistics, & Analysis
After organizing, visualizing, and refining the dataset for the most optimum community
distribution, the researcher can begin to calculate further statistics. Built-in Gephi
statistics include: Average Degree, Avg. Weighted Degree, Network Diameter
(Betweenness Centrality, Closeness Centrality, Eigenvector Centrality…etc.), Graph
Density, Connected Components, and Average Clustering Coefficient. Built-in filters
were likewise utilized to get a closer look at nodes and edges to determine influencers,
community bridge nodes, and mavens (Christakis & Fowler, 2009; Gladwell, 2002; Cha
et al., 2010), and to determine what brings certain nodes together in a given community
(vocation, location, language…etc.).
Influencers can be considered nodes that have a relatively high in-degree
number. Community bridges are nodes that connect various modularity classes
(communities) with one another. Built in Gephi statistics help determine this
information. Calculating Betweenness centrality (BC) determines the shortest paths
between every pair of nodes, after which it calculates how many times a node is on the
shortest path between two others (Varvoutas, 2017: 32). A high BC might suggest that a

299

Consult http://www.martingrandjean.ch/gephi-introduction/ for more information on how to utilize
various layouts to optimize visualization for smaller datasets.
300
See https://www.slideshare.net/gephi/gephi-tutorial-layouts for more about layout suitability for
various graphs.
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node connects various parts of the community. Contrastingly, closeness centrality
algorithms are used to calculate the average path between one node and all the others,
which may reveal how well one node is connected within a network.
Another statistical algorithm is Eigen vector centrality. This is a ranking system
that calculates and assigns values to the nodes. Based on this calculation, a node may
have fewer connections but be linked to more quality or influential ones. Finally,
another key statistic is degree centrality. It combines the total number of edges for a
given node. It may be more useful to break this down into in-degrees and out-degrees in
a directed graph separately since combining both may not aid in detecting spam
accounts. Spam accounts are defined based on the user categorization described in
Grandjean, (2016: 4-5). Additionally, there were some standards put in place to
determine the importance of a given edge based on tier level, which determines edge
weight (see Step Three in Appendix 5.1.B for Network Tiers, Step One in Appendix
5.1.C for edge weights, and Figure 34).
When this is complete, the researcher is able to see emerging themes and trends
from the data as will be discussed in the findings. Gephi filters (see Table 17) provide a
way to build more complex queries to manipulate the data. Due to the size of the data,
filters needed to be applied in order to zoom into certain clusters in order to understand
the types of nodes with them. To achieve this, the researcher proceeded first with
outlining the types of queries needed to retrieve predefined relationships including egocentric networks for nodes of interest (e.g. BODC); interconnections between
modularity classes; intra-connections within modularity classes; keep only connections
with mutual degrees, high followers count, low followings count, users with certain
prefixes…etc.
Finally, it is important to keep in mind that ultimately, the goal of a network
analysis is to “explain the evolution of a process within the network” (Cherven, 2015:
20). To be able to do so involves understanding several network concepts such as
contagion, homophilly, diffusion, transitivity, and clustering (Gladwell, 2002;
Christakis & Fowler, 2009; Cherven, 2015). Visualization software “are designed to
visualize the most connected in the centre and the ones not connected as much in the
periphery” (Christakis & Fowler, 2009: 13). The resulting layout is a representation of
the network structure (Cherven, 2015: 21), which can help determine how information
follows. Why certain nodes fair better in spreading information is dependent on their
position and role in a network as will be explored further in the findings.
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Table 17. Gephi Filter
Ego Network
Topology
(Select)

Giant Component
In-Degree Range
K-Core
Neighbours Network
Inter Edges
Intra Edges

Attributes
Partition
Partition Count
Range
Intersection
Mask (Edges)
Operator

Not (Edges)
Not (Nodes)
Union

Keeps neighbours at depth 1, 2, 3 or maximum from a particular nodes (1: x-x, 2: x-x-x, 3: x-x-x-x) where x is a node.
Node is found with RegeX checl on ID and Label (this won't remove other people’s connections within small network)
(One node’s neighbours)
Keep only nodes in the giant component (the component with the most nodes)
Keeps nodes with a defined in-degree value within a range
Keeps graph in which all nodes have degree at least K
Keeps neighbours at depth 1, 2, 3 or maximum from the current graph (1: x-x, 2: x-x-x, 3: x-x-x-x) (A set of node
neighbours)
Keeps only edges between elements from different parts. This filter (when used with modularity) keeps edges between
two different mClasses not within them
Keeps only edges between elements from the SAME parts. This filter (when used with modularity) keeps only edges
within an mClass. (Similar to partition). It is not intersection, because it removes connections with different
modularities.
Keep nodes/edges that belong to a set of values from a partition. Here, the user can tick boxes to select partition (as
opposed to sliders or single field).
Keeps nodes/edges that belong to parts with a particular number of elements. It counts different values then ranges it
by this number. For example, 3 different types of apples, rather than apple name list.
Keeps nodes/edges with number value within a certain range (inclusive). The user defines the range using a slider bar.
“And” operator on sub-queries. It keeps nodes & edges present in all sub-queries results.
Returns complete graph with only the edges from the node filter sub-query. For instance, keeps edges with source node
degree >5
“Not” operator on edge filter
“Not” operator on node filter
“Or” operator on sub-queries. Keeps nodes & edges present in any of the sub-queries results.

There are various filters in Gephi to function similar to SQL queries. The various filters however employ different naming conventions that at times were not very
suggestive of the intended function. The above table summarizes the various filters and the researchers brief explanation of each one. This is supplemented with the
queries designed to isolate certain nodes from the graph for the purpose of highlighting and further examining them.
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The following sub-sections provide directions for how to filter data within a graph in
Gephi:
Apx.5.1.C.v.a Filter 1.a: Mutual edges between 2 or more mClass Intra network
clusters
> Intersection
>Not (Edges)
>Intra Edges (Modularity Class) —> Select mClasses to keep/show
>Mutual Degree Range —> Select minimum range 1 node
>Inter Edges (Modularity Class) —> Select the mClasses to keep/show as in the Intra Edges
above

Apx.5.1.C.v.b Filter 1.b: Filter and export Inter & Intra edges between 2 or more
mClasses
> Union
>Inter Edges (Modularity Class) —> Select the mClasses to keep/show
>Not (Nodes)
>Partition (Modularity Class) —> Select mClasses to HIDE
>Intra Edges (Modularity Class) —> Select the mClasses to keep/show
>Not (Nodes)
>Partition (Modularity Class) —> Select mClasses to HIDE

Apx.5.1.C.v.c Filter 2: Single mClass Intra Edges (edges within community)
> Intersection
>Intra Edges (Modularity Class) —> Select the mClasses to keep/show
>Not (Nodes)
>Partition (Modularity Class) —> Select mClasses to hide/remove
Note: once exported, RECALCULATE statistics to get correct data in table, then filter the graph to
remove nodes with 0 edges to refine graph

Apx.5.1.C.v.d Filter 3: Find edges based on attribute
For example Node classification: edu, org, researcher…etc.
> Mask (Edge)
>Partition (Classification) —> Select classification type: edu, org, researcher…etc
>Range (In/Out Degree) —> Select minimum 1 to maximum degree number needed

Apx.5.1.C.v.e Filter 4: Keep Attribute (e.g. Core Nodes) with edge weight X
> Intersection
>Not (Nodes)
>Edge Weight —> Define edge range TO REMOVE, from 1 to Max number needed.
>Equal (Attribute)
>Equal (Core Nodes)—> Select criteria. In this dataset the nodes had attribute Yes or No. To
keep core nodes select Yes.
>Edge Weight —> Define edge weight to SHOW

Apx.5.1.C.v.f Filter 5: Keep edges of nodes that are connected to nodes in other
mClasses
> Intersection
>Inter Edges (Modularity Class) —> Select the mClasses to keep/show
Note: once exported filter the graph to remove nodes with 0 edges to refine graph.
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Apx.5.1.C.v.g Filter 6: Filter outDegree of specific mClass in full graph
OutDegree: edge type, and mClass is node attribute.
> Mask (Edges) —> Tick source option (the source is what is defined in the subfield parameters)
>Equal (Modularity Class) —> Select value of mClass
>Range (Out Degree) —> Define range of edges to keep, from 1 to Max.

Note: once exported filter the graph to remove nodes with 0 edges to refine graph.
Apx.5.1.C.v.h Other Basic Filters
> Mutual Edge Filters (native function)
>Edge Weight (native function)

Apx.5.1.C.v.i Degrees Between mClasses
>Modularity Class —> Partition [attribute]

Apx.5.1.C.v.j Useful Gephi Tips


To successfully export filtered graph into a new workspace, an operator filter
(Mask, Intersection, Not, or Union) must nest the rest of the filters.



Visually: curved edges move clockwise from source to target, indicating the
direction.



Filters begin from bottom to top (meaning the sub queries are applied first)



Regex: is an option in some filter functions. It stands for regular expression and
can be immensely useful during search. It was used to find UCL accounts via the
following “@ucl.*” which tells Gephi to find any name beginning with @UCL
followed by any sequence of letter at any length.



Nesting: Attribute –> 500YN
o To find only 500 with edge weight 4, for example, we drag attribute
500YN set parameter either Y or N then place edge weight inside:
–> 500YN: Y
> Edge weight: 4

For more useful Gephi tips see: https://seinecle.github.io/gephi-tutorials/generatedhtml/using-filters-en.html.
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Appendix 5.2.

Delimitations

Other delimitations applied to the SNA include the following parameters: only Englishbased accounts will be analysed. Non-English accounts will be marked if uncovered,
but not analysed in depth due to the researcher’s own linguistic limitations. The analysis
is limited to sample nodes related to case studies one and two. Not all relationships will
be explored and analysed due to time restrictions. Sampling of other non-core nodes is
performed arbitrarily.
As Mislove et al. (2011) showed in their study, aggregating data from Twitter
highlights ostensibly inherent limitations in sampling and analysing large datasets. As
such, this dataset is not representative of a holistic digital oceanographic community. It
excludes members that are not online. It could easily be influenced by the type of access
available to users—mobile devices, computers, Internet speed…etc.—as illustrated in
Liu et al. (2014) and Bruns & Stieglitz (2014).
Furthermore, the data are not all-inclusive in that it only parsed publicly
available information. Users with privacy settings are either excluded, or are sampled
but remain obscure due to inaccessibility of their user information. The data also
includes accounts that are obsolete (e.g. @cesd_cedd [mClass 0]; @Lamont_Doherty
[mClass 2]; @thegoodholiday [mClass 5]) and therefore, add considerable noise that
may or may not influence visualization, and in turn, deter the analysis.
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Appendix 5.3.

SNA Findings

Appendix 5.3.A. Twitter Statistics

This figure illustrates the number of Twitter users and their monthly activity worldwide. For updated information, refer to statista.com.
436

This figure highlights how in 2015 around 39% of global Internet users were Twitter visitors, who may not necessarily have accounts themselves
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Appendix 5.3.C. Graph Topology
Top 100 followed (Target) and following (Source) nodes: Figure 56 lists the highest
ranking nodes in terms of followed count (their total in-degree), and the top 100
follower nodes (nodes that follow other nodes (or their total out-degrees).
Figure 58. Top 100 Followed (Target) and Following (Source) Nodes
Target_Twitter_ID
@NOAA
@NatGeo
@scripps_ocean
@noaaocean
@oceanleadership
@NASA
@OurOcean
@oceanexplorer
@NatureNews
@Oceanwire
@sciencemagazine
@SylviaEarle
@Oceana
@newscientist
@NOAAOceanToday
@Seasaver
@UNEP
@guardianeco
@NOAAFisheries
@MontereyAq
@OceanPortal
@eu_mare
@whoimedia
@MissionBlue
@NSF
@sanctuaries
@nature_org
@savingoceans
@theoceanproject
@sciam
@noaaresearch
@mbari_news
@nature
@saveourseas
@guardianscience
@_oceanography
@deepseanews
@NYTScience
@nocnews
@ScienceNews
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Count
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194
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185
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158
158
155
151
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137
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126
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115
115
114
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Source_Twitter_ID
@eu_mare
@OceanLeadership
@_Oceanography
@jmeesvliz
@Oceanwire
@Ocean_Networks
@MetOceanDS
@goceantrust
@ReefLife911
@FrontMarineSci
@nonprofitorgs
@StartUpsBio
@Martzikos
@SailorsforSea
@jhdez32
@BoekeKatrin
@Paul_Rose
@Biomarine_fr
@AtlantOS_H2020
@Esri
@tors10th
@thenopp
@hakaimagazine
@edd_hind
@EricEdward33
@EvrythingOceans
@SOCIB_data
@CASeaGrant
@Healthy_Ocean
@OpenChannelsOrg
@Jerico_NEXT
@UMiamiRSMAS
@scotmarineinst
@HakaiInstitute
@CIMI_Science
@smartseaschool
@osparcomm
@capturingrcoast
@therightblue
@bluelobsterit
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@IPCC_CH
@BBCEarth
@TEDTalks
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Appendix 5.3.D. Detailed Description of Each mClass
Modularity Class 0 – Australian And Maritime Stage
Cluster or mClass 0 (light blue) is located at the bottom left corner of the graph. It
consists of 6,156 nodes that share 20,910 edges. Of this total number of edges, 46% are
reciprocal, totalling to about 9,648 mutual degrees. mClass 0 has 25 core nodes. Of
them, there are 5 super accounts that are part of the Top 10% users with very high
numbers of followers and followings.
Although not a super node, @mabox_marine, a user based in London, UK,
accounts for 72% of the edges in mClass 0, making it the most prolific node in the
cluster. The ratio of followers to followings for this user is 1:1. Its Twitter page
describes the account as a “[s]pecialist marketing, PR and media agency for the marine
and offshore industry with a global client base.”
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Figure 59. mClass 0 intra-connections filtered from full graph

Located at the far bottom left of the graph, the distribution of users in this cluster
is a true small community focused on maritime affairs more so than oceanography. This
includes boating, sailing, industrial shipbuilding and repair, commercial cargo and
cruise-line management, naval, defence and other governmental agencies related to
marine activity.
In terms of topological distribution, there are six notable nodes that create the
bulk of the connections in this protruding cluster. Beginning from the farthest cluster in
the centre of the graph, which overlaps with mClass 5 (blue), there’s a group of nodes
that centre on @TheNewOcean. This node is a “Horseshoe Bay [Canada] Marine Group
looking holistically at ocean and shipping in a time of major ocean and climate change
in the 21st century, a maritime century.” Its connections to mClass 1 (orange) and
mClass 0 position it in the middle of the graph as can be seen in Figure 57. This node
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follows several Canadian accounts located at the far right of the distribution, including
the Canadian Embassy in America (@CanEmbUSA); verified official account of the
Canadian Transportation Agency (@CTA_gc); and @RosboroughBoats, a small vessels
building and maintenances company for “Atlantic Canada’s SAR, Conservation,
Science and Offshore Marine Professionals.” @RosboroughBoats is also followed by
@Quickusallc, located diagonally opposite at the southernmost tip on the left side of the
graph. It belongs to Quick USA, a “boat equipment and designer lighting products
manufacturer.”
Moving counter clockwise from @TheNewOcean, there are two clusters
centring on @marineelectro, a marine electronics news account, and UK based
@Oceansgate_. @Oceansgate_ is described as a “unique investment opportunity in a
prime marine location. […] bringing world-class research, innovation, production &
deployment for the #MarineIndustry.” Its edges are scattered across the graph and
reaches as far as and opposite to mClass 3 with connections such as @plymouthbiol.
Below these two clusters is a more concentrated cluster that centres on international
organisation @IMAREST, the Institute of Marine Engineering, Science & Technology
(IMarEST).
@IMAREST describes itself as “the leading membership body and learned
society for marine.” This node is heavily connected to the concentrated cluster in
mClass 0, but has many ties to other mClasses, setting it apart from the heavily
concentrated cluster. This cluster is also the most condensed cluster in mClass 0. It is
centred on @Mabox_Marine, @Sentinel_Marine, aforementioned @Quickusallc,
@CatMarineGlobal, and @MarineSoceity. Other nodes in this group include
@icenimarine, @burgesmarine, @marineResources, @bibbyshipmgt, @maritimeapp,
@isesassociation and @antaresufo27—of which some are discussed below.
Above this @Mabox_Marine centred group, to the left, there are government
clusters that are connected to mClass 4 and 5 very closely. It is at the far left of the
graph and not too far from the location of ODIP partners in mClass 4 (consult Figure
67 for mClass 4 graph). This cluster houses most Australian Department of Defense
accounts: @DeptDefence, @Australian_Navy, and @DCO_AUSdefence, a defence
community organizations for military families.
In terms of user distribution, the majority of this group is composed of maritimerelated accounts. This includes @Rivieramaritime, which “specialises in the maritime
and offshore industries publishing many magazines holding related conferences and
supplying shipping data in enfield UK;” @roger_weston, writer “with a maritime
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twist;” @Shippingpodcast, the only podcast sampled from the entire datasets which
revolves around maritime professionals; and UK organisation, @seavisionUK, a job
agency for “maritime opportunities.” There are several more maritime focused accounts
such as @marinesociety, a “leading not-for-profit organisation dedicated to supporting
the welfare, professional development […] of maritime professionals;” and
@maritimeapp an account affiliated with a free smart device application for Maritime
News and relevant LinkedIn groups.
A sample of the scattered nodes in the upper part of mClass 0 does not reveal
any specific classification of users. Perhaps it is a reflection of the mClasses that they
overlap with. Some of these include, @oceanologyintl, which tweets about “the leading
event for marine science and ocean technology;” @chelsea_ctg, a veteran supplier of
“sensors to the green shipping, marine, environmental, defence;” and @metoceanology,
a marine science and engineering specialist.
Closer to the centre, but still scattered away from any of the dense clusters, there
are a number of nodes that are close or connected to @Oceansgate_. This includes
@peston (verified), the UK ITV’s political editor; @noaa_omao an account belonging
to NOAA research fleet, the Office of Marine and Aviation Operations; and @asvltd a
US “designer, builder and operator” of ocean drones.
Notwithstanding, there are also various accounts scattered throughout mClass 0
that are not only maritime-oriented, but can be further classified as miscellaneous, news,
government, commercial and industrial. News accounts include Australian government
news outlet, @randwickses, and local WIN news anchor @MelRussellwin. Another
journalist is @Simon_Bouda (verified). Other examples include @GtonGuardian and
@GCBulletin (verified), both news agencies in Australia. There is also an account,
@9NewsAUS (verified), for Australia’s “No. 1” news channel and a newspaper
@SCRegister; several journalist including @mhammond7 (verified), a journalist
associated with @winNews_act; and @ietsystems, a “broadcast journalist [and] news,
aviation, maritime, business & infrastructure specialist” to list but some.
The other type of accounts found in mClass 0 can be classified as industryrelated. For example, @Wartsilacorp provides life cycle marine and energy solutions
globally, while @ISESAssociation is a Marine Association that represents quality
electrical, electronics and mechanical companies as well as manufacturers. @Atlasb2b
offers “cost effective and efficient procurement for deck, interior, galley and engine
room requirements.” @PesaNews is a “Petroleum Equipment & Services Association
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(PESA)” for energy industry supplies and manufacturing; and @Solarglide is a “Global
Maritime Supplier—[and] Voice of the Maritime Sector, global maritime news […].”
Miscellaneous account examples include a variety of different users that do not
fall into one category or another. These include @Antaresufo27, an individual that lives
on his boat and sails across the world updating followers on his journey; verified
accounts such as @BondiRescue (verified) beach patrol, and @chrisurquhart (verified),
an account belonging to the director of Immediate Communications, created in 2009.
There are several accounts that could not be inspected due to privacy settings, or
because they had no biographical data (e.g. @BibbyShipMgt), or for being suspended
(e.g. @FNSW).
In the cluster that overlaps with mClass 4, at the far left of the graph, a group of
nodes centre on @NSWSESGOS, @Australian_Navy, and @DeptDefence. There are
other nodes in this cluster such as @australian_Navy and @DCO_Ausdefence. These
are governmental accounts that are connected to many nodes in mClass 4 including
@GeoScienceAus (ODIP partner), @NATO, @industrygovau, @csironews (CSIRO is
an ODIP partner), and @ausantarctic.
Several nodes around this government cluster are followed by core nodes. For
example core node @aims_gov_au (mClass 5) follows @cPyne (verified), who is the
Minister for Defense Industry, Leader of the Government in the House of
Representatives, and who in turn has mutual edges with @DeptDefence and
@DCO_Ausdefence. Thus, in examining which nodes connect this cluster to the
community at large, it turns out that none of the government accounts do so efficiently.
The most relevant findings in this mClass therefore arise from the question who
connects this maritime-focused group to the wider oceanographic community?
Visualization (see Figure 58) would indicate that @IMAREST is deeply integrated
within the graph (being connected to 85 core nodes) and could potentially provide
advantageous collaborative channels for the rest of its community in mClass 0.
@imarest is at the heart of mClass 0. It belongs to the Institute of Marine Engineering
and the most linked node in its own cluster—sharing edges with @australian_navy and
@deptdefence.
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Figure 60. Finding inter-connections to mClass 0

Other prominent nodes discovered during sampling include @OceanologyIntl,
an events account. Interestingly, news about these events has been regularly updated
since 2011, and is ongoing for its next edition in 2018. It is also followed by @BODC
(case study 2). Within this maritime cluster however, one scientist account was
detected. It belongs to @metoceanology, a marine science and engineering specialist,
who has 159 followers and 387 followed accounts. This account was created in 2012
and is still active today.
Modularity Class 1— Arctic and Canadian State
Cluster 1, or mClass 1 (orange) illustrated in Figure 59, is located on the right side of
the graph. It consists of a protrusion of 4,199 nodes that share 14,442 edges. Of this
total number of edges 18.5% are reciprocal, totalling to 2,674 mutual degrees. mClass 1
has 25 core nodes, 12 of which belong to the Department of Fisheries & Oceans Canada
(DFO). Of these, there are also 4 super users that are part of the Top 10% with very
high numbers of followers and followings. They are @CCG_GCC, @DFO_MPO,
@Environmentca, and @NRCAN.
Cluster 4 has a very high transitivity between its nodes and a low one across the
different mClasses. Its main users are @DFO_Gulf, @DFP_Mar, @DFO_MPO,
@DFO_CCG_Quebec, and @DFO_Pacific, which provide information about Fisheries
and Oceans Canada in different parts of the country in French, English, or both. The
degrees associated with these five accounts form the bulk of mClass 1, which does not
gravitate to the rest of the graph. Compared to other mClasses, and although mClass 1
has connections with nodes outside of its community, they are few. Some nodes
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connected to other clusters include @OceanLitCanada, an account connecting
Canadians working in ocean and marine education to promote ocean literacy.
Figure 61. Intra-connections of mClass 1

A sample of nodes in this mClass include the following governmental accounts:
@nrcan, the Natural Resources Canada account; @rcm_sar which belongs to Royal
Canadian Marine search and rescue and @CanadaFP which covers Canadian foreign
policy activities and global affairs. Other accounts include news accounts such as
@hfxshippingnews “reporting on the comings and goings in Halifax harbour since
2008” and which is connected to several nodes in mClass 0 (e.g. @TheNewOcean).
Another news account is @NewsroomGC (verified), for the Government of
Canada Newsroom, and @CFIA_animals, Canada Food Inspection Agency animal
health news. Almost all government accounts in this mClass have a French alternative
account such as @NewsroomGC and its counterpart @SalledepresseGC. mClass 1 is
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mostly composed of government accounts from Canada and is very homogeneous.
Canadian accounts that are affiliated with other communities tend to overlap with, or
part of, those mClasses rather than this cluster. This mimics the patterns seen in mClass
0 in that most Australian government accounts tended to aggregate closely to one
another, with very few connections outside of its mClass. This is unlike the patterns
seen in mClass 3 however, which has many European government officials, and in
mClass 2 (@RealDonaldTrump) and mClass 5 (@HillaryClinton) 301 , which houses
many American officials.
Figure 62. Inter-connections between mClass 1 and 3

Nonetheless, between classes, mClass 1 enjoys a deeper connection with its
neighbouring mClass3 (green), sharing 4,015 edges between 605 nodes (refer to Figure
60). Examples of some interesting connections include @GatelyMark (mClass 3), an
account that follows @KesMorton (mClass1). The first is an account belonging to the
Wildlife Conservation Society (Congo Program), which disseminates “African, Asian
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Disclaimer: The colors were selected arbitrarily for each mClass and do not represent any political
party or affiliation.
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and Marine conservation.” Its connection, @KesMorton, is an account belonging to a
research and development consultant from Canada. This project manager also has a PhD
in marine ecology.
Another node connected to @KesMorton is @AdamLeadbetter, a “marine data
and semantic web geek at @MarineInst, [and] Chartered Marine Scientist.” This
particular node is very significant in mClass 1. Although not at the heart of the cluster,
and has a low transitivity with its own community, @AdamLeadbetter (non-core node
from mClass 1) follows 16 users from mClass 3 and is followed back by 17 nodes in
return. This user is connected to @edd_hind who ranks within the top 100 for indegrees and Eigen centrality; top 50 for total degrees and Harmonic closeness
centrality; top 10 for BCR and out-degrees.
@AdamLeadbetter is also followed by @BODC (Study II) and two ODIP
members. Besides being connected to some orange nodes, this user seems to be well
integrated with members of the case study clusters in mClass 3 and 5. This user is
followed by large institutions such as Scripps and WHOI, which indicate the node’s
influence in the community. The position of the node, although on the left periphery of
mClass 1 (see Figure 59), is central in the boarders between mClasses 3, 4, and 5,
whilst connecting its own mClass to them.
With this discovery in mind, one way of further examining the cross-classes
transitivity between modularity 1 and 3 is to follow the connections from one user. A
prominent user that connects many of mClass 1 to mClass 3 is @edd_hind (mClass 3).
This user, a marine scientist, is also vice president of @SCBMarine and chair of
@IMCC2018. This user follows several nodes from mClass 1, including
@OceanLitCanada (discussed previously). @OceanLitCanada in turn, further connects
mClass 1 to 3 via its followers (@MarineBiotop, mClass 3) and reciprocated
connections (@Respon_Sea_Ble and @Eu_Mare, mClass 3). User @EU_Mare, the
“official account for @EU_Commission Maritime Affairs and Fisheries,” and
@Edd_hind also follow @EnvironmentCA (mClass 1).
Several institutional connections exist. For example between “Director of
Science, Environment and Access to HE at The Cornwall College Group & Head of
Cornwall College Newquay;” @Cornwall_scienv (mClass 3); and the communications
account for the University of Quebec (Université du Québec à Rimouski) @uQar
(mClass 1). There are also several sister profiles that interconnect mClass 3 and 1 such
as Canadian @MarineInstitute (core node) in cluster 1, @MarineInst (mClass 3) the
Irish national agency for marine research, development and innovation (core nodes);
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and Scottish leading oceanography program at the university of @ScotMarineInst
(mClass 3, A.K.A “SAMS”).
Another interesting core node is @rjlilley (mClass 3), a marine biologist,
SCUBA instructor, director of @ProjectSeagrass, and Twitter-bio-declared science
communicator. This user is located in Scotland and is connected to @EU_Mare (mClass
3) and @OceanLitCanada (mClass 1) and @marineinstitute (mClass 1)—an account
belonging to Memorial University of Newfoundland’s Fisheries and Marine Institute.
What is interesting is that this connection is a reflection of the many ties between
Scotland and Canada that are founded on north Atlantic, polar, and arctic research
partnerships. Examples of other collaborating countries include Iceland (@bergsson,
mClass 3). @kyle_armst (mClass 1) also connects mClass 1 and 3 via @mcsuk (mClass
3), Marine Conservation Society in the UK, and the Bermuda Institute of Ocean
Sciences, @biosstation (mClass 1).
There are also several French-based users that cross-connect mClasses 1 and 3
including @Nbierne (mClass 3), @uQar, @UCL_ADRE (University of Louvain), and
@ifremer_fr. The French Research Institute for Exploitation of the Sea, @ifremer_fr
(mClass 3 and ODIP partner), is connected to Canada's national ocean observatory
account, @ocean_networks (mClass 1); to @nrcan, Natural Resource Canada; and to
@ices_asc, the Official Twitter account of the International Council for the Exploration
of the Sea (ICES), based in Denmark.
Additionally, cluster 1 boasts several verified accounts such as @Canada2EU
(mClass 1), account for Mission of Canada to the European Union; and @dfo_science
(mClass 1), which does not appear to have a significant position in mClass 1 compared
to other DFO accounts. However, this latter node has many significant connections to
mClass 3. Similar interconnecting accounts include @marinescience (mClass 1, an
online magazine); and @adamLeadbetter (mClass 1, marine scientists).
Modularity Class 2 – USA and Activism Stage
Cluster 2, or mClass 2 (red) is located at the bottom right corner of the graph (see
Figure 61). It consists of 20,501 nodes that share 78,863 edges. Of this total number,
59.77% are reciprocal edges, totalling to 47,134 mutual edges. mClass 2 has 63 core
nodes, most of which are classified as enthusiasts users—users that are interested in
ocean and climate change but may not be involved in its research or politics. Compared
to other mClasses, this cluster contains the majority of enthusiast, activism, and public
outreach accounts. Of the core nodes, 11 users belong to the Top 10% with very high
degree counts.
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Figure 63. mClass 2 intra-connection

Although this cluster has very low transitivity, or interconnection within its
class, the third highest-ranking node for Betweenness centrality (BCR), @Hroadie, is
located in this cluster. This account belongs to a “traveler & photographer committed to
protecting wildlife and the environment.” This user also follows the fourth highestranking BCR node, @EcoExpert1. Overall, mClass 2 boasts many non-core nodes that
rank highly for BCR. This includes @BrendanGodley, a professor of science
conservation at the University of Exeter, and @TVeitdal, former UN director.
Manual review of mClass 2 users indicates that there is a high concentration of
multinational corporations; U.S.-based accounts; and a significant amount of nonscientist users. This is not to say that scientist cannot be found in this cluster. Cluster 2
interestingly also has @Harvard and @UniofOxford, indicating the need for further data
aggregation of this cluster in order to determine whether this modularity distribution is
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accurate, and in order to establish academic institution transitivity as well as
interconnectivity.
Of the Top 10% core nodes, super node @Alex_Verbeek, (verified), a Swedish
Diplomat and climate change activist, is included in this class. Notable non-core node
accounts include 45th US president @RealDonaldTrump (Table 18). mClass 2 also
contains several verified celebrity users such as actor and activist Leonardo DiCaprio
(@RealLeonardoD), who is working towards ocean preservation and combating climate
change302; actor @MarkRuffalo (verified), also a climate change advocate; and actor
@EdwardNorton (verified).
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Table 18 mClass 2: Table of @RealDonaldTrump Core Node Followers

This cluster also boasts several news and financial institutions including but not
limited to: The Guardian Environment (@guardianeco); CNN (@CNN); TED News
(@TedNews); Yale Environment 360 (@YaleE360); The New Yorker Magazine
(@NewYorker);

and

The

World

Bank

(@WorldBank).

Government

and

intergovernmental organizations involved with law and policy include the National
Wildlife Federation (@NWF) and United Nations Development Programme (@UNDP).
Numerous awareness and activists NGOs also accumulate in this cluster such as
OXFAM (@OXFAM); 350 Dot Org (@350); US-UK charity mission Terra Mar Project
(@TerraMarProject); and Green Peace Canada (@GreenPeaceCA).

302

Visit https://Leonardodicaprio.org for more information.
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Topologically, this cluster is mostly concentrated at the bottom right of the
graph (refer to Figure 61). However, there is an isolated cluster located diagonally
opposite, on the upper left corner of the graph. This small group centres on
@UCL_ISR, overlapping with the conglomeration of UCL accounts in mClass 4. The
account’s biographical information indicates that it belongs to “[t]he UCL Institute for
Sustainable Resources, supporting cross-disciplinary research approaches to the
sustainable use of natural resources.” An examination of feed content reveals a
concentration of retweeted news surrounding current events on environmental issues;
UCL research news; program advertisement; international, environmental, economic,
and legislative policy updates.
The ratio of accounts this user follows is one quarter of the users that are
following it303. Sampling some users followed by @UCL_ISR reveals new insight that
is useful when analysed against users from mClass 5. In mClass 5, a pattern that helps
identify how some individual users utilize their Twitter accounts was detected. This
pattern emerged from a look at their followings (users they follow), which were then
classified as either personal or professional or both.
In mClass 2, although this is still applicable to individual users (mainly
enthusiasts vs. activists for example), the overall distribution seems to necessitate a
different type of classification approach to followings. The pattern is not very explicit,
and perhaps this is where a study of user lists304 may prove useful to identify how they
differ. Some examples include PhD candidate @EnviroIntel and marine underwriter
@AlgorithmLab. These users are more involved with the production of information
than its consumption or dissemination.
Users followed by @UCL_ISR also reflect the aims of this account as a “crossdisciplinary” institute that tackles natural resources. They include politics, the economy,
social events, scientific research, and advertising research accolades for key figures in
the field. Other accounts reveal similar behaviour such as in the case of @GoceanC,
Global Ocean Commission account, which delivered its final report in February 2016
about restoring ocean health. This account is still active today and has a comparable
followings distribution to @UCL_ISR.
Nevertheless, they differ in terms of visibility. @UCL_ISR has around 2K
followers, while @GoceanC has over 10k followers. This is not surprising since

303
304

See Grandjean, 2016: 4-6 for more on following followed ratios.
See Greene et al. (2012) for a study on Twitter user lists.
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@UCL_ISR is immersed within its community, while @GoceanC brings together
various stakeholders from various mClasses. The graph reflects this difference by
visualizing their contrasting locations. Compared to @UCL_ISR, @GoceanC is located
in the overlap with mClass 5 and not very far off from mClass 3 boarders. Similarly,
@KarenStreet, a climate change communicator is located near the dark blue cluster
boarders. Besides @UCL_ISR, there are 12 accounts with the prefix @UCL- in mClass
2 (refer to Figure 62).
Figure 64. UCL nodes filtered from full graph

As it seems, most nodes in cluster 2 have a network that is wider than the limits
of clusters 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. Therefore, it is possible that mClass 2 reflects the world
at large. But, arguably, it could also indicate an isolated community not fully integrated
with the rest of the oceanographic community represented in the graph. With this in
mind, it is worth pointing out that the most southern clusters of nodes in mClass 2 are
composed of a large number of American accounts that are not necessarily ocean
related. This is also where @RealDonaldTrump is situated. It makes sense that this
group is concentrated in mClass 2 far from many core nodes and influencers in the
oceanographic community, which are located more centrally in the graph (mClass 5).
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One good example of this can be seen in the separation of Green Peace accounts
in mClass 5 from the US Green Peace account in mClass 2. Another is a comparison
between @Lamont_Doherty (non-core node and abandoned in 2012), @lamontearth
(core node, created in 2012), and @earthinstitute (core node, super node, and created
2008). All three accounts are affiliated with Columbia University in New York. The
first two are located in mClass 4, near a conglomeration of big oceanographic institutes
located on the border between mClass 4 and 5 in the upper left corner of the graph.
Neighbouring nodes include @Scripps_Ocean, @NoaaOcean, @NASAOcean, and
@WHOI.
However, @earthinstitute is located below these nodes on the upper left part of
its own cluster in mClass 2. The force of the edges that it is connected to influences its
location. This includes the concentrated cluster of nodes in mClass 2 that houses
@LeonardoD; its ties to several Canadian based institutions (mClass 1); and to its sister
accounts, @Lamont_Doherty and @lamontearth (mClass 4) (Refer to Figure 67 for
mClass 4 graph). What this suggests is that although it has 88K followers, the users it
follows (around 500 nodes, some reciprocated), influence its centrality in the
community.
What is more, with the recent debates on climate change and the vital role that
the United States play(ed) in the Paris Accord agreement 305, it comes as no surprise that
many of the accounts sampled depicted a visible interest in the Trump administration,
since his inauguration in January 2017. Many of the sampled accounts, upon inspection
of their respective pages, revealed retweets about his statements or commentary about
his policies relevant to the oceans and the climate as a whole.
Further sampling of the data shows that non-oceanographic accounts were
filtered into this cluster via loosely related accounts. Some of these unrelated users
include @ODIdev (verified), the Overseas Development Institute (ODI), “a leading
independent think tank on international development and humanitarian issues,” which
could have been aggregated due to semantic nuances. Other examples comprise several
ARUP urban landscape design firm branches such as @arupicp, and professionals
outside of marine and oceanographic realms such as energy efficiency expert
@1karlbrown.

305

Visit the official website for more details on the agreement
http://unfccc.int/paris_agreement/items/9485.php
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Moreover, super node @Alex_Verbeek (approx. in-degree: 133K; out: 70K),
who is also discussed relative to other mClasses, belongs to mClass 2. This user is
followed by @UKGovTweets (mClass 4), among other interesting nodes. This node is
located at the bottom left cluster of nodes near another super node, @Rare_org, a
conservation NGO (approx. in-degree: 30K; out: 18K). What is interesting about both is
the contrast of total degrees and their centrality scores. @Rare_org (Centrality ranking
for inR: 14; outR: 4; total degree: 8; BCR: 33,728; EigenR: 14; Harmon. CCR: 88,959;
Top 10%: 30) has similar rankings as @Alex_Verbeek (Centrality ranking for inR: 6;
outR: 1; total degree: 1; BCR: 33,725; EigenR: 6; Harmon. CCR: 68,746; Top 10%:
11). Both of them for example rank low in terms of their harmonic closeness centrality,
which suggests how far they are in the graph from other nodes.
Additionally, both users also have very low BCR indicating that they do not
connect other clusters with each other efficiently. However, they both have high Eigen
Vector centralities indicating that they are still influencers regardless of their low BCR
in this community. Despite the stark total of followers and followings between them,
they both have similar ratios between in and out-degrees. This is a telling sign that
suggests that this ratio is important in determining the role of a node in a network, as
already established in Christakis & Fowler (2009) and Grandjean (2016).
With this in mind, it is not unusual that this cluster has low transitivity despite
the high number of verified accounts. Conceivably this cluster is the conglomeration of
core node followers. Further analysis is required to assess what this cluster can reveal
about the oceanographic community, when it comes to situating it in the public sphere.
One way of expanding the analysis of this group is to consider the examination of user
lists to determine user profiles that are relevant to this study. As a final note, mClass 2
consists of accounts that are not directly responsible for the production of information
about the world’s oceans but consist of users that circulate information, subject
enthusiasts, or otherwise important figures that can influence decisions regarding this
subject matter.
Modularity Class 3 –European Stage
mClass 3 (green) is mostly composed of UK and EU based accounts. It has 123 core
nodes, the highest count after mClass 5 (152 core nodes), and the largest cluster of
BODC partners, including @MEDIN_Marine. Although mClass 3 boasts a number of
ODIP and BODC related users, not all of these accounts are identified in order to
protect, and comply with, the privacy terms agreed with participants from both case
studies. This cluster also includes a number of UCL accounts (refer to Table 20 for a
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full list of UCL accounts in mClass 3 and 4), as well as some verified accounts such as
@Unilever; accounts affiliated with the United Nations (@UN, @UN_CFS,
@UN_fao_gfcm, @UN_TV, @UN_women, @UN4Youth); and UNESCO and
UNICEF accounts. The researcher’s own account was also discovered in cluster 3.
Figure 65. mClass 3 graph of intra-connections

mClass 3 has three visibly protruding clusters located at the top side of the
visualized graph (Figure 63). Each represents communities belonging to one of the core
nodes, forming sub-communities less interconnected with the larger parts of this
mClass. For instance, the distribution of all green nodes is mostly concentrated at the
top right, with nodes scattered across the entire graph.
Visually, the most central node in mClass 3 is @Sahfos (ranking in the top 100
for Betweenness (BCR), total degree, and in degree centrality—See Appendix 5.3.B.
for Top 100 Nodes Ranked by Betweenness Centrality score (BCR)—an account
belonging to the Sir Alister Hardy Foundation for Ocean Science. Three examples of
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accounts relevant to the case study are identified near the centre of the graph where the
most highly ranked nodes in terms of BCR are located: @MEDIN_marine (BODCrelated), @ifremer_en, and @ifremer_fn (both ODIP partners).
The most prominent protrusion is one belonging to @dreynders. This notable
cluster is located at the upper centre of the graph. It belongs to a highly interconnected
French-speaking community. This cluster represents users based in Belgium, and
Europe more broadly. At the heart of this cluster is the verified account of core node
@dreynders, or Didier Reynders, the deputy prime minister and foreign affairs minister
of Belgium. This cluster also includes several universities such as University of Liege
(@universiteliege), a French Belgian university, and University of Sapienza
(@SapienzaRoma) in Rome, established in 1303 AD and the largest in terms of
enrolment in Europe.
Statistically significant throughout the SNA, there are several verified celebrity
accounts connected to this small cluster in mClass 3. For instance @jessicasimpson is
sieved into the graph based on @dreynders following her 306 . This phenomenon of
seemingly non-ocean related nodes is not unlike other clusters. There are a number of
entertainment and celebrity accounts including writer @harukimurakami_ (followed by
@universiteliege and @pycousteau, both core nodes), @ashleesimpson, @bobsaget,
and @marthastewart (followed by @dreynders) among others. Although still a channel
for information flow, this shows how one-way channels can occur whereby the
relationship is not mutual (no reciprocal following).
When mClass 3 is filtered by edge weight 4, which keeps only core nodes
connected to other core nodes, the remaining nodes reveal a more concise cluster. Eight
have high Betweenness centrality in the overall graph. These nodes are @nocnews, the
National Oceanography Centre houses BODC in Liverpool, UK; @oceanwire, for
awareness and activism; @planktonPundit, a science researcher; @marinebiotop,
whom, since the data collection, has been suspended by Twitter; @rjlilley, a scientists,
science communicator, founder of Project Seagrass and Scuba diver; @edd_hind, a
scientist, VP of @SCBMarine and “#seagrass enthusiast;” @plymoutharine, a verified
account belonging to an independent marine science research organisation; and
@scotmarineinst (verified) a UK-based university with the only UK program for
oceanography and robotics.

306

@jessicasimpson is also followed by another core node, @oceanleadership in mClass 5. It makes
sense that she is then included in the data since the data refinement involved a minimum of 2 followings
from core nodes for a given users to be included.
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Not surprisingly, due to how core nodes were aggregated, this tightly connected
core cluster within the broader mClass is a UK-based one. What is interesting is not
their location but their interrelationship in the graph, which forms an accurate reflection
of their non-digital based partnership. This filter also highlights @conservationucl,
@uclponds, @msc_aquaticucl and @carlsayerucl, all of which are edge 4 nodes and
connect to the eight nodes with high BCR. It is worth expanding and exploring only the
connections of these clusters, especially reciprocal ones, to identify other significant
members of this collaborating group.
Disabling the filter, another tightly interconnected group reappears by a cluster
of UCL accounts based on some of the university’s oceanography-tied accounts. The
UCL group is located in the green cluster on the far left, overlapping with mClass 4
(magenta), a researcher-concentrated modularity class, which also houses other UCL
accounts (refer to Table 19 for a full list of mClass 3 UCL nodes). It is worth noting
that not all UCL accounts are connected. This is evident in the weak ties formed
between various UCL nodes to one another (see Figure 62).
Sampling mClass 3 yields several interesting discoveries. In looking at the
network of selected nodes, more can be known about the size and quality of one’s
network. For example, @DrLizzieGardner (core node) from UCL has an extensive ego
network that spans the entire graph, through a scattering of mClass 3 (see Figure 64).
Figure 66. @DrLizzieGardner Ego Network
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Table 19. Non-core node UCL Twitter accounts in Modularity class 3
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Table 20. Full list of UCL aacounts in mClass 3 & 4.
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A different sample (refer to Figure 65), @London_NERC_DTP (non-core
node) also reveals interesting connections that may deem useful with an expansion of
tiers. This account belongs to a training doctoral partnership that funds PhD students. It
is part of the UCL cluster that is well connected to mClass 4 at the very far left, and is
connected to many new career researchers that are not covered in this dataset. Similarly,
@BES_Aquaeco (non-core node), is very much part of the community at least in the
scope of the UK. It is the British ecological society’s aquatic ecology special interests
group for marine and freshwaters, which was unidentified prior to this activity.
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Figure 67. @London_NERC_DTP & @BES_AquaEco Ego Networks

Less concentrated and scattered parts of the green cluster mostly include
researchers and/or PhD holders, or otherwise accounts of individuals, rather than groups
or organizations. This is not a surprise, since similar sampling in other mClasses reveals
this pattern, whereby dispersed accounts of individuals tend to have smaller networks
and relatively low inter-connections outside of their modularity class. With this in mind,
the scattered nodes at the bottom left of mClass 3 is a cluster of maritime-related
services including engineering, public relations consultants, and otherwise management
professionals. This coincides with the sample examined in mClass 0 (light blue), which
corresponds to the same location of these clusters.
mClass 0 is made of mostly Australian-based accounts, including Australian
defence accounts and other industrial and commercial companies (such as ship
technology and building). Contrastingly, nodes in the bottom centre and right have
many accounts affiliated with activism, public outreach, and news that coincide with
mClass 2. The further bottom right a node is located in the graph, the less science-based
it is, and the more activism and awareness oriented they become.
Nonetheless, on the very far right, there is a protruding cluster that is mixed with
the majority of nodes in mClass 1 (orange). This group centres on arctic and polar
research, and contains a large number of Canadian accounts belonging to several
accounts affiliated with the Department of Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO). This
group also overlaps with mClass 3 from the top right where many Scandinavian and
Scottish accounts exist. This comes with no surprise since these countries pioneer ice
and arctic research in the northern hemisphere.
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Another significant finding is the connections formed by core node @EU_mare
(core node). This is an account that follows nearly 200 core nodes (see Table 21), and is
the official (verified) account of the European Union Commission of Maritime Affairs
and Fisheries (DG Mare), which disseminates “Marine/maritime/seafood news”
according to its biographical page on Twitter.
Table 21. Core Node Top 10 Following & Follower Count of Core Nodes

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Count of Core Nodes Being Followed
By Core Nodes
Target Twitter ID
Count
@NOAA
221
@scripps_ocean
191
@noaaocean
185
@OceanLeadership
185
@OurOcean
168
@oceanexplorer
166
@whoimedia
132
@eu_mare
132
@NSF
129
@savingoceans
127

Count of Core Nodes Following Core
Nodes
Source Twitter ID
Count
@EU_MARE
231
@OceanLeadership
221
@_Oceanography
210
@jmeesvliz
165
@edd_hind
90
@UMiamiRSMAS
83
@ScotMarineInst
82
@CapturingRCoast
80
@MarineGenomics
79
@SUPScientist
77

Interestingly, @EU_mare, @oceana_henrike, and @emilypenn (core nodes)
connect the bulk of activism and awareness accounts to mClass 3 and beyond. Many of
the accounts that @emilypenn follows for example (Figure 66), were only filtered into
the graph as a result of her connection to them. Some recommendations, based on the
topology of the graph can therefore be made based on this. For instance, @p1marine
who does not follow @emilypenn could possibly benefit from a direct connection since
they intersect through several accounts.
Figure 68, @emilypenn ego network
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Modularity Class 4 – UK & Research Stage
Cluster 4, or mClass 4 (magenta) is located on the upper left corner of the graph. It
consists of 15,692 nodes that share 61,791 edges. Of this total number of degrees 29.2%
of the edges are reciprocated between nodes, totalling to about 18,086 mutual edges.
mClass 4 has 82 core nodes: 24 accounts belong to research and data centres, 21 to
individual researchers, and 14 to educational institutions. Of these core nodes, only 10
users belong to the Top 10% with high degree counts.
Figure 69. mClass 4 intra-connections

Beginning from the top left and moving counter clockwise (refer to Figure 67),
the protruding magenta cluster on the upper left hand is a University College London
cluster. The difference between mClass 4 UCL cluster and the one formed in mClass 3
(green) is twofold. First, mClass 3 UCL accounts are based off of one core node,
@UCLPonds, while the cluster in mClass 4 is based on four core nodes (@UCL,
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@UCLgeopgraphy, @UCLMaps, @UCLSciLibrary). mClass 3 has 25 accounts, while
mClass 4 has 165 UCL accounts (for a full list refer to Table 20).
Second, accounts in mClass 3 are connected to a diversity of accounts
(celebrities, politicians, activists, policy makers) while nodes in mClass 4 have high
transitivity with research-based accounts—from other universities, professors, PIs,
researchers, research groups, organizations, and amongst each other. UCL nodes in
mClass 4 are connected to one or more of four, @UCL, @UCLgeography,
@UCLMAPS, and/or @UCLSciLibrary, and/or to other core nodes in this modularity
class (Refer to Figure 62 for UCL node distribution).
The magenta network also consists of many aerospace and astronomy related
nodes that are one or two degrees separated from core node @marineMarLag, an
aerospace engineer. A nearby cluster that is right below this one has accounts located in
New Zealand and is centred around two core nodes, @finlibash and @royalsocietynz.
In this cluster there’s a variety of ties to different accounts. This includes Victoria
University Wellington one of New Zealand’s universities, and news-related accounts
such as @hottopicNZ. The latter is described as follows on its Twitter page:
Hot Topic covers climate change and its impacts on New Zealand. It is
the companion web site to Hot Topic: Global Warming And The Future
Of New Zealand, by Gareth Renowden, published by AUT Media in
August 2007. Website: hot-topic.co.nz

Below this group is another cluster centred on a core node that is also an ODIP partner,
the Australian National Data Service (ANDS) (@andsdata). Its connected nodes, given
that ANDS is a major player in data management, include a geo-diverse variety of
nodes including: @webofscience, a research and citation database; @dataconservancy,
the Data Conservancy (located in Baltimore, Maryland, USA), and @auopendataindex,
Australia’s open data index, among other accounts.
One interesting finding is @facultiNet, which describes its purpose as
“[b]uilding a learning platform at the leading-edge. Latest research videos in core
subjects

supported

by

curriculum-mapped

video

insights.

http://facebook.com/facultinet. Website: https://faculti.net”, and located in “Boston,
California, London.” @FacultiNet is part of mClass 4 but is in close proximity to
mClass 2 nodes (Red). It is located in a mixed environment of nodes right by a
condensed cluster in mClass 2. This account follows 5 core nodes: Rare_org
(Betweenness Centrality Rank (BCR): 33,728; Top 10 % rank: 31st), @Alex_Verbeek
(BCR: 33,725, Top 10 % rank: 12th), @marieannelecler (BCR: 7), @UCL (BCR: 79),
and @uclgeography (BCR: 159).
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The account itself may not be of relevance to the community. However, the core
nodes that @facultiNet follows can be examined for the quality of connections that they
facilitate for this node and the community at large. For instance, of these core nodes,
only one ranks in the top ten users in terms of Betweenness centrality (BCR), and that is
@marieannelecler. This account belongs to an individual from Australia interested in
geopolitics (a theme of substantial presences in this mClass) among other listed
interests. No direct affiliation to any research body or science group can be established,
so it appears that this account belongs to, and represents individual views.
Of the other nodes followed by @facultiNet, two rank low in terms of BCR
despite being Top 10 % nodes (or nodes that have above average degrees—total degrees
>10K). What this means is that, depending on the various combinations of centrality
scores, each of these core nodes may have different significance to @facultiNet in
context of the oceanographic community. This is contingent on who they connect
@facultiNet to, and whether or not this is a meaningful connection.
For example, consider that @facultiNet is, hypothetically, an account
established to promote and connect members affiliated with a multidisciplinary ocean
science project. Then, each of the 5 core nodes will play a different role in transferring
information to/from different target audiences. @Rare_org and @Alex_Verbeek (both
mClass 2) have low BCR and thus low transitivity (connect less groups to one another).
This may mean that they could help connect the overall community with external users
beyond this graph—another instance where expanding this dataset can prove
meaningful. This is because of this nodes’ low transitivity but high number of edges
beyond it (since it is one of the Top 10 % nodes). These users are Top 10 % nodes with
some of their connections not accounted for in this dataset due to resource and Twitter
API limitations. What this suggests is that there are several variables that need to be
factored in when examining information flow.
Some variables include the number of in and out degrees; affordance of the
Twitter platform; cookies-based online behavioural ads… etc. As such, @Rare_org and
@Alex_Verbeek maybe useful in reaching a broad target audience or for mass
distribution of information, but they are not good examples of influencers in
community-relevant exchange. This is where message design and development is vital
to understand who is intended as target users, why, and to what effect. Determining
these parameters create a means for some organizations such as those in the previous
case studies determine how to incorporate and use social media for their requirements.
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Contrastingly, BCRs for @UCL and @UCLGeography indicate that they play
important roles in connecting @facultiNet, in the hypothetical scenario, with various
different clusters that are more research oriented. This may be in part because these two
accounts belong to research and education institutions. Similarly, @marieannelecler
may potentially be useful to reach enthusiasts and other individuals interested in ocean
science information.
While total number of degrees and BCR are important measures of node
influence, in- and out-degrees also say something about a node. More out-degrees
indicate that a node is more likely a recipient of a message rather than a producer of
information. More in-degrees indicate that the node is has higher visibility and possibly
an influencer in its community but not necessarily involved or central to one specific
community (oceanographic), subject (ocean warming), or event (Paris Accord). For
example UN accounts are followed by a variety of users that are not necessarily
involved in international affairs per se. Grandjean (2016: 4-5) further discusses what
various ratios of followers to followings mean for a given node.
As such, a remarkable variety of users make up the community (refer to Table 4
classification). Further manual qualitative sampling reveals this diversity. In sampling
the dataset qualitatively, some profile discoveries were made: @BlueSkyDog is a
graphic designer interested in climate change and can be categorized as part of the
community at large, as a subject enthusiast. This account follows @TheAgu (mClass 4)
and @Alex_Verbeek (mClass 2), and is followed by @greenpeaceusa (mClass 2) and
@Alex_Verbeek.
@AlabedBana is a 7-year-old refugee survivor whose mother, @fatemahalabed,
according to the bio section, manages her account. This account is followed by
@Alex_Verbeek, @Kyle_Armst (mClass 1), @Marinemarlag (mClass 4), and
@ousiadasein (mClass 2). As it seems, core node and Top 10% user @Alex_Verbeek
plays a visible role in influencing the distribution of the graph. Similarly other Top 10%
nodes do the same, making it worth investigating the removal of Top 10% from the
graph to re-examine the distribution.
As seen in the section tackling mClass 2, most nodes in that category are users
that have a more diversified set of connections that are loosely tied to the main
oceanographic community, clustered in the upper parts of the graph. Some nodes such
as @AlabedBana and @BlueSkyDog, located amongst the scattered mClass 4 nodes
further right, are therefore situated based on the algorithmic edge force that distributes
these nodes according to their strongest set of connections. This indicates a rough
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estimate of what kind of nodes they are based on their topological location in the graph.
Thus, lending Eigen Vector centrality scores importance in further analysing the data.
In terms of node variety and distribution, two of the three large sized nodes
(based on BCR) that form the heart of the cluster are both verified—@EuroGeosciences
and @NatureClimate; the third being @theAGU. @EuroGeosciences is the account for
the European Geoscience union, “an interdisciplinary, non-profit association for the
promotion of geoscience” based in Germany. @NatureClimate belongs to the esteemed
Nature Climate journal, “a monthly journal covering the science of climate change, its
impacts and wider implications for the economy, society and policy”, based in London,
UK. Finally, @theAGU is the “official account of the American Geophysical Union, the
world's largest organisation of Earth and space scientists”, based in Washington, DC.
This account forms an especially large cluster in mClass 4. It connects various
researchers and institutions as well as other accounts from across the graph.
Of the 12 core nodes accounts that follow @RealDonaldTrump (mClass 2), two
belong to mClass 4. They are @marinemarlag and @WMO. @WMO is an account
belonging to the UN’s World Meteorological Organization, the “authoritative voice on
weather, climate and water.” It is part of the Top 10 % users (ranked 52nd). It is a
verified account, which was created in Feb 2010, and located in Geneva, Switzerland.
The other account, @marinemarlag as previously discussed, belongs to an Aerospace
Engineer,

Marine

MartinLagrade.

These

nodes

are

located

closer

to

@RealDonaldTrump’s mClass 2.
Furthermore, there are 48 NASA accounts scattered across the centre and upper
left side of mClass 4. These accounts coincide with other NASA accounts that are part
of mClass 5 and thus form a bridge between the two classes. mClass 4 also boast a
number of celebrities 307 , academic or otherwise, such as music band @U2, actor
@TheRock, talk show host @iamjohnoliver, and popular platform accounts such as
@reddit, @facebook, @BuzzFeed, and @klout.
In the case of academics, some include @cryoconite 308 , Professor of Earth
Science at Chiba University, Japan and @NaomiOreskes, Professor Naomi Oreskes,
“author [of] Merchants of Doubt (2010), The Collapse of Western Civilization (2014),
Science & Tech in Cold War (2015).” Their accounts belong to mClass 4, but are
located on the boarders shared with mClass 5.

307
308

Refer to Barnett (1998) and Moran (1998) for more on academic celebrities.
Visit http://www-es.s.chiba-u.ac.jp/~takeuchi/ for more information on this user.
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@NaomiOreskes is classified in magenta for being attached to @WMO. She is
one author of Merchants of Doubt cited in this research (Oreskes & Conway, 2012). She
follows TheAGU (mClass 4), @pacificinstitut (mClass 2), and @natureclimate (mClass
4). She has 19 followers, four from mClass 3, five from mClass 4, and 10 from mClass
5. Another researcher and writer, @HelenCzerski, is located more centrally in the
graph. By applying a Gephi filter to detect ego (single node) networks, it appears that
this user’s connections scatter across the graph, connecting to most clusters. Another
comparable user is @SuPillans, a marine ecologist by training, but who identifies as
artist and writer, specializing in creative and visual communications of science. She is
based in Australia.
Figure 70. Ego networks of successful multidisciplinary scientists

What is in common between @NaomiOreskes, @HelenCzerski, and
@SuePillans besides their successful multidisciplinary roles, is their inter-connections
outside of mClass 4 (See Figure 68). This suggests that there are grounds to further
explore the relationship between professional training, non-professional skills, and the
purposes ascribed to information retention and/or dissemination in utilizing ICTs.
Numerically speaking, (see Table 22 centrality scores for users similar to
@NaomiOreskes) and statistically significant, many of users similar to the
aforementioned @NaomiOreskes rank in the 1000-2000 range for in-degree centrality;
500-7000 for total degree centrality, 1500-2000 for Eigen centrality. Looking at the
BCR and out-degree scores for these same users seems to suggest that statistics are less
significant in determining the prominence of such users’ in a myriad of subcommunities. Ostensibly, users that fall within the 1500-2000 Eigen range are more
likely to connect related clusters than with say, enthusiasts, or specific individuals. A
good example of a node that does not reflect this is @Alex_Verbeek, whose
connections do not necessarily bring together research clusters from the UK with
clusters in the U.S for example.
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Towards the far right of mClass 4, there are a few nodes whose connections
were filtered out for having less than 1 in-degree within the cluster. Upon inspection, it
turns out that these nodes are non-English accounts and are edgeless when the graph is
filtered for strong in-degrees (followers) within intra-connections (only connections
within the local cluster). This does not mean that these nodes are edgeless in the graph.
One example is @nordenen, an account belonging to the Nordic Council, and
@effektmagasin, a community magazine from Sweden that addresses questions about
climate, environment, and sustainability.
The magazine is ran by a network of writers, photographers, and designers. This
user follows, @Alex_Verbeek (mClass 2), @antarcticocean (mClass 2), @eu_mare
(mClass 3), @greenpeaceusa (mClass 2), @ices_asc (mClass 3), @jonaslfjeldheim
(mClass 3), @natureclimate (mClass 4), @oceana_henrike (mClass 3), @ourocean
(mClass 5), and @smhi (mClass 4). It is followed mutually by @antarcticocean (mClass
2) and @jonaslfjeldheim (mClass 3), which accounts for its position in the graph. Other
similar users include, @oceanEarthUniSoton, a NOC National Oceanography Centre in
Southampton, and @ckleint_steinke, a Canada-based user. Not surprisingly, more
Canadian-based accounts are detected closer to predominantly Canadian mClass 1
(orange), located at the far right of the graph.
Another interesting observations from this cluster include the overlapping of
many users from other mClasses. In one case, non-core node @NESSCresearch’s bio
on Twitter explains that "NESSC brings scientists from different areas of expertise
together to gain a better understanding of climate change and to improve climate
predictions.” What is of relevance is that this user belongs to mClass 3 (green), a
predominantly European cluster (not surprising, since this account is from
“Heidelberglaan 2, Utrecht”), but is located closer to the heart of mClass 4 rather than
the centre of the graph, as could be inferred from its Twitter description. Exploring the
connection of this user could shed light on its centrality.
Finally, magenta mClass 4 included many accounts from non-western countries
such as India and Pakistan, including some professors; accounts from different areas of
research such as polar and Antarctic science (relevant accounts are mostly clustered
opposite to cluster 4 in mClasses 1 and 3); and from a variety of journals such as
Nature’s @SocCultGeog, @NaturePhysicsand, and @NatureGeoSci. mClass 4 also
includes @UKGovTweets, which follows Top 10% per cent user, @Alex_Verbeek
(mClass 2, red).
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Table 22. mClass: Centrality Scores For Users Similar To @NaomiOreskes

Twitter Handle

Eigen
Rank

@bostonglobe
@guardiantech
@berniesanders
@jk_rowling
@epaweb
@breakingnews
@trends_ecol_evo
@twitpic
@philae2014
@wwfnews
@stationcdrkelly
@savethewaves
@globalgoalsun
@bbcpallab
@nwsspc
@hannahjwaters
@nasa_technology
@macfound
@nef
@natgeolive
@wunderground
@worldbankwater
@oceanplastics
@marinesciplym

2000
1999
1998
1997
1996
1995
1994
1993
1992
1991
1990
1989
1988
1987
1986
1985
1984
1983
1982
1981
1980
1979
1978
1977

InD
Rank
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996
1995
1994
1993
1992
1991
1990
1989
1987
1985
1983
1981
1980
1979
1978
1974
1968
1964
1962
1958

Core
Node
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

mClas
s
5
2
5
1
5
5
3
2
4
5
5
4
2
4
5
5
4
5
4
5
4
5
5
4

Twitter Handle

InD
Rank

Eigen
Rank

Core
Node

@bradneechambers
@gulfresearch
@biomarine_fr
@johnrplatt
@esipfed
@britishmuseum
@trends_ecol_evo
@twitpic
@philpauley
@wwfnews
@stationcdrkelly
@savethewaves
@good
@bbsrc
@oceaneos_inc
@harvard
@nasaames
@maggiekb1
@nef
@natgeopr
@wunderground
@worldbankwater
@oceans8films
@maritimestudies

1604
1574
1751
1776
1673
1610
1994
1993
1879
1991
1990
1989
1640
1631
1652
1876
1866
1637
1978
1846
1968
1964
1796
1763

1682
1784
1761
1804
1663
1596
1994
1993
1885
1991
1990
1989
1560
1618
1656
1847
1866
1638
1982
1828
1980
1979
1768
1772

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
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mClas
s
5
3
3
2
4
5
3
2
3
5
5
4
4
3
3
2
4
4
4
3
4
5
5
3

@the_ocean_lover
@nasasocial
@draliceroberts
@deepseauk
@rozsavage
@alongsidewild

1976
1975
1974
1973
1972
1971

1970
1973
1984
1975
1969
1982

N
N
N
N
N
N

0
5
3
3
3
5

@jimcantore

1970

1953

N

5

@fishackathon
@thedailyclimate
@sharkmourier
@noaacoastalsci
@grrlscientist
@ianfisheries
@sglawcenter
@marinelitter
@ywtlivingseas
@conletters
@n1jpo
@danlear
@georgeprobst
@arcticportal
@geoscientistmag
@action4ifaw
@envam
@teachingstem
@jrzyshark
@gordonjbuchanan

1969
1968
1967
1966
1965
1964
1963
1962
1961
1960
1959
1958
1957
1956
1955
1954
1953
1952
1951
1950

1947
1977
1940
1942
1972
1939
1948
1946
1924
1945
1937
1909
1954
1932
1963
1955
1959
1988
1928
1976

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

5
4
4
1
3
5
5
3
3
4
3
4
3
3
4
3
2
3
5
3

@the_ocean_lover
@natcapproject
@drfishsg
@deepseauk
@rozsavage
@andersoncooper
@joanna_m_murra
y
@fisheryenhance
@thedailyclimate
@sharkmourier
@noaacoastalsci
@guardiantech
@ianhall_cu
@sglawcenter
@marinesciplym
@ywtlivingseas
@cop22
@naomioreskes
@danlear
@georgia_b_brown
@asihcopeia
@ghostfishing
@adriatix
@enviro_sci
@teachingstem
@justinhgillis
@grantlyg
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1970
1800
1779
1975
1969
1642

1976
1806
1789
1734
1972
1642

N
N
N
N
N
N

0
3
3
3
3
5

1658

1692

N

3

1925
1977
1940
1942
1999
1773
1948
1958
1924
1840
1852
1909
1566
1505
1882
1910
1593
1988
1825
1613

1709
1968
1967
1966
1597
1531
1963
1977
1961
1565
1843
1807
1955
1512
1629
1935
1899
1952
1771
1902

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

5
4
4
1
5
3
5
4
3
2
4
3
4
3
4
3
2
3
2
3

@wbg_environmen
t
@bas_jobs
@celticseas
@cambridge_uni
@bloom_fr
@helena_wiklund
@fisheryenhance
@coastal_america
@samwhitcraft
@researcheurope
@preaux_fish
@sharkscience
@hopejahren
@oceanoptimism
@adriatix
@scubadiverlife
@divermagazine
@rmets
@nasa_landsat
@deepmicrobe
@gdnhighered
@np_holliday
@thenasciences
@tonyjuniper
@changingseas
@ncc_cnc
@uk_osnap

1949

1936

N

2

@waseagrant

1786

1805

N

0

1948
1947
1946
1945
1944
1943
1942
1941
1940
1939
1938
1937
1936
1935
1934
1933
1932
1931
1930
1929
1928
1927
1926
1925
1924
1923

1931
1938
1986
1923
1904
1925
1899
1906
1971
1949
1893
1952
1950
1910
1965
1967
1905
1960
1927
1957
1892
1934
1966
1895
1941
1903

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

3
3
3
3
3
3
5
5
3
3
5
4
5
3
5
5
4
4
4
3
4
4
3
2
1
4

@bbcr4today
@cfpreformwatch
@capitalweather
@blueoceangood
@hickman_anna
@fishguy_fhl
@conbiology
@samwhitcraft
@ret_ward
@psf
@sharkscience
@horizon2020eu
@oceanplastics
@adventurscience
@scubadiverlife
@divermagazine
@rmets
@nasa_technology
@deepmicrobe
@georgeprobst
@np_holliday
@thenasciences
@tonyjuniper
@childrennature
@ncc_cnc
@uk_osnap

1859
1823
1835
1603
1756
1721
1555
1906
1705
1784
1893
1607
1962
1680
1965
1967
1905
1980
1927
1954
1892
1934
1966
1828
1941
1903

1819
1925
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Modularity Class 5 –Communication Stage
The dense cluster belonging to mClass 5, dark blue, is located in the centre of the graph.
It consists of 29,686 nodes and 182,300 edges between them. Of these nodes, 12,054 or
about 41% of the total, share 46,724 reciprocal degrees or about 26% of the total edges.
mClass 5 has a total of 152 core nodes. The dataset’s highest ranked node for
Betweenness centrality (BCR) belongs to mClass 5 (@_oceanography). It also has the
highest number of BCR nodes in the top 100 highest ranked nodes (33%); the highest
ranked node by degree centrality (@oceanleadership); the highest ranked in degree
centrality node (NOAA’s @oceanexplorer); and the highest ranked for Eigen Vector
centrality (@oceanexplorer).
This cluster, visualized in Figure 69, has a combination of various different
accounts, including some of the most globally influential organizations in
oceanography, complemented by celebrity scientists and activists concerned with the
ocean. Some examples include several NOAA accounts and the Scripps institution for
oceanography among other institutions. The account for the British Oceanographic Data
Centre (BODC), which was case studied in this research, is also located within this
cluster.
@BODC is located at the periphery of clusters 3 and 4, which consists mostly of
researchers, scientists, and science policy accounts from predominantly Western
countries. The majority of these accounts belong to the UK, US, Australia, and Western
European countries. With this in mind, mClass 5 acts as a central cluster that connects
most of the graph communities together. This is expected since the core nodes were
aggregated mainly based on a list of ODIP and BODC partners.
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Figure 71. mClass 5 intra-connections

What is surprising however, is the diversity of accounts that make up this
individual cluster, independent of the larger dataset. This is because although other
clusters are relatively homogeneous in terms of geographical location—as evident in
mClass 0 and 1—mClass 5 includes accounts from other locations including some
organizational franchises in Asia (@GreenpeaceEasia), and accounts of non-science
based designation. Although more needs to be done in order to examine the scope of
these ties, it seems as though the most fruitful conversations about the world’s oceans
could happen in this cluster because of the holistic composition that represent various
stakeholders (commercial companies, politicians, researchers, activists, industry,
citizens…etc.).
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Most of the connections related to case study 1 and 2 sit at the intersection
between mClasses 3 and 5, and to a degree, mClass 4. Many members of the ODIP
project for example are clustered near 4 and 5. The more central in the graph, the more
connections to the world beyond researchers and other research institutions there are.
Perhaps due to a combination of user diversity and density, this cluster is not heavily
transitive, given the parameters of data at hand, which limits the graph to tier 2
connections (see Figure 34, network tiers identified for data collection, for an
illustration). However, some interesting findings emerge when this cluster is sampled
and qualitatively analysed.
By applying a Gephi filter to remove nodes within the cluster with 0 indegrees309, nearly 65% of users remain. They share 71% of the existing edges. This
makes it easier to examine the dataset by only looking at accounts that have at least one
follower from mClass 5. What emerges is not unusual, especially when it comes to
accounts that belong to individuals (as opposed to organizations).
The aggregated followers and following depict a picture of the person’s profile
by revealing some of their interest. Applicable to a variety of accounts, many users tend
to follow nodes that reflect their personal, as well as their professional interests. This
yields a collection of accounts that are distant from the core community of
oceanographers. Some examples include following celebrities (as seen in other
clusters), such as @BeteMidler, or services, such as @questLove. This pattern is more
prevalent amongst verified accounts.
In terms of layout, the further bottom and away from the centre of the graph, the
more commercial accounts begin to appear. Companies such as @Nestle,
@ZeagleSystems (a scuba gear company), and @ToysRus, are some examples. For
some, the connection is obvious. For other accounts, it is hard to say why some
companies are following or being followed by oceanographic accounts without looking
at the exchange between them and the core nodes they are affiliated with.
However, most companies usually have a designated charity cause or public
outreach program that they endorse. In the case of @Nestle for example, the company
promotes sustainable resources through an effort to minimize water waste310. Evidently,

309

0 in-degree nodes in this context does not mean that the nodes do not have in-degrees from other
mClasses.
310
More about the Nestle company campaign can be found here: http://www.nestle.com/csv/planet.
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some users are keen on following environmentally-oriented accounts for news updates
and commercial awareness surrounding these matters.
In terms of activism and awareness, in contrast to mClass 2, this community
houses some of the larger NGOs, including several Green Peace accounts, Cousteau
Divers (@CousteauDivers), and Plastic Oceans (@plasticoceans). Further sampling
illustrates the diversity in the composition of this community. There are niche
professionals that specialize in various fields but who focus on environmental causes
such as graphic designer @andrealeon, an account that has at least 2 in-degree edges;
and @ajeansu, an attorney and “associate conservation director” at the Centre of
Biological Diversity, which has branches in the US and Mexico.
Several local organizations also filter into the data such as @TheState South
Carolina newspaper, and @Seidotorg, the Boston-based Sustainable Endowments
Institute, which pioneers “research to advance sustainability in higher education.” Near
two recreational sport accounts @baresports and @atomicaquatics, there is a cluster of
accounts belonging to trademark brands such as @QuickSilver; celebrities such as
@BetteMidler; platforms including @Change; and marketing agencies and their
affiliates such as @cStreet_ca and @natashawanders.
More volunteers, activist, and enthusiast accounts are located further into the
area that overlaps with mClass 2 (red). This includes @laura33477, a volunteer at a sea
turtle hospital; @normanBuffong, a Canadian “ecoguy”, @monica_most a whale and
“blackfish” activist; @innovationnews for news on new technology; @mahamosa, a tea
company that supports environmental campaigns; and @mikeallen a verified account
belonging to the co-founder of media companies Axios and Politico. There are also
tourism and travel agency nodes (@discoverroatan) and radio talk show hosts
(@kristenhenry); niche green news (@sustainourearth); green educational initiatives
(@oceanfirstedu and @greenschoolsorg); and outreach programs (@ecoconsumer).
Moving in a counter clockwise manner towards the border area between mClass
1 and 2, there are several accounts that come together to form a cluster near the
predominantly arctic, polar, and Canadian accounts of mClass 1 (orange). This includes
a little more than 5% of the 63 Green Peace accounts that span the globe, the
transnational Environmental Defense (@EDFOceans), and several organizational
awareness

campaigns

(@plasticoceans,

@forplanetocean,

@savingoceans,

@imperiledoceans).
Similar to other clusters, there are accounts that are seemingly abandoned such
as @thegoodholiday, created in July 2011 but that produced no tweets, and which links
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to a well-designed blog that contains broken links and scarce content. There are also
private inaccessible accounts such as @heart4theocean. As mentioned earlier, of the
individual accounts that were sampled and analysed, some general patterns can be
observed. In some cases there seems to be a blurred line between professional and
private spheres of users (e.g. @galloglobal and @krwedemeyer). In other instances,
accounts are utilized and branded in a strictly professional way to endorse a campaign,
educate on a subject, or promote research (e.g. @trevorabranch, @lauranbrewster,
@mariaidolan, @bestinoblu, @oceanleadercomm, @susandbrown, and @linds4fins).
For example, some users indicate in their bios their professional roles as
professors, researchers, PhD candidates…etc. Scanning their pages depicts focused
curated content consisting of a combination of various elements: retweets from
affiliated, or supported, institution; tweets of various news or research articles (for
example sharks, plankton, or fisheries), and/or liking and/or retweeting other niche
users’ content tied to their own.
However, some users choose to utilize Twitter for both professional and
personal purposes, capitalizing on their expertise and brand311 (as scientists, explorer,
engineer…etc.), and tweeting about interest, views, or other subjects beyond their field.
A qualitative scan of their tweets, retweets and likes implies a mixture of their
profession, interest, and their social lives. This contrasts to the way their identities are
constructed and managed in more traditional outputs such as journals, conference
proceedings, or book publications.
With all of this in mind, it must be noted that this is not to say that all users must
adhere to one means of social media best practice. Nor is it to say that researchers and
scientists must identify their background and stick to a professional disciplinary code of
conduct. On the contrary, and emphasizing the conceptual framework of this research
based on descriptive modes of analysis, it is interesting to see how some users choose to
brand themselves based on their profession but are not for the most part, disseminating
their work through Twitter channels.
There are several factors that contribute to this as seen in the literature review. In
one aspect, users negotiate their identities “between factual or opinionated [and/or]

311

Refer to the following studies for more on the study of user branding and demographic profiling on
Twitter: Brems et al. (2017); Ottovordemgentschenfelde (2017); Gong et al. (2015); Preoţiuc-Pietro,
Lampos, & Aletras (2015); Sloan et al. (2015); Oktay, Firat, & Ertem (2014); Stepchenkova, Kirilenko, &
Kim (2013); Page (2012); Mishori et al. (2014), Mislove et al. (2011); Huberman, Romero; & Wu (2008);
and Java et al. (2007).
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personal or professional,” there is an implicit struggle between sharing information and
strategic self-promotion (Brems et al. 2017: 443-4). It could be that there is a lack of
knowledge on how to utilize Twitter or, conceivably, not knowing what to Tweet in 140
characters. Others actively choose to abstain from active participation in the production
of information (Gong, Lim, & Zhu, 2015).
Notwithstanding, whatever the activity, self-branding approach, and Twitter
utilization strategy, it all contributes to an understanding of what these data enable, the
nature of the platform that enables it (Twitter), and what is afforded by both to its user
(Bruns & Stieglitz, 2014). It also puts into context other issues that have been addressed
elsewhere (e.g. Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010; Treem & Leonardi, 2013; Fuchs, 2013;
Almaatouq et al., 2014; and Liu et al., 2014).
Graphically, when it comes to visualizing this cluster, there are several
compelling findings. When nodes are sized by Betweenness centrality value, most Top
10% nodes are in turn transformed into the largest nodes. In contrast, when sized by
Eigen vector centrality, a set of different nodes becomes apparent (See Figure 70). This
is a very unique finding that, although could be noted just from the data spread sheet,
would not have appeared as significant without visualization.
Figure 72. Comparing node sizes based on various centrality scores

For example, @EDFOceans, a core node, was not visible prior to sizing by
Eigen centrality. This account is a verified account (one of +200K verified accounts
from the original unrefined dataset). This account belongs to the Environmental
Defense Fund, which offers market-based solutions to environmental problems. Eigen
centrality is a measure of the influence of a node in a network. It is based on an
assessment of relative scores for all nodes in the network, such that high-scoring nodes
contribute more to the score of the node in question, than equal connections to lowscoring ones (Aleskerov et al., 2016).
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Betweenness centrality (BC) measures all the shortest paths between every pair
of nodes in the network. It then counts how many times a node is on the shortest path
between two others (Estrada et al., 2009). @_oceanography scores highly in this
measure, simply because of a) being a core node and b) its relatively high number of
total degrees, which is advantageous compared to other core node connections. Despite
this, a high BC score might suggest that a node is connecting various different mClasses
in the network.
Furthermore, of the top 50 ranked highest for Harmonic Closeness Centrality, a
measure that examines closeness centrality—or the average path between a node and all
the others (Rochat, 2009; Boldi & Vigna, 2014)—in non-connected graphs, the top 44
nodes belong to mClass 5. All but two are non-core nodes. The highest ranking belongs
to a verified account @2newsweather, Chief Meteorologist for KUTV 2News Sterling
Poulson. This accounts has BCR 55,706 and Eigen rank 55,706. It must be said
however, that this is a topological measure and that @2newsweather shares a Harmonic
Closeness value of 1 with 41 other nodes.
Looking at other users that exhibit less disparity between centrality scores, the
following users from mClass 5 top the list: @USAgov, @WaterWarden, @Xanderseo,
@ZipCV, @Immobilgreen, and @_Oceanography. Table 23 lists these nodes with their
respective centrality ranks. The Harmonic Closeness Centrality is highlighted to
illustrate the shared value (1) between various nodes.
Arguably, there can be a connection between @2newsweather ranking and the
account profile. Meteorologists are indeed immersed in various aspects of ocean science
to explain climate in the context of weather forecasts. Coupled with the news
orientation of this account, it makes sense that this user holds a figurative position in the
community. Content on this user’s page explain the weather to the lay, in a way, that
translates data about climate into weather forecasts that people can use and understand
in their everyday lives.

1
1
1
1
0.583333333

500

21151
25266
41646
65175
59660

3430
23159
79829
96882
91367

N
N
N
N
N
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Core
Node

52077
21477
20455
51969
46454

Eigen
Rank

8997
19107
32136
69835
63571

BCR

In Rank
3411
20565
79829
96882
91367

Out
Rank

37
38
39
40
41

Degree
Rank

@usagov
@waterwarden
@xanderseo
@zipcv
@immobilgreen

HCC
Value

Twitter User

HCCR

Table 23. Top ranked nodes with low divergence in centrality scores

5
5
5
5
5

@_oceanography
@oceanwire
@jmeesvliz
@edd_hind
@arlewin

42
43
44
45
46

0.480658905
0.447119137
0.442212678
0.437970609
0.420886854

26
325
76
59
36

14
354
38
27
23

5
318
10
8
9

1
18
13
8
2

26
324
76
59
36

Y
N
Y
Y
Y

5
3
3
3
2

Finally, another account sampled during the qualitative analysis of the data
resulted in the discovery of family members (@PyCousteau and @ashlancousteau both
mClass 5). Several nodes follow these nodes across the graph. Although
@Ashlancousteau is not a core node. The user is followed by @antarcticocean, The
Antarctic Ocean Alliance, a core node in mClass 2 belonging to a platform for a system
of marine reserves in Antarctica, Australia, and Europe. Other followers include
@carolhink (mClass 2), a social media consultant that focuses on ocean science;
@greenpeaceusa (core node in mClass 2); and marine scientists and outreach educator
@linds4fins (core node in mClass 5).
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Appendix 5.3.E. BODC Network Centrality Ranking
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Appendix 5.3.F. Other Findings
One interesting finding was that none of the Google Scholar312 top cited oceanographers
had obvious Twitter accounts. Malcolm Roberts (see Figure 71), ranking 8th, is a name
shared between one of the Google Scholar oceanographers and anti-climate change
Australian senator 313 . This encounter highlighted the role and agency of Twitter,
Wikipedia, and Google SEO in dictating specific outcomes.
Figure 73. Top cited authors in oceanography according to Google Scholar

312

The related Google page can be accessed via
https://scholar.google.ca/citations?mauthors=label%3Aocean&hl=en&view_op=search_authors
313
User @SenatorMRoberts was eliminated during refinement of dataset for not meeting in and out
degree criteria.
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